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I

*?eap*er fr" &*avktng oalt

This chapter offers a general introduction to ways ofworking in a ianguage
classroom and to a range ofteacher and learner roles. It also addresses some
important questions about hou,' people learn.

Classroorns at work

'.'itffiflld<. classroom snapshots
A f r iend who knows noth ing  about  language teach ing  has  asked you to  descr ibe  a
snapshot  o f  a  typ ica l  mornent  in  a  language c lassroom a  p ic tu re  tha t  cap tures  the
look ,  the  a tmosphere ,  the  learners '  mood,  the  teacher 's  a t t i tude ,  e tc .  What  wou ld
your  ins tan t  snapshot  show?

Your image probabl_v captures some assumptions you hold - about what a
teacher's job is, r.vhat learners can do and how they should u'ork, etc. If you are on
a trarmng course and haven't started teaching yet, your snapshot migbt he very
different from, sa1', a teacher who has been working for tw-enty years. In this bookJ
u'e rvill look in detail at lots oflesson ideas, activitics, methods and techniques; but
before that, it may be useful just to get a more general picture ofwhat goes on in
language teaching - to look round a ferv classroom doors and glimpse what's
going on inside.

Watching different classes

In my own teaching career,I have lbund that one of the most useful things is
simply to u'atch other people teach. I often take away tangible things from this
observation, such as ideas for specific activities, the pace they work at or a
particular 'something' that the teacher said or did. Over the years, I find that I have
incorporated a lot from this into my orvn teaching.

Some aspects oflessons can be difficult to interpret. Sometimes I feel that the
atmosphere in a room is excellent or tiat the class is particularly engaged or
working in a distinctively autonomous manner. But it isn't always easy to work out
how these apparently 'natural' things have been aclfeved.

One thing I have concluded over the years is that much of the'magic'that makes a
good lesson (often attributed purely to 'natural' skill or 'personality') is something
that is almost al$'ays acl.rieved by very specific actions, comments and atritudes -
even when the teacher isn't alvare of what he or she has done. And because ofthis.
lve can study thcse things and learn from them.

Task 1.2 Different lessons
Read the  fo l low ing  l l r ie f  snapshot  descr ip t ions  o f  moments  f rom d i f fe ren t  lessons
in  d i f fe ren t  loca t ions .

Wh ich  one ( i f  any)  i s  most  l i ke  how you see yourse l f  as  a  teacher?  Are  there  any
charac ter is t i cs  o r  approaches you f ind  in te res t ing  and wou ld  l i ke  to  use  yourse l f ,
or would reject?
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Chapter 1 Starting out

Classroorn 1: Andrea

Andrea is working with 34 fourteen-year-old learners. Although the large desks
are frxed in their places, she has asked the students to rnove so that they are sitting
around both sides in ways that they can work in groups ofsix or seven. Each
group has just finished discussing and designing a youth club on a sheet of
,A.3 paper and is now working on agreeing a list often good arguments to persuade
the other groups to choose its youth club design (rather than one of the others).
Each group will have to make a presentation ofits arguments in front ofthe class
in about ten minutes'ti-rne.

There is a lot ofnoise in the classroom. Andrea is walking around listening in
unobtusively to what is going on in the groups. She smiles when she hears good
ideas, but she isn't intervening or taking any active part in the conversations. She
answers basic questions when a learner asks (eg if someone wants to know the
word for something), but she avoids getting involved in working closely with a
group, even with one group that is getting stuck - in this case, she makes a quick
suggestion for moving forward and then walks away to another group.

Classroorn 2: Maia

At a first glance, nothing much seems to be happening here. Maia is sitting down
in a circle with her eight students, and they are chatting, fairly naturally, about
some events from the previous day's news. Although Maia isn't doing much overt
correction, after watching the lesson for a while it's possible to notice that she is
doing some very discreet'teaching', ie she is managing the conversation a litde,
bringing in quieter students by asking what they think and helping all learners to
speak by encouraging, asking helpful questions, echoing what they have said,
repeating one or two hard-to-understand sentences in corrected English, etc.

1 0
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1 Classrooms at work

Classroom 3: Lee

Lee is standing at the front of a class of eleven young adult students. He is
introducing gorng to as a way oftalking about predicted events in the future. He
has put up a large wallchart picture on the board showing a policeman watching a
number of things in the town centre.The picture seems to immediately suggest a
nttmber of going to sentences such as They're going to rob the banh, He isn't going to
stop a];ld It\ going to fall down.Lee \s pointing at parts of the picture and
encouraging learners to risk trying to say a going to sentence.When they do, he
gently corrects them and gets them to say it again better. Sometimes he gets the
whole class to repeat an interesting sentence. It's interesting that he's actually
saying very little himself; most ofhis interventions are nods, gestures' facial
expressions and one- or two-word instuctions or short corrections Generally,
the learners are talking rather more than tie teacher-

Classroorn 4: Paoli

Paoli's lesson is teaching some new vocabulary to an adult evening class ofolder
learnersl the current lesson stage is focused on learner practice ofthe new items
Everyone in class is sitting in a pair, face to face.They are using a handout
designed by Paoli which gives the learners in each pair (known as A and B) slightly
different information.The task requires them to use some of the new vocabulary
in relatively natural ways to try and discover information from their parmer.There
is a lot of talking in the room, though it's clear that not everyone is participating to
an equal degree. One or tr'vo pairs are almost silent, and one pair seems to be
whispering in their own language rather than in English. Paoli is moving round the
room trying to notice any such problems and encouraging students to complete
the task in the intended way.

t"iF*l I.ifrt'i l
ffilffi!
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Chapter 1 Starting out

$7e have glimpsed four different lessons.The descriptions below summarrse some
distinctive features of each.

Sorne typical language-teaching classes

The first class described above involved groups rvorking cooperatively on a task.
The teacher saw her role as primarily'managerial', making sure that the activity
was set up properly and being done properly'. She took care that she allowed
enough space (ie time to think and plan without interference or 'unhelpful help')
so that learners could get on and achieve the result.

In dre second class, we saw a reacher apparently doing fairly little that might be
traditionally viewed as 'teaching'. However) even at this glimpse, we have noticed
that something was going on and the teacher was 'managing' the conversation and
the language more than might have been apparent at first glance. Is this a valid
lesson?!7e'll look at possible aims for lessons like the hrst and second snapshots
when we get to Chapter 9.

The third class involves a lesson type known as a 'presentation', ie the teacher is
drawing everyone's attention to his focus on language.Interestingly, although the
teacher is introducing new language, he is doing this without a great deal of overt
explanation or a high quantity ofteacher talk.rWe look at grammar presenrations
in Chapter 7.

In the fourth lesson, the learners are doing a pairwork vocabulary task.The
teacher's role was initially to set up the activity, and at the end it will be to manage
feedback and checking. At the moment, he can relax a little more, as nothing much
requrres to be done beyond monitoring if it is being done correctly

Out ofthese four lessons (which I think may be fairly typical snapshots of modern
Ianguage classroom life), we have seen relatively little overt 'teaching' in the
traditional manner, although we have seen a number ofinstances ofthe teacher'managing'the seating and groupings, 'managing' the activities (stardng,
monitoring, closing them), 'managing' the learners and their participation levels,
and 'managing' the flow of the conversation and work.

I think it's reasonable to argue that much of modern language teaching involves
this classroom management as much or more than it involves the upfront
explanations and testing that many people imagine as the core ofa teacher's job.
This is partly to do with the peculiar subject mafter we work with, ie the language
we are using to teach with is also the thing we are teaching.

Although there is a body of'content'in language teaching, the main thing we want
our students to do is use the language themselves - and therefore there are many
reasons why we mainly want our students to do more and therefore for us to do
(and talk) less.

You could now use:

on the DVD to make 'snapshot' observations ofteachers at

to get a more detailed picture of classroom management in

1 :
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2 What is a teacher?

What is a teacher?

Language learners don't always need teachers.-fhe1' can set about learning in a
variet_v of ways. Some le arn by studying on their orvn at home w-ith books, CDs,
DVDs, e-rvorkbooks, computer programs and so onl others seem to'pick up'a
language just b1' living and communicating in a place rvhere the language is used
(this is known as imrnersion).

Ofcourse, many students do learn in classes u,ith other students and a teacher -
u'hether that's a class they chose to come to (for examplc, at a language school) or
maybe a class thel' were requircd to attend (such as in a high school). And much
language learning rvill involve elemcnts ofall three rvays: self-stud-v, 'picking it up'
and classroom lvork.

But, ifit's possible to Iearn successfully without a teacher, then what difference
does having a teacher make to the learning process?!rhl'do some people pa-v to
have a teachcr?What do students expect from them? To put it blund]', what on
earth are teachers for'? Ifyou are (or are planning to be) a teacher, it's important
to consider such basic questions.

Remembering teachers you have known
Think  back  to  some teachers  (o f  any  sub jec t )  you  have had in  your  l i fe .  What  do
you remember  about  them and the i r  essons? The teacher 's  manner?  How you
fe l t  in  the i r  p resence? Can you reca l l  any  spec i f i c  lessons? Spec i f i c  teach ing
techn iques? What  i t  was  l i ke  to  be  a  s tudent  in  tha t  room? What  words  or
phrases characterise the atmosphere of the classes (eg positive, encouraging,
boring, friendly, l ike an interrogation, sarcastic, humorous, respectful, scary,
ou iet\?

To what  ex ten t  do  you th ink  your  persona i  s ty le  as  a  teacher  i s  based to  some
degree on  these ro le  mode ls?

\flhen I started teaching,I found that my basic image ofrvhat a teacher's job rvas
and ho$. a teacher should behave rverc drau,n largely from what I had seen my
o\\ n teachers doing. These internal images rvere quite deeply held and quite hard
to challenge. Any tcacher starting out needs to check if they have inbuilt
assumptions about teaching from this exposure to hours and hours ofobserving
your own teachers at rvork.

Ifyou think about it, you have u'atched and experienced an arvful lot ofteaching
being done to you - and this can often remain a subde and deep-scated influence.
rWhether lve acknor'vledgc it or not, much of our view of tvhat a teacher is and u'hat
a teacher should do can often be traced back to these many years oflesson
obsen'ation from thc pupil's seat. Sadl]', a lot of the teaching that has left a deep
rmpresslon on us was not necessarily very good teaching. As rvell as some
excellent teachcrs, most ofus have probably seen examples oftcachers lvho r,vere
bor ing .  un-k ind .  incom pc l  cn l .  \ i t r casL ic  o r  inepL.

1 3
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Chapter 1 Starting out

'Entertainer' teaching

Learners come to class to learn a language rather than to be amused by a great
show. Certainly no one would wish their lessons to be boring, but it,s important to
check out if the classes of an 'entertainer' style ofteacher are genuinely leading to
any real learning. It's easy to get swept up in the sheer panache ofone's own
performance; the teacher who constantly talks a lot, tells stories and jokes, amuses
the class with their antics, etc can provide a diverting hour, but it may simply cover
up the fact that very.litde has been taken in and used bv the students.The
monologue may provide useful exporr.. to o.,. rvry oiusing language, but this
isn't sufficient to justify regular lessons ofthis kind. I,ve found that quite a number
ofteachers suspect that this 'performer' style is a goal they should aim for, partly
maybe because of an influence from Hollyr,vood hlms about teaching. But there is
a fine line between creating a good atmosphere and good rapport in class and
becoming an entertainer. I hope that I can persuade you that rapport is crucial but
entertarnment ts much less so.

Traditional teaching

For many ofus, school teaching was in a style we could characterise as'traditional'.While the details may vary considerably from school to school and
befiveen different countries and cultures, there will still be many aspects of'traditional' teaching that are familiar to manv.

Traditional teaching
List some ofthese characteristic features oftraditional teaching (eg Where does
the teacher stand / sit? How are students seated? How is the class managed?).
What  do  you th ink  a re  the  d isadvantages  o f  a  t rad i t iona l  teach ing  approach fo r
language teach ing  and learn ing?

'Traditional' teaching comes in many varieties, but is often characterised by the
teacher spending quite a lot ofclass time using the board to explain things - as if'transmitting' knowledge to the class - with occasional questions to or from the
learners. After t}rese explanadons. the srudents will often do some pracrice
exercises to test whether they have understood what they have been told.
Throughout the lesson, the teacher keeps control of the subject matter, makes
decisions about what work is needed and orchestrates what the students do. In this
classroom, the teacher probably does most of the talking and is by far the rnost
active person.The students'role is primarily to listen and concentate and,
perhaps, take notes with a view to taking in the information. Often the teacher
takes as if by right (usually, but not always, benignly) permission to direct, give
orders, tell off, rebuke, criticise, etc, possibly with limited or no consultation.
This 'transmission' view of the role ofa teacher is relatively widespread, and in
many cultures represents the predominant mode ofeducation. Students will
expect that a teacher will teach in this way, and fellow teachers may be crilical or
suspicious of teachers who do not. In such cases, it,s important to remember that
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2 What is a teacher?

your choice of methodology is not simply a m'atter of what you beliet'e to be best,
imposed at any cost, but itis also about what is appropriate in a particular place
with particular people.lfhat you do in any school or with any learner will often
represent your best compromise between what you believe and what seems right
in the local context.You then have the interesting possibility ofstardng to
persuade your colleagues and students to your ideas . . . or maybe learning from
them about why their approaches work better.

The process by which traditional teaching is imagined as working is somedmes
characterised as 'jug and mug' - the knowledge being poured from one receptacle
into an empty one. It is often based on an assumption that the teacher is the
'knower'and has the task ofpassing over knowledge to the students, and that
having something explained or demonstrated to you wi.ll lead to learning - and if it
doesn't, it is because the teacher has done this job badly or the student is lazy or
incompetent.

In many circumstances,lecture or explanation by a teacher may be an efficient
method of informing a large number ofpeople about a topic. However, if our own
educational experience has mainly been of this approach, then it is worth pausing
for a minute and questioning whether this is indeed the most effective or efficient
teaching method.\X/hereas most teachers will need to be good 'explainers' at
various points in their lessons, a teaching approach based solely or mainly on this
technique can be problematic.

The irnportance of rapport

Interestingly, when I recall my own teachers at school,I find it quite hard to recall
details ofany specihc individual lessons, but I can recall - quite strongly -the way
that the teacher related to the class and how I felt in this teacher's presence. I think
of some whose lessons were bright and enjoyable, some whose lessons were
frightening and tense, some who seemed to bring out t-he best in me and some
who closed me up.The way the teacher related to the learners - and consequently
how learners related to each other - was signihcandv different in different
classrooms.
'What 

creates this distinctive atmosphere of each teacher's class? $?hat makes the
difference between a room where people are defensive and anxious, and a room
where people feel able to be honest and take risks?Teachers and tainers often
comment on the importance of'rapport'between teachers and students.The
problem is that, whereas rapport is clearly important, it is also notoriously difficult
to define or quantify. Sometimes people equate it with 'being generally friendly to
your students'. While this is a reasonable starting point, I thfuk we need to find a
wider defmition, involving many more aspects to do with the quality of how
teacher and learners relate.

This does raise a problem, though. If a significant part ofa class's success is down
to how well the teacher and students relate, does that suggest that successful
teachers are born, and if they don't naturally relate well to people, then they are a
u,'rite-ofP Is your'rapport' 100% natural or is it something that can be worked on
and imoroved?

15
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Chapter 1 Starting out

:Wi*Sit Creating a positive learning atmosphere

Figure  1 .1  l rs ts  some fea tures  tha t  may be  impor tan t  in  c rea t ing  a  pos i t i ve

re la t ionsh ip  and a  pos i t i ve  learn ing  a tmosphere .  Dec ide  wh ich  i tems are  inborn

and wh ich  cou ld  be  worked on  and improved.

In  a  pos i t i ve  learn ing  a tmosphere  the  teacher  .  .  .

Figure 1.1 Featurcs rvhich create a positive relatiol-lship and atmosphere

Arguable maybe, but I rvould say that all ofthese are drings that can be studied

and improved on. Some are more difficult than others.

Ofcourse, although it's a good start, a positive learning atmosphere isn't

everything. Being jokey, chatt] and easygoing docsn't necessarily lead to good

teaching - one of my teachers was very fricndly and funnr', but his lessons ended

up in confusion. Contrastingll', lcssons from one of the quieter, more scrious

teachers were often very memorable.This is simply the first building block of

teaching, but it's an important one.

Respect, ernpathy and authenticity

Carl Rogers, t1.re American psychologist, suggested that there are three core

teacher characteristics that help to create an effcctive learning environment. These

are respect (a positive and non-judgemental regard 1br another person), empathy
(being able to see things from the other person's perspective, as iflooking through
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2 What is a teacher?

their eyes) and authenticity (being oneselfwiihout lxding behind job titles, roles
or masks).

\?hen a teacher has these three qualities, the relationships within the classroom
are likely to be stronger and deeper, and communication between people much
more open and honest.The educational climate becomes positive, forward-
Iooking and supportive.The learners are able to work with less fear oftaking
risks or facing challenges. In doing this, they increase their own self-esteem and
self-understanding, gradually taking more and more of the responsibility for
their own Iearning themselves rather than assuming that it is someone
else's job.

Rogers and Frelberg (1994) considered that, out ofthese three teacher
characteristics, authenticity was the most important. To be yourself. Not to play

the role of a teacher, but to take the risk of being vulnerable and human and
honest. Gaie Houston (1990) has written that'The foundation ofrapport is to
learn yourselfenough that you know what style you have and when you are being
truthful to yourself.'

Although there are some practical techniques you can learn to improve your

communication with others, real rapport is something more substantial than a
technique that you can mimic. It is not something you do to other people. It is you

and your moment-by-moment relationship with other human beings. Similarly,
respect or empathy or authenticity are not clothes to put on as you walk into the
classroom, not temporary characteristics that you take on for the duration ofyour
lesson.You cannot role play 'respect'- or any ofthe other qualities. On the
contrary, they are rooted at the level ofyour genuine intentions.

In order to improve the quality of our own relationship in the classroom, we do not
need to learn new techniquesl we need to look closely at what we really want for
our students, how we really feel about them. It is our attitude and intentions rather
than our methodology that we may need to work on.

Having said all that, it also suggests that I can't teach you how to do this in a book.
For this reason. the main subiect matter of the book concerns the more technical
aspects of creating a successful class.

Three kinds ofteacher

There are obviously many ways ofteaching, and part of the enjoyment ofbeing a
student in a good classroom is in sharing the unique personal identity, style, skills
and techniques that a teacher brings to a lesson.

Having said that, it sometimes gives things a clearer perspective if we simplify
rather than complicate. Adrian Underhill has suggested that there may be three
broad categories ofteaching styles (summarised in Figure 1 2).

The explainer

Many teachers know their subject mafter very well, but have limited knowledge of
teaching methodology.This kind ofteacher relies mainly on 'explaining' or
'lecturing'as a way of conveying information to tle students Done with style or
enthusiasm or wit or imagination, this teacher's lessons can be very entertaining,
interesting and informative.The students are listening, perhaps occasionally
answering questions and perhaps making notes, but are mostly notbeing
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Chapter 1 Starting out

personally involved or challenged.The learners often get practice by doing
individual exercises after one phase of the lecture has finished.

The involver

This teacher also knows the subject matter that is being dealt with. (In our case,
this is essentially the English language and hou' it rvorks.) Hor'vever, she is also
familiar with teaching medrodology; she is able to use appropriate teaching and
organisational procedures and techniques to help her students learn about the
subject matter. 'Teacher explanations' may be one of these techniques, but in her
case, it is onl-v one option among many that she has at her disposal. This teacher is
trying to invoh'e the srudents actively and puts a great deal ofeffort into finding
appropriate and interesting activities that u,ill do this, while still retaining clear
control over the classroom and lvhat haooens in it.

The enabler

The third kind ofteacher is confident enough to share control rvith the learners, or
perhaps to hand it over to them entirely. Decisions made in her classroom may
often be shared or negotiated. In man-v cases, she takes her lead from the students,
seeing herselfas someone whose job is to create the conditions that enable the
students to learn for themselves. Sometimes this will involve her in less traditional
'teaching'; she may become a'guide'or a'counsellor'or a 'resource of information
when needed'. Sometimes, when the class is rvorking well under its own steam,
when a lot ofautonomous learning is going on, she may be hardly visible.

This teacher knou's about the subject matter and about methodolog]', but also has
an awareness ofhow individuals and groups are thinking and feeling within her
class. She actively responds to this in her planning and methods and in building
effective working relatior.rships and a good classroom atmosphere. Her own
personality and attitude are an active encouragement to this learning.

Subject matter l\y'ethodology Peo p  le

Exp la iner

tnvo tver

Ena l l le r

Figure 1.2 Three kinds ofteacher

These three descriptions ofteachers are, ofcourse, very broadly painted.There is
no way to categorise all teaching under three headings; many teachers will find
elements of each categorv that are true for them, or that they move bet\'veen
categories depending on the da1', the class and the aims ofa lesson. However, this
simple categorisation may help lrou to reflect on what kind ofteaching you have
mostly experienced in your life so far and may also help -vou to clarify what kind of
teacher you see yourselfas being now or in the future.

On teacher-training courses,I have come across many participants whose initial
internal image ofa teacher is based on the'explainer', but who are keen to move to
becoming an 'involver' in their ou'n teaching. Such a move may be your aim in
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3 Teaching and learning

reading this book- and the book is mainly gedred towards giving you information,
ideas, options and starting points that may help you reach that goal. Essentially,
therefore, this is a book about methodology.Throughout the book, I have also
tried to keep in mind the important skills, qualities, values and techmques
associated with the 'enabling'teacher and to give guidance and information that
may influence your role and relationships in the classroom.

When I think back on my own experiences of being taught, it is the teaching
techniques that I remember least. I certainly remember teachers who made
subject matter come alive, through their great knowledge and enthusiasm. But the
teacher I recall with most pleasure and respect was the one who listened to me,
who encouraged me, who respected my own views and decisions. Curiously, this
teacher who helped me most was the one who actually did least ,teaching' of the
subject mafter and was, seemingly, technique-free, being basically ,himself, in
class. My memories of his lessons are of what I did, rather than what he did, of mv
learning rather than his teaching.

ffi Explainer, involvel, enabler
Think  o f  some peop le  you have been taught  by  in  the  pas t .  Which  o f the  th ree
descr ip t ions  above bes t  su i ts  each one? Th is  may g ive  you some idea about  wh ich
images o f teach ing  you have been exposed to  and in f luenced bv .

Teaching and learning
Let's look outside the classroom for a moment. How do people learn things in
everyday life? By trial and error? By reading a manual and following the
instructions? By sitting next to someone who can tell you what to do and give
feedback on whether you're doing OI(?

An experiential learning cycle

The process oflearning often involves five steps (see Figure 1 .3):
1 doing something;
2 recalling what happened;
3 reflecting on that;
4 drawing conclusions from the reflection;
5 using those conclusions to inform and prepare for future practical experience.

Figure 1.3 An experienrial learning cycle
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Chapter 1 Starting out

Again, it is important to distinguish between learning and teaching. Information,
feedback, guidance and support from other people may come in at any of the hve
steps of the cycle, as shown in Figure 1 .4, but the essential learning experience is
in doing the thing yourself.

tlodd$9

..(o{""t'"u

K
cb, I Prepa

soldqaexf,

Figure 1.4 Teaching and the experiential learning cycle

This cycle, known as an experiential learning cycle, suggests a number of
conclusions for language teaching in the classroom. For example:
. Ifthis cycle does represent how people learn, then the 'jug-and-mug'

explanation-based approach may be largely inappropriate if it dominates
classroom time. Giving people opportunities to do things themselves may be
much more important.

. I may become a better teacher if I worry less about teaching techniques and uy
to make the enabling of learning my main concern, ie the inner circle of the
diagram rather than the outer one.

. I need to ensure that I allow my students practical experience in doing things
(eg in using language rather than simply listening to lectures about language).

. It may be that being over-helpful as a teacher could get in the way oflearning. I
cannot learn for my students.The more I do myself, the less space there will be
for the learners to do things.

. It may be useful to help students become more aware about how they are
learning, to reflect on this and to explore what procedures, materials,
techniques or approaches would help them learn more effectively.

. It's OK for students to make mistakes, to try things out and get things wrong
and learn from that . .. and that's true for me as a 'learning teacher' as well.

One fundamental assumption behind this book and the teaching approaches
suggested in it is that people learn more by doing things themselves rather than
by being told about them.This is true both for the students in your classes and
for you, as you learn to be a better teacher.This suggests, for example, that it
may be more useful for a learner to work with others and role play ordering a
meal in a restaurant (with feedback and suggestions ofuseful language) than it
would be to listen to a hfteen-minute explanation from the teacher ofhow to do
it correctlv.
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3 Teaching and learning

A second assumption is that leamers are intelligent, fully functioning humans,
not simply receptacles for passed-on knowledge. Learning is not simply a
one-dimensional intellectual activity, but involves the whole person (as opposed to
only their mental processes such as tl.inking, remembering, analysing, etc).\(/e can no
longer be content witll the image of the student as a blank slate. Students may bring
pen and paper to the lesson, but they also bring a whole range of other, less visible
things to class: their needs, their wishes, dreir Iife experience, thei-r home background,
their memories, their worries, their day so far, their dreams, their anger, fieir
toothache, their fears, their moods, etc. Given the opportr.ruties, they will be able to
make important decisions for themselvesJ to take responsibility for their leaming and
to move forward (although their previous educational experience may initially
predispose them to expecting that you, the teacher, need to do all that for them).

New learning is constructed over the foundations ofour own earlier learning.\fe
make use ofwhatever knowledge and experience we already have in order to help
us Iearn and understand new things. Thus the message taken away from any one
Iesson is quite different for different people.The new learning has been planted in
quite different seed beds.This rs true both for your learners meeting a new tense
in class and for you reading this paragraph and reviewing it in the light of your
own previous experience and knowledge.You can check this out for yourself. Is
the information you are frnding in this book being written in your head on a sort of
'blank slate' or is it connecting in some manner with your previous knowledge,
ideas, thoughts, pre judices?

The two assumptions listed above inform my teaching.They remind me that my
'performance' as a teacher is only one, possibly minor, factor in the learning dlat
might occur.They remind me that some of the teaching I do might actually
prevent learning.They remind me that teaching is, fundamentally, about working
with people - and about remaining alive to the many difierent things that go on
when people hack their own path through the iungle towards new learning.

Although this book concentrates mainly on teaching techniques, it is important to
bear in mind that knowledge ofsubject matter and methodology are, on their own,
insufhcient. A great deal ofteaching can be done with those two, but I would
suspect that the total learning would not be as great as it could be. However, an
aware and sensitive teacher who respects and listens to her students, and who
concenffates on finding ways ofenabling learning rather than on performing as a
teacher, goes a long way to creating conditions in which a great deal oflearning is
likely to take place. Methodology and knowledge of subject mafter are imponant,
but may not necessarily be the most important things.

Ife never know how much 'learning' is taking place. It is tempting to imagine that
if teaching is going on, then the learning must be happening; but in fact, 'teaching'

and 'learning' need to be clearly distinguished.

Here is the great and essential formula (one that all teachers should probably
remind themselves of at least once a davl):

T+L
'Teaching' does not equal 'learning'.Teaching does not necessarily lead to
learning.The fact that the hrst is happening doesn't automatically mean the other
must occur. Learning- ofanyd-ring, anywhere - demands energy and attention
from the learner. One person cannot learn an1'thing for anyone else. It has to be
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Chapter 1 Starting out

done by your own personal effort. Nobodl' else can transmit understanding or
skills into your head.

It is quite possible for a teacher to be putting great effort into his or her teaching
and for no learning to be taking place; similarly, a teacher could apparendy be
doing nothing, but the students be learning a great deal.

As you'll frnd when you talk to some students (and parents), there is a surprisingly
widespread expectation drat simpll, being in a class in the presence ofa teacher
and 'listening attentively' is somehow enough to ensure that learning will take
place.This suggests a very active role for the teacher, who is somehow responsible
for 'radiating' knowledge to the class. Conversely' in this viewpoint, there is an
assumption of a more passive role for the student, whose job is mair y to absorb
and store tl-te received learning. But this isn't an accurate vieu' ofhow people learn.

In a traditional class of, sa1,, 25 students, one lesson is being'taught'. But rve cor'tld
equally thbk ofit as a range ofdifferent lessons being received, as shorvn in Figure 1.5:

That' e r e ally inr,e? e elin q. Ah- eomeof Lhat,
rnakes 5en9e now.

l 'mnot invo lved at  a l l .
What f i lmehal l

lwatchLonight?I wonderif Jenny
golmyf,ext,meeeaqe.I haven'tr eaid

an$hinOforhoure.

I didn'tr underetand and now he 5
I;alking aboul: someLhinq else.

l'd ratrher do
eomelhinT different..

I wonder if wh at he said applies
Lo phraeal verbsloo?

I'mLired of eltt lng
ln t rh ie  chai r .

l 'mno ldo ing
anfuhinqmyeelt. I di dn't undereland f'haf' b efore,

but l lhinkl have anideanow.
Pte's qoingtroo slow.

Yup,  qot i I :now l 'd l ike
trotrryiLmyeelf.lL'e an int erest inq

eubiecL
He's goingtroo fasf,.

Figure 1.5 Different perceptions ofdre same lesson
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3 Teaching and learning

Perhaps some students are listening and tryini to follow the explanations (but
only one of them is able to relate it to her own experiences); some other students
are making detailed notes, but not really thinking about the subject; one person is
listening and not really understanding anything; one (having missed the previous
lesson) thinks that the teacher is talking about something completely different;
three students are daydreaming; one is writing a letter; etc.

Here, the teaching is only one factor in what is learned. Indeed, teaching is actually
rather less important than one might suppose. As a teacher, I cannot learn for my
students. Only they can do that.\(/hat I can do is help create the conditions in
which they might be able to learn.This could be by responding to some of the
student complaints above - perhaps by involving them, by enabling them to work
at their own speed, by not giving long explanations, by encouraging them to
participate, tal( interact, do things, etc.

How useful are explanations?

Language learning, especially, seems not to beneht very much from long
explanations. If the explanation is done in the language being learned, then there
is an immediate problem; learners have - by definition - limited understanding of
this new language, and therefore any lengthy or difficult explanation in the 'target

language' will be likely to be more difhcult for them than the thing being
explained. And even if the explanation is done in their native tongue, explanations
about how language works, while of some value, seem to be most useful in fairly
briefhints, guidelines and corrections; language learners do not generally seem to
be able to make use of complex or detailed information from lengthy 'lectures',

not in the same way that, say, a scientist might make active use of understanding
gained from a theoretical talk. Ability to use a language seems to be more ofa skill
you learn by trying to do it (akin to playing football or riding a bicycle) than an
amounr ofdata that you learn and then try ro apply.

Language learners seem to need a number of things beyond simply listening to
explanations. Amongst other things, they need to gain exposure to
comprehensible samples oflanguage (not just the teacher's monologues) and they
need chances to play with and communicate with the language themselves in
relatively safe ways. If any ofthese things are to happen, it seems likely that
classroom working styles will involve a number of different modes and not just an
upfront lecture by the teacher. Ofcourse, a lot ofteaching work will involve
standing and talking to (or with) students, but a teaching style that predominandy
uses this technique is likely to be inappropnate.

Students need to talk themselves; they need to communicate with a variety of
people; they need to do a variety of different language-related tasks; rhey need
feedback on how successful or not their attempts at communication have been,

So what's a teacher for? Short answer:to help learning to happen. Methodology,
such as we discuss in this book, is what a teacher uses to try and reach that
challenging goal.

Leamers' expectations of teachets
lmagine that  you are about  to  s tar t  s tudying a new language in  a c lass wi th other
beginners.  Consider  your  expectat ion s of  the teacher 's  ro le.  What  are some of  the
general  th ings she can do to ass is t  your  learn ing?
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Chapter 1 Starting out

4 - The subject matter of ELT
\7hat exactly are we teaching?\Y/hat is the subiect matter oflanguage teaching?

An outsider might imagine that the content would comprise two maior elements,
namely knowledge of the language's grammar and knowledge of lots of
vocabulary. Ofcourse, these do form an important part of what is taught / learned,
but it is important to realise that someone learning a language needs far more than
'in-the-head'knowledge of gramrnar and vocabulary in order to be able to use
language successfully.

In staff rooms, you'll find that teachers typically classify the key subiect matter of
language teaching into 'language systems' and 'language skills'.There are other
important subject areas as well (including 'learning better ways oflearning','exam
techniques', 'working with and learning about other people').

Language systems

S7e can analyse a sentence such as Pa ss me the bookn different ways.
!7e could consider:
. the sounds (phonology);
. the meaning ofthe individual words or groups ofwords (lexis or vocabulary);
. how the words interact with each other within the sentence (gramrnar);
. the use to which the words are put in particular situations (function).

If we extend our language sample into a complete (short) conversation, eg
A: Pass me the book.
B: Marg put it in her bag.
then we have an additional area for analysis, namely the way that communicadon
makes sense beyond the individual phrase or sentence, analysing how the
sentences relate (or don't relate) to each other (known as discourse). Figure 1 .6
shows a briefanalysis ofthe language sample from each ofthese vie\4?oints.

So we have five language systems, though all are simply different ways oflooking at
the same thing. If we are considering teaching an item oflanguage, one thing we need
to decide is which system(s) we are going to offer our learners bformation about.

We might plan a lesson focused on only one area, eg gramrnar, or we might deal
with two, tllree or more. An example of a commonly combined systems focus in
many language lessons would be:

grammar + pronunciation + function

(ie how the language is structured, how to say it and how it's used).
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4 The subject matter of ELT

Figure 1.6 Analysis ofa language sample

ffi& Recognising tanguage systems
lmagine that you intend to do some teaching using this piece of language: Can you
play the guitar? Match some points you might focus on with the correct system
n a m e :

1 the construct ion can + pronoun
2 the meaning of play and guitar
3 variations, eg strong /kan jur/ vs weak /kan j a/, stress on gultar, etc.
4 ask ing about  abi l i ty
5 typ ica l  quest ion-and-reply  sequences contatn ing th is  language

a functron
b d iscourse
c lexts
d grammar
e pronunciat ion

Answels
L d  2 c  3 e  4 a  5 b

Phonological /po:s mi: de'buk/ or /pe s mi;he 'buk/

The stress is probably on book, but also possible (with different
meanings) on Pass or me.
The words me and the probably have a weak vowel sound.

Lexical Pass = give; hand over; present
me = reference to speaker
the book = oqecl made of paper, containing words and/or pictures
and conveying information

Grammatical Verb (imperative) + first person object pronoun + definite article +
noun

Functional A request or order

Discoursal Although not a direct transparent answer to the request, we can
still draw a meaning from this reply. The word it, referring to the
book, helps us to make a connection to the request. Assuming that
l\4ary's put it in her bag is intended as a genuine response to the
request, it may suggest a reason why the book cannot be passed
(eg I can't because Mary took the book wrth her). In order to fully
understand the meaning, we would need to know more about the
situational context (ie who is talking, where, etc.) and more about
the surrounding conversation (ie what knowledge is assumed to be
known or shared between the speakers).
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Chapter 1 Starting out

W Distinguishing language systems
You want to teach a lesson contrasting two potentially confusing areas of language.
Class i fy  each of  the fo i lowing teach ing points  as G for  grammat ica l ,  L  for  lex ica l ,  P
for  phonologica l ,  F for  funct ional .

Example: house compared to flat - L (lexical)

! | went to Paris compared to I've beentoParis
2 Lend us a fiver com pared to Could you possibly lend me t5?
3 Iibrary comparcd Io bookshop
4 woman compatedlo women
5 Sorrycompared lo Excuse me
6 hut compared to hat
7 impotent compated lo impottant
8 some compared to any

Answels
I G  2 F  3 L  4 G / P  5 F  6  P  ( c h a n g i n g  v o w e l  s o u n d )
7 P (changingword st ress)  /  L  8 G

Language skills

As well as working with the language systems (which we can think of as what we
know, ie 'up-in-the-head'knowledge), we also need to pay anention to what we do
with language.These are the language skills.Teachers normally think ofthere
being four important macro language skills: listening, speaking, reading, writing.
Listening and reading are called receptive skills (the reader or listener receives
information but does not produce it); speaking and writing, on the other hand, are
the productive skills. Skills are commonly used interactively and in combination
rather than in isolation, especially speaking and listening. It's arguable that other
things (eg thinking, using memory and mediating) are also language skills.

Language systems

Knowtng

Phono logy

LEXIS

Grammar
Function

Discourse

Language skills
dorng

Productive

Receptive

Speak ing

Writing

Re ad ing

Listening

Figure 1.7 Language systems and skills

The main four skills are referred to as raacro because any one of them could be
analysed down to smaller micro skills by defining more precisely what exactly is
being done, how it is being done, the genre of material, etc. For example:

Macro skill Listening
Some rnicro . Understanding the gist of what is heard egV/ho is talking?
skills \Where are they? $?hat are r.hey doing? What is their

relationshio? How do thev feel?
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4 The subject matter of ELT

Understanding precise irlformation re. quanrity,
reference numbers, prices, etc when listening to a
business telephone call where a clientwants to place an
order.
Compensating for words and phrases not heard clearly
in an informal pub conversation by hypothesising what
they are, based on understanding ofthe content of the
rest ofa conversation and predictions oflikely content.

@ Listening to a radio weather forecast

Consider briefly how you listen to the radio weather forecast in your own language.
What would be different if you listened to one in a foreign language that you have
been studying for a year or so?

Many of the skills that we have in our own native language are dtectly transferable to
a foreign language. But we do need practice in a number ofareas. For example,
I know how I listen to a weather forecast in my own language: I only halfJisten until I
hear the forecaster rnention my part of the country, then I 'switch on' and concentrate
to catch t-he key phrases about it, then switch off again. But when I listen to a weatJrer
forecast in a foreign country in a different language, I will have problems, even ifl
know all the words and all the grammar the forecaster uses.Trying to decipher words
in the seerningly fast flow of speech, trying to pick out what is important and what is
not, is a skill that needs to be practised; it is work that needs attention in its own righ!
quite apart from the study ofthe grarnmar and vocabulary involved.

The importance of skills work

Don't underestimate the importance of skills work. Not every lesson needs to
teach new words or new grammar. Lessons also need to be planned to give
students opportunities to practise and improve their language skills. Skills work is
not something to add in at the end ofa five-year course in English.There is no
need to wait for extensive knowledge before daring to embark on listening and
speaking work. On the contrary, it is something so essential that it needs to be at
the heart ofa course from the start. Even a beginner with one day's English will be
able to practise speaking and listening usefully. For more on skills work see
Chapter 9 Productiae skilk ar,d Chapter 10 Receptive skills.

A purpose-based view ofcourse content

Another way oflooking at possible course content is to consider the
communicative purposes that students need language for.The Common
European Framework (see page 147) focuses on what learners can do with
language. For example, can an individual learner successfully attend company
planning meetings? Or take notes in physics lectures at university? Or give
unambiguous instructions to junior doctors on a ward? An analysis of such
can-do requirements suggests a different kind ofcourse content, one based
around students planning, undertaking and reflecting on tasks that reflect these
real-life purposes.This course content would clearly include systems and skills
work, but would be organised around this key idea of real-world uses.
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Chapter 1 Starting out

Changes of emphasis

Traditionally, language teaching in many countries concentrated on grammar and
vocabulary reinforced by reading and writing.The reading and rvriting rvas
primarily to help teach the grammar and vocabular,v rather than to help improve
the students'skills in reading or writing. In dle twentieth centur)', teaching
approaches based mainly around oral language practice through repetition and
drilling were also u'idely used. Until the 1960s, a lot ofcourses wcre based on
mainly grammatical syllabuses, but in dre late 1970s and 1980s, a number of
courses and coursebooks used a functional s-vllabus, grouping language by the
purpose for rvhich it could be used (eg the language ofgreeting or ofapologising).

Nowadays, most interest is expressed in rvork on all language systems and skills,
particularly emphasising listening and speaking (because in everyday life we often
do far more speaking and listening than we do reading and u'riting). Grammar is
typically still the language system that features most prominently on courses and
in coursebooks - and, at lower levels, is also the area that man,v students sa-v the]'
want or expect to study in most detail. Often coursebooks teach grammar with an
emphasis on communication of meaning rather than purel-v mechanical practice

Despite the continuing predominance of grammar, the implications of a more
lexically oriented view oflanguage (see page 185) are increasinglv having an
impact on material and task design.The growing influence of the Common
European Framell'ork has encouraged course designers, teachers and examiners
to increasingly see successful communication in real-rvorld tasks as a more
important goal than that ofaccurate language use.

ffi, Balancing systems and skills
Here  are  two teach ing  s i tua t ions .  What  ba lance o f  sys tems and sk i l l s  wou ld  make a

usefu l  course  fo r  these learners?

I A24-year-old Japanese learner has studied grammar at school for n ine years;

she can read and unders tand even complex  tex ts  we l l .  She has  ar r i ved  ln

Eng land to  take  a  two week in tens ive  course .  In  her  p lacement  tes t  (wh ich  was

main  ly  mu l t ip le -cho ice  grammar  ques t ions) ,  she  scored very  we l l ,  bu t  a t  the

rn i t ia l  in te rv iew,  she had t roub le  answer ing  even s imp le  ques t ions  about  herse l f

and o f ten  ha l t ing ly  asked the  in te rv iewer  to  repeat  the  ques t ion .

2  A  group o f th ree  undergraduate  sc ience s tudents  have enro l led  fo r  an  Eng l ish

course  a t  a  language schoo l  in  the  Czech Repub l ic .  They  know no Eng l ish  a t  a l l

The Japanese learner clearly needs a lot ofu'ork on the skills oflistening and

speaking. As she knows a lot of grammar, the course could concentrate on

helping her activate this passive knorvledge; the main thrust of the work could

be on realistic listening and speaking activities to promote fluency and improve

communicative abilities.
Most beginners need a balanced course that introduces them to the five

systems and four skills. In their future careers, these science learners ma1'

well need to read and write English quite a lot, but may also need to visit other

I
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4 The subject matter of ELT

countries, Iisten to conference speeches (and give them), greet visiting
scientists, etc. If they are likely to meet English-speaking people soon, it might
be sensible to focus on speaking and listening, alongside work to help them read
and write more effectively.

The communicative purpose of language learning

It is important to remember that no one area of skills or language systems exists in
isolation: there can be no speaking ifyou don't have the vocabulary to speak with;
drere's no point learning words unless you can do something useful with them.

The purpose oflearning a language is usually to enable you to take part in
exchanges of information: talking with friends, reading instuctions on a packet of
food, understanding directions, writing a note to a colleague, etc. Sometimes
traditional teaching methods have seemed to emphasise the learning oflanguage
systems as a goal in its own right and failed to give learners an opportunity to gain
realistic experience in actually using the language knowledge gained; how many
students have left school after studying a language for years, unable to speak an
intellisible sentence?

Recognising skills ol systems aims

Every activity is likely to involve some work on both language systems and skills, though,
usually, the aim is directed more to one area than the other. ln the following list, classiry
each activity as 'mainly skills' or 'mainly systems' by ticking the appropriate box. Then
decide which skills or which language systems are being worked on.

N4 ain ly
systems

M a i n l y
sk i l ls

1 You write a grammar exercise on the board which
learners copy and then do.

2 Learners read a newspaper ar t ic le  and then d iscuss
the story with each other.

3 Learners under l ine a l l  past  s imple verb forms in  a
newspaper ar t ic le .

4 Learners chat with you about the weekend.

5 Learners write an imaginary postcard to a friend, which
you then correct.

6 Learners write a postcard to a friend, which is posted
uncorrected.

7 You use pictures to teach ten words connected
with TV.

8 .You say 'What  tenses do these people use?'  Learners
then listen to a recorded conversation.

9 You say 'Where are these people?' Learners then lisien
to a recorded conversation.
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Chapter l Starting out

In activiry 1, the students do read and write, but use few of the skills that we need
when we read and write in our normal life. Certainly, comprehending the
teacher's handwriting and forming one's own letters on the page may be quite
demanding for some students (especially for those whose native language does
not use roman script), butbeyond tlls, the activity's main demand is on using
grammar correct-ly.

Activity 2 involves the skills ofreading and speaking in ways very similar to those
in the outside world.Vocabulary and grammar will be encountered in the reading,
but the main aim is for understanding rather than analysis and study. Compare
this with activity 3, where the same material is used, bur now with a specific
grammar aim. Compare then with activities 5 and 6, and 8 and 9.The aim in
activity 4 is to encourage fluent speaking.The aim in activity 7 is to teach some
vocabulary, and the speaking and listening and writing involved are ofless
importance.

Other areas tJrat are part oflanguage learning

The map oflanguage systems and language skills is useful to keep in rnind as an
overview ofthe subject matter ofEnglish language teaching. However, it may well
be an over-simplihcation. Elsewhere tn this book, you'll come across some doubts
about it (for example, when we ask if grammar is more fruitfirlly viewed as a 'skill'

students need practice in using rather than as a'system'to learn). And, ofcourse,
there is more to English language teaching than simply the language itself:
. Students may be learning new ways oflearning: for example, specific study

skills and techniques.
. They will also be learning about the other people in their class, and exploring

ways of interacting and working with them.
. They may be learning about themselves and how they work,learn, get on with

other people, cope with stress, etc.
. They may be learning a lot about the culture ofthe countries whose language

u,s] arc rruuyurts.
. They may be learning how to achieve some specific goal, for example passing

an exam, making a business presentation at an upcoming conference.
. They may also be learning about alrnost anlthing else. The subject matter of

ELI can encompass all topics and purposes that we use language to deal with.

Many teachers seem to become quite knowledgeable on the environment,
business protocol, the British education system, desert survival techniques, etc.
This is probably what keeps the job interesting! Some coursebook texts seem to
achieve nearly legendary status amongst teachers! (Ask a teacher who's been in
the business a few years if they know anything about a nun called Sister!(endy!)

If we start using English in class to do more than simple mechanical drills, then the
subject matter becomes anything that we might do with language, any topic that
might be discussed with English, any feelings that might be expressed in English,
any communication that we might give or receive using English.The people who
use the language in class, and their feelings, are, therefore, also part ofthe subject
matter.This might be a little daunting and may lead you to keep the uses of
language in class at a more mechanical, impersonal level, without allowing too

L
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5 Methods

much 'dangerous' personal investment in what is said or heard.This seems sad to
me; I believe that we need to give our students chances to feel and think and
express themselves in their new language.

Methods

Your own teaching method
1 Would you be able to  name the teaching method(s)  you use?

2 What are the key features of it and what are its underlying principles?

A method is a way ofteaching.Your choice of method is dependent on your
approach, ie what you believe about:
. what language is;
. how people learn;
. how teaching helps people learn.

Based on such beliefs, you will then make methodological decisions about:
. the aims of a coursel
. what to teach;
. teaching techniques;
. actlvlty types;
. ways ofrelating with students;
. ways ofassessing.

Having said that, some methods exist without any apparent sound tleoretical
basisl

Sorne well-known rnethods and approaches

!7ell-known methods and approaches include:

The Grammar-Translation Method
Much traditional language teaching in schools worldwide used to be done in tiis
way, and it is still the predominant classroom method in some cultures.The
teacher rarely uses the target language. Students spend a lot of time reading texts,
translating them, doing exercises and tests, writing essays.There is relatively little
focus on speaking and listening ski.lls.

The Audio- Lingual Method
Although based on largely discredited theory, the techniques and activities
continue to have a stong influence over many classrooms. It aims to form good
habits ttrrough students listening to model dialogues with repetition and drilling
but u ith lirtle or no reacher explanadon.

C omrnunicative LanguageTeaching (CLT) or
C omrnunicative Approach (CA)

This is perhaps the method or approach that most contemporary teachers would
subscribe to, despite the fact that it is widely misunderstood and misapplied. CLI
is based on beliefs that learners will learn best if they participate in meaningful
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Chapter 1 Starting out

communication. It may help if we distinguishberween a stronger and a weaker

version of CLLWith strong CLI students learn by communicating, ie doing

communication tasks with a limited role for explicit teaching and traditional
pracuce exercrscs. In contrastJ with weak CLT students learn through a wide

varietyofteacl.ring,exercises,activitiesandstudl',rvithabiastorvardsspeaking
and listening work Most current coursebooks reflect a version ofweak CLT'

Total Physical ResPonse (TPR)

A method devised by DrJ. Asher, mainly useful with beginner and lower-level

students. Learners listen to instructions from the teacher, understand and do

things in response, rvithout being required to speak until they are ready
(see page 182)

Cornmunity Language Learning (CLL)

A method based around use of the learners' first language and rvith teacher help in

mediating. It aims to lower anxiet-v and allow students to communicate in a more

genuine way than is typically possible in classrooms

The natural apProach

DevisedbyStephenKrashen,thisisacollectionofmethodsandtechniquesfrom
manysourccs,allintendedtoprovidethelearnerwithnaturalcomprehensible
language so that the learner can pick up language in rvays similar to a child

learning their first language

Task-Based Learning (TBL)

AvariantofCLT(seeabove)whichbasesworkcyclesaroundthepreparationfor,
doing of, and reflective analysis oftasks that reflect real-life needs and skills

The SilentWaY

Devised by Caleb Gattegno, tl.f s method requires the learner to take active

or'vnership of their language learning and to pay great attention to what they say

Distinctive features include the relative restraint of the teacher (who is not

completely silent!) and the use ofspecialll' designed wallcharts The use of

Cuisenaire rods in mainstream ELI arose from this method (see page 300) '

Person-centred aPProaches

Any approach that places learners and their needs at the heart ofwhat is done'

Syliabui and u'orking methods will notbe decided by the teacher in advance of the

course, but agreed between learner and teacher

Lexical approaches

Proposed by Michael Ler,vis andJimmie Hill Onthe back of new discoveries

about horv language is really used' especialll' the importance oflexical chunks in

communication, proponents suggest that traditional present-then-practise
methods are oflittle use and propose a methodology based around exposure and

experlment.
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6 First lessons - hlnts and strateEies

Dogrne

ScottThornbury's proposed back-to-basics approach.Teachers aim to strip
their craft ofunnecessary technology, materials and aids and ger back to the
fundamental relationship and interaction ofteacher and student in class.

Some schools (or individual teachers) follow one ofthese named methods or
approaches. In naming a method, a school suggests that all (or most) work will frt
a clearly stated, recognisable and principled way ofworking. Odter schools
sometimes advertise a unique named method of their own, eg the Cambridge
Method. These are usually variations on some of the methods listed above, or not
a method at all but something else, eg simply the name of the coursebook series
being used (eg dre Headwary Method), a way of dividing levels according to a
familiar exam system, or an eclectic contemporary lucky dip.

Personal methodology

Despite the grand list of methods above, the reality is that very few teachers have
ever followed a single method in its entirety (unless they work in a school that
demands that they do and carefully monitors adherence).

I remember watching many language teachers at work in the (then) Soviet Union,
which was well known as a bastion of traditional Grammar-Translation teaching.
Yet I was struck by how every teacher had their own personal way of working in
the classroom.There were some similar factors between different teachers, and ifI
listed all the most frequently observable features and added them together I could
have found a core ofthings that were recognisably Grammar-Translation. But the
uuth was that there was no monolithic method at work.

Many teachers nowadays would say that they do not follow a single method.Teachers
do not generally want to take someone else's prescriptions into class and apply them.
Rather they work out for themselves what is effective in their own classrooms.They
may do this in a random manner or in a principled way, but what they slowly build
over the years is a personal metl]odology of their own, constucted from their
selection ofwhat they consider to be the best and most appropriate ofwhat they
have leamed about.The process of choosing items from a range of methods and
constructing a collage methodology is sometimes known as principled eclecticism.

6 First lessons - hints and strategies

Key hints when planning your first lessons

. Use the coursebook (ifthere is one) Don't feel that you have to come up
with stunning original lesson ideas and creative new activities. Ifyou have a
coursebook, then you have an instant source of material. It's hne to rely on the
longer experience ofthe coursebook writer and do the lesson exactly as it was
written.Thke your time before the lesson to read carefully through the unit (and
give the same attention to theTeacher's Book, ifyou have access to one).
There's a reasonable chance you'll end up with a workable lesson. Many
teachers also use ideas books, known as 'recipe books', which do exactly what
that nickname suggests - give you everything you need to know to be able to
walk into class with the right ingredients to 'cook up' a good activiry

. A lesson is a sequence ofactivities Thirk ofthe lesson as a series of
separate but linted activities.Your first planning job is to select some
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Chapter 1 Starting out

appropriate activities. Read Chapter 2 and b9 clear what an activity is and how

you can organise it in class.
, Learn something about your students Ifpossible, talk to other teachers

and hnd out something about the class and the people in it.
' Plan student-focused activities Don't plan first lessons that will put you

upfront in the spotlight feeling the need to burble.That leads to panic and

muddle. Plan activities that are based on the follo'"ving route map:

1 Lead-in (a brief introduction to the topic, eg you shorv a picture to the class

and invite comments).
2 Set up the activity (ie you give instructions, arrange the seating' etc)

3 Students do the activity in pairs or small groups while you monitor and help

4 Close the activity and invite feedback from the students
Steps 1, 2 and zl should take relatively litde trme The heart ofthis sequence

is Step 3.This route-map lesson plan is looked at in more detail in Chapter 2'

. Make a written plan ofthe running order ofyour activities rJ7rite out a

simple list showing the activities in order'You don't need to include a lot of

detail, but make sure you have a clear idea ofyour intended sequence of stages'
perhaps r.vith estimated timings.

. Consider aims Think about what students rvill get from your lesson, ie rvhat

is the point of them spending their time in this lesson?
. Fluency or accuracy? Decide, for each stage in the lesson, if you are mainly

r,vorking on fluency or accuracy - this a key choice for many activities (see

Chapter  9,  SccLion 4) .
. Get the roorn ready; get yourselfready Ifthe timetabling and organisatton

ofyour school allou'-s it, take dme before any students arrive to make sure

everything is ready before the class starts Make sure the room rs set up as you

lgish (eg horv rvill -vou arrange the seating?) Make sure -vou have everythtng -vou
need (eg chalk or board pens) - don't expect them just to magically be there!

And most importantly, just feel rvhat it's like to be in that room Start to setde

into it, to exercise ou'nership over it. For the length of the Jesson, it's your space
. Have at least one emergency activity! Prepare your own personal

emergency'Help I've run out of things to do and still have five minutes left'

activiiy (eg a word game, an extra photocopied gameJ etc). Kecp this and add

more emergency ideas day by daY.

Key hints when starting to teach

Talk to the students as they come into the roorn

Don't hide or do not-really-necessary 'business' while you wait for all students to

arrive.This quickly builds up a tension and distance between you and the students

and makes the start of the lesson much more demanding lnstead, think of the

lesson as starting from tlte first moment a student arrives in the room You can

calm your own nerves and break the ice with students very quickly by chatting

with each of them as they come into the room. Try sitting with them (even just for

a minute or two) rather than standing in front of them.rWelcome them Ask them

their names.You'll immediately start to learn sometlfng about them as real people

rather than as generic 'students', and you'll find that you can start to relax a litLle
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6 First lessons - hints and strateAies

Learn narnes as soon as possible

There is a huge difference in comfort levels ifyou know people's names.They stop
being scary anonymous entities and start to become humans. In everyday life, if we
meet a number ofpeople in one go, say at a partyJ we are often a litlle careless about
learning names. But in class, it is a very important teacher skill, and you shor d aim
to intemalise names as soon as possible. It is a bit embarrassing if you have to ask
people their names over and over again. Don't say'I'm bad at remembering names.'
Make learning names quicldy and accurately your first priority. Iffor any reason the
pronunciation of names is a problem, take time to get the sounds right; if you are
teaching in another coumy, maybe get a local speaker to help you.

1 As you ask each student for their name, write it down on a mini-sketch-map of
the classroom.Iyhen you have all the names) test yourselfby covering up the
map, looking at the class and saying the names to yourself. Check and repeat
any names you don't yet know.

2 Ask students to make a small place card for themselves by folding an ,\5 piece
of paper in half. They should write their names on this so that every name is
visible to you at the front. As the lesson proceeds, turn individual cards around
when you hink you know the student's name. (Some teachers use cards like
these through whole coursesl that seems rather lazy to me!This strategy is to
help you learn names, not a substitute for that learningl)

3 l-Ise name games from Chapter 15, Section 12.If it's not justyou, the teacher,
who is new, but your students are also new to each other, then using some of
these name-game activities will definitely be a good idea.

Eee Learnlng namesteaching technique on the DVD

Be yourself

Don't feel that being a teacher means you have to behave like a'teacher'. As far as
possible, speak in rvays you normally speak, respond as yourselfrather than as you
think a 'teacher' should respond. Students, whether children, teens or adults, very
quickly see through someone who is role playing what they think a teacher should
be. Authenticity in you tends to draw the best out ofthose you are rvorking with.

Teaching doesn't mean 'talking all the time'
Don't feel that when you are 'in the spotlight', you have to keep filling all the
silences.\X/hen you are teaching a language, the priority is for the learners to talk,
rather than the teacher. Start to notice the quantity ofyour own talk as soon as
possible - and check out how much is really useful. High levels ofteacher talk is a
typical problem for new teachers.

Teaching doesn't rnean 'teaching' all the tirne
Don't feel drat being a teacher means that you hal'e to be doing things all the time.
It may feel a litde odd, but it really is quite OK to sit down and do nothing when
students are working on a pair or group task.There are times rvhen your help will
actually be interference.Take the chance to recover from your exertions, check
your notes and enjoy $'atching your class at work.
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Chapter 1 Starting out

Slow down

A large number ofnew teachers tend to do things much too fast.They often
seriously underestimate how difficult things are for students, or are responding to
a fear that students will find tlungs boring. Learning to really slow down takes
time - but it's worth bearing in mind from your first lesson onwards. For example,
don't ask a question and then jump straight in again because you think they can't
answer it.Instead, allow three times dre length of time you feel students need (this
is sometimes called wait time).

Key hints for starting to teach better (once you've got past the frrst
few classes)

Turn your radar on

You are likely to be a little self-focused during your early lessons, but as soon as
you can, start to tune in more to the students. Start to ask for comments and brief
feedback on things you do.Watch the students at work and learn to notice what is
diffrcdt, what is easy, what seems to engage, what seems boring. Study your
students.

Don't teach and teach . . , teach then check

Practice is more important than input. Checking what students have understood
and testing if they can use items themselves is usually more important than telling
them more about the new items. Don't do endless inputs.Teach a very Iitde
amount .. . then check what students have taken in. Give students the opportunity
to try using the items, eg a litde oral practice, a wriften question or two, or even
simply 'repeat'. (Here's a rule-of-thumb ratio to experiment with: input 5%,
checking and practice 95%.)

Are you teaching the class . . . or one person?
rfitren you ask questions / check answers) etc) are you really hnding out ifthey all
know the items . . . or is it just the first person to call out? Ifone person says an
answer, does that mean they all know? What about the others? How can you find
out?
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Chapter 2 Glassroom aGtivities

This chapter looks at some things you need to consider when you first start
planning and running activities.We also look at some basic classroom
management issues, such as how to arrange students in working pairs on groups.

Planning an activity
The basic building block of a lesson is the activiry or msk.We'll dehne this fairly
broadly as 'something that learners do that involves them using or working with
language to achieve some specific outcome'.The outcome may reflect a
'real-world' outcome (eg learners role play buying train tickets at the station) or it
may be a purely'for-the-purposes-of-learning' outcome (eg learners fill in the
gaps in t\'velve sentences with present perfect verbs). By this definition, all of the
following are activities or tasks:
. Learners do a grammar exercise individually then compare answers with each

other in order to better understand how a particular item oflanguage is formed.
. Learners listen to a recorded conversation in order to answer some quesdons

(in order to become better listeners).
. Learners write a formal letter requesting information about a product.
. Learners discuss and write some questions in order to make a questionnaire

about people's eating habits.
. Learners read a newspaper article to prepare for a discussion.
. Learners play a vocabulary game in order to help learn words connected with

c q r c  q n . 4  t r o n c n n r t

. Learners repeat a number of sentences you say in order to improve their
pronunciation of them.

. Learners role play a shop scene where a customer has a complaint.

Some things that happen in the classroom are not tasks. For example, picture a
room where the teacher has started spontaneously discussing in a.lengthy or
convoluted manner the formation ofpassive sentences.rx/hat are students doing
tl-lat has an outcome? Arguably, there is an implied task, namely that students
should'listen and understand', but, by not being explicit, there is a real danger that
Iearners are not genuinely engaged in anything much at all.

This is a basic, important and often overlooked consideration when planning a
lesson. As far as possible, make sure that your learners have some specific thing to
do, whatever the stage of the lesson. Traditional lesson planning has tended to see
the lesson as a series ofthings that the teacher does. By turning it round and
focusing much more on what the students do, we are likely to think more about
the actual learning that might arise and create a lesson that is more genuinely
useful. (And if you plan everything in terms of what the students will do, you
might find you worry less about what the teacher has to do!) Even for stages when
you are 'presenting'language, be clear to yourselfwhat it is that students are
supposed to be doing and what outcome it is leading to.Think ofa complete
Iesson as being a coherent sequence ofsuch learner-targeted tasks.
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Chapter 2 Classroom activit ies

W using coursebook matelial
Here is  some mater ia l  f rom a student  coursebook.

Speaking

Which of these 'firsts' do vou remernber best?

your first home your first friend your first hero your first crush
your first date your first love your first English lesson your first kiss
your first dance -r'our f irst holiday vour first broken heart

In  us ing  i t  as  the  bas is  fo r  a  c lass  ac t iv i t y ,  wh ich  o f  the  fo l low ing  work ing
ar rangements  wou ld  be  poss ib le?

1 Students  th ink  and then wr i te  answers  on  the i r  own.
2  Students  p repare  a  shor t  mono logue s ta tement  o f  the i r  own v iews wh ich  they

then present  to  the  who le  c lass .
3  A  who le-c lass  d iscuss ion  o f  ideas  and answers .
4  Pa i rwork  d  i scuss ion .
5  Smal l -g roup work .
6  S tudents  wa lk  a round and ming le  w i th  o ther  s tudents .
7 Writien homework.

Even a simple task like this can be used in a variety of \a'ays - and all the suggested
uses are possible. Combinations ofideas are also possible; for example, students
could first think on their or.vn for a feu' minutes and then compare in pairs.
\Thatever you choose, there are then further options as to how you do the task; for
example, you could ask students to compare, discuss and question each other's
views or, alternatively, to reach a consensus compromise solution.These
variations lead to two very different types of speaking activity. More varlauons
are possible when considering the stages that immediately precede or follow the
activity.Your choices as to how the task will be done depend pardy on the aim of
rie activity. ie what you u ant srudent\ Lo get ou I of it .

Teacher options

Bear in mind that, even where coursebook tasks include explicit instructions such
as Compare answers in pairs or Work in vnall groups, you always have the option as
a teacher to give a different organisational instruction. For example, you may feel
that a'work in pairs' exercise might be more interesting done in small groups.
And even ifyou follow the book's instruction, you still have the possibility of
manipularing tJre organi'ation a linJe. for examp)c:
. tell each student who he or she must work with (eg'Petra, work with Cristina');
. ttre students can choose partners for themselves;
. the pairings can be the result of some random game or humorous instruction

(eg Find someone whose shoes are a different colonr from your own).
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1 Planning an activity

The coursebook provides the raw material which only comes alive in class.You
have important choices as to how to do this. Figue 2.1 summarises some basic
options you could consider for many basic short coursebook activities (eg for
short discussion tasks such as the 'firsts' task above).

Figure 2.1 Activity options

A few more variations for running an activity
. Do it at speed, with a very tight time limit.
. \X/hen a group finishes, they disperse and join other groups.
. Each person makes a quick answer which is noted but not discussed; then,

when all have spoken, the discussion begins, using the notes as a stardng point.
. Require compromise / consensus single answers.
. Introduce task by dictating instuctions / problem, etc; individuals dictate

answers back ro the whole class.
. Students prepare a report-back presentation summarising their solutions.
. Students prepare a role play dialogue incorporating their answers.
. Students do the exercise as homework.

What alrangements can you use? A few variations on the arrangements

lnd iv idual  work Students talk together and write nothing;
they are permitted to write.

Pai rwork You choose pairs; students choose pairs;
pairs are randomly selected (eg from a game);
face to face: back to back: across the room
(shouting); communicating in writ ing only.

Smal l  groups ( three to s ix  people) Groups have a secretary (note-taking duty);
groups have an appointed leader ;
membership of  grou ps is  occasional ly
rearranged;  groups are a l lowed to send
'ambassadors ' /  'p i ra tes ' to  other  grou ps
(to compare / gain / steal ideas)

Large groups (as  above)

Whole c lass:  mingle (a l l  s tand up,
walk around,  meet  and ta lk)

Students may only  ta lk  to  one other  person
at  a t ime:groups may meet  up lo  maximum
otlhtee / fout / tiue people;time limits on
meetings; you ring bell / stop background
music, etc to force rearrangements

Whole  c lass :  p lenary The conversation / activity is managed by
you / a student / a number of students;
whole-c lass work wi th br ie f  'buzz '  in tervals
of  pai rwork /  smal l -group d iscussion.
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Chapter 2 Classroom activities

Activity route rnap

Here is a basic route map plan for running a simple activity. In some bigger

activities, there may be a number of clearly separate 'sections' within the task, in

which case you would go through Steps 3, 4 and 5 a few times.

2
3

Before the lesson: familiarise your self with rhe material and activity; prepare

any materials or texts You need.
In class: lead-in / prepare lor the activiry.
Set up the activity (or seclion of activity), ie give instructions, make
groupings, etc.
Run the activity (or section): students do the activity, maybe in pairs or small

groups while you monitor and helP.
Close the activity (or section) and invite feedback from the students'

Post-activity: do any appropriate follow-on work.
5
6

Looking at each step in more detail:

1 Before the lesson
. Familiarise yourself with the material and the activity
. Read through the material and any teacher's notes.
. Try the activity yourself.
. Imagine how it will look in class.
. Decide how many organisational steps are involved.
. What seating arrangements / rearrangements are needed?
. How long will it probably take?
. Do the learners know enough language to be able to make a useful attempt at

the activity?
. rJfhat help might they need)
. What questions might theY have?
. What errors (using the language) are they likely to make?
. What errors (misunderstanding the task) are they likely to make?
. \yhat will your role be at each stage?
. SThat instructions are needed?
. How will they be given (explained, read, demonstrated)?
. Prepare any aids or additional material.
. Arrange seating, visual aids, etc
. Most importantly, you need to think through any potential problems or hiccups

in the procedures. For example, what will happen if you plan student work in

pairs, but there is an uneven number ofstudents?\ l dris studentwork alone,

or will you join in, or will you make one ofthe pairs into a group ofthree?

2 Lead-in / Preparation
This may be to help raise molivation or interest (eg discussion ofa picture

related to the topic), or perhaps to focus on language items (eg items of

vocabulary) that might be useful in the activity

Typical lead-ins are:
. Show / draw a picrure conlected to fre topic. Ask questjons'
. \(rrite up / read out a sentence stating a viewpoint. Elicit reactions'
. Tell a short personal anecdote related to dle subiect

10



2 Activitv route mao

. Ask studenls ifrhe5 have ever been / seen / done elc.

. Hand out a short text on the topic. Students read the text and comment.

. Play 'devil's advocate' and make a strong / controversial statement
(eg I thinh smoking is xerg goodfor people) that students will be motivared to
challenge / argue about.

. !7rite a key word (maybe the topic name) in the centre of a word-cloud on
the board and elicit vocabularv from students which is added to dre board.

3 Setting up the activity
. Organise the students so that they can do the activity or section. (This may

involve making pairs or groups, moving the seating, etc.)
. Give clear instructions for the activity. A demonstation or example is

usually much more effective than a long explanation.

. You may wish to check back that the instructions have been understood
(eg So, Georgi, what are you going to do Jirst?) .

. In some activities, it may be useful to allow some individual worx
(eg thirking through a problem,listing answers, etc) before the students
get together with others.

4 Running the activity
. Monitor at dte start ofthe activity or section to check that the task has been

understood and that students are doing what you intended them to do.

See Monitoringleaching technique on the DVD

. Ifthe material was well prepared and the instructions clear, then the activity
can now Iargely run itself. Allow the students to work on the task without too
much further interference.Your role now is often much more low-key, taking
a back seat and monitoring what is happening without getting in the way.

. Beware of encumbering the students with unnecessar_v help.This is their
chance to work. If the task is difficult, give them the chance to rise to that
challenge, without leaning on you. Don't rush in to 'save'them too quickly or
too eagerly. (Though, having said that, remain alert to any task that genuinely
proves too hard - and be prepared to help or stop it early ifnecessary!)

5 Closing the activity
. Allow the activity or section to close properly. Rather than suddenly

stopping the activity at a random point, try to sense when ttre students are
ready to move on.

. If different groups are flnishing at different times, make a judgement about
when coming together as a whole class would be useful to most people.

. If you want to close the activity while many students are still working, give
a trme warning (eg Finish the item 1ou are working on or Two minutes) -

6 Post-activity
It is usually important to have some kind offeedback session on the activity.
This stage is vital and is typically under-planned by teachers! The students
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have workeci hard on the task, and it has probabl-v raised a number ofideas'

. Groups meet up \\'ith other groups and compare ansu'ers / opinions

. Students check ansrvers rvith the printed ansrvers in tl-teTeacher's Book

(which,vou pass around / leave ar lhe front ofthe room / photocopy and hand

out, etc) .
. B.io.. .lnrr, you anticipate rvhat the main language problems will be and

the-v think is worth sharing
. \ hen checking answers, ask for groups to cxchange and compare their

answers across the room themseh'es .
. . . ' o rge taStudent tocomeupf ron tandmanaget l - reansrver -check ing , ra t l re r

than d"oing it all yourself (you could give tl-is student the ansn'er sheet!)

. Collect in-all ansrver sheets then redistribute them for 'colrecting' by odrer

students.lwhen everytl-fng has been checkcd, students pair up rvith those

who marked their paper and listen / explain / iustify / argue, etc

. Correct one student's ansrvers; that student then goes on to correct other

answers) etc.
. Divide the board up into spaces for answers and throrv pens to different

students rvho fill the board up r'vith their ansr'vers (each ansu'er written by a

different student).The r'vhole group looks at the finished board and

comments / corrects.

ifffi Planning a procedure for a coursebook activity

Plan a  bas ic  p rocedure  fo r  us ing  the  fo l low ing  mater ia l  in  c lass ,  us ing  the  s teps

descr ibed above.

@ In your opinion, which factors below are impoltant for getting a iob?

Choose the five most important' ls there anything missing flom the l ist?

appearance hobb ies
in te l l igence mar l ta ls ta tus
references age
b lood group s ickness  record

contacts and connections

exper ience sex
persona l i t y  qua l i f i ca t ions

as t ro log ica l  s ign  handwr i t ing

fam i l y  backgrou nd
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3 Exploiting an activity

Exploiting an activity

In this section, we look at one simple activity in detarl.This may help you to
similarly analyse your own teaching material in future .

Analysing a coursebook activity
Read this activity from a student coursebook and answer the following questions on
content and classroom procedures.

Thinl about your life al the age of eight. You are going to tell your partner about it.
Choose from the list the things you want to talk about. Think about what you will say
and the l;rnguagc you *.i11need.

\ t t  son ,  h  i c ,  no t t ' t
, .:ntu$ to sdFol toda!;

i.. h dreadl l pnifl.'

al
. ,11
, f t

il
n
fl
|:]
E
il
L]
n

Did your life use lo be very different to how rt is norv?
Where did you usc to go to school? How did you get there?
Do you remember any o{ your teachers?
Were lhere any you particularly liked or disliked? Why?
Who were your friends?
What did you use to do before/alter school or during the breaks?
Drd you ever do anything nauglrty? Were you caught and punished?
What rvas your lavourite game?
Wha[ were your favou]rite sr!'eets?
Was there one of the older children you particul;uly admired?
What rvas your greatest wish?

Analysis of Questions

1 Language content What language systems and skills will the students probably
be practising when they do this activity?

2 Other content What other purposes (apart from getting students to
practise language) might this activity serve?

3 Preparation What preparation needs to be made? Are any special
materials or visual aids needed?

4 Steps As with many activities, it 's important to note that there are
actually quite a number of separate steps bundled within
the single printed instruction. What are the steps in this
task?

5Inst ruct ions You could simplytell the class to read the coursebook
instructions and do the activity, without further guidance.
But if you wanted to give jnstructions orally, what are some
important considerations?

6 Organisation What organisational arrangements could you use in class?
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The main language areas are:
. preparing and giving a 'long turn' monologue describing their memories of

school life;
. ]Jsing would and used to to talk abottt things tltat were regular habits in the

past but are not true now;
. using other past tense forms (past simple and past progressive), especially

asking and answering questions about the past.

As well as working on language, the activity involves students in:
. talking and listening to one another on a personal level.This may help to

build good relationships within the class and help create a good working
atmosphere;

. recalling and reconsidering some quite specihc personal memoriesl students
may find that they are thinking about things forgotten till now This degree of
personal investment and self-discovery tends to be a frequent element in
many contemporary coursebook units and may lead students to find that
they are also learning about themselves, others and the world as much as
about the language. (Some teachers feel uncomfortable with this kind of
work and try to keep the focus on language work rather than what they see as
more intusive general and personal education. But ofcourse language is
intertwined with our lives and our understanding of the world, and any
teaching approach which seeks to disentangle the two may be hard to
implement and may miss out on some essential elements.)

No special preparation is necessary and no special materials or visual aids are
needed.

This is one possible analysis:
a)  Students dr ink abouI  t le i r l i feat theageof  e ighr .
b) Students read list in book and select some or all topics to deal with in detail.
c) Students consider their own answers for questions and maybe make notes.
d) Students plan language to express these ideas.
e) Students tell their partner about their thoughts.
f) Students listen to theb partner's ideas.

Other interpretations of stages and sequence are possible.The fact that there
are possibly six sub-steps within a single task reminds us that a teacher does
need to take care in (a) checking activities before offering them to students,
and (b) preparing clear uncomplicated instructions.

. Instructions need to be simple, short and clear.

. If a task has a number of separate steps or stages widtin it, it is sometimes a
good idea to give instructions for these stages one at a time, and wait till that
stage is completed before giving the next instruction.Iyith this task, you
could first ask the class to 'Think about your life when you were eight years
old', then allow thinking time or maybe even elicit a response or two from
students before going on to the second part ofthe task and the second
instruction. Separating activities and instructions into different sreps is an
important technique. At each point, the learners know what they need to
know without possible confusion from instructions for later parts of the
activity.
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4 Palrwork

. Demonstrations are often a better way ofintoducing a task than a wordy
explanation. In th.is example, there may not seem to be very much to
demonstrate, but you could still work through an example sentence or two
(maybe saying your own answers aloud), rather than simply explaining the
instructions. By doing this, the learners may become clearer about what the
activity involves.

6 This task would work in many arrangements . It is likely to start with individual
thinking and note-taking, which may then be followed by comparing in pairs,
small groups or whole class.

Pairwork

Tylre 1: pairwork information gaps

Inthe lzarningTeaclzlng Resources section on the DVD, you'll find materials for
pairwork information gaps and pairwork grammar activities (see next section).
All are potentially suitable for early lessons in your teaching; all should be
relatively straightforward to set up in class, yet they all stand a reasonable chance
ofnot flopping! From the students' perspective, the activities should be engaging
and useful. Even ifyou don't use the specific material, you may feel that you can
draw something from the general ideas and devise similar activities yourself.

The tasks are all based around getting the students to speak and exchange
information and ideas, ie using language to communicate.There is some
possibility for you to input some language, but speaking rather than learning new
items is the primary aim.

This section offers detailed instructions for using theBea ch picture resource from
the IzarningTbachlng resources on the DVD - a pairwork information exchange
suitable for a range oflearners from Elementary to Intermediate levels.

W Defining 'information gap'
What is  an ' in format ion gap'? l f  you don' t  a l ready know, work i t  out  by s tudying the
Beach picture, Office scene and European holiday tesources on the DVD.

\7hen one person knows something that another person doesn't, we can say that
there is a 'gap' of information between them. Most real-life communication comes
about because of such gaps of information (or of opinions or ideas, etc).\(/hen
someone knows something we don't, there is a reason for talking (or writing /
reading). By creating classroom activities that include such information gaps, we
can provide activities that mimic this reason for communication, and this may be
more motivating and useful to language learners than speaking witllout any real
reason for doing so.

ffi Predicting uses for material: pairwork information gap
Have a look at the Beach picture rcsource on the DVD. Before you read the
commentary below, work out your own way to use the activity route map
(see page 39 and summar ised below)wi th th is  mater ia l .
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Activity route map
1 Before the lesson: familiarise yourself with the material and activity; prepare any

materials or texts you need.
2 In class: lead-in / prepare for the activity.
3 Set up the activity.
4 Run the activity: students do the activity (maybe in pairs or small groups while

you moni tor  and help) .
5 Close the activity and invite feedback from the students.
6 Post-activity: do any appropriate follow-on work.

Here are my own instructions and guidelines, using the activity route map.

Route map lnstructions

Before the lesson:
fam i l iar ise yoursel f
with the material and
activity. Prepare any
materials or texts you
need.

The material consists oftwo similar but not identical
pictures; there are fifteen differences between the
pictures. The task is 'Spotthe difference', but each
student wil l only see one ofthe pictures.Students wil l
work in pairs. Without looking at each other's pictures,

they should describe their pictures and compare
details, trying to discover as many differences as they
can. Photocopy enough pictures so that you have one
'A' and one 'B' for everv oair of students.

In  c lass:  lead- in  /
prepare for  the
activity.

Draw a  s imo le  o ic tu re  o f  a  beach on  the  board .

Ask students where it is. Ask what people do there. lf
s tudents  a re  in  a  count ry  where  peop le  take  beach
ho l idays ,  you  cou ld  ask  fo r  the i r  own op in  ions ,  eg
whether they l ike beaches. Ask students to tell you

some things you find at the beach. Write the words
on the  board  as  they  come up.  l f  necessary ,  add new
things to the picture (eg ice cream)- lMake sure that a
number of useful words from the task picture are
ment ioned.  (NB You don ' t  have to  exhaust ive ly
'p re- teach 'ever l th ing . )  You cou ld  ask  s tudents  to
copy  the  p ic tu re  and labe ls .
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4 Pairwork

Deciding on the aims of an activity
When the activity has finished, what might the students have learned or be better
ab le  to  do ,  ie  what  was the  a im o f  the  ac t iv i t y?

3 Set up the activity. Rearrange students into pairs, facing each other.
Hand out  the p ic tures,  making sure that  in  each pai r
there is  one 'A 'and one'B 'p ic ture.  Students must
understand that  they cannot  look at  each other 's
pictures. (Saying the word secretwith a 'hiding-the-

p ic ture '  mime may help make th is  c lear . )  Expla in the
task s imply and c lear ly ,  ie  the students must  f ind
what is different between the two pictures by talking
and descr ib ing,  not  by look ing.

Run the activity. As students start doing the activity, walk around
unobtrusively, just to check that they are following
the  ins t ruc t ions  cor rec t ly  ( ie  they  unders tand the
task  and are  do ing  i t  in  Eng l ish) .  A f te r  tha t ,  you  cou ld
continue with discreet monitoring or maybe sit down
and wa i t  fo r  s tudents  to  f in ish  the  task .  l f you
monitor, you could collect overheard examples of
good or problematic sentences. Don't feel the need
to join in or take an active part in the work; this stage
is for students to work toeether.

Close the activity and
invite feedback from
the students.

Keep an eye on students as they finish (the task wil l
take different pairs different lengths of t ime). When
about  ha l f  o f  the  pa i rs  have f in ished,  announce tha t
everyone has one minute to finish. After you stop the
activity, ask students what was easy or diff icult;
he lp  them wi th  express ions  or  vocabu lary  they  ask
for - or use other feedback ideas.

Post-activity: do any
appropr ia te fo l low-on
work.

l f  you collected any sentences while you were
moni to r ing ,  wr i te  them up on  the  board .  Ask  s tudents
to  work  in  pa i rs  aga in  and dec ide  wh ich  sentences
f rom your  l i s t  a re  good Eng l ish  and wh ich  no t .  They
shou ld  a lso  work  ou t  cor rec t ions  fo r  any  er ro rs .
Alternatively, use any other follow-on activity, eg 'You

are  one o f  the  peop le  in  the  p ic tu re .  Work  in  pa i rs
and write a paragraph describing your day at the
beach. '
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Amongst other things, students ma.v be better able to:

. speak more fluendy;

. describe objects, their location, decoration and shape in precise detail;

. listen carefully and decide rvhich information is important;

. ask for further clarification of information;

. name some typical objects and activities associated with the sea, holidays and
beachesl

. interact effectivel-y and use time efficientJy to solve a specihc puzzle.

It's worth noting that the students are practising fluent speaking under some
degree ofpressure.They have limited time to prepare rvhat they are going to say
and cannot worry about getting their grammar 100'% accurate. Students will
become more focused on the message they rvish to communicate and on getting
that across successfull-v. This shift of values liom'getting the grammar right'to
'achieving successful communication' is an important one for many students to
come to terms rvith.!(hile a fair degree of good grammar is necessary to succeed
in the task, successful communication is a more important real-world goal than
simply being perfect. For morc on fluency and accuracy', see Chapter 9,
Section 4.

&A ,. Planning further lessons using the route map
fhe Office scene and European holiday resources in the same section are similar to
the Beach picture resource and are designed around the same idea of pairs
exchanging inform alion. ln What happened?, lhe learners are two people who
wi tnessed the  same inc ident .  They  must  share  in fo rmat ion  and decrde exac t ly  what
happened. ln What shall we do tomorrow?, the learners have information about
some events  on  in  town.  They  shou ld  d iscuss  the  var ious  poss ib i l i t i es  and agree
the i r  favour i te  event  to  recommend to  o ther  peop le  in  c lass  as  a  good day  ou t .

Refer to the detailed instructions fot Beach picture above and use the route map to
p lan  your  own exp lo i ta t lon  o f  the  mater ia l  in  the  o ther  resources .

Type 2: pairwork gramrnar activities

This section offers detailed instuctions for using the lWqt's happening? tesowrce
on the DVD - a gramrnar lesson that involves quite a lot ofpairwork suitable for
Elementary- or Pre-intermediate-level learners.

t,tft*Eq;. How students learn to use glammar
l f  you  don ' t  'exp la in '  g rammar  po in ts  to  s tudents ,  wh a t  o ther  ways  are  there  tha t
they  cou ld  become bet te r  a t  us ing  grammar?

13
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One answer is that learners can try using language that they already xnow - or
half-know - and experimenting with it, as in a chemistry laboratory, mixing
components together and seeing what kinds of outcomes arise. As we will see in
Chapter 7, studying grammar only partially involves a need for teacher
explanation; the essential heart oflearning grammar seems to be that students
have lots ofopportunities to ty things out themselves.This is a ,trying things out
themselves' kind of lesson.

& Predicting uses fol material: grammar
Have a look atthe pictures in.ffi.i ibf's happening? andthink of a way to use them for
worKrng on grammar.

The heart of this task is based around learners making sentences and questions in
a range of tenses (which you can specify in the task instruclions) . To some extent,
the activity's level is self-grading. If the students don't know some language items,
they simply won't use them.

The basic activity involves pairs looking at a picture and making sentences,
passing on the sentences to another pair and receiving another pair's sentences
(about a different picture) themselves. Each pair must now try to recreate the
other pair's original picture from the information they have received.

Here are my own instructions and guidelines, using the actirity route map. By the
way, this activity has two sections and therefore goes through Steps 3, 4 and 5
twrce.

Route map Instructions

1 Before the lesson:
fam i l ia r i se  yourse l f
with the material and
activity.
Prepare any materials
or texts you need.

The material consists of various pictures showing
events happening.
Decide whether  you want  s tudents to  main ly  work on
present  progress ive ( to  descr ibe what  is  happening
now) or  past  s imple ( to  descr ibe what  happened
yesterday).
Students wi l l  be able to  use more than these
tenses,  but  i t 's  important  that  you establ ish
whether the events are now or in the past,
Prepare a large copy of the first picture and copies
of the other pictures - one for each pair. lf you have
more pai rs  than p ic tures,  reuse them, but  be carefu l
not to hand out the same picture to two pairs sitting
next to each other.
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In  c lass :  lead- in  /
prepare for the activity.

Display the f i rs t  p ic ture on the board.
Tel l  Lhem that  i t  shows what  is  happening now
(or yesterday afternoon if you want learners to work
l e r n d  n . e i  i o h c a c l

Inv i te  learners  to  th ink  up  good sentences  about  the
p ic tu  re .
When a student suggests one, write it up without
acknowledg ing  whether  i t  i s  good or  bad Eng l ish .
Invite students to check and suggest amendments
or  tmprovements .
Co l lec t  ten  sentences .  l f  s tudents  p roduce
over -s imp le  ones ,  upgrade the  cha l lenge by  ask ing ,
fo r  example ,  fo r ' sen tences  a t  leas t  seven words
long 'o r 'exac t ly  13  words  long '  o r  ' you  must  inc lude
Ihe word although.'
Th is  has  e f fec t i ve ly  been a  demonst ra t ion  o f  the
task  s tudents  w i l l  now do in  pa i rs .

34  Set  up  sec t ion  1o f
the activity.

Put s tudents in  pai rs .
Hand out  the other  p ic tures.  one to each pai r .
Emphasise that  p ic tures are secret .  Pai rs  should
take care that  other  pai rs  do not  see thei r  p ic ture.
Give task inst ruct ions.

4A Run section 1 of the
activity: students do
the activity (maybe in
pa i rs  o r  smal lg roups
whi le  you mon i to r  and
h e  l p ) .

Students work in  the i r  pa i rs  and make ten
sentences (as in  the demo).
You may set  min imum sentence lengths or  other
requ i rements.
Go round and point  out  any obvious errors or
problems.  Try not  to  'over-help ' .

lvlake sure students are writing clearly on a separate
piece of paper.

5A Close sec t ion  1  o f  the
activity.

When s tudents  have a l l  f in ished,  ask  them to  tu rn
over  the i r  p ic tu res .

3B Set  up sect ion 2 of
the activity.

Ask pa i rs  to  pass  on  the i r  sen tences  (bu t  no t
p ic tu res)  to  another  pa i r .
Each pa i r  rece ives  sentences  f rom the  pa i r  they
gave the i rS  to .
G ive  ins t ruc t ions  fo r  the  nex t  sec t ion .  (Th is  has  no t
been demonst ra ted  ! )

48 Run sect ion 2 of the
activity; students do
the activity (maybe in
pai rs  or  smal l  groups
whi le  you moni tor  and
he rp) .

Pai rs  read the  sentences  they  have rece ived.
They  have a  new b lank  p iece  o f  paper .
Students interpret the ten sentences and work out
what  the  or ig ina l  p ic tu re  must  have been,  d rawing  i t
as  bes t  they  can on  the  paper .
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5 Small group work

ffi Exptoiting materiat differen y
Can you think of any completely different way to exploit these pictures?

Small group work
This section offers detailed instructions for using the Sfn all-group discussion
resource on the DVD - a small-group discussion task (board game) suitable for a
range oflearners from Intermediate to Upper intermediate levels.

Predicting uses for material: board game
Look a t  the  board  game handout .  Before  you read the  fu l l  ins t ruc t ions ,  th ink  how
you might  use  such mater ia l  in  c lass .

of the DVD under for board games.

The activity uses a board game to get students discussing in small groups.The
game element helps focus aftention, and students may find that it adds something
exciting and humorous to a more serious discussion topic.The activity is
adaptable for a wide range oftopics. One example set ofcards on general
discussion topics for Intermediate level and above is given in the resources secton

58 Close sect ion 2 of  the
activity.

Stop the activity when most pairs seem to have a
reasonable p ic ture.
Get pairs to meet up. They compare pictures and
sentences.
There may be some amusement at
m isu nderstand ings and alternative interpretatio ns.

Post activity: do any
appropriate follow-on
work.

You could now extend the activity by collecting a
range of sentences (from different pairs) down the
left 'hand side of the board and inviting different
students to draw on the right-hand side, slowly
bu i ld ing  up  a  compos i te  p ic tu re  w i th  fea tures  f rom
di f fe ren t  o r ig ina ls .
Alternatively, redistribute the pictures and repeat
the  or ig ina l  ac t i v i t y ' l i ve ' ,  ie  bas ica l l y the  same,  bu t
have pairs work with other pairs from the start and
say the sentences to them as they think of them
(rather than write them down).
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Route map lnstructions

Before  the  lesson:
fami l ia r i se  yourse l f
w i th  the  mater ia l
and activity. Prepare
any  mater ia ls  o r
texts you need.

Photocopy one game board for every four students in
your  c lass .  You w i l l  need a  d ie  fo r  a l lg roups  and a
counter  fo r  each p layer  ( these cou ld  be  co ins) .  Cut
some paper  in to  a  lo t  o f  smal l  b lank  cards .  Dec ide
what  top ic  you want  the  s tudents  to  d iscuss  and
prepare  a  l i s t  o f  in te res t ing  d iscuss ion  ques t ions  (o r

use  the  se t  o f  sample  d iscuss ion  cards  f rom the
Resources  sec t ion  o f the  DVD) .  Photocopy  and cu t  up
one se t  fo r  each group.

In  c lass:  lead- in  /
prepare for  the
activity.

Obvious ly ,  your  lead in  w i l l  depend on  wh ich  top ic  you

have chosen.  l f  you  have chosen a  s ing le  top ic  (eg
globalisation), it might be an idea to first clarify exactly
what  the  te rm means.  You cou ld  do  th is  by  wr i t ing  the
word  on  the  l loard  and e l i c i t ing  de f in i t ions  and
examples  o f  one or  two arguments  fo r  and aga ins t .  Or
you cou ld  choose one o f the  more  ex t reme v iewpo in ts
f rom the  cards  and say  i t  to  the  c lass ,  hop ing  to  ge t  a
reac t ion .  Th is  in i t ia l  m in i -d iscuss ion  w i l l  p repare  them
for  the  conversa t ion  in  the  aame i tse l f .

3 Set up the activity. Form smal lg roups  o f four to  f i ve  s tudents  and hand
out a pack of cards to each group. Students keep the
cards  face  down.  Exp la in  tha t  s tudents  shou ld  take  i t
in  tu rns  to  th row the  d ie  and move the i r  counter  a round
the  board .  l f they  land on  a  square  w i th  a '? ' ,  they
shou ld  take  a  card ,  read i t  ou t  and ask  the  group to
d iscuss it for at least two m inutes. lf they land on a
'Ta lk '  square ,  they  shou ld  express  the i r  own op in ion
about  i t  fo r  a t  leas t  two minutes .  Everyone e lse  in  the
group can then jo in  in  a  shor t  d iscuss ion  about  the
quest ion .  Every  t ime a  learner  passes  'Bonus '

( ie  hav ing  c i rc led  the  board  once) ,  they  ge t  a  po in t .

The w inner  a t  the  end is  the  one w i th  most  po in ts .

Run the activity:
s tudents  do  the
activity (maybe in
pa i rs  o r  smal l
g rou  ps  wh i le  you
moni to r  and he lp ) ,

lv lon i tor  as u sual .
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5 Smal lgroup work

Close the activity
and inv i te  feedback
from the students.

I t  may be t r icky to  decide when i t 's  appropr ia te to  s top
the activity. Some teams might really get into the
discussion;  others may race through i t  faster .  The best
th ing to do is  watch and judge when most  groups have
had the most  va lue f rom i t .  l f  any groups f in ish very
quick ly ,  go over  and te l l  them to p lay another  round.
It seems natural to extend the group work into a whole-
c lass compar ison ofv iews ( i f  s tudents aren ' t  s ick of
the subject  a l ready) .

Post-activity: do any
appropriate follow
on work .

Wr i t ing  fo l low-ups  migh t  inc lude wr i t ing  a  summary  o f
each ind iv idua l ' s  own op in ions ,  p repar ing  a  pos ter  o r
newspaper  a r t i c le  o r  wr i t ing  a  le t te r  to  a  po l i t i c ian .
You cou ld  l ink  the  d iscuss ion  in to  read ing  a  re levant
magazine article. The topic may provide a useful
context for working on some grammar points, eg
globalisation could help introduce We should ..., The
government ought to ,.., If we don't ..., eIc.
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Ghapter 3 Glassroom management

This chapter provides the basics ofclassroom management for you as you teach
your flrst few lessons. Issues such as seating, gestur-es and ways ofusing the board
effectively are covered so that you are well-equrpped. Section 9 then looks at some
common ways in which teachers can inadvertently prevent learning from taking
place.

What is classroorn rnanagement?

Your most important job as a teacher is perhaps to create the conditions in which
learning can take place.The skills of creating and managing a successful class may
be the key to the whole success of a course. An important part of this is to do with
your attitude, intentions and personality and your relationships with the learners.
However, you also need certain organisational skills and techniques. Such items
are often grouped together under the heading of'classroom management'.
Common classroom management areas include:

Activities

. Setting up activities

. Giving instructions

. Monitoring activities

. Timing actrvities (and the lesson as a whole)

. Bringing activities to an end

Grouping and seating

. Forming groupings (singles, pairs, groups, mingle, plenary)

. Arranging and rearranging seating

. Deciding where you will stand or sit

. Reforming class as a whole group after activities

Authority

. Gathering and holding attention

. Deciding who does what (ie answer a question, make a decision, etc)

. Establishing or relinquishing authority as appropriate

. Genirg someone to do somedring

Critical moments

. Starting the lesson

. Dealing with unexpected problems

. Maintainingappropriate discipline

. Finishine the lesson
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1 What is classroom manaAement?

Tools and techniques

. Using the board and other classroom equipment or aids

. Using gestures to help clarity of instructions and explanations

. Speaking clearly at an appropriate volume and speed

. Use of silence

. Grading complexity oflanguage

. Grading quantity oflanguage

Working with people

. Spreading your aftendon evenly and appropriately

. Using intuition to gauge what students are feeling

. Eliciting honest feedback from students

. Really listening to students

Classroom management involves both decisions and actions.The actions are
what is done in the classroom, eg rearranging the chairs. The decisions are about
whether to do these actions, when to do them, how to do them and who will do
them.

At any classroom moment, there will be a range ofoptions as to possible actions.
To say one thing or to say something different.To stop an activity or to let it
continue for a few more minutes.To take three minutes to deal with a difhcult
question or to move on with what you had previously planned.To tell offa
latecomer or to welcome him.To do something or to do nothing.These options
continue throughout the lesson; at every step, your decision will take you forward
on your particular route. No one can tell you the ,right' way to do something.
There is no perfect /essoz, no single correct answer, no single route through a
lesson, though some routes may in tlte end prove to be much more effective than
others. Different people or different situations create different solutions.your total
lesson is created by your choices.You cannot know whetler alternative routes
might have been more effective - but, post-lesson, it,s useful to reflect on what vou
did and didn't do - and let this inform your future lessons.
The essential basic skill for classroom management is therefore to be able to look
at and read classroom events as they occur and think ofpossible options available
to you, to make appropriate decisions between these options, and to turn them
into effective and efficient actions. As you grow in experience, your awareness of
possible options will grow

Thus the basic skills of classroom management can be summarised as follows:

Look

Looking at
lassroom

minute
by m inute

?

?

?

?

?

Options

F ind  ing  op t ions

l \4ak ing  dec is ions
between one
opt ion  and

another

Actions

Doing  the
chosen action

Figure 3.1 Basic skills ofclassroonr nranasemenr
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Chapter 3 Classroom mana'gement

Choosing Glassroom management options

Write two or more options for the following situations:

1 A student says I don't want to do this exercise.
2 You expected an activity to take five minutes. It has taken 20 so far, and the

students stil l seem to be very involved. There is something else you would like
to do before the lesson ends in ten minutes.

3 The students are working in groups ofthree. Two groups have finished the task
you set them and are now sitting looking bored. The other groups stil l seem to
have a long way to go before they finish.

Here are a few possible options:

1 You could say Frze.
You could say loudly Do it!
You could ask why the student doesn'twant to do it.
You could offer an alternaLive exercise or acLiviry.
You could say C/z oose something you'd like to dn .
You could explain the point ofthe exercise.

Note that in all the above options, you also have further options regarding your
attitude and behaviour: ie you could be patient or impatient, defensive or open,
sound as ifyou mean it or sound as ifyou don't.

2 You could stop the activtty.
You could let it continue (postponing the next activity).
You could announce a time for frnishing (eg Two more minutes).
You could ask the students how much longer they need.
You could offer the students the option ofstopping and doing something else.

3 You could tell the groups which have finished that they can chat or do
something else while the other groups finish.
You could give the groups which have hnished a short extra task to keep them
busy until the rest finish.
You could set a time limit (say two minutes) for the others to finish.
You could bring the groups which have frnished together to compare their
answers witfi each other.

Selecting alternative options

Read this description of a classroom situation and consider any alternative options
avai lab le to  you at  points  (a)  and (b) .

You come into the classroom at the start of the lesson. There are 25 teenage
students in  the room. About  hal f  o f  them seem very involved in  a loud d iscussion ( in
their own language, not English) about a current political situation. (a) You shout
ou| OK, OK, let's start the lesson; you can continue that later' The room quietens
downabi t ;  some people cont inuewhisper inganimatedly to each other '  Now, today
we are goingto look atways oftalking aboutthe future, you continue. One student
asks, But this sutl ect is very interesting. Could we continue the conversation if we
use English? (b) You say, I'm sorry, but we have to get through Unit 9 of the book
today. Perhaps we can have a discussion next week. Open your books at page 47.
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1 What is classroom manaEement?

The following are a few ofthe many possible opuons for (a):
. You sit down and wait for the class to conclude the discussion in its own time.

waiting until they indicate that they are ready for you to start.
. You join in the conversation, but using English.
. You join in the conversarion using English and subtly manipulate the discussion

so that the students are involved in using the language items you were planning
to work on in fhe first place.You join in the conversation using English. After a
while you slip into your conversation one or two examples of the language items
you had planned to focus on in the lesson. Draw students' attention to these
items and slowly change the focus of the lesson so that the students get involved
in using the language items you were planning to work on in tl.re first place.

. You stand in front of the class in a way that indicates that you want their
aftention (making eye contact with as many people as possible, looking
authoritative, etc) and wait for silence. Having established silence, you put to
the class the decision about what to do. lVe cqn either continue the discussion or do
what I haae planned to dolwich would you prefer?

Here are some options for (b):
. You say OI{.
. As in the fourth option above, you ask the class to make the decision about what

ro oo.
. You explain your aim for the lesson and then offer the possibiliry ofcontinuing

the discussion after some other work.You suggest allowing ten minutes at the
end ofthe lesson and ask the students for their opinion.

How can you decide what's best to do?

\7hat influences and informs your decisions between different options?The
following are some factors to bear in mind:
. !7hat is tl.re aim of this activity?
. What is the aim of the whole lesson?
. What is hindering the effectiveness of what we are doing?
. What have I planned to do?
. $Vhat would be the besr thing to do now?
. Is ittime for a change of mood orpace?
. Are we using time efficiently?
. How do the students feel?
. How do I feel?
. \7hat are the possible outcomes of my doing something?

I could add two further factors that are frequentlv involved in teacher decisions
and actions:
. I don't know any other options,
. I know some other options, but I'm avoiding them because they are diffrcult or

tr oublesome or nerve-wracking.
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Chapter 3 Classroom management

Classroom decisions and actions are also greatly determined by your own
attitudes, intentions, beliefs and values. What do you believe about learning?Vhat
is important for you in learning?S7hat is your genuine feeling towards your
students? For example, you may ask a student to write on the board (rather than
doing it himself).This decision may have grown from your intention to involve
students more in the routine duties of the class.This may itself have grown from
your belief that trusting vour students more and sharing some responsibility with
them is a useful way of increasing their involvement in the learning process.

You could now Thsk 5 on the DVD to look at the options and
decisions made in the classroom.

Classroorn interaction

Some common types ofstudent grouping in the classroom include:
. whole class working together with you;
. whole class moving around and mixing together as individuals (a 'mingle');
. small groups (three to eight people);
. palrs;
. individual work.

In any one lesson, you may include work that involves a number ofthese different
arrangements.Varying groupings is one way ofenabling a variety ofexperiences
for the learners.

In this section, we examine the rationale for making use of pairs and small groups
as well as whole-class work.There are some suggestions and guidelines for
maximising useful interaction in class.

Teacher talk and student talk

The language classroom is rich in language for learners, quite apart from the
language that is the supposed focus of the lesson. Students learn a lot oftheir
language from what they hear you say: the instructions, the discussions, the asides,
the jokes, the chit-chat, the comments. Having said that, it would be unsatisfactory
ifyour talk dominated the lesson to dre exclusion ofparticipation from as many
Iearners as oossible.

Classroom interaction
In the l ist of statements below, tick any that you feel you can agree with.

1  a  l t  i s  more  impor tan t  fo r  learners  to  l i s ten  and speak  to  you than fo r  learners  to
listen and speak to each other.

b Students should get most conversation practice in interacting with other
learners rather than with you

2 a  Peop le  usua l ly  learn  bes t  by  l i s ten ing to  peop le  exp la in ing  th ings .
b  Peop le  usua l ly  learn  bes t  by  t ry ing  th ings  ou t  and f ind ing  ou t  what  works .

3  a  The teacher  shou ld  speak  as  much as  poss ib le  in  c lassroom t ime.
b  The teacher  shou ld  speak  as  l i t t le  as  poss ib le  in  c lassroom t ime.
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2 Classroom interaction

The arguments for statement 1a usually grow from the idea that you know more
of the target language and that by listening to you, the learner is somehow
absorbing a correct picture of the language; that by interacting with you, the
learner is learning to interact with a competent user ofthe language; that this is far
more useful than talking to a poor user.Thus, by this argument, time spent talking
to another learner is not particularly useful time.This is OK as far as it goes, but
tlere are a number of challenges to the statements. Some are to do with available
time: if you talk most of the tirne, how much time will learners get to speak? If the
only conversation practice learners get is one-to-one with you, they will get very
Iittle time to speak at all. In a class of 25 learners, how much time will you have
available to speak to individuals? Divide a one-hour lesson by 25 and you get just
over two minutes each.That doesn't sound very much.

Statement 1b suggests tJrat we could maximise learner speaking time at certain
points of the lesson by putting them into pairs or small groups and getting them to
talk to each other.Thus, instead of two minutes' speaking time in a whole lesson,
they all get a lot of speaking practice within a short space of time.You could use
this time effectively by discreetly monitoring what the students are saying and
using the information collected as a source of material for future feedback or other
work. (I am, of course, making other assumptionsl I'm assuming that it is
important to give learners opportlmities to have useful interaction with others.)

Statements 2a and 2b are about different ways oflearning. I believe, from my own
learning experiences and from observing teachers at work, that the most efficient
way oflearning is for a student to be really involved in a lesson. Explanations,
especially long onesJ tend to leave me cold; I get bored; I switch off. (A learner
might also have real problems in following what is being said.) But challenge me,
give me a problem to do or a task I want to complete, and I will learn far more - by
experimenting, by practising, by raking risks.

I think you can guess my views on statements 3a and 3b by now. (Neither the
extremes of (a) nor (b), but closer to (b) than (a).) Observers who watch new
teachers at work often comment that they talk too much. An essential lesson that
every new teacher needs to learn is that'talking at' dre learners does not
necessarily mean that learning is taking place; in many cases,TTT (Teacher
ThlkingTime) is actually time when the learners are not doing very much and are
not very involved.\forking on ways to become aware ofunnecessaryTTT is
somefiinB to add ro your list of prioriries.

W Increasing student-student interaction
When work ing  in  a  who le  c lass  s tage,  a  la rge  amount  o f  in te rac t ion  tends  to  go  f rom
teacher  to  s tudent  and s tudent  to  teacher ,  as  shown in  F igure  3 .2 .  How cou ld  you
get more student-student interaction?
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Chapter 3 Classroom management

F ig r re3 .2  l n te r i l c l i onben reen  reache rano  . t udcn t .

Some ideas for maximising student interaction in class:

. Encourage a friendll., relaxed learning environment. If there is a trusting,
posrtlve, supportive rapport amongst the learners and benveen learncrs and
you, then t1-tere is a much better chance ofuseful interaction happening.

. Ask questions rather than giving explanations.

. Allorv time for students to listen, think, process their answer and speak.

. Really listen to \.vhat the_v sa-v. Let what they sa-v really affect,,r'hat you do next.
!7ork on listening to the person and t1-re meaning, as r.vell as to thc languagc and
the mistakes.

. ,Allorv thinking time without talking over it. Allo$i silence.

.  Inc rease oppor run iL ie .  fo r  STT lSruJentTa lk ing  T ime; .

. Use gcstures (see Section 6) to replace unnecessar_v teacher talk.

. Allow students to finish their ou'n sentences.

. Make use of pairs and small groups to maximise opportunities for students to
speak. Do this e\ren in the middle oflonger u'hole-class stages, eg ask students
to break off for 30 seconds and talk in pairs about their reactions to what you'\'e
just been discussing and also allo\\, them to check ansrvers to tasks before
conducting feedback .

. If possible, arrange seating so that srudents can all see eacl-r other and talk to
each other (ie circles, squares and horseshoes rather than parallcl rows). (See
Section 3 on seating.)

. Rememberthatyou don't ah.vays need to be at the lront of the class.Trl out
seating arrangements rhat allow the $'hole class to be the focus (eg you takc one
seat rn a circle).

. If a student is speaking too quietly for you to hear, u,alk furthcr arvay, rather
than closer to theml (This sounds illogical, but if you can't hear them, rhen it's
likely that the other students can't eithcr. Encouragc thc qujet speaker to speak
louder so that the others can hear.)
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3 Seating

Encourage interaction between students rather than only betrveen student and
you, and you and student. Get students to ask questions, give explanations, etc
to each other, rather than always to you. IJse gestures and facial expressions to
encourage them to speak and listen to each other.
Keep a diagram like the one in Figure 3.3 in your head as a possible alternative
to the one in Figure 3.2.Think,How can I get students speaking and listening to
each other as well as to me?,

St St

St

St St St St St

St

St

St

St

St

S

S
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t t
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StSt St St St

T

Figure 3.3 Interaction between students

observed c lassroom.
Task  4  on  the  DVD to  ana lyse  in te rac t ion  in  an

W Your skills in enabling interaction

You could now use

Carry out  a se l f -assessment ,  com par ing yoursel f  against  some of  the gu ide l ines on
these pages.  what  sk i l rs  do you have in  enabr ing ef fect ive crassroom interact ion?
What  do you in tend to work on?

Seating

However your classroom is laid out and u,hatever kind offixed or moveable
seatrng you have, it is worth taking time to consider the best ways to make use ofit.
. rWhat different seating positions are possible without moving anyding?. Are any rearrangements ofseats possible?
. Which areas ofthe room are suitable for learners to stand and interact in?. Is there any possibility that the room could be completely rearranged on a

semi-permanent basis to make a better language classroom space?
Important considerations are:
. Can learners comfortably work in pairs with a range of different parmers?
. Canlearners comfortably rvork in small groups with a range of other learners ?
For each activity you do in class, consider what grouping, seadng, standing
arrangements are most appropriate. Changing seating arrangements can help
students interact with different people, change the focus from you when
appropriate and allow a range ofdifferent situations to be recreated wrrhin the
classroom, as well as simply adding variety to the predictability ofsitting in the
same place every dme. It's difficult to sit still for a long time; it;s worth including
activities that involve some movement, even if or y to givc people the chance to
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Chapter 3 Classroom management

stretch their legs. Students might not like it if there is a constant movement every
five minutes, but some variety ofworking arrangements is often helpful.
In some cultures, students may have clear expectations as to what is acceptable.
For example, asking students to sit on their desks may be taboo; a teacher who sits
on the corner ofhis desk may be considered unprofessional. Respect cultural
constraints, but don't let them put you off experimenting a little. Be clear about
what is genuinely unacceptable and what is merely unknown or unexpected.
Remain aware of the possibilities of using the space you are inl sometrmes a
complete change in the room can make all the difference. Even with the most
immovable of fixed seating, it is often possible to be creative in some way.

Fixed, serni-frxed and large seating

You could ask students to:
. turn around and sit backwards, working with the people behind them;
. sit on the ends oftheir row and work with people in the next row;
. sit on their desks and talk with people nearby;
. stand up, move around and return to a different seat;
. stand in the aisle space between rowsl
. all come to the front (or another open space) to talk.

In the long term, ifyou have exclusive use ofa classroom, or share it with other
language teachers, it's worth considering whether a longer-term rearrangemem
might be useful.

Figure 3.4 shows a school I worked in that had large, one-piece seats / desks for
tlree people frxed in every classroom.They were always used in rows because,
although only lightly hxed, there seemed to be no other way to arrange them.

EE
L ]

-l -r
E

Figure 3.4 Original seating plan

However, when we started thinking about it, we found a number of other
arrangements were possible (see Figure 3.5).The horseshoe arrangement)
particularly, proved very suitable for the English classes.

-EE
tr

Et-E ilE!i
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3 Seating

ffi standing and sittrng
1 Why might a circle or horseshoe shape be more effective for language teaching

than stralght rows?
2 What difference does it make if you sit in a circle with the students rather than

standing in front of them?

In a circle or horseshoe, learners can make eye contact with evervone else in the
group and thus interact much more naturally. There is also a much greater
sense of equality. lTeaker students tend to hide away less and stronger students
to dominate less.
Having you in the circle helps to clarify your role as an equal ratler than as
someone separate and different.

Moveable seating

Some ideas for investigating and exploring the possibilities of moveable seating:
. Ask students to move seats when you create pairs or small groups. Don,t

let students get stuck in unsuitable seating arrangements when a move
is preferable.

.Ifit 'sreallytoonoisy,makethediscussionofthar(andthefindingofasolution)
part ofthe lesson as well.

. Figure 3.6 shows some patterns to think about.

. If the students normally sit in rows, try forming a circle.

. TLrn the classroom around so that the focus is on a different wall from normal.

. Make seating arrangements tltat reflect specific contexts, eg a train carriage, an
aeroplane, a town centre or whatever.

. Push all seats up against the wall and make a large, open forum space in the
middle of the room.

. Deliberately place your seat off-centre (ie not at the front).This is an interesting
subversion ofexpectations and immediately challenges expectatrons about who
a teacher is and what a teacher should do.

. Divide the class into separate groups at far corners of the room.

. Ask Hozu can we reorganise this classroom to mahe it ct nicer place n be? Letthe
class discuss iL and agree, tren do ir.

. Push the seats or desks up against the wall. Sit on the floor (only ifit,s cleanl).

W Seating options in the classroom
Look a t  F igure  3 .6 .  Which  o f these ideas  fo r  a r rang ing  seat ing  have you no t  t r ied?
Which  wou ld  be  wor th  t ry ing? Draw a  s imp le  ske tch  o f  your  c lassroom.  Mark  in
seats  fo r  one new ar rangement .  When might  you  use such an  ar rangement?  How
can you organ ise  i t  in  c lass?  What  migh t  be  the  benef i t s?  The prob lems?
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Giving instructions

In a multilingual class you have to use English for instructions. But, in
monolingual classes you have a choice: English, native language - or some mixture
of both. I have met a number of teachers r,vho say that they would like to give
instructions for activities in English rather than their students'ou'n language, but
find that there are often so many problems u.ith comprehension that it seems
impossible. It is certainly possible to use only English (and it's often really helpful
in creating an 'English' atmosphere in the classroom), but it's often problematic
because of the quantity and over-complexity oflanguage used.
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4 Giving instructions

W complex instructions
Why did the c lass have problems wi th the fo l towing inst ruct ion?

OK, everybody, would you, Maria, sit down. Now what you have to do is, when you,
you take this sheet of paper that I'm handing out now and keep it secret, and some
of you are 'A', it's written at the top, and some are labelleil 'B'. Ol<, can you see
that? Don't show your paper to anyone and then you have to describe to your
partner; sit face to face. Could you move your chairc around and describe what's on
your paper so that your partner can find out what's different, and you must agree;
when you find something, draw it on yout paper? OK. Do you understand?

This may sound like a joke, but in fact ir's quite rypical ofan unplanned
instruction.Teachers are often unaware tltat they are talking in this way until they
stop and toy to listen to what they are.saying. A video (or audio) recording of them
in acdon can be very helpful here.

It is clear that this type ofinstruction is very hard for students to follow. The
essential information about what to do is embedded in confusing and unnecessary
babble. An essentially simple activity can become impossible, not because the
students couldn't do it, but because they didn't understand what to do. Often
students are iudged to have failed when it is actuallv the teacher who failed to
clarify what was required.

How can I give clearer instructions?

I propose fir e sleps towards befl er instrucLions:

1 Become aware ofyour own instruction-giving (listen to yourself; record
yourself; ask others to watch you and give feedback).

2 For a while, pre-plan essential instuctions. Analyse the instuctions beforehand
so as to include only the essential information in simple, clear language, and
sequence it in a sensible order. Use short sentences - one sentence for each key
piece of information. Don't say things that are visible or obvious (eg I'm giuing
you a piece ofpaper). Don't give instuctions that they don,t need to know at this
point (eg what they'll do after this activity is hnished).

3 In class, separate instructions clearly from the other chit-chat, telling off, joking,
etc that goes on. Create a silence beforehand, make eye contact with as many
students as possible, hnd an authoritative tone, make sure they are listening
before you start. Use silence and gestures to pace the instructions and clarify
their meaning.

4 Demonstrate rather than explain wherever possible.
5 Check that students have understood what to do. Don,t assume that everyone

will automatically understand what you have said. Get concrete evidence from
the students that they know what is required. Getting one or two students to tell
you what they are going to do is one very simple way ofachieving this.

Planning simpler instructions
Look back at the example instruction given in Task 3.8.

1 ldentify the essential instructions the teacher wanted to give.
2 Delete unnecessary language.
3 Write out the instructions in the right order.
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Here is a preplanned version ofthe instruction inTask 3.8.
. Say Sit opposite your partner.
. lyait while they move.
. Some of you are .l' (gesture to letter A on the handouts) .
. Some are'B' (gestwe) .
. Don't show your pdper to anyone (mirne hiding).
. Distribute the handout.
. Some things in pirture A are different from picture B.
, Describe your pirture.
. lX4rcn youfind something different, drazr it (mkne) .
. Check understanding of instruction'. What are you goizg to do? Students answer

with brief explanation.

Here is another version of the same instruction. This time. it involves
demonstration rather fran insuucLion:
. Ask one student to come out in front ofthe class and sit opposite you.
. Give the handout to the student and take one yourself, making a big show of

keeping the handouts secret from each other.
. Pretend to be studentA and do one complete example with student B so that

the whole class can hear (eg A: IIaz e lou got a tree in tour picture? B: Yes.
A: Is there a bird on top of the tree? B'. No. A: Oh, so that's one dffirence in m1t
picture: there is a bird on the ffee.) .

. Disuibute handouts to the class: Now gou dn thz same. A and B. Find ten dffirences.

lmploving instructions

Simplify the following instructions using less confusing language or a gesture.

1 NoW actually, I would really like you, if you could, now stand up, yes everyone, please.
2 l t 's  the uni t  on,  er ,  t ravel ,  somewhere -  i t 's  near  the middle,  pages 35 and 36,

can you find that? Have you got it? No, not that one, the next unit, and take a
look at the introduction, read it through quickly and jot down your answers to the
questions at the top of the page over there, above the illustration.

3 lf I were to ask you for your opinion on smoking, what do you think you might say
to me in your reply?

4 Would you like to tell everyone the answer you were thinking of again because I
don' t  th ink they heard i t  when you spoke so quiet ly ,  and I 'm sure we'd a l l  be
interested in hearing it if you could, please?

5 Well, that wasn't really what I was hoping you'd say when I asked that q uestion. I was
actually looking for the name ofthe verb tense, not an example sentence, but what
you gave me was fine, only does anyone I wonder have the answer I'm looking for?

1
2

Geswe (or Smnd up).
Page 35. fiVait quietJy till they have found page.)
Read these questions. (Show questions.)
Read this. (Show text.)
Write your answers .
What do gou think about smoking?
Louder.
lX/hat\ the name of the tpnse?

3
4
5
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5 Monitoring

How to get the learners' attention

One important reason why learners may not successfully follow activity
instructions (or understand your explanations of something) is that they didn,t
actually hear them, perhaps because they weren,t fully paying attention when they
were given.Whereas teachers often invest energy into finding befter ways to word
their instructions, they may overlook the need to win attention before the
.instruction is given. It's a vital step. An instruclion given over student chatter, or
when students are looking the other way, stands little chance ofworking.
If this has been a problem for you, here is one stategy for getting learners,
attention that you might wish to experiment with.
. Start making eye contact with as many people as possible.
. Establish a gesture that means you want to speak (eg cupped hand to your ear

or holding your hand up).
. Just wait.
. Don't look tmpatient or anxious. Keep moving your eyes hround the room from

person to pe.rsonr patiently.
. Think of this as'gathering attention,. Enjoy it.
. $7ait as long as necessary until there is silence and people are looking your way.
.Ifthisdoesn'twork,don'talteritdramatically.Justaddinaclearattention-

drawing word such as O1(. Say it once and then go back to the waiting.

In general, you need to establish your authority and use it appropriately. project
your voice clearly, but speak rather than shout. Control the quantity and
complexity ofwhat you say. Say what you need to as simply and clearly as
possible.

Monitoring

Your role in pair and group activities
What is your role once you have set up an activity in which students wil l mainlV work
on the i r  own in  pa i rs  o r  g roups?

a Sit down and read a book?

b Go out ofthe room and have a coffee?

c  Wander  round and look  a t  what  s tudents  a re  do ing?

d S i t  down and work  w i th  separa te  g roups  one by  one,  jo in ing  in  the  tasks  as  a
par t i c ipant?

e Listen carefully to as many students as possible, going over and correc ng
mistakes when you catch them, offering ideas when students get stuck, etc?

!7ell,I think all ofthese answers are possible, even the fust two (u,hich you may
have dismissed as unlikely). It all depends, of course, on the nature ofthe specific
activity and on its aims.The next section suggests a general suategy for making
decisions about what to do.
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Deciding on your role while students do an activity

Let's distinguish two steps.

Step 1: The first 30 seconds: are they doing the task set?
Immediately after you have given the instructions for a task and students start
doing it, there is often an immediate need to check to make sure that students are
doing the activity that you asked them to do and have understood dre basic
instructions and the mechanics of the activity.

You could do this by quietly and relatively inconspicuously wandering around dte
room, listening in briefly to snatches from many groups and assuring yourselfthat
students are doing what they are supposed to.rWe could call this 'monitoring to
check the mechanics'.

Step 2: The task itself

In many activities, the prime aim is for learners to get a chance to work on dreir
own, speaking fluendy and trying out things without too much interference and
correction. Ifthey are doing rhe task correctly, then possibly they don't need you
any more once the task is under way.Your presence might actually be an
interference. Ifyou are around and very visible, they might look to you for
language items and help whenever they hit a problem, whereas it might be more
useful for them to struggle a little and learn to make use oftheir own resources. So
once an activity is safely under way, your options often boil down to the following
choices: monitor discreetly or vanish.

In some tasks - especially those in which students might not move forward
quicldy, but need ongoing advice, supportJ input and encouragement - you may
hnd that some kind of more active role is called for. In these cases, your best
oprions are probably monitor acdvely or parLicipate.

Monitor discreetly

Discreet monitoring is when you maintain a presence in the room, but do not
overtly offer help, interfere, correct, etc.Your aim is that the students know you are
there, but your watching and listening does not in any way disturb them.They will
not feel tempted to call on you unless there is a significant problem- and when
they do ask for help, do this swiftly and effectively, then return to the discreet
monitoring role.You are sending a message that you are interested, but that the
main task is for them to do using their own resources as much as possible.

Vanish

There are cases when any teacher presence can actually interfere with and
diminish the usefulness of work being done. Sometimes the best option for you is
to vanish, ie get out of immediate eyeshot.You could go into a corner of the room
and sit quietly.

It is often an idea to have something concrete to do (eg read something) in order
to prevent yourselffrom constantly worrying about how students are doing and
getting drawn back into it.You need to keep a small percentage of attention on the
room, in order to know when the activity is reaching an end or a crisis point, but
otherwise restrain yourself from doing too much. Relax and stop being a teacher
for a while.
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6 Gestures

In a few specific cases, you might want to emphasise the point that students need
to work without your help, and in such cases even leaving the room for a few
minutes may be an option. (\Thenever I have done this, I have been interested to
learn tlat most students do not even notice that I have been out of the room!)

Monitor actively

You can monitor as described above, but be more visible and allow students to be
more aware ofyour presence and of the possibility of calling on you for help and
advice. A teacher u'ho is actively monitoring will be walking around, viewing and
listening in to many different groups and frequently offering spontaneous advice
and corrections, as well as responding to requests and questions from students.

Particifrate

You may sit down and join a group (temporarily or for the whole task) and take
part as ifyou were one ofthe group, offering ideas, helping u,ith questions, joining
in discussions.You could quietly move on to another group. By the end of the
task, you might have worked rvith a number ofgroups. Ofcourse, while you are
monitoring or r,vorking with one group, you will need to remain alert to what
others are doing and if there are any problems.

Givingfull attention teaching techniques on the DVD

Gestures

Try to develop a range ofgestures (and facial expressions) to save yourself
repeating basic instructions and to increase opportunities for learner talk. For
example,I have seen many teachers using a set ofgestures to indicate,time'.This
helps them quicldy correct learners who use tenses inaccurately. Pointing to the
ground indicates the present; pointing ahead rs the future; pointing behind, over
the shoulder, indicates the past.

Remember that learners will need to learn the meanings of your gestures; they will
not magically know that your pointing means 'IJse the past tense,, but ifyou give
the oral instuction a few times while also gesturing, they will soon associate the
gesture alone with that instuction.

Bear in mind that gestures can mean different things in different countries. Ifyou
are teaching away from your own culture,learn rvhich gestures to avoidl And
always keep alert to the possibilitl' that you might be giving offence!

W cestures
Th in  k  o f  ges tu  res  you cou ld  use  fo r  the  fo l low ing  ins t ruc t ions :

1  S tand up .
2  Work  on  your  own.
3 Five minutes left.
4  Qu ie ten  down.
5 Listen to me.
6 Listen to her.
7  G ive  a  longer  answer .
8  P lease s top  ta lk ing  now.
9  Stop  a  no isy  s tudent  ta lk ing  ( to  enab le  somebody e lse  to  speak) .
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Now watch the teaching technique on the DVD.

CreatinE new gestures
Now decide on some personal gestures for each ofthe following:

1 Askthe other  learners.
2 Repeat.
3 The in tonat ion was very dul l .
4 Please stop talking now.
5 Come here! (polite)
6 Listen to each other.
7 Don't show your information sheet to your partner.

A lot of teachers also develop and use gestures quite spontaneously, even without
noticing. Do you? If so, which?

Using the board

Organisation

One resource that almost every teacher has is a board, whether it is a small board
on an easel, a wide chalk board, a pen board or an interactive computer board.
Although it is possible to write randomly on the board as things occur in class,
you'll often find that it's worth paying a little attention to organising items. I'm not
naturally a very tidy board user, but I've found that the following idea does make
a difference .

At the start of the lesson, draw a few dividing lines on the board, eg to form three
working areas, like this :

IJse these areas to help you organise different content as you write it up, keeping
different kinds ofthings to separate sections ofdte board, for example:
. a vocabulary column for new words, with a second column for example

sentences and notes;
. a substituLion table lor a new grammar item;
. a space to sdck up sketch pictures to help when telling a story;
. questions for students to think about when listening to a recording.

Review
sectron
(for key
pornts
from last
lesson)

Scratchpad for drawing, displaying words as
they come up, etc

Key vocabulary
and grammar
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7 Using the board

Here are a few more board thoughts:
. Try to avoid long teacher-writing times rvhile students are iust watching and

waltrng.
. \ henever possible, find opportunities to writc things up on the board while

students are working on other things, so that you are ready whcn thcy finish.
. It seems natural enough to rvrite standing in front ofthe board. Unfortunatell.,

this blocks the vier.v ofwhat vou're writing for the class and they can't read it till
you've finished (Figure 3.7a).You also can't talk ro them easily.\X/hen you get a
chance in an emptl' classroom, practise I'riting on the board in a wa1' thal youl
body doesn't block the vierv for everyone and you can make eye contact vl'ith
the class (Figure 3.7b). This requires a slightly sidervays position, t'hich will
feel odd at first, but it allou.'s you to talk to students, ask questions and lool(
around, all ofwhich can be very helpful in maintaining a goodlvorking
atmosphere.

See Writing on the boardleachingtechnique on the DVD

Figure 3.7 Allernati\-e po.iLion, rvhen rvriring on rhe buard

Remember that it's not only teachers lvho can rvrite on boards - where
appropriate, get learners to write up ansrvers and ideas, drar,v pictures and
timelines, etc.The division of the board into sections can also help rhem to write
more tidill-.
\Watch out that you don't use your or'"'n writing on the board as a lengthy
time-wasting way to avoid real teaching.

Board drawing

Don't say vou can't drau'! No mafter how un--\,1onet-like -vour artistr) J one picrurc
is often worth many unnecessary words. For the quick explanation ofvocabulary
items, Ibr setting up a discussion, a dialogue or role pla]! for storl'-building, vou
need pictures.

Clearly the basic skill is to draw people in some form, anC stick people are in many
ways better than detailed hgures because tJrey're so quick to do.
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Add character b1'giving different shapes
ofhcad.  fanen ing  up  t i c  bod ies  a  l inJe .
drarving in simple clothes, adding
expression in the mouth and eyes.

Add locations by a feu'simple props: for
example, a railway line and a platform
makes a stationl a table, knife and fork and
a vase offlorvers makes a restaurant.

Remember that the pictures alone are usually onl-v a starting point.They don't
need to do all the r'vork - build from them u'ith questions and discussion. And
even if the-v end up looking like nothing on earth, badly drawn pictures can
actually be a rich source oflanguage and humour in the classroom If ther, don't
understand r,vhat on earth you'vc drau'n, whisper the word to a student and get
fhem to dra$' rt.

See Drawing people teaching technique on the DVD
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8 Elicit ing

W Practice in quick board sketches
1 Draw quick p ic tures (s ingle images or  a sequence)  to  i l lust rate some of the

following: swimming pool, London, happy, escalator, mouse, exhausted, robbery,
whale, planet, overtake.

2 What  quest ions could you ask your  learners about  the sketches to establ ish that
they actually see what you intend them to?

Eliciting
'Eliciting'means drawing out information, language, ideas, etc from the students.
It is a technique based on the principles that:
. students probably know a lot more than lve may give them credit for;
. starting with what they know is a productive way to begin new work;
. involving people in a question-and-answer movement towards new discoveries

is ofien more effecrive rhan simply giving 'lectures'.

Eliciting enables me to start from where the learners are and then to work forward
from there. The learners have a real effect on the outcomes of the lesson in terms of
ideas,language and pace.\Vith constant learner involvement,I can work more at their
speed rather than my own. I can find out where the real difficulties and problems are.
There are three steps to eliciting:

1 I convey a clear idea to the students, perhaps by using pictures, gestures or
questions, etc.

2 They then supply the appropriate language, information or ideas.
3 I give them feedback.

I can elicit: language, ideas, feelings, meanings, contexts) memoriesr etc. I can,t
elicit: things they don'r know

Here is an example from a )esson

The teacher is working on the present simple tense for dajly routines. On the board,
she has written the words Eaery day and drawn a house. She adds a bed to one room.

She looks at the students and gestures that she wants the word. One says 6ed.
The teacher does not repeat it, but gets other students to repeat the word.
Students who didn't hear ask the hrst student to repeat it.

The teacher does the same procedure with a clock and with the time (sezerl
o'clocft). She then draws a stick man and mimes yawning and climbing out of bed.
She looks to the students and gestures to encourage them to say a sentence. I1e ge,
up seaen o'clock, says one student.The teacher thanks him for the sentence, but
doesn't repeat it. Instead, she uses finger correction (see Chapter 12, Section 1)
to establish a corrected version from him (with the help ofother class members).
rJ7hen it is correct, she gets the class to repeat the sentence a number of times.

In that sample lesson, the teacher did not model the vocabulary or grarnmar
herself; in fact, she didn't even say the vocabulary or sentence being worked on.
The vocabulary was known by at least one student.The grammar, though not
accurate, was close enough to be useful to work on. Ifno student had known 6ed
or chck or get up,then the teacher $'ould have said these herself, having found out
that tiey were really new and needed. As it was, she was able to elicit most of the
language from the students and hardly needed to speak at all herself.
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\7ith this technique, there is a reduction in unnecessary teacher talk and a
maximisation of student talk. The students take an active part in the learning, being
involved even in the part ofthe lesson that might otherwise be only teacher
explanation.The teacher is able to pinpoint precisely what students know and what
they still need to work on.The language is learned through a process of guided
discovery, and it seems likely that it will be more memorable because of the degree
of student involvement in the learning. Confidence is built because their use ofthe
language is continuous and does not have to wait for the end ofteacher exposition.

Advice when eliciting

Here is  some advice for  e l ic i tors .  Two Dieces in  the l is t  are sour ious:  which ones?

1 Give suf f ic ient  in format ion.  El ic i t ing doesn' t  mean'Guess what 's  in  my head' .
Don' t  t ry  to  e l lc i t  your  grandmother 's  maiden name.

2 Use hand gestures to indicate who is being asked to speak, either a gesture for
'anyone'  or  to  a speci f ic  ind iv idual .  l f  everyone speaks at  once,  i t  can be hard for
students to know which answer was OK and wh ich not.

3 Give very clear feedback on each student utterance. They want to know if what
they said was acceptable.  You could use s imple gestures or  fac ia l  express ions to
regis ter 'OK'  or  'Not  OK' to s tudents.

4 If someone gives an incorrect answer, get them to repeat it two or three times
and then say the correct answer yourself.

5 l f t h e y c a n ' t p r o v i d e a n a n s w e r , d o n ' t s t r e t c h t h e e l i c i t i n g o u t t o o l o n g . S i l e n c e o r
wrong answers are ev idence that  they need your  input .

6 When you have an appropr ia te answer,  make sure i t  is  c lear ly  establ ished as a
good answer,  perhaps by get t ing i t  repeated by a var ie ty  of  ind iv iduals .

7 Don' t  use e l ic i t ing wi th monol ingual  c lasses.
8 lJse e l ic i t ing regular ly  as a basic  technique in  most  lessons for  keeping your

class active and involved,

Points 4 and 7 are the wrong answers.

'Lead-in' questions

You're p lanning a lesson on language used when meet ing people at  par t ies.  What
quest ions could you ask at  the star t  o f  your  lesson in  order  to  in terest  the Iearners
and to e l ic i t  some of thei r  personal  fee l ings and react ions?

Planning questions to elicit specific things

Consider the next lesson you need to teach. Write down one specific item of factual
information that the students will need to know: maybe a grammar rule, a fact
about  the topic ,  what  a p ic ture on the board represents,  e tc .  Wr i te  a sequence of
quest ions that  you could use to lead the students s tep by s tep towards f ind ing out
that  same informat ion for  themselves.

l f  poss ib le,  work wi th someone e lse to t ry  out  your  sequence of  quest ions,  Pract ise
drawing out  the in format ion rather  than expla in ing yoursel f .
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How to prevent learning - some popular techniques
Here are some wa,vs that teachers unintentionally hinder or prevent learning.

TTT (Teacher Talking Tirne)

TsecnrR.: Il/hen nothing else is happening in the classroom,I open my
ruotLth. I'xe no idea what I say most of the tine. Bul it stops those
horrible silences.It\ probablg usefulJor thent to listen to nte
speahing English. After all,I . . .

The more you talk, the less opportunity there is for the learners. They need
time to think, to prepare what they are going to say and how they are going to
say it. Allow them the time and the quiet they need. Don't feel the need to fil l
every gap in a lesson. Explore the possibilities of silence.

Echo

SrunsN.t: I went to the cinemu.
Trecngn: You went to the cinema. Good.You werct to the cinema.

V/ho gets more language practice here - the student or the teacher? Ifyou become
aware ofyour echoing and then start to control it, you r.vill find that learners get
more talking time and tltat they start to listen to each other more.! hen you echo,
they soon learn that they don't need to listen to anyone except you, because they
know that you'll repeat everl'thinglThat has a dramatically negative effect on
interaction patterns witl.rin the classroom.

Helpful sentence cornpletion

SruorN'r': I think that smoking is . . .
Theculn: . . . a bad thing.Yes,l agree.lYhen I wenr into the pub . . .

You can be so desperate for a student to say what you want them to say (so that the
Iesson can move on to the next stage) that you are already predicting the words the
student will produce and eagerly u'ishing for them to be said - so much so that you
often find yourself adding 'tails' to sentence after sentence. But this kind of 'doing

the hard work for them'is often counter-productive. People need to finish their
own sentences. If students can't complete the sentence themselves, they need
help - but help to produce their own sentence, using tireir own r,vords and their
own ideas. By letting students hnish what they are saying, you also allow yourself
more time to really listen to the student and u'hat he is saying.

Cornplicated and unclear instructions

TErcsrn: Well,what I'w goruta do is I\n gonna ask ltou n get inn pairs,but
before that there are some things we'ue gotta worh out. So just jor
down if yott'xe got a pen,could you write this, then uhen we'ae
Jinished that we're goitlg to do the next tlung uthich int-tolaes more . . .

Unplanned, unstructured instructions are extremely confusing to students.They
probably understand or. y a small percentage ofwhat you say - and guess what
you want them to do from one or two key words they did catch.\rork out what is
essential for them to know and tell them that, u'ithout wrapping it up in babble.
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Not checking understanding of instructions

Teacnsn: Mt instructions were so clear - but all the students did dffirent
things, and none oJ them did. what I asked them to do.

Even the clearest instuctions can be hard to grasp so, after you've given them, it's
worth checking that they have been understood. A simple way is to ask a student
or two to repeat them back to you: So, Josi,what are you going to do?Inthrs way,
you satisfy your s elf that the task has been understood. Having done that, make
sure you monitor the start of the activity to see if they really do what you wanted!

Asking Do you understand?

Taacngn: Do gou understancl?
SrrneNr:  . . .  er . . .  tes . . .

\X/hen you want to check learners'understanding, questions such as Doyoz
unfurstand? are often useless. Ifyou get a Yes reply, it could mean 'I'm nervous
about seeming stupid' or 'I don't want to waste dle class's tirne any more' or 'I

think I understand, but . . .'. You often need to get clea.r information about what
students have taken in.The best way to do this is to get students to demonstrate
their understanding, for example by using a language item in a sentence, or by
repeating an instruction, or by explaining their interpretation ofan idea.This
provides real evidence, ratlter than vague, possibly untrue informarion.

Fear of genuine feedback

Teecnsn : Did. yu like ruy lesson?
STLTDENT: .. .  er . . ,  yes .. .

In an active, forward-moving class, the learners will constantly be giving you
feedback on what tley have understood, what they think, what they need, how
they feel, etc. Many teachers believe in the importance ofopen, honest feedback,
but hnd that, in practice, it can be hard to get.This is pardy to do with the
classroom atmosphere, partly to do with the questions asked, and mainly to do
with the attitude and response to feedback received.The more you see feedback as
a threat to you and to your position and your conhdence, the more you will
aftempt to avoid feedback, or to defend yourselfagainst perceived attack when
you do get feedback. Ifyou can open yourselfup to the possibilities ofreally
listening to what students have to say with a view to simply hearing them - without
self-defence, justifications or arguments - then you may find that you can stafi to
find out what they are really thhking, and that you can work on responding
appropriately to that.

Insufficient authority / over-politeness

Tt,A.cHsn: So if you don't mind,it would be oery nice iJ 3tou couldjust stop
the actiatty if youfeel that\ OK.

This kind of pussyfooting is a common way in which teachers undermine
themselves. Be clear. Say what you need to say without hiding it. If you wanr ro
stop an activity, say Stop now,please. Feel your own natural authority and let it
soeak clearlv.
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The running comrnentary

Te.q.cHsns: So now what I1n gonna do is I'm gonna moxe my chair oaer here and sit
down andjust get comfortable and now I'm gonna tear up these pieces oJ
paper, and I had to use these because I couldn't get ang card, so I found
these at the back of the teacher's roont, and I'n gonna tear them u.p now
and when I'ae done that what I'm gonna ask you to do is i;f you don't
m i n d . . .

Don't give a running commentary about the mechanics of past, present and
future activities. Boring, hard to follow, unnecessary.Tell students what they need
to know - and stop.

Lack of confidence in self, learners, material, activity / making
it too easy

TEacssn: I wonder whlt theg looh so bored?

A common cause of boredom in classrooms is when the material used is too difficult
or too easy. The former isn't hard to recognise - the learners can't do the work. A
more difficult problem is when work is simply not challenging enough.Teachers
often have rather limited expectations about r.vhat people can do, and keep their
classes on a rather predictable straight line through activities that are safe and
routine. Try to keep the level ofchallenge high. Be demanding. Believe that they can
do more ttran they are aware ofbeing able to do - and then help them to do it.

Over-helping / over-organising

TsecHgn: Yes,nozo you can ask her your question. Mmm, rhat\ a good
question.IY/hat do lou think?What\ your answer going to be,
Sih.tia? Yes . Go on - tell her what it is . . .

When you give students a task to do in a group, it's often best to let rhem ger on
with it. A lot of'teacher help', although well intentioned, is actually 'teacher

interference' and gets in the way ofstudents working on their own. As long as you
are around, they rvill look to you for guidance, control and help. Ifyou go awaS
they are forced to do the work themselves.That is when learning might happen. It
can be a difficult lesson to learn, but sometimes our students will do much better
without us, if only we have the courage to trust them.

Flying with the fastest

TgacHgn: So - what's the q,nswer?

SrureNrA: Onljt onTuesday unless it's raining.

TsecHen: Yes,aerjt good - so, eoery)one got thqt? And wlry did he buy the
elastic band?

SruDsNr A: So he zpouldn't lose his letters.

Teacgrn: Good. Exeryoue understands then!

Ifyou only listen to the first people who speall it's very easy to get a false
impression of how difficult or easy something is.You may find that the strongest
and fastest students dominate, and you get liftle idea of how the majority of the
class finds the work.This can lead you to fly at the speed of the top two or three
students and to lose the rest completely. Make sure you get answers and feedback
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from many students.Try directing questions at individuals (eg Wat do tou think,
Dominic?) and sometimes actively 'shh!' the loud ones - or simply'not hear' them.

Not really listening (hearing language problems but not the message)

SrunsNr: I amfeeling bad. My grandfather he die l,zst weeh ctnd I qm . . .

Tsacnsn: No,not'd)e'- sa9'died'because it's in the past.

SrurENr:  . . .  hediedlastweeh . . .

Tpr.cssn: Excellent. Now, did aqtone eke\ grandfather die last week?

Because we are dealing in language as the subject mafter ofour courses, it's very
easy to become over-concerned about the accuracy ofwhat is said and to fail to
hear the person behind the words.The example above is an exteme one, but on a
minute-by-minute basis in class, teachers frequently fail to hear what learners say.
The only point in learning language is to be able to communicate or receive
communication - it is vital that work on the mechanical production ofcorrect
English does not blind us to the messages conveyed. Check yourself occasionally -
are you really listening to your students, or only to their words?

Weak rapport: creation ofa poor working environrnent

TEACHER: I t1n benice- but my classes always seem so duli.

Ifrapport seems to be a problem, then plan work specifically designed to focus on
improving the relationships and interaclion within the class (rather than activities
with a mainly language aim). Until the relationships are good within a class, the
learning is likely to be of a lower quality, so it's worth spending time on this. Bear
in mind the three teacher qualities that help to enable a good working
environment: authenticity, respect and empathy.

Don't be too worried by this terrible list!These are the kinds of problems we all
have.You'11find yourselfdoing these things, so notice yourselfdoing them and
note the ways in which they do or don't seem to 'prevent' learning. But also accept
that this is a part ofthe natural process ofyour own learning and development. As
your awareness and confrdence grow, you'll find that you not only become more
able to recognise such problems in your own teaching, but that you can also start
to find effective alternative options that enable rather than hinder learning.

10 Intuition

Use ofintuition is fundamental to teaching.It is the skill ofspontaneously
understanding something, bypassing ttre supposed conventional route ofthinking
carefully and reaching a considered decision. Although it sounds somewhat
'magical', it is a quite down-to-earth, if rather unexplored, part of our teaching
work. It is something that all teachers exercise to a greater or lesser degree, and it is
learnable and improvable.

Intuitive responses are important in teaching because things happen so fast in
lesson time and there is so much to notice, flying at us all at once: how the activi5
is proceeding, how each student is reacting, etc. On-the-spot in class, you don't
have much thinking space. Fluent teaching depends on being able to quickly read
the classroom situation moment-bv-moment and respond (or choose not to
respond) appropriately.
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Intuition
Do you recognise yourself in any of the following examples?

a You are teaching(or  p lanning teaching)  andknowsuddenlyor inst inct ive lywhat
to do or how to do it.

b  In  c lass,  you decide to do /  not  to  do something wi thout  having expl ic i  y  thought
through 'why ' ;  somethingjust  comes to mind.

c You have an understanding of what the learners need that doesn't seem the
result of logical reasoning.

d You make a connection between two aspects ofthe lesson that had not seemed
connected before.

e You suddenly realise a sense that there is an overall system, structure or pattern
to some things that you previously thought unrelated.

f  P ieces of  a  so lut ion reveal  themselves as metaphors,  images,  puns,  erc.
g You know something that you had no apparent way of knowing.
h You get a sudden understanding or insight into a student's character.
i  You look at  a  s tudent  (or  s tudents)  andgetasenseofwhat theyareth ink ing.
j You feel some embarrassment, because your way of working seems to run

counter to training and to messages you get from respected peers.

Origins of intuition

!7here does intuition come from? How can it be improved? I think intuition is
your ability to smootily access the quantity ofexperience you have stored inside
you to help you interpret what is happening in the present moment.\)fe can get
bener at it by gaining more (and a wider range of) experience and storing it away.

We do things.

We recal l them and ref lect  on them.
This adds to our  s tore of  exper ienced s i tuat ions.

Figure 3.8 How we use intuition

Processed and unprocessed memories mix, overlap,
synthesise, get confused, cross-fertil ise, etc.

Intuitive insights
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ffi How you learned to teach
Recal l  how you learned to be a teacher  on your  teacher  t ra in ing course.  I  don ' t
mean how you learned the theory,  but  what  your  f i rs t  lessons were l ike,  how much
you could apply  what  your  t ra iners had taught  you to do in  c lass.

Intuition and teaching

If your initial experience ofteaching was anything like my own, you had a whole
pile ofthings weighing on your shoulders when you went into class: books you'd
read (like this onel), seminars you'd attended, helpful advice you'd been given.

Yet on stepping into the live, real-time situation in class, you probably found that
you couldn't just apply all these things,like assembly instructions for putring
together some bookshelves. It didn't work Iike that, because teaching isn't like dc-
it-yourselfor cookery. IfI'rn learning to cooK I can read someTV chef's book and
find out precise step-by-step instructions for making a new dish. If I follow thosc
instructions precisell'', I am quite likely to get something similar to the original
target dish.There will be some call on my intelligence and some degree of luck
and some local variation in terms ofwhat my cooker is like, what ingredients are
like, etc, but it is by and large a relatively predictable task.

Teaching isn't like that.The instruction book doesn't work, because every
teaching event is significantly different. And it happens too fast before your eyes-
You very quickly find that you have to use something else, from Lesson one
onwards, when the handed-down guidelines break down in the face ofreal people
with real unpredicted responses.You are already working on intuition: taking ris[s.
trying things out,learning not to be frightened, realising that this is the way to
move forward, that the things that go wrong contribute to you being better able ro
do it next time. And recalling and reflecting on what you do after you do it seems
to add to the pool from which this intuition draws.You don't have to process the
learning very deeply to draw specihc conclusions - it may often be enough just to
recall it, sift through it.

So, new teachers starting out make a lot ofuse ofintuitive decisions - deciding to
do something on the spur of t]-le moment.\(/hat happens as a result then itself
feeds into the stock of data available to them for future decisions.

New teachers also make intuitive readings of how people are reacting.
Interestingly, their intuitive readings are often incorrect; for example, trainees
often tend to misread whether students are bored with an exercise or how difficulr
a listening task is. New teachers often transfer their own nerves, doubts, worries
and expectations about how students will respond and then find what they
expected to find in the learners' faces, body language, voices, etc.

There is a danger that such incorrect readings may get set in concrete. One needs
to constantly challenge and consciously upgrade one's intuition - and I suspect
that much of the process oflearning to be a better teacher is a process of collecting
concrete feedback and information (about learners,language, teaching ideas, etc)
in order to become more spontaneously and accurately intuitive in class, ie
becoming a 'learning teacher'. Training courses tend to expect tainees to put into
practice certain ways ofworking propounded by the course.Teachers often try to
do what they are asked to do and come badly unstuck - tripping up on the sheer
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10 lntuition

difficulty of following prescribed steps through a dance that in reality has no fixed
pattern. The 'painting by numbers' approach to teaching is possible, but with very
limited outcomes.

Yet, some trainees dare to put the training requirements to one side - muffling the
trainer's voices in their head - and manage to reach backto their own natural
intuitive skills.They start to feel that buzz thar teaching brings; the shiver of
excitement when an activity starts working, rhe thrill that pushes them on to
experiment more and to enjoy it more.This isn't an argument against training or
against academic input, but it is a reminder that, iust as teachers can,t do the
learning for their students, trainers can never directlv hand over therr own
teaching skills to their trainees.

\7e need to study things, butwe also need to put them to one side; we need to
forget things, we need to lose things inside us, we need to worry less about the
exact instructions. If we hold other people's guidance in front ofus as infallible
route maps to follow, we are likely to get lost. And that,s probably true ofcooking
as well - maybe we won't be a real cook till we can leave the book closed.This same
process,I thin\ is how we then go on to become the teachers we are.
Most people will discover that they didn'tlearn to be teachers from seminars or
books or conferences or observation feedback, though all ofthese have a very
definite impact.You learn to teach by teaching.You learn to teach by doing ir.

Your use of intuition
As a teacher, how much do you make use of intuition to know what your students
are th ink ing,  to  read thei r  react ions to th ings,  to  decide i f they l ike a task or  not ,
to  determine i f they are bored,  etc? What  in forms your  in tu i t ion?
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This chapter looks at ways that learners (and classes) differ, and asks what you
can do to work with such differences.

Individuals and groups

First meeting with a class

You wa lk  in to  the  room,  and there  in  f ron t  o fyou is  your  new c lass .

1  Whatcan you learn  about  a  c lass  a t f i rs t  g lance?

2 How can you learn more about them and what they might be thinking about you?

3 What kind of relationship do you hope to achieve with them?

At first glance, we can discover some basic facts, such as: the apparent age of
Iearners, how many there are, the male / female ratio, whetler or not they have
books, materials, pens, how they are seated, whether they are silent or talking or
actively doing something, what they do in reaction to your presence.

Beyond this, we can gain a number of more inungible, intuitive impressions based
on our interpretation ofeye contact, body posture, comments overheard, etc.

Do they know each other? Do they like each other? Are they happy and positive? Do
they seem to be ready for a language lesson? Does their reaction feel challenging to
me in a positive way or threatening in a negative way? Are the leamers waiting for
me to say or do something? Is there a'good buzz' about the room?

Of all these, teachers are often initially most concerned with their perception of
what the learners think of them.'Do they like me?'and'\fhat do they expect from
me?' seem to be fundamental issues for many teachers - and until they have been
positively resolved, teachers often feel unable to work successfully. Meeting a
is an important moment. It involves meeting a number of people at once, and
many initial impressions may be formed, by both teachers and students, in those
lust few seconds.

I wanted them to love me

Here is Yvette - an experienced teacher - talking about what she used to worry
about when she first met a class. Do you relate to her feelings at all"
'When I started teaching, I seemed to spend a lot of my time worrying about
whether the class liked me or not-well, I could almost say I was desperate that
they should love me. I felt as if I couldn't do anything unless they were on my side.
as it wete. I think this got me spending too much time trying to entertain the

which led to some funny lessons and we all had a good laugh - but I'm not sure
gotwhatthey rcally needed from me. lthink nowadays I sti l l  wantto have a good

relationship with my students, but somehow I've come to terms with the fact thaa

whatever I do, some people probably won't adore me or what I do. That sort of

me free to worry about the lessons and the students and what they are IearninE -

more than worrying too much about my own feelings.'
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1 Individuals and groups

ffi changes in ctass mood
List some possible factors that might explain a change in class mood from one
teacher to the next.

ffi croup characteristics
1 Do groups  have a  charac ter  d is t inc t  f rom tha t  o f the  ind iv idua ls  in  i t?
2  In  whatways  are  peop le  in  a  language c lass  s imi la r to  each o ther?
3 How might  a  teacher 's  descr ip t ion  o f  a  ,homogenous group '  be  a  s imp l i f i ca t ion?

Groups do have characters and moods. I,m sure you,ve heard fellow teachers in a
staffroom saying thingsl:,ke Oh, theg're a lovely group or The group seems to haae
gelled or They are so open - hqppy to &) anything. Of course, you might also hear
negatrve interpretations ofgroup character as well: Ilt hke srirrinp mu,d, in there
today or They'reztery negatiac.

It is interesting to notice how different teachers may evoke a markedly different
response from the same group. Such variation can be particularly noticeable on
tlalnrng courses when maybe two or three teachers teach ttre same class, one after
tJ-e other.You can sometimes watch the class that has just been active and engaged'close down' when a new teacher starts - speaking less and looking down all the
time as if some switch had been turned off inside them
It's tempting for a teacher (or a school) to view a class as a fairly homogenous
group with a single 'level' and similar behaviour, preferences, interests and wavs of
working.

The individuals in a class may have a number of things in common wifh each
other. Some may be friends with others; they may come from t}le same
geographical district or work in the same place.The one thing that everyone has in
cornrnon is that they are in a language-learning class (though of course rney may
not have chosen to be there). Often these people are in the same room at the same
time with strangers only because they have been placed rhere by the school.
Beyond any common features, there will be significant differences between
people; it's not only age or level that differs in learners - they may also have
different:
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Figure 4.1 Individual differences

Motivation

Many learners have strong external reasons why they u'ant to study (to get an

exam pass) to enter university, to get a promotion, to please their parents, etc)

This is often calle d. external motiDatlon. Others may be studying iust for rewards

lvithin the rvork itself (the fun oflearning, setting oneself a personal challenge,

etc). often referre dto as internal motiaation.In eithet case, the strengd-r oftheir

motivation will be a factor in determining how seriously they approach the work.

horv much time they set aside for it, how hard they push themselves, etc.You mal'

see this reflected in things such as how often homework is done, how thoroughl-v

new items are revised betr,veen classes, how 'tuned in' students are during lesson

times. A frequent cause ofdifficulties within classes is r.vhen there is a significant

mismatch of motivation levels amongst tie course participants, eg some studenis

u'ho desperately need to pass an exam next month alongside others who want a

relaxed chance to chat and play games in their new language.
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Multiple intelligences

The traditional idea ofhumans having a single, unified 'intelligence' may be
rather limiting. Howard Gardener has suggested that people could have seven'intelligences' (maybe more!) :

1 linguistic
2 visual
3 musical
4 logical / mathematical
5 bodily / feeling
6 interpersonal (contact with other people)
7 intrapersonal (understanding oneself)

Gardener suggests that we probably all have these seven intelligences but in
different proportions. So one person might be strong in musical and bodily
intelligence, while another may be stronger in language and understanding other
people.Traditional education systems mav have tended to focus on some
intelligences over others, especially on language and logical intelligences.

Sensory preferences

\0riters in the field of NLP (Neuro-Linguistic Programming) have noted rhat
humans tend to have different sensory preferences, ie some people respond best
to hearing things (auditory), others ro seeing them (visual), while others learn best
when they can touch and feel tangible, physical objects (kinaesthetic).\7hen
planning classes, you may natutally bias lesson ideas towards your own sensory
preferences, so it's worth remembering to ensure that, over time, there is a range
ofworking modes appealing to visual, auditory and kinaesthetic learners.

ffi working with individual differences
What  imp l ica t ions  does  the  l i s t  o f  ind iv idua l  d t f fe rences  above have fo r  the
teacher?  Here  are  th ree  d i f fe ren t  teachers '  v iews.  As  a  genera l i sa t ion ,  do  you fee l
more  in  common wi th  Gyorgy ,  Trbor  o r  Ed i t?

You can ' t  rea l l y  take  a l l these ind iv idua l  d i f fe rences  in to  account .
The impor tan t  th  ing  is  to  ' teach the  c lass ' .

I  teach very  l i t t le  to  the  c lass  as  a  who le  -  bu t  my c lass  has  lo ts
o f  ind iv idua l  tasks  and smal l  g roup work .  l th jnk  the  c lassroom is
always a set of private lessons - as many as there are individuals.

Ed i t

You can adapt  c lass  lessons  to  respond to  many ind iv idua l  needs
and d i f fe rences  w i th in  the  group.
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There is no right answer, but classes certainly seem to have their own character -
one often surprisingly different from the sum total of individuals in ir. Many
teachers (like Gydrgy) pitch their lessons at the perceived character, level, needs
and likes of a generalised feeling of this group identity. They may not be
concerned with any individual differences and feel their primary task is to work
with the class 'as a whole', maybe using a supplied syllabus or coursebook and
interpreting their job as aiming'to cover' the requ.ired material in a certain period
of time. Such teachers may be responsive to some kinds offeedback from the class
as a whole, mainly tending to pick up on whether the majority ofstudents are
keeping up or not and perhaps providing exua practice ifthey aren't or less if
they are.

They expect and accept that some ofwhat is done will be unsuitable or
uninteresting or impossible to follow for some members of the class, but they feel
that that is 'the price to pay'. Especially with large classes, the prioriw seems to be
to maintain the sense ofprogress and to hope that as many people can keep up as
possible. Such an approach may be problematic, as there is a danger in'teaching'
without close reference to the individuals that are doing (or not doing) the
learning.

Tibor takes the opposite position - that whole-class lessons generally won't
work because ofthe variety ofpeople in a class.Ifhe can pull it off, such an
'individualised' approach would probably be a very valuable class to be a part of.
Many other teachers might find that his goal of trying to respond to the range of
different individuals in a room quite demanding for a teacher, requiring a greater
quantity ofplanning beforehand and, in class, perhaps a constant moving around.
with some careful listening and focused individual help.

Edit's solution is a compromise position that involves working with the class as a
whole while attempting to also take individuals into account.

Teachers such as Edit may aim to teach the class by pitching the lessons to what
they perce.ive as the majority of the group, but 'keeping in touch' with ttre others -
by asking questions, adding extra comments and explanations, offering special
tasks for some students, dividing the class to work on different things at some
points, choosing topics that appeal to different groups oflearners, designing tasks
that appeal to different learning styles and preferences, etc.

Edit's position is one ofthe classic balancing acts ofteaching - to maximise
working at every individual's level, fulfilling as many wishes and needs as possible
while also keeping the entire group engaged.

How can we pull offthis balancing act?There are no easy answers, but it probablr.
involves a combination ofgathering useful feedback from learners (see Section 4)
and using your intuition (see Chapter 3, Section 10).

It is hard to know how best to work with individuals ifyou know nothing at all
about them. However, even to find out a litde basic information (say even about
one tenth ofthe items in the 'individual differences' list above) for each person in
our class may seem an overwhelming, unrealistic, unachievable task. It might still
take the whole school year to just do that! And even if we did know the answers for
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the entire list, there might seem to be no way we could effectively apply d.ris
knowledge.

However, many impossible things turn out to be all right rvhen I try theml Despite
the apparently daunting nature of the task, it's still worth a go - as even learning
one new thing about a learrer can dramatically affect future classes. And the more
I manage to find out, the better tured my lessons become. Ifyou would like to quiz
your students about their differences, try using the Questinnnairefor learners
resource on the DVD.

What level are rny students?

1 What  is  your  school 's  s t ructure of  c lass levels?
2 Do you know of  any other  ways of  organis ing students in to c lasses?

Cornmon level structures in schools

Many schools divide learners into classes at named Ianguage levels, often using
coursebooks labelled for those levels. A common structure is:

Advanced

Upper intermediate

Intermediate

Pre-intermediate

Elementary

Beginner

Each ofthese levels may be subdivided, eg into Intermediate 1, Intermediate 2,
etc. Schools often plan progress on an assumption that it will take tlte average
learner a certain period of time to mo.l'e from one level to the next, eg 45-60 hours
of classroom time (plus homework) to move through a third of one of the named
levels. Just to add to the confusion, an 'hour' may mean different thngs rn
different places: for example, a 'period' of 45-50 minutes is referred to as an'hour' in many countries.

There are other level systems you may come across. An influential one from the
Council ofEurope categorises learners as follows (with approximate indications
of dreir correlation with the earlier level scheme);

Mastery (= Nearly native-speaker level)
Operationalproficiency (=Advanced)

ffi organising students into levels

Vantage
Threshold'Waystage

Breakthrough

C2
C1
B2
B1
A2
A1

(= Upper intermediate / Post-intermediate)
(= Intermediate)
t '=  Pre- i  n rerme, l iq tc  t

(= Beginner / Elementary)

Other educational institutions may structure class levels around exams that
students take, naming classes after the exam they are preparing for, eg using the
Cambridge ESOL exam suite of KET, PET, FCE, CAE, CPE, erc.
IELTS is another important exam, often taken by people r,vho wanr ro go ro
another country for employment or to study. However, unlike the earlier exams it
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aims to test a broad range oflevels - so a learner who is in an IELTS preparation
class might be an1'where between Intermediate and Advanced.

\7hereas, with adults, class make-up is typically organised on the basis oftheir
perceived language level, in children's courses classes are more often based on
students'ages.

Of course, all ofthese concepts of level are quite broadly painted. We now need to
Iook more closely at the idea of'level'.

Mixed-level classes
1 Have you ever said fhis c/ass is vety mixed level? W hat are some of the causes

of mixedJevel classes?
2 Dostudents inyourschoo l  au tomat ica l l y  move up f rom leve l  to  leve l  a t theendof

a  per iod  o f  t ime? What  o rob lems can th is  cause?

It is tempting to see all learners in one class as at a certain named level, eg
Pre-intermediate.Yet teachers often come out ofclass complaining that the
students seem to be very mixed in level, and they may blame teachers who
designed the placement tests or the school policy of class creation.The most
comrnon reasons are:
. Grouping by age: In secondary schools, students are often grouped by age,

and this seems very likely to lead to problems if some learners are significantly
suonger or weaker than otiers.

. Keeping groups together: A typical problem in many schools is caused by
the fact that it is often less troublesome for school administration to keep
learners together as a class, course after course, rather than to keep separating
them and mixing them up. Because learners will progress at different speeds,
this means that, even ifa group was similar in level at the start of a course, there
may be very different 'exit levels' at the end. IftJrat class now continues en
masse to the next course level, the differences between participants will become
more and more pronounced.

. Placerrrent testing: Placement procedures are another cause of'mlxed-level'
problems. Placement by language level sounds sensible, but even this can be
problematic, because an overall 'level' only gives a very general idea as to how
good sorneone will be at, say, listening to a university lecture or how much
vocabulary frey can use. Placement teslers someLimes give prioriry to
friendship or personal requfuements rather than level when creating classes.

. Insuflicient levels: Learners may be together in tJre same class because the
school doesn't have sufhcient levels to hne-tune the classes more.

'What level is the class?'

\7hen I hear a teacher asking about the level of a class,I am reminded of the
question 'How long is the coastJine of Britain?', to which the answer is 'It depends
how long your ruler is.' The more closely and carefully you measure, the more
complex the answer becomes.

So, concerning level, how close are you looking? If you look from a kilometre
away, maybe seeing the class as a group ofpeople when we can't make out any of
the individuals, then calling a class 'Pre-intermediate' can make sense -it's a
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useful general classification that gives a reasonable overall picture ofwhar they
might know and what they might be able to do. It suggests material we can use and
activities we can plan, and will probably allow us to teach (and survive) at least
until we have a more accurate picture to guide us.
However, as soon as rve move in a bit closer, say, to stand a few metres away from
them, we notice that this group ofpeople is made up of some very different-
Iooking individuals. If we check the overall abilities ofeach person, we find that
some are 'weak Pre-intermediate', some 'mid-Pre-intermediate' and some ,strong
Pre-intermediate'. Maybe there are even some people rvho seem to belong to
another level classihcation, say'Elementary' or,Intermediate,.
If we move in even closer and stand next to one of tiese people (and talk to her),
we might find out even more.\(/e might discover that this person,s general ,level'
masks the fact that she has a range oflevels over the different language systems
and skills, eg perhaps her knowledge of grammar is very good, her vocabulary is a
litde lveaker and her speaking and listening are very much poorer.

Ve could look even closer than this, ofcourse, and hnd the specific kinds oftasks
that she is competent in or weak in, eg she can fill in an application form, but uses
an inappropriate style for writing a formal letter requesting information.

F*'"*"" li."""-*;-l
I  o fovera l l  I  o f  nd iv iduats  l
I 

class level 
I 

leve s 
I

I nd i v i dua l s '
levels in varioLts

systems and ski l ls

Figure 4.2 Level:horv close are you standing?

Conclusions about level

!flhat conclusions can we drar,v?
. Every learner has an individual range oflevels.
. Every class is a mixedlevel class.

V/hen we plan lessons, we need to remember that we are planning something that
may not be appropriate for some and may be easy or diffrcult for others, etc, which
is why the planning is only one part of structuring a lesson. In the act ofteaching,
we need to constantly notice and respond to feedback in order to adjust and
redirect work moment by moment to make it as effective for each individual as
possible.

Learners and their needs
Learners have distinct, individual reasons for being in a class and learmng
English - even when these are not consciousl-v known or recognised.lUe can
teach better if we know more about these.
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Ways to find out about learners' needs
What are some pract ica l  ways that  we could f ind out  usefu l  data about  learners '
needs for  learn ing a language?

The various tools, procedures and materials used for finding out about learner
needs usually come under the heading of 'Needs Analysis'. Often a Needs
Analysis includes not only information about why learners might need Ianguage
in the future, but also information about:

. where learners are starting from: their present language level, current problems;
. what learners would like to learn (which may be different from what they need);
. how they want to study it (people have very different preferences about how

ther r  l corn  th  in  oc)

rwe might use formal gathering procedures (eg setting questionnaires or tests) or
approach it more informally (eg gleaning information from chats and activities
over a period of time).

Some key tools would be:
. writing: the learnet writes comments, information, answers to questionsl etci
. speaking: the learner speaks with you or with other students;
. observing: you observe the learner at work (in class or at the workplace).

If we expand on those general headings, we can generate ideas for cqeating a
variety of Needs Analyses (NB you're likely to want to combine a few ideas, rather
than use one exclusively) .

Needs Analysis

Writing

The learners are asked to:
. frll in a questionnaire (eg about their work, interests, previous study);
. choose the best answer from a selection (eg 'I like doing written work for

homework ' 'I like to do reading for homework,' 'I like to go over classwork for
homework,' 'I don't like homework');

. gap-frll (or complete) sentences (eg 'In class, I particularly enjoy working
o n  . . . ' ) ;

. delete the things that are not true for you (eg 'I never / sometimes / often have to
wrr lc  u r  LuBrJr r  / )

. take a language tesq

. tick the picture / diagrams that represent their use of English (eg pictures of
office telephoning, greeting customers);

. write a paragraph about topics set by teacher (eg'Your successes and
diffrculties with speaking English');

. write a letter / an email / a note to your teacher (eg'Your hopes for this course'):

. write a homework essay about what you want to learn and why
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Speaking

You can:
. interview learners individually or in pairs;
. plan activities to focus learners on specihc issues, leading to discussron;
. ask learners to select (and re ject) items from a menu or a set of cardsJ discussing

their reasons with each ot}rer;
. ask informally for advice about what would be useful to work on next lesson;
. collect oral (or written) feedback comments (eg about the usefulness ofwork

you are doing) at t}re end oflessons;
. show the intended coursebook for the course and discuss it tosether with the

class 1eg S/ral/ tae i tse it? How? How much? Pace? etc):
. get learners to help plan f:e course, tl.e week or tre nexr lessont
. organise a social event at which informal discussions on needs arise;
. ask learners to describe / draw / make a model oftheir workplace or a diagram

of their companl srucrure, erc.

Observation
You can:
. set the students tasks to do in class that will allow you to observe them working,

speaking and using language.This will give you a chance to diagnose their
Ianguage / skills problems and discover more about what they need;

. if you have a one-to-one student, it may be possible to observe him at his ,
workplace and get a realistic idea ofwhat he needs to do with English;

. ask each learner to bring in samples of material they work with (or expecr ro
work with in the future): leaflets, letters, tasks, professional magazrnes, erc.

NB If the learners' language level is low, many of the Needs Analysis ideas
could be used in their mother tongue. Or here's a quick answer! Copy the
NeedsAnalysis cards or rJte Needs Ana$tsis questionnaire resources on the DVD to
help you find out more about your learners.

Using data fiom a Needs Analysis
You 've  done a  Needs Ana lys is  w i th  your  learners ,  us ing  a  few o f the  ideas  f rom the
l i s t  above.  You ' re  hop ing  tha t  the  da ta  w i l l  be  use fu l  to  you,  bu t  you  are  a lso  aware
tha t  Needs Ana lyses  can be  prob lemat ic .

1 Think of some reasons why the information you have obtained might be unhelpful
o r  even un t rue .

2  l f  the  in fo rmat ion  is  use fu l ,  what  cou ld  you do  w i th  i t  now you 've  go t  i t?

value ofwhat they are doing and take an appropriate amount of time to complete it.
One useful purpose in doing a Needs Analysis (even ifyou entirely ignore the
resulting data!) is to allow learners to discover that other people in the room have
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different views, expectations and needs than themselves. It's natural that a student
might imagine that everyone in class has approximately similar ideas to his orvnl to
discover the breadth of different views can be an important 'light-bulb' momcnl
and thus a Needs Analysis can be a vital awareness-raising activiry quite apart
from any data that comes out ofit.

'But, teacher - you know best'

Students may find the concept and practice of Needs Analysis difhcult. They mar
greet a Needs Analysis with comments such as You are the teacher- you hnow best,
or You decide.I tuslSorz, This may be because the learner genuinely doesn't knol-
what he wants or needs, or it may be because he can't be bothered or doesn't think
thar it is a srudent's job ro think about things like fiis.

Many students may have spent their whole educational career being told what to
do all the time, constantly presented with work that has included minimal elements
of choice.They may never have stopped to realise that what they learn and how
they do it involves their own personal choice, and that it is their own time and
energy ttrey are investing. It may be a real surprise to be asked what they want or
need, and not surprisingly they might need a clear explanation as to the purpose of
it - and guidance as to how to start thinking about and conveying their ideas.

Humans don't necessarily think first and then write down their ideas. Often I
don't know what I think about something until I start writing my ideas down; then
I find during the process of writing that my thoughts are becoming clearer and
more stuctured. Maybe then I have to cross out the hrst two paragraphs, but I
needed to write tl]em to get me to paragraph 3 (which is a crackerl).Your studenrs
may find that the same thi-ng happens to them when they start to wonder what
their needs are.The process of writing (or talking) about things helps to give somc
form to thoughts that maybe didn't exist in any claritl until then. (I often find
myself saying something like the content of this paragraph to suspicious learners:
it sometimes helps!)

You may still come across the 100% 'abdrcatrng' student - one who gives up the right
to make any decision about his own future. It's worth pointhg out to such a student
that he is crediting me, the teacher, with magical, wizard-like 'mind-reading' abilities.
Myresponse will probably be to state that,yes,I do know something aboutlanguagc
and teaching, but I am not an expert on him and have no insight into the inside of hi.
head, his past life and learning, his preferences or his future plans.

I hope - by means of explaining why it is important- to encourage this learner
to realise that'learning' is not another product that one buys ready-made off the
shelf, but is something that has to be adjusted and remade every time. It is a 'living'

thing, not a piece ofdead meat. I don't always manage to persuade every learner.
but it's worth trying! Curiously, the hard-line abdicator is often the very same
student who complains at the end ofcourses, saying how unsuitable and useless
the course was, and how the teacher knows nothing about what students need.

Other problerns with Needs Analyses

Other problems r,vith Needs Analyses may arise when the learners have not
themselves chosen to do the course (egbecause the students have to aftend
secondary school or because a course has been chosen and paid for by an
employee's company). Of course, in these circumstances, a NeedsAnalysis may
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serve an additional purpose: encouraging the course participants to start taking
ownership of their course, making choices about what they want or need (radter
than assuming that everlthing has already been decided and is cut and dried).When
people feel they have some polver or responsibility over whathappens to them, it
can really change their anitude to it. Ofcourse, with any Needs Analysis, there
might be a danger that, in asking people what they want or hope for, you might lead
them to expect that everlthing they askfor will happen. Having said that,I guess it's
much better to find out rather than to pretend that the differences don't exist.

What can you do with the data?

Anyway,let's assume the information you get is true and useful.There are still
potential problems.What can you do with it? Maybe you consider the learners'
wishes are inappropriate or not realistic or not possible, or that the range ofneeds
stated are too wide-ranging within the group.\ hat are the options for making use
of this data?

ffiffi Balancing course plans and needs
lmag ine  a  s i tua t ion  where  you ' re  a  c lass  teacher  and you 've  a l ready  dev ised (o r
been presented with) a course plan before the course starts. How could you let the
data  ob ta ined f rom a  Needs Ana lys is  in f luence or  change tha t  p lan?

This largely depends on your own attitude as a teacher: how much do you want
the course plan to be changed? Do you have tie time or resourles to take up all
the ideas?There are a range ofpossibilities, some ofwhich are listed below in an
approximate order from'taking least account oftlte data'to'taking most account'.

Least

l\4 ost

Take no  account  o f the  Needs Ana lys is  da ta .  Cont inue w i th  the
course  as  i f the  da ta  hadn ' t  been co l lec ted .

Rev iew the  da ta ,  bu t  dec ide  tha t  your  o r ig ina l  course  p lan  is  l i ke ly  to
ach ieve  someth ing  very  c lose  to  the  des i red  ou tcomes,  so  cont inue
us ing  the  or ig ina l  p lan .

Cont inue w i th  the  course  as  be fore ,  bu t  a l low the  da ta  to  in f luence
smal l  aspec ts  o f  how you he lp  o r  dea l  w i th  ind iv idua ls  in  c lass .

Cont inue wi th the course as before but  add in  a l imi ted number of
extra activities, lessons or variations to satisfy some stated needs
or  for  cer ta in ind iv iduals  to  do for  homework (or  in  c lass) .

Replan  the  course ,  much as  be fore ,  bu t  a iming  to  cover  the  mater ia l
in  fas te r  t ime (o r  d rop  e lements )  in  o rder  to  add in  a  la rger  number  o f
extra activit ies or lessons to satisfv some stated needs-

Rep lan  the  course  to  incoroora te  subs tan t ia l  e lements  o f the  needs
a longs ide  re levant  e lements  f rom the  or ig ina l  p lan .

Put  the  or ig ina l  course  p lan  to  one s ide  and base a  new course  p lan
ent i re ly .
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Ofcourse, your original Needs Analysis may itselfhave incorporated an element
in which learners themselves helped replan the course, in which case, your best
option is probably to try using thatl

The options towards the top of the list will probably seem to be (initially, at least)
less 'troublesome'to you. In many cases, you will consider it simpler and more

' tn  rcqch di reet lv  f rr u  d ' 6 r  r u  u r  w d r u

with only minimal (or no) referenc
sadsfactory course wilJ ensue, achi

But, although there is this chance
produce learner feedback at the er
really what I wanted.' You will onl'
or need ifyou hnd out what this is
themselves) and by doing coursev

That's not to say that addressing r
new materials, varying cherished I
apparentJy conflicring wishes old
learners will probably notice and :
whar drey need, radrer tran simpl

4 Getting feedback frorn ler
Teaching is primarily an acr of ale
are able to understand the group,

The classroom you create

Many teachers operate their lessc
raw materials can be fed and whir
produce predicLable outputs.Thi
a coursebook or  sy l labus.  but  ma
useful for many of the individual
teachers operate on a day-by-day
are sufficient to run a course rn a
authorities may be satished at rec
syllabus covered, exams passed, r
largely illusory. It is all too easy tc
ofteaching and never to risk the 1
another kind of class, where you :
as a machine. It is this second kin
towards.

In observing lessons, it often seerr
those who:
. work'al right angles'ro tie clas

needs and wishes of the learner
own choice ofways);

. create a physical and psycholog

. do nor pick up lsomerimes subr
what they want;
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4 Getting feedback from learners

. do not elicit feedback about opinions on course, content, methods, working
sttles, etc;

. do not deviate from their own plan / agenda;

. keep up their own 'radio babble' (ie a constant stream of space-filling, though
often low-quality, talk) to block out the incoming signals from the class;

. find trme-filling activities (such as writing at length ori the board) to save them
from having to communicate more with learners.

Ineffective, unhelpful teaching is teaching that proceeds for-ward (perhaps
according to a plan, according to what you wanted to do, according to what the
book says, according to a syllabus, according to whatever) without reference to
what impact this is having on the learners in class.

The essential engine of a richer, more productive learning environmenr is
communicatron, two-way feedback from learners to teachers and vrce versa.

You could now use ObservationThsk 6 on the DVD to examine the teacher's role
in the learning environment.

Why is it hard to tune in?

When you start teaching, it's hard to think very much about anyone other than
yourself. If you're anything like I was, you might have a tape recorder ofworries
echoing in your head, even more so ifyou are being observed.!7hen I watch new
trainee teachers in the classroom,I often nodce how they have so many concerns
about their own actions and words as a teacher that they hnd it very hard to tune
in to the other people in the room

These are a few ofthe worries you may feel: -
. I hope I don't say an1'thing silly.
. What on earth can I do next?
. Do they like me?
. That activity only lasted three minutes, and I thought it'd Iast 45.
. This is lasting forever, and I thought it would take tlree minutes.
. I feel so confused.
. I don't really understand this thing I'm teaching.
. Is the observer going to catch me out? \)fhat's she writing?
. This activity is so boring.

Finding a way to turn offthis internal noise and start listening to ttre genuine voice
offeedback from outside is often a difficult, slowly acquired but important
teaching skill. In gaining feedback information from learners, we learn to adjust
and fine-tune our intuitive responses.

Avoiding feedback

Many teachers never ask for feedback from learners. Some teachers ask for
feedback occasionalln often in a way that elicits what they want to hear. Some
teachers get feedback that they allow to affect and alter what they are doing.
Teachers may avoid feedback because they fear hearing comments about their
work.The more they avoid it, the more dangerous it becomes, because ungiven
feedback piles up like floodrvater behind a dam.\Vhen they do request feedback, it
can be mostly 'token', to feel as if they have 'done some feedback' and found out
what thev wanted to hear.
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o
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Ofcourse, drere may be many reasons why learners don't give useful, honest
feedback.

o
o

oo
oo

/ \

Feedback is probably only really useful when the channels are open all dre time,
which suggests a different way ofworking from many traditional teaching
situations - and a different relationship. Can you imagine a course in which the
students genuinely direct or influence or affect the prografirme on a consistent
basis and with positive outcomes? How could this come about?

l l  I really said
a l l  the  th inge I
want ,  i l  wou l^

sound greedy or
loo negalive,
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Getting useful feedback - sorne starting points
. Don't think offeedback as a once-a-term thing or just as a formal requirement

from your school.Visualise it as moment-by-moment need to find out whether
you and the class are on track.

. Clearly, you can overdo it - you don't want the class to groan at being asked
How us{ul was that actioiry? agatn and again - but don,t let this worry prevent
you from even starting to explore their reactions and responses

. \Thether you go for oral or written feedback, vary it. Don,t turn it into a r.itual.

. Some common feedback opportunities:feedback at the start of a lesson, at the
end ofa lesson, at the end of a week, at t}te start ofa new coursebook unit. at
the end ofa unit, before the class does an activity, after an activity, as the core
topic of an activity, written at home.

. Ask small quesions (eg lY,4tich actiai4t todaSt was mosr diffituh for jtou?) as well
as big ones (eg How useful is the course for gou?) .They are easier to answer.

. Ask simple, factual questions (eg How marry uords today were new for you?) as
well as evaluative questions (eg lY,4tich actiztity did you enjoy rnost?).

. Design a simple feedback form. Photocopy and hand it out (or dictate it to
students).You could allow them class time to discuss the questions before they
write, or ask them to fil1 it out at home.

. Ask students to write you a letter about the course. Specify exactly what youd
Iike them to discuss, or leave it open for students to raise any issues that they
want to.

. Set aside some time, ask open questions that enable them to say what they want
to say, and gear yourself simply to listen and learn (rather than to defend
yourself, argue or contradict). Ask them what they really think. Ifyour intention
is only to hear 'nice things', then rhat is probably all you will ger.

Doing feedback of any sort may be difhcult for you the hrst time, but the end
result ofincreased honesty, openness and mutual respect will almost certainly
have a great long-term beneht, the more so ifyou implement changes in yourself,
the class or the course that are responses to the feedback.

Learner training
For me,learner taining means 'raising student awareness about how they are
Iearning and, as a result, helping them to hnd more effective ways ofworking, so
ttrat they can continue working efficiently and usefully, even when away from their
teacher and the classroom'. More simply, it means ,working on teaching learning
as well as teaching English'.

Learner training, therefore, includes :
. work on study skills, eg use of dictionaries, reference material, workbooks,

notebooks, filed material:
. student examination ofthe process oflearning and reflection on what is

happening, eg ofteaching strategies you use (and the reasons why you use them).

In both cases, it seems important to include these as strands throughout a course.
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Three ideas to start learner training

1 Integrate study-skills work
Include study-skills work as an integrated feature ofyour lessons, eg when
working on vocabulary, include a short exercise that involves efficiently looking
up information in a dictionary. Similarly, when the students have found some new
words to learn, you could make them aware of the variety ofways of recording
vocabulary in their notebooks (see Chapter 8, Sectron 6).

2 Let them into the secret

Teachers sometimes prefer the 'surprise' approach to teaching methodology;
often students don't really know why they followed a particular procedure or did a
particular a ctivity. Teachers often assume that their own reasoning will be
transparently obvious to their students, but it rarely is. So it can be very useful to
tell students before a lesson what's going to happen and why. At the end of the
lesson, you can review not only the content, but also the way that it was studied.
For example, after a listening skills lesson, talk through the procedure with the
students: W4t dtd I set a taskfirst? Was it necessart to understand euery word? llhat
did we do next? IX4rat helped you lnarn? IX4tat didn't help ?

In this way, they will also be learning a methodology that they can repeat for their
own use when they listen to audio recordings at home or in a language laborator)'-

3 Discuss process as well as content and procedure

The content of your lessons is the English language. The 'procedures' are your
methodology (which, as I suggested above, is worth talking aboutwith students).
The thirdarea is 'process'. By this,I mean the lesson as viewed from the learner's
point of view.You're doing certain things as a teacher, but what is going on for
each individual student?

It can be very valuable to set aside time in class simply to discuss the subject of
'learning on this course'in order to recall what's happening and reflect on it.This
'process review'will allow you and the learners to clarify what is happening.
Simply talkrng about what is going on seems to have a very benehcial effect, quitc
aDart from anv new ideas or solutions that arise from it.

You could now use SbservationTask 7 on the DVD to examine a lesson from a
learner's noint of view.
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Ghapter 5 l-anguage analysis
This chapter provides a basic introduction to analysing language. Even ifyou
know relatively litde about grammar, the next secdon will show you a way ro
analyse grammatical form for teaching purposes that doesn,t depend on
knowing grammatical terms. Secdon 3 then gives a brief introducuon to the
actual terminology.

Analysing gramrnar: an introduction
Before teaching a grammatical item, it is essential that you understand it well.This
usually involves some research and careful thinking. Even after many years
teaching, the night before a lesson I still hnd myself checking my grammar books,
books on usage, a dictionary or two - and then making a few notes. Different
teachers will consider different things, but my own thinking and research typically
includes the following steps.

. Select the grammar items I want to teach.

. Fine-tune the selection: am I clear about precisely what is / isn,t included, eg if
it's a verb tense, am I dealing with one meaning or more than one? Affirmative
form? Negative? Questions? Exceptions? Typical student problems? etc.

. List situations, places and relationships in which the language is typically used.

. Brainstorm between hve and ten typical everyday sentences that use the
grammatical item in a natural way-

. Select one ofthese sentences as a 'target sentence,:it should be realistic and
natural. (Choosing one target sentence helps me focus my planning so I know
exactly what language I am aiming to work on; it doesn't mean tltat my students
will only meet this one example of the language item.)

. Decide on a situational context (that I could describe, draw, mime, etc) or a
possible text (reading or listening) that I could use to focus on the language. See
page 161 for an example ofthrs.

. Analyse the form ofthe target sentence.

. Analyse the meaning -with concept questions - ofthe target sentence.

. Analyse the pronunciation ofthe target sentence.

. Analyse typical student problems likely with the target sertence.

. Decide what I hope learners could achieve in a lesson on this item.!7rite this as
a 'main aim' for ttre lesson.

Analysing language: grammatical form
Traditionally, a form analysis for classroom teaching purposes has been based
around sentences, and most grammar studied in coursebooks is still at sentence
level.This is despite the fact that, in recent yearsj researchers have shown
increasing interest in language beyond sentence level.
Here is a sentence I'nt playing tennis with Paul this exenrze.\What do I need to
know about this sentence?What do my studenrs need ro l<now? If I take the
sentence apart, what have I got?

Firstly, there are a number ofwords - vocabulary items - that I need to know the
rneaning of: pkying> tennis, u)ith, eDening, etc.In fact,the whole sentence is in one
sense nothing more than vocabulary - words in a particular order. Some words
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comnonly go together: you p/4, tennis (you don't do tennis or ruaAe tennis).
Similarly, you play tennis zuirft someone, not d, someone, and not (in this case,
at any rate) Wosite someone.These 'going together' patterns (or 'collocations')

need to be understood and learned by students. See page 202 for more on
collocations.

Similarly, we might say that I'm often goes together with a verb ending with -izg
(ie it's not usual for I'ru to be paired with a present participle). This pattern of
I'm + -ing is, infact, a regular pattern that we can use with many other verbs. IfI
understand how to conslruct I'm play + -ir?& then I can soon learn to use other
verbs: I'm working,I'm eaing, etc.I can also learn that changing the pronoun and
the'm (to t or 're) has other generalisable results.The pattern itselfgenerates a
wide range ofdifferent possibilities quite separate from the vocabulary it uses. By
changing the vocabulary, I can utilise the pattern to talk about a variety of
different things.We have now, ofcourse, started to look at the area of gramrnar.

Grammar is concerned with the form of the language: that is, dre patterns, the
regularities, the nuts and bolts you connect together in different ways. Some
common items have names: the past progressive tense, reported speech,
uncountable nouns, relative clauses, etc.

In the sentence f{e was going to arriae at ten o'clock,we canrsolate was going to as a
grammatical item. It has a consistent meaning that remains, even when we change
the other items that surround it: -Mike was going to clean the whole garage, The
agency was going to cqncel all contracts. There is only one variation in form: zoas
sometimes becomes zuere, and it is not too hard to pin down the reason why this
happens. It is also clear rhatwas going to must normally be followed by a particular
kind of word. For example, boohshelf, undet water, laughed, cooking and by are not
usually possible, whereas swim,lnugh and cook are.Ve can now sufi[nanse our
understanding ofthis piece of grammar as follows:

was
were

going to
arflve
cook
swtm

The same sentences could be summarised in grammatical terms as follows:

subiect + 6e past simple + present participle go + to + infinitive

I hnd the hrst version bodr easier to understand and easier to manipulate and use;
knowing that arrzzr e and, cook are infinitives is sometimes essential, but, at least at
low levels, students seem to find'patterns' (as in the table) more user-friendly
than Eramrnatical terms.

Analysing grammatical patterns

Summar ise  the  under l ined  grammar  pa t te rns  us ing  e i ther  a  tab le  o r  g rammat ica l
terminology.

a lMichael used to work in lMoscow.
b  l ' l l  have f in ished by  midn igh t .
c  How many apps  have vou downloaded?
d Did vou flv over the Alps?
e I 'm o lav ing  tenn is  w i th  S i l v ia  th is  even inA.
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Substitution tables

f las

lvlary
J u a n
he bought

eaten rne

book
c n r p s
chocolate
story
magazine

?

HAVE

you
they
your  f r iends

This is a substitution table. By reading from left to right, choosing one word
from each section, you can make a large number of grammatically correct
sentences (although the meaning may require a litde thought). A table such as this
could be both a stimulus to practice activities in ttre classroom and a way of
recording the studied grammar in notebooks. After working on new grammar, I
often get learners to help me construct a substitution table on the board, which all
the class can then copy into their books.

Simple variations on a table can alter the level ofchallenge involved: for example,
removing the horizontal line in the substitution table above makes an activitv that
requires more thought on the snrdent's part.

Similarly, blanking out a column or leaving spaces in a column and gening
students to invent words to go there adds to the difficulry (and probably the
interest):

H a S

N4 ary
J U a n

he
tne

book
c h r p s

2

ii ave

you
they
your friends

Oral practice in the form ofdrills (see Chapter 7, Section 4) is often based around
substitution tables.

Writing a substitution table
The following substitution table is for Wh- question s (Who, Where, When, Why, How,
What) in the past simple tense.

Where
What
H O W

When
whv

d id

you
he
s h e
Karol ina
the teachers

go
eat
see
d o
run

?

Use a grammar book to help you write a substitution table for lth- questions using
the 'interrupted' past progressive tense (egWhatwas he doingwhen the guests
arrived?).
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Chapter 5 Language analysis

An introduction to Engtsh grammar

This introduction to grammatical terminology can only provide a starting point
and a few signposts. It may be ofuse to you ifyou feel you are starting out without
any bearings at all. It's likely to be most relevant to native English speakers who
have never studied their own language much and fdel adrift amongst the quantity
of terminology. But bear in mind that this isn't any more than a quick summary. To
do any teaching of grammar, you'll need to use grammar books and other
reference sources.

Verbs

Recognising grammatical items 1
Find at least one example of each of the following in the text below: a past
participle, a base form, an auxil iary verb, an imperative and a multiworo verD.

broadband lnlernel hao become much
chea?er ovar the lasi few years.lake uV our

e?ecial offer in 'he nexl seven days, and
we'll Lhrow in a free Nhree-monIh subscription

No the best virus-?rolecLion service.

Past pariciple: become
Bzseform: throw
Auxiltary vetb: has , will
Imperaive: take
Multiword verb: lake up,throw in

Verbs are usually listed in coursebooks and grammar books in t}ree columns
which show:

1) the base form, 2) the past form, 3) the past participle.
. The base form is used to make the present simple (eg they walk or she runs).
. Puting the word to in ftont ofthe base form makes an infinitive \eg rc rury.

Infinitives without to are called bare infinitives.
. A present participle is made by adding -ing to the base form (sometimes

requiring spelling changes). It is used in progressive tenses (eg we're arriz.ting or
he was singing) .

. The past forrn is used in the past simple tense (eg I coughed).There are regular
past forms (ending in -ed) and irregular ones (with various forms).

. The past participle is used in perfect tenses (eghe's gone or they had begun).

The most commonly studied tenses and verb forms are:
. present simple
. present progressive (also called present continuous)
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3 An introduction to English grammar

. present perfect

. past simple

. past progressive (also called past continuous)

. past perfect

. will

. golng to

. conditionals

. usedto

Many tenses require use ofauxiliary verbs.These are short verbs such as do, be
and haaewhich are used together with other main verbs. For example, lZe're
ruaking breadincfudes the auxiliary verb are (contracted to 're) and the main
verb ruaking.

Modal auxiliaries are the auxiliary verbs may,ruight,must, shall, shoud, will, would,
can, could (pltts some other semi-modals such as oag&r to and haae to) that show
the speaker or writer's attitude or interpretation ofthe topic being discussed.

\7hen teaching verbs, you need to make sure that you cover not only affrmative
statement forms, but also negative forms and questions. Students also need to
know how to form imperatives (telling someone to do something), passives
(focusing on the thing done rattrer than the doer) and conditionals (1/. . ., etc).

Many English verbs are not simply single words but multiword, comprising a
main verb and one or more particles. For example, the sentence Herflight took oJf
ar 3.40 includes the multiword verb toaA ol Students and coursebooks often
classify these as phrasal verbs or prepositional verbs.

Nouns and noun phrases

Recognising grammatical items 2
In  the text  below,  f ind at  least  one uncountable noun,  a pronoun,  a compound noun
ano a noun pnrase.

Heyl When you oaia ft,. wao iuol, a lif,Ile
etudio flat, I never expected lhislfhere's
oo r(iuch liqht, and ihat ?anoramic view

over the river io iuol amazinql

Uncountable noun: /zglzr
Pronoun: you, it, I, this
Compound noun'. studio fiat, panoramtc atew
Noun phrase:/sr a little studio flat, so much light, panoramic a iezu ouer the river
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Chapter 5 Langl4a anai/sis

An important grammatical distinction with English nouns is whether they are
countable (ie we can count fhem: ,rze pencil, two pencils, etc) or uncountable (ie
we can't count them: ofte s)ea+ke\i#e aeed+ers). Some nouns (eg paper) can be
countable with one meaning and uncountable with another. For example Zfteret
some paper on the tablevs He reads two papers exery da1t.

Compound nouns are made oftwo or more words, eg noun + noun or adjective +
noun, but act as ift-lrey were a single, one-word noun. Exarnples are streetlight,first-
aid. kit, aideo renrder.

Noun phrases are combinations ofwords that act as ifthey are nouns (ie we
could substitute a noun for them) . For example, in the s enrence I saw a reallt
strange animal with aertical black and white stripes all down irs sdde, all the words
after the first two make up a noun phrase which could be substituted (with some
loss of information) by the words a.zebra.

Pronouns can be used instead ofnouns or noun phrases, usually in cases where
we already know what is being referred to, eg in the sentence lohn saw it,the word,
it is a pronoun.

Prepositions

Recognising grammatical items 3

How many prepositions can you find in this sentence?

?ut l..he ladder nexIIo the cu?board, Lhe Loolbox
under lhe sf,airo ana ihe hamster in her cage?

next to, und,er, xn

Prepositions are generally shortwords (or phrases) that tell us about:

where something is (prepositions of plzce),eg on the table, at the bus srop, against
the wall
the movement of something (prepositions of movement) , eg towards Madrid.,
over the bridge;
when something happens (prepositions of time), eg ar half past eight, on
Christmas Day, in the afternoon;
relationships between things, such as cause and effect, eg because of.

Many words require the use of a specific preposition. For example, in the
Chen listened m the news, the vetb listez requires the preposition lo.You listen ro
news.nol atot oaer rt.

Prepositions also occur as oarticles in multiword verbs (see above).
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3 An introduction to English grammar

Recognising grammatical items 4
Find a comparative, a gradable adjective, an ungradable adjective, an indefinite
article, an adverb of frequency and a relative pronoun in the following text.

He qeleto Ihe caf4 alt abaul,r,en and alwayslakes
the corner oeat u?of,airo.lI'9 gmokier and ralher cold,

buI; from his poinr, of view, it'E a brillianf, choice - r,he only
oeatr thatr ha5 a view over trhe whole 5treetr.

Comparaive: smokier
Ungradable adjecldv e: brilliant
Indefinite article: a
Adverb of frequency'. alway
Relative pronoun: rlzal

Adiectives

Adjectives give us more information about a noun or a noun phrasel for example,
in the sentence There's a tall tree next to the hostel,the word ral/is an adjective.

lyhen we compare things, we use the comparative form of an adjective. For most
words, this is made by adding -erto the adlecive,eg taller (sometimes with
spelling changes). Longer adjectives make the comparaivewrth more, eg more
delightful.Thete are a few irregular comparatives, eg zuorse is the comparative form
of bad.

To say that something is 'the most' or'the least', we use the superlative form. For
most adjectives, you add -esr (sometimes with spelling changes) and put /ze before
the adjective. Longer adjectives make superlatives with the mos4eg the ruost
asmnishing. Again, there are irregular ones, eg the worst.

Some adjectives are gradable, ie we can use t}Iem with modifiers to say there are
different amounts or degrees of som etbtng, eg It's a bit hot, h\ rather hot, h\ aery
hot, It\ extrerneb/ hot,elc.

Some adjectives already show extreme conditions or describe things that can only
be one way or the other with no intervening area.These cannot normally be
graded in any further way, ie they are ungradable. Examples are excellent, huge
and essential.

Determiners

Determiners are words that come in front ofnouns or noun phrases.The term
includes articles and quantifiers.

?fte is the definite atttcle. A and an are the indefinite article. Uncountable
nouns never take the indefinite article.rwhen we have new information to state, we
generally introduce it the first time with the indefinite article.The definite article is
used when our listener or reader already knows what we are talking abouq tre
noun it intoduces is not new information.The followins sentences show
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Chapter 5 Language analysis

examples of both: There is a aery interesting library just outside Budapest.The library
has ooer two million books .

Beyond this, the guidelines for use are quite complex!

Quantfiers tell us how much of something there is, eg /ots of cake, afew bogs, some
Wle$ not Tnuch interesL

Adverbs

There are some easily recognisable kinds of adverbs. They are words that:
. tell us how something is done (adverbs of manner), e g quickly, angrily;
. tell us when something is done (adverbs oftime), eg soon,nowadays;
. tell us how often something is done (adverbs of freque ncy) , eg regularly, usually;
. tell us where something is done (adverbs ofplace) ,eg there,nearb);
. tell us how much there is of something (adverbs ofdegree), eg aerg,rather;
. indicate an opinion or attitude, eg /z ckilg, surprisingly.

I never get on with adverbs.They always seem like the word class for everything
that no one knows how to classify. Ifyou can't work out what word class
something is, it's probably an adverb!

Relative clauses

Relative clauses are parts ofsentences that tell us more information about
someone or something, eg in the sentence Can you see the car thqt's parked outside
the church? the relaive clause that's parhed outside the church tells ts rr.ore
information about which car is being discussed.

Relative clauses often start with a relative pronoun, eg that, who, which,zuhen,
where, why, what, who s e.

Where to go from here

. Don't try and sit down with a grammar book and learn it; better to integrare
your learning with your teaching. If you are going to teach the past perfect
tomorrow, then sit down and research it tonight. Read and take notes. Make
friends with the item.

. Slowly build up your grammar knowledge in this way,lesson by lesson,
item by item.

. Make good use of the notes inTeacher's Books that accompany all major
coursebooks. There are often a lot ofhelpful hints about the lesson's grammar.
But don't rely on only this information.You must get and use your own
grammar references as well.

. I often find that I need to refer to two or three different sources to really get mv
head around an item of grammar. It's interesting that grammatical description
isn't hxed and set in stone. Different books can take very different angles on
things, often classifying in different ways and giving different names.You need
to gather and sort all this out in your head and decide what is most useful and
helpful from your perspective.

. Having researched and got comfortable with a new grammar item,let it settle i
your head and then think coolly and caknly as to what small part of that you car
deal with in a sinsle lesson.
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4 Analysing concept:the meanings of words

. Some new native-speaker teachers get'grammar drunk' when they start
teaching. Having previously known litde about their own language, they do
their research and then find it so exciung that they go into class wanting to tell
their students about all that they have learned. Remember, you need to know as
much as you can about grammar. But your students cannot absorb it all in one
go. Good research should not lead to a ,1O-minute lecture on 'Everlthins I know
about the present perfect'.

It's worth noting that there are different kinds ofresource book that may be
helpful, including:
. Traditional grammars, written mainly for academics or native speakers, can be

a bit overwhelming for the teacher.
. Pedagogic grammars are written specihcally for teachers.These often include

helpful notes about typical errors and student problems.
. Usage books are guides to how the language is used.They refer to grammatical

points, but also include information on vocabulary and pronunciation issuesJ
style, idioms and so on.The items may be organised alphabetically or according
to meanings or functions rather than by grammatical class.

. Student grammars and workbooks often present bite-sized (or one-page-sized)
nuggets of grammatical information alongside exercises to practise those points.
Students often like working through these, exercise by exercise, at home.They
are also a useful resource for teachers because oftheir clear, straightforward and
short explanations, often with usable teaching examples and contexts.

Analysing concept: the rneanings ofwords
Meaning isn't as precise as we might feel it to be. At what point exactly does a
st€afl? stop being a strearz and become a rixer ot a brook or a creek or something
else? Are there fixed and definable differences between these meanings, or is there
a degree of'fuzziness' here? Is it pard_\r down to personal interpretauon, ro our
own feelings?

Even where the dividing lines between one meaning and anotier seem clear, are
they in the same places in other languages? Does language X interpret and name
things in the world in fhe same way as languageY? Does it, for example, s ee leoflet,
booklet and brochure as different things or as one thing - or even subdivide them
further into more names? Translations ofwords cannot be exact because different
cultures have interpreted the world around them in different ways.

These are obviously difficulties for learners and teachers. In order for us to help
our learnersr it's going to be important for us to analyse the meaning oflexical
items as effectively as we can. In this sectionJ we'll consider three ways ofdoing
this,looking at the components of meaning of lexical items, the meaning of lexical
items in context, and meaning in relation to other words.

Cornponents of rneaning

Imagine that a student is reading a text and comes across the sentence Iiz took her
uellingtons off. He asks you'Ifhat does wellingtons mean ?'. \(/ell, what does
wellingtons rnean? A dictionary written for native speakers says:
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1 Also called 'gumboots'. Brit. knee-length or calf-length
rubber or rubberized boots, worn esp. in wet conditions.
Often shortened to 'wellies'.

2 Military leather boots covering the front of the knee but
cut away at the back to allow easier bend ing of the knee.

[C'19: named after the lst Duke of Wellington]

(Co I I i ns E ng I ish Di cti o na ry)

OK, that's clear, and relatively easy for a good user ofEnglish to follow, but it is
more problematic for a learner. for a number ofreasons:

The definition is wrinen in language more complex than the item being defined:
if the reader doesn't understand wellingtons, then it is possible that he will also
not understand Afl ee-length, ca[, rubber, rubberized, worn, esp., shortened. The
whole entry is in a 'dictionary style', which may be hard to interpret.
There is no distinction bet",veen the everyday meaning ( 1) and the much rarer
second usage (2).
Thete are no examples of how these words might be used.
Commor5 everyday lcrowledge, feelings and reactions thatwe carry around in our
head are ignored, eg wellies are often black or green; wellies are associated widr
farmers, ramblers and fishermenl wellies can getvery smelly; you have to pull them orL

In a classroom where a student has just asked Teacher,what means 'wellingnns'?,1

can help the student understand the meaning by:
. avoiding language more complex than the word I'm trying to explain;
. focusing on the most important usages;
. using examples;
. using my own and the student's knowledge and feelings to focus on what we

understand by this word.

One way to make language less complex is to avoid words that the students are
unlikely to understand. Another way is to avoid complex grammar. Another waf i
to keep your sentences short. In the example below, I have combined information
from the dictionary defrnition with my own knowledge, and then segmented this
information into small, bite-sized chunks, each chunk very simply staring one
feature ofthis information in simple language:

Wellingtons

You wear them on your feet.*
You wear them when it rains.
You wear them in the snow
They're made of rubber.*
You wear them when you walk in or
near water.

You wear t-hem when you walk in mud.*
Farmers often wear them.

Fishermen often wear them.
lTalkers often wear them.

You wear them when you don'twant
.'^". f--r r^ --t *,-t

You wear them so that your feet will
be dry.

They are difficult to take off.

They are often black or green.

They are quite tall.

Sometimes they are smelly!

My socks come off in them.
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4 Analysing concept:the meanings of words

I have put an asterisk beside the three sentences that seem to carry the essence of
what wellies are; I would use these sentences ifl had to explain the rneaning to a
foreign student. However, a combination ofany four or five ofthe sentences above
would probably give a student enough information to understand what wellingtons
are. After all, in many cases, we won'tbe teaching the student what wellies are (they
may well have them in their own counuy); we are simply trying to allow them to
recognise that these new words are the English way of describing something that
they know in their tongue. (Conversely, some students may notknow what they
are, and we may have to teach a new concept as well as a new word.)

Analysing meaning

Segment  the  mean ing  o f  the  fo l low ing  words  in to  the i r  component  par ts ,  us ing
language that is less complex than the words themselvesi a calf, a watch, a clock,
a poster,

a calf It's an animal. It's a cow It's young.

a watch It lells you tie rime.You wear it on your arm.

a clock It tells you the time.You see it on a wall, or a table, or a cupboard.

aposter It has a big picture or an advertisement. It's made ofpaper.You can

put it on a wall in your house.You can see very big ones on buildings

or beside the road, Many advertise cars, airlines, frzzy drinks, etc.

Meaning in context

Finding missing words

In  the  fo l low ing  shor t  tex t ,  f i l l  each gap w i th  any  appropr ia te  word .

there was (1) _tnffic al)thewaytrc,mbhe
air?or, to town and,whenwe evenLua ly arrived al
the hotel,it wao (2) 1a1,e. Luckily, we
haa phanedthat rnornin7 and (3) a
roorn, oa the receryionlel was (4) uo.

Unless you decided to be poetic or dramatic or to create any other specific effect,
you will probably have found that each gap suggested a small set of likely
alternatives to you, perhaps: (1) heqal; (2) quite f rather f very I really; (3) reseraed I
boohed; (4) expecting.These are not'right' answers, they are simply some ofthe
most common or natural words for these contexts.You probably chose some of
them because they seemed to 'go together' naturally (eg heaz.ty trffic rather than
crowded traffic). Others you may have chosen because of the meaning of the text
(eg too lnte mighthave seemed grammatically possible, but in the context of the
second sentence, it made no sense).
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Collocation

When words tlpically 'go together'with certain other words, we can say that
they collocate. Thus fteazy collocates with trclzc; so do jLun' coq and light. Slrch
collocations are an essential key to using English well. It may be that knowledge
of collocations is more useful to a student than an understanding of the fine
differences of meaning between words. Perhaps it doesn't really matter exactly
what the detailed meaning of booharoorzis (ie does ithappen differently in
different countdes?); it's much more important to understand its general meaning
and to know that it is the normallv used word in this context.
rwe can help students better understand meaning in context by:

. pointing out collocations when they occur;
designrng activitres that focus aftention on tlte collocations ofparticular lexical
items (eg finding a number of words t}at might come after ftrglz);
encouraging the use ofdictionary research to check whether a collocation is
typical or no!
setting text gap-fill exercises;
asking learners to guess meaning from clues in the context, rather than always
relying on explanations or dicrionaries;
getting learners to predict likely meanings or lexical items before seeing or
hearing a text (eg This storg is about two people qrriaing in q strznge toun at nighl.
lX4rat words d.o you think might be in the snry?) .

You'Il find more ideas in Chapter 8.

Finding collocations

Find one or  more col locat ions for  each of the fo l lowing:

safety, blonde, feel, bad

Relations between words

The meaning ofwords is often clearestwhen you can see them in relation to other
words.

Relationships between words

What is the relationship between the words within each group below?

I hot, cold
2 on, off
3 stroll, amble
4 drink, Iemonade
5 flower, pot, spade, seeds, weedkiller
6 nation, national, international, internationalist
7 fair, fair, fair
8 fair, fare

1 Hot and cold ar e opposites or antonyms. Because we can vary their meaning
with words such as aeryt or quite (eg aery hot, quite hot),they are known as
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points on a straight line representing a scale of temperatures.STe could add
other words at various points along the same scale, egy'e ezing,warm, boiling.

2 Another type of opposite. In this case, we cannot grade the degree of
oppositeness: a thing is normally either onor oJf.Lexical items such as these are
known as ungradable antonyms.

3 These nvo words have a similar meaning; we could say they are synonyms. In
fact, hardly any words have an exact synonym; the fact that two words exist
usually means that there is some distinction between them.

4 One word includes the other. lrzz onade rs a 4,pe of drink. We can imagine this
as a family-tree diagralrr,with drinh as the'parent' (superordinate) and
lemonade, whisky, water, milh, etc being the'children' (hyponyms).

5 This group ofwords are all to do u'ith the subject ofgardening or.farming.
6 If vt e take natioz as the root word, it is possible to form the other words by

adding prehxes (eg inter-) or suffixes (eg -al or -nr).These often change the
grammar (noun, verb, adjective, etc) of the lvord (usually through adding a
suffix) and / or the meaning (by adding a prefix). Many of the effects are
generalisable; for example, adding -al can make a noun into an adjective (eg
nation, nationa\ music, musical, etc). (The study of such pieces and how they
combine together is morphology.)

Relationships such as the ones in 1-6 are useful both in assisting an initial
understanding of the meaning ofnew items and as a key to recording and
remembering them. A group of related words is likely to be more memorable than
a list ofunrelated items. Diagrams) such as scales or trees, can provide a useful
visual hook for mernory. It may also be useful to analyse relationships such as
7 and 8 in order to help clarify confusions and problems:

7 Words can have more than one meaning, somedmes quite unconnected.
Context and collocations are essential clues to deciding which meaning is
intended (Jair hair, afair rrial, tlrc coun4t Jair) .

8 Different words, with different spellings, can be pronounced the same.

Analysing concept: grammatical meaning
7 I'm plalting tennis with Paul rhis euening.
2 I had the car repaired.
3 Helen used n smohe.

What do these sentences mean? How can I state the meanings as simply as I can,
as clearly as I can and, ifpossible, using language that is itselfless complex than
the language I am trying to explain?

Do these criteria sound familiar?\fe are going to deal with the meaning of
grammar items in the same way that we looked at vocabulary in Section 4, by
attempting to split sentences up into dreir component concepts-

ffi Analysing grammatical meaning
Here is sentence 2: l had the car repaired.

F i rs t  o f  a l l ,  le t ' s  d is t ingu ish  the  grammar  f rom the  spec i f i c  vocabu la ry  used.  A t  the
moment ,  we are  no t  p r imar i l y  want ing  to  he lp  s tudents  unders tand the  mean ing  o f
car or repaired. Let's assume they know those for the moment, Rather, we want to
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help learners understand the grammatical concept, in this case the idea of haye
something done. We need a way of analysing concept that will be applicable even if
the vocabulary i tems change.

Look at the sentences below and underline the ones that contain part of the
essential meaning of the sentence / had the car repalred . Cross out those ones
that you feel are wrong or do not apply.

1 | repaired the car.
2 l b o u g h t a c a r .
3 Someone repai red the car .
4 The car  had an acc ident .
5 | used to have a car.
6 ld idn ' t  repai r  i t  mysel f .
7 | paid money for the repair.
8 | took my car to a garage.
9 | arranged for this to happen

10 N4y car runs well now

Sentences 3 and 9 carry the essential mearing of I had the car repaired. Sentence 6
is also true and might help to make the meaning clear. rJTe don't know if sentences
2,4,7,8 and 10 are true. They may be, but the essential meaning ofl had rnjt car
repaired d.oes norrell us this information. Sentences I and 5 seem unnue.

The lexis changes bul the concept remains

Consider some variations on I had the car repaired,keeping the grammar, but
changing the vocabdary, eg I had nny hair cut, I had a new lock fitted, I had the
swimming pool empaed. The situations are all different, but the core meaning is
always there. If we change the appropriate vocabulary words, in the concept
sentences they still work:

Someone cut mg hair.

Someone fitted a neu lock.

I didn't cut it myself;
I arranged for this to happen.

I didn't fit it myself;
I arranged for this to happen.

Someone emptind the swimming pool. I didn't empty it myself;
I arranged for this to happen.

Creating statements that focus on concept
Focus on  the  mean ing  o f the  fo l low ing  sentences  (and espec ia l l y  on  the  under l ined
words) by making two, three or four clear, simple statements.

1  She 's  been read ing  s ince  she came home.
2 I 'd rather have a lemonade.
3  He len  used to  smoke.
4  I 'm p lav ing  tenn is  w i th  Pau l  th is  even ing .
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Once you have decided on your sentences, it's simple enough to turn them into
concept questions.These are basically the same as the statements, but in question
form, with very simple answers - often no more than 'yes'r'no' or 'perhaps'.

Again, they focus aftention on the core meaning.

Consider dre concept questions for t had the car repaired:

Did someone repair the car? (yes)

Did I arrange for thrs to happen? (yes)

Did I repair the car myselP (no,

Making concept questions

Turn your  sentences for  Task 5.12 in to concept  quest ions.

I She\ been reading since she came home.
Is she reading now? (ves)
!7hen did she start reading? (when she came home)
Was she reading all the time? (yes)
Will she stop reading now?

2 I'd rather haxe a lemonade.
Dolwantalemonade?
More than something else?
A lot more?
Is it very important to me?

3 Helen used m sruoke .
Did Helen smoke?
On a number ofoccasions?
Regularly? Often?
Does she smoke now?

(perhaps; I don't know)

(yes)
(ves)
(probably not)
(no,

(yes.)
(yes.)
(perhaps)
(no.)

4 I'm plating tunnis uith Paul rhis euening.
!7ill I play tennis with Paul this evening? (yes)
Have I already arranged this? (yes)

Why analyse concept?

\fhat are the reasons for being so clear about rneaning? Ifyou understand what
the meaning is and can focus on it in simple and clear ways, then it is obviously
more useful to the students than when you explain at length, fail to pinpoint the
essential components of meaning and use complex language.

By asking concept questions, you can also establish whether students are clear
about meaning.You could, ofcourse, ask'Do you understand?' every time you
teach something, but whether the answer was'yes'or'no', it would actually tell us
almost nothing (students say'yes'for fear of seeming stupid, because they don't
want to waste time, because they don't want to be asked any more questions, etc).

Perhaps one other reason for doing this kind ofanalysis is also becoming clear.
The gramnatical name for the I2 + -rzg structure in sentence 4 above is the
present progressive.Yet, in tl.re analysis of meaning, we discovered that tlte
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meaning is not really to do with the present - in fact, it's a sentence about *re
future (and, to some extent, about the past, when the tennis date was actually
arranged).It's worth noting that the grammatical names of language items can
actually get in the way ofunderstanding the meaning. A student who believes that a
present tense must talk aboutthe present may need some convincing that it can
also refer to dre future! Similarly, a teacher who does not clearly separate the issues
of form and meaning may confuse students. A focus on form is useful, but it will
have considerably less use if there is no parallel focus on meaning.

on the DVD

Analysing comrnunicative function
'Why 

do people speak or write to each other? To show off their ability to make
grammatically correct sentences? Obviously not.There is no point making
perfectly formed sentences if we do not succeed in getling our point across.We
speak or write because we have messages to communicate or there is something we
hope to achieve.These purposes are the communicative function ofwhat we say.

Communicative purpose

lf I say the following to you, what are the likely results?

I Could you pass the sugar?
2 Hey! Time to get up! Come on!
3 Can I help you?
4 Cheers!
5 A day retum to Brighton, please.

You pass me the sugar.
You wake up, then get up (quite quickly).
You (a customer) see me (a shop assistam), reply and maybe give me a chancc
to sell you something.

4 We raise our glasses and drink.
5 You sell me a uain dcket.

IIow we convey our rneaning

It's worth noticing that we don't expli citly say'I requestyou to pass the sugar to rnc-'
The comnunicative function is not alwavs direcdv stated or transDarent. Its
is achieved because listeners are used to interpreting what such exchanges mean-
can clarify the purpose of many statements by adding back in the 'missing' verbr
For example, dre other sentences inThsk 5.14 could be reworded like this:

I alert yolJ wilh'I{ey' and inform yott drat it's time to get up! Lrge you to
up with'Come on!'.
I ofler youhelp.
I celebrate orlx being together and invite you to start drinking.
I rcquest a d.ay-ret.)rn tain ticket to Brighton, please.

In many cases, it's hard to decide exactly what the communicative function is
unless we know the context and who is speaking.

1
2
3

3
4
5
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6 Analysing communicative function

Analysing functional language

For each of the following, suggest one possible context and who might be speaking
to  who.  What  migh t  be  the  speaker 's  purpose?

1, Phew. It's cold in here.
2 The fish is vety good today.
3 Well, actually l 'm a bit busy atthe moment.

Sentence Possible context Who? Possible meaning

Phew. It's cold
in herc.

ar nome husband to wife | (politely) request you
to c lose the door .

The fish is very
good today.

in  a restaurant waiter to
customers
looking at  menu

I recommend that you
order  the  f i sh  d ish .

Well, actually
l'm a bit busy at
the moment.

in the office busrness  woman
to  co l league who
has jus t  asked

I suggest we
could ta lk  another
t ime rather  than now.

Contexts and meanings

Of course, many other contexts and meanings are often possible. It is worth
working with your students to make sure tiey understand how language takes on
different meanings depending on the context and how'it is said, and that they get
practice in making and interpreting language.Nfe can use a grid such as that above
to provide an interesting awareness-raising exercise by including only a part of the
information and asking students to speculate on possible other elements.

Sentence Possible context Who? Possible meaning

Will you close the door,
p  lease?

The fish is very
good today.

waiter to
customers

in the office Could we talk another
time rather than now?

e A fuller version of this task is given in the'fuinitinnalworksheet resolJrce on the DVD.

Making e ors with function
What is  the problem in these s i tuat ions?

l A foreign student staying as a guest with an English family says l want breakfast
at seven o'clock. I want two sandwiches and a cup of chocolate.

2 Student 2 stops someone in the street and asks What have you got on your
watch?
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Although each sentence is grarnmatically correct, each seems wrong in a different
way. What is correct and suitable in one set ofcircumstances is partially or
completely inappropriate in another. Example 1 might justbe acceptable in a
hotel, but as a guest in a family, it is plain rude.

!7e might ask a friend to Pass us that newspaper,uill you?, but to a stranger in the
dentist's waiting room) we are more likely to say E ccLtJ e ma Could tou ?ass me that
paper? Knowtngthe grammar of the language backwards is often litde help in
forming expressions such as these; students need to discover what.is appropriate
in a particular situation.They also need to learn some complete fixed expressions.
Thus, for exampl e,in senlence 2 Haae you got the tinxe on you? or Can you tell me
the time? wonldbe cofiect

Functions and their exponents

Examples oflanguage used to achieve a particular function are known as
exponents of a firnction. Thus l{aue y ou got the time on !oz? is an exponent of the
function of'asking for information'. Some exponents are hxed formulae that
allow for litde or no alteration: you can't really change any word in Have tou got the
time on you? without losing the meaning. Other exponents have more generadve
possibilities: Could 1ou tell me the uay to the statian2 is usable in a variety of
situations by substituting different vocabdary for station.

For classroom purposes, teachers often think of communicative functions under
general headings such as 'complaining', 'asking for information', 'sympathising',

etc and plan lessons to introduce students to sets ofuseful exponents which they
can practise in activities such as role plays and communication games.

Functions and exponents
l\4atch the functions below with the exponents on the right. There may be none,
or  more than one exponent  under  each heading.

1 Giv ing inst ruct ions
2 Refusing
3 Apologising
4 Disagreeing

b
c
d
e

Put i t  in  the bag.
Thanks,  but  lcan ' t .
I  don ' t  th ink you ' re r ight .
Surely notl
Wel l ,  to  my mind,  the UN has the besl
chance.
I'm awfully sorry.
We regret any inconvenience caused.
l d o  a p o l o g i s e .
No.  I  won' t .
Write the answer in your book.

f

h

j
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r  a ' l
z  b , i
3 f ,e,h
4  c , d , e

Stress and intonation in functional exponents
How important are stress and intonation to the correct use of the exponents in
Task 5.17?

Stress and intonation are very important. A change ofstress and intonation (in
relation to the specific context) can make an exponent change its function. For
example,I'm awful$t sorrl cortldbe agenuine apology or a sarcastic expression
of anger; It's mid.dag could be a reminder, information, a warning, an invitation,
a demand to hurry up, etc.

Filling in a function table
Try  f i l l i ng  in  the  fo l low ing  vers ion  o f the  func t ion  tab le :

There are no right answers to this sort oftask (though some answers seem less
likely than others). Students often enjoy finding convincing but funny solutions.
Everyday contexts are probably the most useful to explore, eg the first could be a
girlfriend to boyfriend who has had a job interview and was told to call back at
twelve o'clockto hear the results. Asking students to consider how to say this in an
appropriate way (and to practise it) is very useful.

Working on appropriacy

A lot of work in the area of function is to do with common sense and common
politeness - and most of all to do with an awareness of audience.This, ofcourse,
is partJy cultural.We can help students become more aware of appropriacy by
getting them to consider:
. !(/ho are you talking / writing to? How well do you know them?
. How formal / informal is the relationship?
. \X&ere are you?I7hat unwritten rules or codes ofconduct apply?

Sentence Possible context who? Possible meaning

It's midday. Remind ing  h im to  phone.

It's midday. Warn ing  her  to  do  i t  now.

It's midday. Inviting him to have some food.

It's midday- Hurry up!
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Some ideas for integrating functional work into a course:
. focusing on a functional area and studying a number ofexponenrsl
. role plays: considering what to say in particular relationships;
. listening: working out relationships between speakers;
. deciding how different situations make one sentence mean different things;
. building dialogues and picture-story conversations;
. acting out play scripts;
. writing letters to different people;
. altering written conversations to change the relationship.

Relationships in functional exchanges
What  i s  the  re la t ionsh ip  o f the  speakers  in  the  fo l low ing  conversa t ion? Keep ing  as
much o f  the  or ig ina l  mean ing  as  poss ib le ,  change the  d ia logue to  make i t  sound
l ike  a  na tura l  exchange be tween (a ) two c lose  f r iends ;  (b )  paren t  and young ch i ld .

A: I'm sorry to interrupt, but I was wondering if you wanted to break for lunch yet?
B: I'm afraid I'm still rather busy. But thank you very much for asking.
N Perhaps l'll see you in the restaurant later.
B: Yes. That would be nice.

English and English teaching in the world

World Englishes

English is a countable noun.There are many Englishes.

Only a few years ago, teachers could work on an assumption that there was
essentially one English language which was 'owned' by a small number of
countries where it was spoken (with some widely known variations) as a native
language:the USA, the UK Ireland, Australia, New Zealand, Canada and a few
more.Teachers viewed these as 'correct' models and could choose whether to base
their course on, say, UK English or US English.

But there are also many odrer varieties ofEnglish. In some places English has a
second (or third) language status and may be used for education, law or
government, for example: Singapore English, Nigerian English, Filipino English.
Kenyan English, Pakistani English.

In addition, English is widely used as a lingua franca (= a language in common)
between people ftom different countries who do not speak each other's native rongues
whether in face-to-face interaction or via phone or the Intemet. So, for example, when
a Greek businesswoman meets avietnamese businessmarl the one language they
are most likely to both know (even ifit is only at a very elementary level) is English.

In 1985 Braj Kachru proposed visualising this usage as tluee concentric circles of
English, see Figure 5.1.

The inner circle represents the countries where people would consider English as
the first language. Ttre outer circle contains all those countries where English is nor r
first language buthas historic roots, for example, countries ofthe Commonwealth

The expanding circle represents all the countries where English is not formalll' a
cental part ofthe country's systems but where many people still study ir as a
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7 English and English teaching in the world

Figure 5.1 Kachru's cirlces ofEnglish

foreign language and use it as a lingua franca.This circle is expanding constantly.
It is probably more than twice the size of either the inner or outer circles.

Kachru suggested drat the models ofcorrect language are mainly set by the inner
circle but that the outer circle is starting to create its own norms. David Graddol
argues that the situation has already changed a lot since 1985 and that many
supposed foreign language users are now so proficient in English that it is more
like a second language for them. He proposes that we should consider levels of
profrciency in English rather than country oforigin - with an inner circle
containing the highly proficient users - the 'functional natives'. In some countries
where English is neither a hrst nor a second language (eg many northern
European countries) there may be very large numbers ofhighly proficient near-
native speaker English users.

English as a Lingua Franca (ELF)

The vast majority ofEnglish-language interaction in the world is not between
native speakers, but between non-native speakers. Having a native speaker join a
conversation bet\'veen non-native speakers is often actually a hindrance for them.
The native speaker may be less experienced at understanding a range ofvarieties
ofEnglish,less aware of his own language use and less able to adjust its complexity
and cultural references to make it more accessible for people from other countries.

!7hich raises an increasingly important (and increasingly difhcult) question for
teachers: what English is it appropriate to teach my students? Is an'inner circle'
native-speaker model still appropriate?

Some writers and researchers have proposed drat we should no longer be teaching
English based on native-speaker models ofcorrect grammar, pronunciation and
cultural conventions.rWhat, they argue, is the point of forcing students to practise
saying weak forrn schwa pronunciations ofauxiliary verbs zoas and a,ere in the way
that someone in the South of England might do? If the majority of non-native
speakers meeting together do not use these features, might it actually be hindering
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intelligibility to work on these?The alternative may be to work out what the lingua
franca core is - an international version ofEnglish, a standard Global English.
This would not be invented, but discovered by researching and analysing how
non-natrve users speak when they come together.

Your students' interaction needs
Do the students you work with need English to communicate with English
mother-tongue speakers? Or are they more likely to be using English as a language
to interact with other non-native users? How does this impact on your approach?

In many places, language teaching has for some time seemed quite Ul(-centric
(or US-centric), with coursebooks drawing a lot on UK/US culture and with
language samples mainly using one variety ofpronunciation.There may also be
an unstated assumption tJratlearners witl visit the UI( or USA and need Enslish
mainly to communicate with locals there.
But many learners who study the language have no intention ofgoing to these
places, and they may well not be learning English to communicate with native
speakers, but in order to use it as a lingua franca, enabling them to meet (and
maybe do business with) people from all over the world.
So, would IJI( or US English be appropriate for them? How mighr your
students feel aboutlearning a simpler international English that would present
far less ofa challenge to them and which they might realistically be able to
master and use?

Choosing which variety of English to teach
lmagjne you are a Brazilian teacher of English who hasjust started a contract to
work in  a rura l  school  in  Tanzania_ What  var ie ty  of  Engl ish is  i t  appropr ia te to  base
your  teaching on -  your  own? East  Afr ican Engl ish? UK Engl ish? US Engt ish? An
internat ional  Engl ish?

'What can I teach?'is a question that many teachers face, especially if ttrey take on
work outside tJreir home country.There is no simple answer, and there may be
many constraints on what you choose (eg which coursebook you have).
My brief, perhaps simplistic, answer is that I think you need to be aware of:
. what your studerts need and expect;
. what you are realistically able to do;
. the impact your choices might have in the long term, personally,locally,

nationally and globally.

Your learners'needs, such as having to take an exam that requires a cernin varien
ofEnglish or needing to communicate in a particular context, are probably
paramount concerns.

One approach I have seen a number ofteachers adopting is that ofbeing
completely open about acknowledging the range ofEnglishes available and raising
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7 English and English teaching in the world

it for discussion and choice; for example, after playing a recording, saying'!fell,
the person on the recording said ... but, myself,I say ... and here in this town,I've
noticed that people say ...'.

As yet, there is no agreement on what the lingua franca core might be.There
is no standard international English, no single accepted Globish. But there
might be one day. And in the meantime, we need to decide how these
arguments affect our attitudes to things like correctness of grammar and
pronunclauon.

Appropriate rnethodology

ffi tt's impossibte
In  reading th is  book,  have you come across ideas or  techniques that  have made you
stop and th ink 'That 's  complete ly  unsui table for  my students '  or  'That  is  just
impossib le in  th is  local i ty /cu l ture '?

I rather hope you have, because the book isn't intended to offer any all-purpose
solutions, but to suggest some possibilities and encourage you to enquire into how
they might frt with your own teaching and its context.The kind of techniques and
teaching strategies discussed in this book represent my version ofwhat seems to
me current good practice and thinking. But it is one person's view based on my
experience in the kinds of schools and countries I have worked in. It may well not
be appropriate methodology in other schools, odrer places, other cultures.

There may be serious dangers in trying to 'export' en masse an approach that
works in one place and assuming it will also work elsewhere.The right
methodology is the right methodology for a context. It isn't a universal answer.

This is not to say that the right mefhodology is automatically whatever the status
quo happens to be or what conservative thbkers in a locale believe to be best. Some
teachers or managers may have a stake in maintaining things just as they are and
reject any innovation or suggestion for improvement. In these cases, the teacher
who feels that they have something important to offer has a difficult dilemma as to
whether it is right to implement their innovation and how to do it most effectively.

Global issues

Beyond concerns about language and methodology, maybe teachers should also
be asking about their role on the planet as a whole.

My role
You might l ike to try out some of these questions on yourself.

.  What  cu l tu ra l  impact  does  myteach ing  o f  Eng l ish  have on  the  deve lopment  o f  the
country and on the use of its own languages?

.  Shou ld  I  be  concerned about  the  impact  my teach ing  has  on  the  wor ld ,  the
peop les  o f  the  wor ld  and the  g loba l  fu tu re?

. l f I b e l i e v e t h a t s o m e a s p e c t o f I a n g u a g e e d u c a t i o n l o c a l l y , n a t i o n a l l y o r g l o b a l l y

is bad (or not helpful) for my students (eg the exams they have to take are poorly
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designed or not related to any real needs), should I tell them, keep quiet,
campaign behind the scenes,  etc?
How aware am I of the impact of what I do and say on other people's lives and
haooiness?
How much should l take a ro le in  educat ing learners,  not just  in  language but
also in raising awareness about prejudice, exploitation, environmental issues
and in terdependence? ls  th is  par t  o f  myjob?
What right do I have to take a stand on issues I believe in?
Can I  p lay a ro le in  establ ish ing new sets of  va lues among learners? (And should
l? And whose values am I promoting, anyway?)
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Ghapter 6 Planning lessons and counses

There are many ways to approach the planning oflessons and courses and this
chapter explores a number ofthese in detail.Thinking about the aims of the lesson
you are about to teach is a fundamental skill for a teacher and one which impacts
on the choices you make as the lesson progresses. The role ofEnglish as a world
language is also examined in Chapter 5 Section 7.

Planning is a thinking skill
Before you go into a lesson,ithelps to be clear aboutwhatyou want to do.Alotis
going to happen on the spot in the class - you can't ever completely predict how
learners will respond to anl,thing - but the better prepared you are, ttre more likely it is
that you will be ready to cope rvith whatever happens. It is possible to teach (very good
lessons sometimes) without any pre-planning, but planning increases the number of
your options - and in doing so, increases your chances ofa successfi.rl lesson.

Although haining courses tend to ask you to prepare detailed written plans, it's
important to realise that planning is essentially a thinking skill. Planning is
imagining the lesson before it happens. It involves prediction, anticipadon,
sequencing, organising and simplifying. I sometimes wonder if the key planning
skill is an ability to visualise before class how things might look, feel and sound
when they are done in class.

A wriften plan is evidence that you have done that thinking. It can also serve as
a useful in-lesson reminder to you ofyour pre-lesson thoughts. Beyond that,
however, it is not holy writ. It is not set in concrete. As a general rule: Prepare
thoroughly. But in class, teach the learners, not the plan.What this means is
that you should be prepared to respond to the learners and adapt what you have
planned as you go, even to the extent of throwing the plan away if appropriate.
A carefully worked-out plan is the end result of riinking logically through the
content ofthe lesson before the lesson. It then informs your teaching in class,
whether you actually follow it completely or not.Thinking through possible
content and problems before class provides you with informed choices that
set you free in class. But a teacher who is mainly concerned with following a
lesson plan to tie letter is ur ikely to be responding to what is actually happening
in class.

There are a number ofgeneral areas to think about:
. Atmosphere

Can you visualise the characteristic atmosphere and look of the lesson?
Can you imagine what the experience of the lesson will feel like for any one
<ner i f in  cnr r lan t?

. The learners
How will the lesson engage tle learners?
\fill they enjoy doing the lesson?
STill they benefit from it?

. The aims
rJThat will the learners achieve?
What are you hoping to achieve yourself?
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The teaching point
'$Vhat 

is the subject matter of the lesson - the skills or language areas that will be
studied and the topics you will deal wrth?
The tasks and teaching procedures
\rhat are the things that the learners will do?
\X/hat activities will you use?
\Xrhat sequence will they come in)
The challenge'$(/hat 

in the lesson will challenge the learners?
Materials
\X/hat texts, recordings, pictues, exercises, role cards, etc will you use?
Classroom management
lfhat will you say?
How will the seating be arranged?
How much time will each stage take?
Can you picture the working groups / the movement / fhe changing pace ofthe class?

Gonsiderations when planning

The l i s t  be low shows some more  th ings  you might  cons ider  when p lann ing  a  lesson-

Decide which items go with each ofthe above headings

. How manv seoarate activit ies wil l there be?

.  Where wi l l  I  s tand or  s i t?

.  What  do learners need?

.  What  sk i l ls  wi l l  learners be work ing on?

.  How wi l l  I  contro l  t iming?

. What are some ofthe things that could cause difficulties or go wrong?

. How am I going to deal with mistakes?

. ls there going to be variety of activity in the lesson?

. How do the lesson aims fit in with longer-term goals?

.  What  do they know al ready?

Irnportant considerations when planning

The two key questions when planning are often considered to be:

. \fhat is my procedure? (ie $7hat sequence oftasks and activities will l use?)

. lx/hatarethe aims ofthelesson?

However, ifyou can answer the latter question, ie ifyou can be clear about what
you hope your learners will have achieved by the end of the lesson, then perhaps
the other questions will become easier to answer. If your aim is, for example,'81'
the end ofthis lesson, my learners will have improved their ability to hear and
pronounce the vowel sounds \r\ and \i:\', then you are already clear aboutwhere
the lesson is going and you can begin to think more clearly about how you can go
about achieving this end, what materials you need, how you will arrange the
chairs, etc and you can start to select or invent sorne interesting activities to help
reach this aim. (There's more on aims in Section 5 of this chapter')

My own experience of planning is that it or y becomes a linear, logical thing in
later stages. Earlier on, it's a process of trying to think how certain material miglt
work with my students or what material is needed to allow them to do something
specific. Initially, at least, a lot of this thinking tends to be unfocused, following
vague lines of thought or jumping from idea to idea.The semi-chaos may not lal
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long, but allows my personality and creativity to start owning the material. It
usually coalesces fairly soon into something more concrete and usable.

Ifyou're having trouble planning, here's a possible starting point:

Look at the next unit ofyour coursebook (or whatever material you intend to
teach with).Think about your students. Don't start wdting yet! Let your mind
wander and explore a number ofways that the two (material and learners) can
meet. Don't dismiss the impossible or ludicrous ideas if they come; just enjoy
them and keep wandering. Imagine having a conversation with one (or some) of
your students about anything that appears on the coursebook page.!7hat do they
frnd interesting or problematic in terms oftopic, activity,language?
After a while (one minute? ten minutes?), start organising your thoughts more
systematically. Can you get a sense ofthe whole lesson?You'll probably need to
start wdting around this point!

Planning becomes a lot easier ifyou have a clear idea as to how you think that
people learn.!7e will look at this in the following sections.

How do people learn languages?
If we want to plan lessons that are more than simply random entertainment, we
need a clear idea ofhow we think people learn language.The activities we plan can
then closely reflect those things that we believe are an important part of the
learning process.

ffi A student's progress when learning a new item
The fo l low ing  l i s t  char ts  one poss ib le  exp lanat ion  o f  a  s tudent 's  p rogress  when
learning a new item of language (eg a new piece of grammar). lvlatch the labels to
the numbered stages l isted below.

Active use Noticing lgnorance Practice Exposure lJnderstanding

1 The learnerdoesn ' t  know an l th ingabout the  i tem.

2  The learner  hears  o r  reads  examples  o f the  i tem
(maybe a  number  o f  t imes) ,  bu t  doesn ' t  par t i cu la r ly  no t ice  i t .

3  The learner  beg ins  to  rea l i se  tha t  there  is  a  fea ture  he /she
doesn ' t  fu l l y  unders tand.

The learner  s ta r ts  to  look  more  c lose ly  a t  the  i tem and t r ies  to
work  ou t  the  fo rmat ion  ru les  and the  mean ing ,  poss ib ly  w i th  the
he lp  o f  re fe rence in fo rmat ion ,  exp lanat ions  or  o ther  he lp .

The learner  t r ies to  use the i tem in h is /her  own speech or
writing (maybe hesitantly, probably with many errors).

The learner integrates the item fully into his/her own tanguage
and uses  i t  (w i thout  th ink ing)  re la t i ve ly  eas i l y  w i th  minor  e r ro rs .
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Input Learning Use

From top to bottom, the labels are:

1 Ignorance;2 Exposure; 3 Noticing;4 Understanding; 5 Practice; 6 Active use

Ignoring'Ignorance', we could put the other items together in a slightly expande;
diagram showing how they might all ht together (see Figure 6.1).

Understand ing

l\4 e mo ry

Reflection

RESTRICTED
OUTPUT
Speaking
Wri t ing

AUTH E NT IC
OUTPUT
S peak ing
Wri t ing

The process oflearning

'Restlicted' and'Authentic' exposure
The d iagram is  a  l i t t le  more  complex  than the  shor te r  exp lanat ion  g iven ear l ie .

Exposure  is  separa ted  in to  'Res t r i c ted '  and 'Au thent ic '  exposure  -  what  migh : ' . i r
mean?

Exposure to language may come through texts that are specially prepared ar:.:
simplifred for students (restricted) or are unadapted, authentic texts from
non-specialist sources (authentic).The following section looks at these
distinctions in detail.

RESTR ICTED EXPOSU RE
Re ad ing
Listening

OTHER DATA
Coursebook in format ion

Teacher explanations
Grammar books,  etc

Prepar ing
(to speak/write)
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Exposure

The distinction between authentic and restricted is whe*rer the exposure comes
from a text that is realistic - or reasonably like a normal natural text (= authentig
exposure) - or if it is ftom a text that is recognisably simplifred or perhaps including
an unnaturally high number of examples of a specific target item (= restricted
exposure). From a teaching perspective, the distinction is important, as we may
need to adopt different approaches to a text that is not specifically learner-friendly
than towards material written to achieve specific teaching purposes.

Authentic exposure

This is exposure to language when it is being used fairly naturally. For example:
. Reading magazines, books, articles, product labels, etc
. Listening to small talk and listening to recordings, radio, etc
. lTatching English films or television channels (eg Cartoon Network)
. Living in a place where the language is used
. Hearing incidental language used in class
. Reading pieces oflanguage on notices, posters, etc around the classroorn

Restricted exposure

Exposure to texts specifically designed to be accessible to learners - and probably
to draw aftention to specifrc language points.

The texts will often:
. be specially designed for learners, providing clear examples oftarget language

items being used in context;
. be simplified through use ofgraded language;
. have unusually high quantities of specific target language items.

Learners may:
. listen to you say sentences that exemplify the language point you are aiming to

work on;
. read or listen to coursebook texts designed to present features of certain

l anor rqoe i temq '

. read examples ofparticular features oflanguage in a grammar book.

A passion for'authentic materials' (eg newspapers, advertisements, letters, etc)
has dominated language teaching for some years.This was a natural reaction to
the previously very unnatural texts of many earlier teaching materials. However,
it's probably less important to strive for authenticity in classroom materials in
favour ofselecting material that is intinsically interesting, engaging and relevant
for your specific group oflearners.

Stephen Krashen has hypothesised a distinction between acquisition (ie
language that we pick up subconsciously when we are engaged in communicating
and understanding messages) and learning (ie language we consciously study
and learn about, for example in a classroom).

Krashen suggests that acquisition is the significant process here, and that
Ianguage we learn is only of any use to us in monitoring and checking our
communication. In order to acquire language, we need to be exposed
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to comprehensible input, ie real messages communicated to us that are
comprehensible but iust a litf.le above our current level. Ifistands for a
learner's current level, then ideal comprehensible input would be z + 1 (ie just
above the current level). This suggests an important role in the classroom for
exposure that is restricted (ie graded) in order for it to be at an appropriate level.
ie nottoo simple, but just above the level of the learner.

Output

We can make a similar distinction between output that is deliberately simplified
or controlled - maybe because of a teacher instruction or by the nature ofa
particular task that makes the load on the learner less demanding (= restdcted
output) - and freer or more natural interaction which might have many stresses
and pressures (= authentic output).The focus on restricted output tends to be on
getting language right, whereas the emphasis on authentic output is more often
the quality of communication of messages.

Authentic ouqrut
Speaking or writing using the full range oflanguage learners have at tieir disposal
For examnle:
. Discussions
. Meetings
. Small talk in a caf6

Restricted ouqrut
Speaking or writing that requires learners to use less t}Ian the full quantity of
language they k.now. Learners get a chance to practise using language in ways tlar
are controlled or deliberately simplified (maybe by a teacher instuction or by the
nature ofa particular task) in a way that makes the load on the learner less
demanding. For example:
. Drills
. rJTritten gap-fill exercises
. Grammar practice activities
. 'Repeat what I say'
. Simple games based on saying very similar sentences (eg 'Simon says')

This analysis only defines some broadly different types oflearning stages. In
reality, it's not always clear-cut as to which category things fall into - and for both
exposure and output,'authentic' and'restricted' are really end points on a
continuum, rather than two all-excluding categories!

Figure 6.1 also added other elements - showing things that go on inside the
learner's head, such as noticing, understanding, memory and preparing. For the
moment, we'll iust address one of these: nolicing.

Noticing

Recall a specific example from 'real l i fe' or from a class you have taught or
observed - that shows someone 'noticing' or having their attention drawn to an
item of language.

. lTriting a postcard

. Negotiations

. Chaning in class
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Noticing is seeing or having one's attention drawn to the meaning, form or use of
language items. For example:
. !7hen a learner is reading a text, she stops and thinks 'I've seen tiat stucture

before - I wonder why it has that ending?'
. In class, a teach er say s Lo ok at line three - is that a erb in the p as t or prc s ent?

What isyozr theory oflearning?

It's important to remember that Figure 6.1 represents one generalised (and
possibly incorrect) theory ofhow a language item is learned. It's important that
you check out whether this theory fits with your own personal idea ofhow people
learn - and then, when you read any other book on this subject, check the theory
out again. Quite a few teachers laugh at or reject the idea that'theory' should play
any part in what they do in class. I d say that, at the very least, you do need to
tackle one basic question: hor,v do you think people learn language? Without some
personal answer to this, the work you do in class is hit-and-miss.You need to sort
out why you are doing the things you do. (And make sure you keep doubting and
questioningl)

Figure 6.1 only shows the process oflearning. It doesn't describe holv that might
be brought about, eg in a classroom lesson. It isn't a lesson plan! So, dre next
problem is to decide what we can do as teachers to help such a learning process
happen. And obviously we will want to devise classroom work that hts in rvith our
personal description ofhow we think learning comes about.

Sequencing lesson cornponents
How can you decide what to plan and what order to put the stages in? For lessons
where there will be a substantial focus on language study (eg grammar,lexis,
function), one straightforward way is to think ofparts (or'stages') ofa lesson as
'building brick' components (using features from the learning diagram we looked
at in the previous section).\7e can build different lessons by putting the bricks
together in various sequences.

Figure 6.2 shows a lesson procedure based on three bricks.

Figure 6.2'Buildingbricks' lesson procedure

This is a popular lesson shape for many teachers. Let's look at it more closely.
. In the first stage, the learners get to see or hear examples of language being used

(maybe in a reading text or by listening to a recording).
. Clarifrcation refers to a lesson stage in which the learners focus in on a piece

oflanguage, to see it, think about it and understand it, to become much clearer
on its form, meaning and use. It can be done in a variety of different ways

C la r i f i ca t ion
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(eg students look itup for *remselves in a grammar book). For the moment, in

this lesson example,let's assume it means 'teacher explains the language point'.
. After this, the learners try using the language for themselves in relatively

unthreatening ways.

This t,pe oflesson is often called'present - practise', ie first the learners meet
(or are 'given') new language items, then they practise using them - then they
produce them in freer, more fluent ways.

Of course, the building-brick metaphor is something of a simplification. In
practice, aspects ofthe bricks are likely to interweave, overlap or happen
simultaneously; for example, in this lesson, the explanations do not occupy one
long block of time, but are shorter and more integrated with the exposure and
output stages (see Figure 6.3).

Figure 6.3 Breakdown of'building bdcks'lesson procedure

However, although this rnay be a more realistic view, it can still be helpful, for
'thinkrng through' purposes, to plan lessons in terms of sequencing building
bricks according to the maior aspect ofeach stage.

Figure 6.4 shows those building bricks plus others that reflect different aspects of
the learning diagram we looked at earlier (Figure 6.1).

Input Learning

Understanding

C l a r i f i c a t i o n

Use

NoteiThe two symbols in the
Exposureboxesare reminders of ways
orp lano ing  recept ive  sk  l s  lessons ,

w
o

represems rop.down ressons
{see Chapter 10, Section 3)

represents task based

(see chapter l0, Section 2)
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3 Sequencing lesson components

These bricks are purely a working tool to help you plan. $7hich bricks you choose
to label and use is up to you; there is no magic in the number of them. Maybe
you'd like to add some of the following to your set, as shown in Figure 6.5.

Figure 6.5 Additional blocks

Whatever the components we choose, we now have a way to plan out a number of
different lesson shapes in a fairly tangible, approachable way.

Alternatives to plesent-practise
Look at the following lesson sequences.

1  Can you imag ine  how they  migh t  look  in  c lass?
2 How do they differ from the present-practise lesson above?

Lesson 1

Activit ies
that promote

'memory

Lesson 2

Authentic
exposure

Activit ies
that promote

'noticing'

Activities
that promote

'not ic ing '

Activit ies
that promote

'reflection'

C la r i f i ca t ion :
gu ided

discovery

Activities
that promote
'preparation'

Restricted
ourpur

Restricted
ourpur

Restricted
ourpur

Clar i f icat ion:
Ieacner

explanation

Lesson 3

Activities
that promote
'preparat ion '

Authentic
output

Ire'll say more about ttrese lesson components in Chapter 7 on grammar.
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Formal lesson planning

On teacher training courses, trainees are often expected to produce a written
lesson plan for each lesson taught.This is not because teachers in the real world
always do this for every lesson, but as:
. raining in'planning-fiinking'l
. evidence to your tutors that you have thought about the lesson;
. a chance for trainers to understand your thinking and find out how to help you

better if things go wrong in the actual lesson.

Formal plans often divide into three distinct sections:
. background information about the class, the teacher, the materials and the

overall aims of the lesson;
. language analysis of items that will be worked on in class;
. a detailed chronological stage-by-stage description ofthe intended procedure

for the lesson.

In most formal lesson plans, the following are required:
. a clear statement of appropriate aims for the whole lesson;
. a clear list of stages in the lesson, with a description of activities, their aims and

estimated timing;

and, if it is a lesson that includes language system work:
. a list of specific target language items (or a statement about how and when ther.

will be selected).

EID Aformat tesson ptan
Figure 6.6 shows a sample background information page for a lesson written by a
trainee-teacher. lf you want to try the same format, there is a blan k photocopiable
form @Wklcsson plan resource onlhe DVD), as well as a shorterversion. you
can a lso see a lesson p lan to accompany the lesson on the DVD in tne Lesson
obseryatlon section.

Read i t  and f ind answers to the fo l lowing quest ions:

1 ls  the teacher  on a t ra in ing course at  the moment?
2 Which language systems or  sk i l ls  is  the lesson main ly  work ing on?
3 l m a g i n e y o u a r e t h e t r a i n e r o b s e r v i n g t h e c l a s s . W h a t w i l l  y o u  b e  m o s t  i n t e r e s t c a

to look out for?

Teacher's name C e  l i a

Observer's name lvlike

Class name Pre-intermed iate 3

Room B 7

Date 22nd October

Lesson start time 7.30 p.m.

Length of lesson 90 minutes
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Obselvation start time 7 .45 pm

Length of obselvation 60 minutes

Obselvation agenda
(observe0

l\4ike says he is interested to see how my
conf idence has  grown s ince  the  las t  fo rmal
observa t ion .

Obselvation agenda
(teacher)

.  I  don ' t  fee l  very  good a t  'do ing  grammar '  -  so  I 'm
go ing  to  do  a  g rammar  lesson fo r  the  observa t ion !
Can you g ive  me some adv ice  on  what  I 'm ge t t ing
right and wrong?

.  Somet imes I  fee l  the  pace o f  the  lessons  drags  a
l l i t .  l s  i t  someth ing  I 'm do ing  -  o r  i s  i t  the
s tudents?

.  l \4onrka  and Gab i  seem very  qu ie t  dur ing  the
lesson.  Cou ld  you no t ice  what  they  do? Give  me
any ideas ,  comments  o r  suggest ions .

Teaching point (ie What
you wi l l  be work ing on in
terms of language
i tems /  sk i l ls . )

.  Grammar /Speak ing :  G iv ing  adv ice  and warn ings
us ing  Type 1  cond i t iona ls

.  Lexrs :  Everyday  househo ld  ob lec ts  and e lec t r i ca l
i tems

Target language items . lf you touch the dog, it'll bite you.
. lf you use the washing machine after 10 pm, they'll

complain.

Main lesson aims
(ie What you hope the
learners wil l achreve / be
able to do better after
your  resson. )

By the end of  my lesson learners wi l l  be bet ter  able to :
.  g ive advice about  l iv ing in  a host  fami ly ;
. form accurate oral and written sentences using

Type l  condi t ronals  to  express warnings,  of fers,
threats and make bardains in  contro l led exerc ises.

Evidence ( ie  How wi l l
you  know tha t  th is  has
been ach ieved?)

.  Students wi l l  respond accurate ly  in  dr i l ls  and in
wr'tten exercises.

.  Students wi l l  be able to  invent  sentences of thei r
own fo l lowing the same pat tern

Personal goals (ie What
are you trying to
rmprove In your own
sk i l l s  as  a  teacher?)

I tend to  exp la in  a  lo t ;  I ' d  l i ke  to  e  i c i t  more  and
gu ide  s tudents  to  f ind ing  ou t  about  the  language.
l \4y  d  r i l l s  a re  ra ther  du  l l .  l ' l l  t r y  and make these
more  dynamrc .

Class plofi le 13  s tudents  (ma in ly  young adu l ts ;  n ine  female ,
four  ma le) .  The c lass  is  a  s t rong Pre- in te  rmed ia te
group,  though Re l l i  i s  no t iceab ly  weaker  in  g rammar
knowledge than the  o thers .  The c lass  works  we l l
together and usually participates actively, though
some are  qu ie t .  l \ y ' i xha i lge ts  easr ly  d is t rac ted  and
can waste  o thers ' t ime.

4 Formal lesson planning
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A trainee te
information
go under.

1 .  R e d u c

3

4

5

6
7
8

lessons and courses

Timetable fit Students have recently been working a lot on
talking about the future; talkjng about hypothetical
events will be a useful next step

Assumptions (about what
the students know /
can oo)

Students know the present simple and wil/ verb forms
relatively well.

Predicted problems WronEly using wi /'ll in the lf clause.
Pronunciation ofthe contracted '// form.

Context (for teaching) Story of when I visited the UK and stayed in a family.

Matelials used Own materials: oral story (based on a story in

g::'::tr;i:i:llilsubstitution tabrei exercises 
I

Fipre 6.6 Lesson pian

Finding the right paft of a plan
q trainee teacher on an initial training course is using the same background
nformation format for her plan. Decide which headings the following items should
go under.

1 . Reducing my TTT
. Getting students to listen more to each other

2 Use different prepositions of place accurately in spoken English to describe
where things are 

-

3 on the table
on top of the cupboard.

It's next to the book.
under  the chai r .
opposite the window.

4 Students are familiar with some basic household vocabulary, such as table,
fridge, eIc

t . Confusion about the meaning of opposite
. Pronunciation of weak forms to, of, the, eIc

i A mouse is loose in the house! Where is it? Frightened husband wants to know.
/ Preposltions of place: nextto, on, on top of, near, beside, undeL opposite-
I . They will be able to complete the information-exchange activity successfully.

.  Theywi l l  producethe language accurate ly  and appropr ia te ly  in  dr i l ls  and in
response to questions.

) My own material: pictures on boaro
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Writing a lesson-plan procedure

Once you've written the background information, the other essential part ofa
plan is a statement of the intended procedure of the lesson.This is often done as a
list of separate stages, with indications ofwhat you will do, what the students will
do, how long you expect it to last, what kind ofinteraction there will be, what the
aims of t}Ie stage are, etc. It is possible, though not essential, to give a name to each
stage, eg 'presentation', 'practice', 'feedback', etc. Personally,I find numbering the
stages to be sufficient.

How much detail does a plan need?! hat are the criteria for whether it is a good
plan or not? I think there's one key test as to whether your plan is OK or not: could
someone else, who has not talked with you about the lesson, pick up your plan and
say 'Ah, yes - I see exactly what fhe teacher intended' and be able to go in and
teach your lesson herselfl

To achieve this, you need a plan that simply and clearly outlines the intended
stages - in enough detail to be 'imaginable' by someone else.

Include:
. the essential steps ofeach stage;
. classroom management information, such as what sort of groupings you'Il use,

who will talk, etc;
. things that may be particular problems or hiccups (eg a note about making sure

seating is in a particular position, the text of a particularly licky insuuction or a
sketch ofa difficult board diagram).

For the most part, do not use:
. long prose descriptions of everything that will happen;
. detailed descriptions ofroutine actions that any competent teacher would do

naturally on the spot in class, eg'stand up';
. shorthand notes that may be too cryptic for a reader to unravel;
. word-for-word texts of all your instuctions and explanations, etc.

Lesson afuns
For every lesson you teach, and for every activity within that lesson, it is useful to
be able to state what dre aims are, ie what's the point of doing it?What will the
students get out ofit? It is important to separate mentally:
. the material you usel
. the activities that will be done;
. the teaching point (ie the language skills or systems that you will work on);
. the topics or contexts that will be used;
. the aims of the lesson.

On training courses, or when you are being observed by a director ofstudies or
other supervisor, you will often be expected to offer a clear statement of aims
before you start teaching a lesson.This can be a useful training discipline, forcing
you to concentate on deciding what activities and procedures are most likely to
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lead to specific outcomes for the learners. It also enables an observer evaluating
your teaching to make that assessment against criteria t}tat you have decided
yourself (rather than against their own).

But the the detailed formal lesson plan (like the pre-lesson statement of aims) is
basically a training tool. Most teachers in their day-to-day teaching do not usualll'
make such a formal statement of what they hope to achieve. Sometimes they ma-v
formulate and change the aims while they are teaching; sornetimes what was
achieved may only really become clear after the lesson has come to an end.

However, teachers who have been through a training process that required
them to do this may be much more aware of why they are doing something in
class.They are probably able to make more informed decisions between
optionsJ choosing the ones that are most likely to lead to a useful result. Most
effecdve teachers, if gently pushed, will be able to explain what they believe
their students have achieved in class. This is an important thing to be able to
do; the writing-out of aims on a training course is one route to help you learn
to do this. The rest of this section is about aims that have been set before a
lesson.

You may have aims ofvarious kinds for the actual running of a lesson, to do
with yourself ('I will tuy to talk less'), to do with the classroom ('I will make sure
the seating is rearranged appropriately when the activity changes') or to do
with individuals ('I will keep an eye on Maria to check that she isn't getting
lost').The most important aim usually concerns intended student
achievements: things that they will have learned, skills they will have improved,
points they will have reached by the end ofthe lesson.This is often called the
'main aim' of a lesson.

Procedure aims and achievement aims
Some teachers write aims that are only statements of procedure (ie what students
will do during the class) rather than stating what the teacher hopes the students
wi l l  ach ieve  by  do ing  them.  In  the  fo l low ing  a ims,  dec ide  wh ich  are  procedure  a ims
and wh ich  are  ach ievement  a ims.

1  Students  w i l l  be  be t te r  ab le  to  ask  and answer  s imo le  in fo rmal  ques t ions  about  a
person 's  l i fe .  l i kes  and d is l i kes .

2 Students wil l have done a role play about meeting new clients.
3 Students wil l be better able to use the phone to order food, call a taxi, etc.
4  Present  and prac t ise  compara t ives .
5 Listen to coursebook recording 16.4.
6 Students wil l be better able to assess different people's attitudes when listening

to  a  Dhone- in  d iscuss ion  on  the  rad io .

Aims 1, 3 and 6 are achievement aims. If you had trouble distinguishing these,
keep thinking about this question when you read the sections below.
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Achievement aims

Although many aims in trainee lesson plans are written as procedure aims, I feel
that the achievement aim is considerably more useful for teachers when planning.
Imagine a lesson in terms ofa cross-country hike (see Figure 6.7).you may not
have been to this part of the countryside before, but you can still imagne
something about the journey and predict things you need to prepare beforehand.
You know where you probably want to end up, even though you perhaps can,t see
the end from the starting point. Gefting to that end point is your main aim.you
may have various decisions to make about the way that you get to that goal: the
speed you walk at, the route you take, what map you use, where you will rest, what
aids you take to help you, whether you need a picnic lunch, etc. All these decisions
are related to the main decision about the aim; if this is not clear, the walk could
still be enjoyable, but you will probably pass by fewer interesting sires, meer a
number of unexpected problems, and are more likely to get completely lost. And if
you have been to this place before, you can make better predictions about the
excursion, though never with 100% chance ofbeing spot-on, ds so many variables
can alter things 

oblecrive

Figure 6.7 Getting to the objective

A lesson might involve learners individually reading a text like the one in
Figure 6.8 and writing the answers to some comprehension questions.The
material is the text itself; the activity would be 'learners reading a text and
answering questions'. The teaching point - the subject matter of the lesson .in
terms oflanguage skills - is 'reading comprehension of information or advertising
leaflets' and 'writing answers to questions'.The topic is .tourist information'.
The achievernent airn requires a little more thought.You know how the
mechanics of the activity will work, but why are the learners doing it? How will
doing this activiry using this material, help their English? Aims are the results of
the lesson from the learner's perspective. It can be helpful to startwith a phrase
like 'By the end of the lesson, the learners will have . . .' or ,By the end ofthe lesson,
the learners will be better able to . . .'
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Here are two example aims based on the reading lesson described above:
. B.v the end of the lesson, the learners r.vill be bener able to find specific

information in tourist information leaflets.
. By the end ofthe lesson, learners rvill have had practice in completing timed

exercises on reading comprehension in preparation for their exam next week.

Figure 6.8 Museum leatler text

ffi Same material, different aims
The example  above used the  lea f le t  fo r  two qu i te  d i f fe ren t  a ims.  Bear ing  in  mind
tha t  the  tex t  cou ld  be  used in  many d i f fe ren t  ways  in  c lass ,  n  d i f fe ren t  ac t rv i t ies ,
w i th  d i f fe ren t  a ims,  wh ich  o f  the  fo l low ing  a ims cou ld  i t  be  an  appropr ia te  p iece  or
mater ia l  fo r?

1  By the  end o f the  lesson,  the  learners  w i l l  have a  c learer  unders tand ing  o f the
use o f  impera t ive  verb  fo rms.

2  By the  end o f the  lesson,  the  learners  w i l l  have had prac t ice  in  l i s ten ing to  and
g iv ing  ins t ruc t ions .

3  B y t h e e n d o f  t h e l e s s o n , t h e l e a r n e r s w i l l  b e  b e t t e r  a b l e  t o  u n d e r s t a n d  a n d  u s e
the  Dast  oer fec t  tense,

This aim is possible .The activities you devised for using the material would b -
very different from the ones used rvhen'reading to find spccihc information
was the aim.The activities rvould draw on specific items of language in dre t.
and analyse or focus on them in rval's that made the students clearer about dr-
form, meaning and uses.
This aim may seem inappropriate at a hrst glance, but bear in mind that you
could use thc material in many different rvays. Ifyou devised a role plal-, gir-inc

g 'l0lr ir'! iiS'J CCI;-i i17.-*,

TT IEONARD'T CAtTtE

Discover one of the best-kept secrets on the south
coast. This delightful and exceptionally welfpreserved
small castle is a hidden treasure-house of history and
legend.

' Marvel at the amazing stoty ofthe castle, i1s
battles,scandals, decline 6nd reconstruction,

' Discover the cosy family home hidden away in the
old castle kitchen.

. Clirnb the spiral siarrcases up the towers to the
battlements for thril|]ng views overthe Hamer
Valley and the South Downs.

Shiver at the ancient oubrette- the bottomless hoie
where enemies were left to die.
Meet and talk to soldiers in full medieval costume.
(Jury & August \,v€ekends only)

. Explore the dank, ancient cellars. Willyou
ghost of Theobald the Lost?

meet the

. Cheer at out special medieval tournaments on
Sp ng and Autumn bank holidays.
Op€n:
Tue-Sun 10:0O-5:OO
lv,larch lst-September 3oth; weekends only
October 1st-Novernber 30th)
Closed:
Dec-Feb. Gift Shop and Cafd open allyear except
Christrnas Day.
Admbsion:
.€1-2.95 Adurts, t4.95 Children (3-14).
Concessions t8,95,
Tournaments: t17,0O-no concessions,
Dogs welcome on leads.

o\ ol 'fi1

Leonard's Green, near Bostiam. East Sussex
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the text to only some of the students (the 'information office') and askrng the
otler ones (the 'tourists') to hnd the answers, then the aim would be appropriate.

3 This is a much more unlikely aim; I'm sure it would be possible to invenr an
activity that used this material and involved work on the past perfect, but there
are surely more obvious pieces of material to use.

Conclusion so far: a piece of material can be used in many ways, in different
activities, with quite different aims.Your decision as to what your aim is will
determine the way in which you work with the material.With a piece of text, for
example, if your aim is to improve students' ability to read fast, dten you might set
a time limit to force them to read quickly, or you might turn it into a team game
where quick answers win points. But ifyour aim is to focus on the use ofa
particular tense, you might want to allow time to discuss the problem, to use the
board to draw some timelines, etc

Matching material to aims
Here are th ree aims for th ree separate activit ies. Which of the following pieces of
mater ia l  (a ,  b ,  c )  migh t  i t  be  poss ib le  to  use  in  o rder  to  ach ieve  each a im?

1 By the  end o f the  lesson,  the  learners  w i l l  have had ora l  p rac t ice  o f  s ix  o r  seven
exam ples of the function of apologising. They wil l be better abte to use them
accura te ly  and in  appropr ia te  s i tua t ions .

2  By theendof the lesson, the learnerswi l l  have rev ised the  use  o f  i r )  case and
prac t ised  us ing  i t  o ra l l y  and in  wr i t ing .

3  By  the  end o f  the  lesson,  the  learners  w i l l  have had wr i t ten  prac t ice  in  us ing
going to Io express future events.
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Sead flou,'?,fi "
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NOTES

Ifyou have a clear aim for a lesson, you can bear this in mind all the way through
the class. Klowing where you are going enables you to make moment-by-moment
decisions about different paths or options to take en route, while keeping the main
aim always clearly in front ofyou (which you are far less free to do ifyou have only
set aims that are descriptions ofintended procedures). Good lesson planning, and
especially good specifying of aims, does not therefore restrict you, but in clarifying
the end point you intend to reach, sets you free to go towards that point in the
most appropdate ways in class.Thus Figure 6.9 complements Figure 6.7 at the
start of this section.
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Chapter 6 Planning lessons and courses

abieclive
+

Figure 6.9 Options and objecrives

W Lesson aims and content
Look a t  F igure  6 .10 ,  showrng a  sample  o f  a  s taged procedure  fo r  a  50-minute
less  on .

1  Wr i te  some main  a ims fo r  the  who le  lesson.

2  L is t  language i tems you th ink  migh t  be  worked on  in  th is  c lass .

3  Dec ide  what  sor t  o f ' s to ry 'you  th ink  the  teacher  has  p lanned.

Stage Plocedure
(What  the  teacher
w i l l d o )

Tasks
(What the students
w i l l  d o )

lnteraction Aims Time

L Draw a picture on
the  board  o f  a
landscape ( fo res t ,
v i l lages ,  r i ver ,  h i l l s ) .

E l i c i t  vocabu la ry .

Name i tems on
picture.

Note and practise
rtems that are new,

Pronou nce lex is
wi th correct  s t ress.

T & S t s Learners  w i l l
unders tand and
be ab le  to  use
lex ts  necessary
for the story in
Stage 3.

6  m i n s

2 Use cut-out paper
charac ter  (and
sticky tape to attach
to  board)  to  e l i c i t
details of a story of
a  wa lk  th rough the
tanoscape,
espec ia l l y  inc lud ing
prepos i t iona l
ph rases (over the
bridge, around the
/ake). Get students
to repeat frequently.
Concept check new
i tems as  they
appear .

Te l l  and remember
s tory  o f  the  wa lk .
Practise saying
prepos i t iona l
p  h  rase  s .

T & S t s Learners  w i l l
tearn  ano

prepos i t iona l

1 2  m i n s
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5 Lesson aims

3 Ask students to
recap by ask ing
students to
describe a new
touIe. How would
you get from A to B?

Students narrate
new route.

Pai rs Learners wi l l
become more
conf ident  and
accurate at using

language.

8  m i n s

1 Write up ten prompt
questions ( What's
the name of the
hero? Where does
the Journey start?).
Ask students to
draw their own
landscape and
invent a story
according to the
prompt quest ions.

Students read
quest ions,  d iscuss
together and
negotiate together
to invent a new
story.

S m a l l
g roups

Learners wi l lget
Pract ice us ing
target language
more creatively
to invent a story.

12 mins

5 Ask students to
swap grou ps and
show the i r
landscape,  then
(a) ask yes / no
quest ions  to  e l i c i t
s to ry ;  (b )  hear  the
story from new
partner,

Optional: re-swap
partners so that
people have to now
tell a story that was
not  o r ig ina l l y  the i rs .

Students form new
groups.  Students
asK yes / no
quest ions.  Students
hypothesise.
Students tell
s tor ies,

S m a l l
grou ps

Learners practise
forming and
as Krng

Learners practise
narrating stories
usrng target
i tems.

1 2  m i n s

Figure 6.10 Staged lesson plan

1 Here are two possible main aims:
By the end of my lesson the students will be better able to . . .
1 narrate a story about a walk through a landscape;
2 describe the rnovement ofpeople using prepositional phrases more

accurately.
2 The lesson might include some of the following language items:

Landscape lexis: trees, wood, Jorest, stream, riaer,lake, pond, waterfall,lane, path,
r izter bank, hill, ruountain, ualley, beach, Jield, suburbs, garden, Jence, zoall, island,
bridge, buil.ding, cottage,s treet, road.
Prepositional phr asesi through the rteld, dozan the lane, round the lake, along the
rioer bank, by the riaer, around the building, over the wall, dawn the qtath, around the
pond, oaer the bridge, up to the house, under a tree .
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3 A possible story:
She walked through the f.eld, down the lane,round the lake and along the riaer bank
She sat down by the riaer Jor a drink from her thermos.
Then she Loohed around and sighed.
She saw a high wall in front of her.
She ualked all around the wall looking Jor a uay in,but she couldn'tfind one.
So she took a ladder out o:f her pocket*,leaned it against the wall and climbed ouer.
In the beautiful garden, she utalked down the path, around the pond and touards the
house.
A man was sitting at a desk under a tree pl.t4ting a game on a computer.
She stood next to hhn, watching his game,for a long thne .
On the screen, she saw a girl.
The girl walked, through a field, down the lane,round the lake and abng the riaer
b a n k . . .

+There's no harm in occasionally shocking your students with a bit of surrealism!
It'll rnake them ask questions - and there's a good chance they'll always remember
ladder afterwards.

Alternatives to forrnal planning

Justbecause you may have been trained into using 'taditional' formal lesson plan
formats, don't assume that they are the beginning and end of planning.There may
be good reasons for notusing a standard 'aims-plus-procedure'plan. For
example, you may feel:
. you haven't got the time;

the lesson methodology you wish to use cannot easily be characterised using
this formag
it doesn't seem an economic or helpful way of describing a lesson's way of
working;
it might restrict your freedom to respond to learners in class;
the lesson content and / or aim will emerge during the class rather than being
pre-decided;
your priority is to create a specific atmosphere, a certain type ofrapport, etc;
you want to experiment or work on specific aspects ofyour teaching.

Here are some ideas for other approaches to planning. You may ljke to choose
or more and try them when preparing lessons.

A brief 'running order'

The simplest type oflesson plan, and one used by many teachers, is a basic
'running order' of activities, perhaps with a note ofspecihc language points or
materials that will be used (see Figure 6.1 1).This plan has the advantage of
something you can do on the bus in to work or on the back ofan envelope in the
staffroom hve minutes before going into class!
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6 Alternatives to formal planning

Figure 6.11 Informal running order

Flow chart

!7rite your procedure notes in sketch boxes, rather than in traditional linear
down-the-page fashion. Show a variety ofdifferent possible running orders
and routes through the stages by drawing lines between different boxes
(see Figure 6.12).

rl sfu&rts n;rr;d - 3o or to gbbelis<horl
aditg +e*l

Figure 6.12 Flow chart

Dream through the lesson

Don't write anlthing. Repeatedly imagine your way through the lesson, perhaps
with your eyes closed.Think up possible different routes that you might initiate -
or that learners might. See where each leads. (You might want to try this iust
before you fall asleep at night!)

Focus on the 'critical learning rnoments'

Rather than planning the entire lesson procedure, before class decide on a number
ofspecific key things you hope learners will gain from the class (eg being able to
pronounce a set ofnew words well, being able to replay a difficult recording until

witl irrtewiew 'tbfic

1

7

@ <--
ne )
,rd,-.,

CoAed as fu'roc* sPwr'h 611 board
3 PARS t'-ttrn utf,r; roportld speach (ttrte)

+ STAND uP - t!1L eark o-flte.r akar*l,ast rughL usulg
faPdra'ng \lerDs

5 Focus

/ ^  i ^  ^ *o uu (/)uKsE6oo K oy . 3 .1 +
7 Ftl/e,r ga.rne - {ur*ous q/'of.atL(ns Qf t'-";

b dafio il./.,ter'ri?N
ngsclt (r+ oae t)
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chapter6 Planning lessons and courses

they can understand the main message.). For each of these, decide what the
'critical learning moment' will probably be, ie which thing you or they do (lasting
no more dran 30 seconds) that is likely to make the most significant impact on
their success - and why. Think through each of these moments very carefully.

Even if you are writing a formal lesson plan, you may still firrd it useful to mark
critical moments with 'C' and perhaps give more detailed information about how
these will be dealt with.

Half-plan

This idea is for more experienced teachers, or odrers who feel confident
about their own language awareness and of their ability to quickly think of
mini-activities. Put your energy into planning how your class will do skills work
(eg reading, speaking, etc). Don't plan any language systems work (eg lexis,
grammar, etc). In class, spontaneously work on language issues as they come up if
they are useful, interesting and appropriate for students.

NB 'Work on' doesn't just mean 'explain' - can you invent on-the-spot practlce
tasks as well?

Where's the rneat?

List the main 'teaching points' for your lesson. Go back and list the inherent
'challenges' in each ofthese for the students you are working with:

. Ifhat do you expect them to find important, diffrcult, or hard to pick up?

. lfhere will they make mistakes?

. \7hat mistakes and problems are likely?

Focus 95% ofyour planning on paying anention to this 'challenge'. (NB this referr
to the challenge in the teaching points themselves, not in the activities or tasks you
use to focus on them.) Decide on your teaching sffategies to'getto where the
l e a r n i n o  i q  o n i n o  n n '

Plan the 'critical teaching moments'

Which instructions, explanations, feedback stages, etc will be 'cri.tical moments'
for you, the teacher, which may need to be prepared in detail in advance?

Lesson irnages

Draw sketch pictures of the class at several kev moments in the lesson. Show
learners and teacher are doing. (Not appropriate for a'sit down and write all the
time'kind of lesson.)

The iungle path

. . . or perhaps don't plan anlthingl

Most lessons involve you pre-planning a sequence of activities, predicting what
language areas will be worked on, what problems are likely to arise and what the
students mav achieve in the lesson. An alternative aDproach would be to not
predict and prepare so much, but to create the lesson moment by moment rn
with you and learners working widr whatever is happening in the room,
responding to questions, problems and options as they come up, and hnding
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6 Aliernatives to formal planning

activities) materials and tasks in response to particular situations.The starting
point mrght be an activity or a piece of material, but what comes out of it will
remain unknown until it happens. You are working more with the people in the
room than with your material or your plan.

I imagine a group ofpeople hacking their way through the jungle towards new
experiences, new learning. Sometimes the teacher may lead, sometimes the
students. Everyone would be encouraged to think, make connections, ask
questions and draw conclusions for themselves.

The main pre-planning for a lesson ofthis kind would involve you using your
knowledge ofthe learners and of the available resources to choose some activities
and materials that are likely to prove challenging and raise important questions
and issues.You would have an intuitive sense ofvarious potential links between
activities, based partly on previous experiences ofthe outcomes oflessons using
similar activities.

In class, some of these activities and materials may be used, some not. You may
also feel the need to find other materials as the lesson proceeds, some from a
coursebook, some from your head, some from the staff-room library. Although
you may be clear about a number ofpossible directions the lesson might take, it
will be impossible for you to state the lesson's aims until after it has finished.

After a lesson like this, many teachers are surprised to find that they come out
feeling that they have taught particularly well; this may be to do with the fact that
they have had to listen and respond to sflrdents far more carefully than tiey
usually do.

Here is an example lesson description;

LessonA

1 You take a communication game (concerning different atdtudes to smoking)
in Lo class.The 'rudenrs do ri is in pairs.

2 \Vhen they have finished, some students ask about some language problems
they had.The students discuss and work out some answers to the problems.

3 You invent a quick practice exercise that \\'ill focus on one ofthe language
points that arose.

4 \X/hen that has finished, a student asks about the pronunciation of some words
in the exercise.You work through some examples on the board and then tell
them to turn to a page in fheir coursebook u'here there is a game to help raise
students' awareness ofword stress.The class decides that thel' don't want to do
this now, but will do it for homework.

5 Some students remind you that they har.'en't yet discussed smoking as a u'hole
class and they d like to hear what some of the rest of the class thought, etc.

Here are three common examples of a'jungle path'lesson where you start without
any materials:

Lesson B

You ask I1ozu zuas the weekend? (or a similar question) and, after listening to a
number ofanswers,lead this into a discussion based on something a student said.
At some point, you select particular items oflanguage that a student has used,
focus on these (perhaps considering grammar or pronunciation), invent a simple
exercise that will help students work on thrs, etc.
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Lesson C

A student asks a question at the start of the lesson.This leads into some work on
the board (perhaps you set the class a problem to soLve that will help to clarify the
language difficulty).\ hile the students are working on the puzzle, you go to the
staffroom and collect a further exercise on the same language area.You retum
and offer the students the new exercise, but they say they feel clear now about the
language item. However, there is another question which has ar.isen . . .

The final example demonstrates how a competent and confident teacher might
hand over responsibility and decision-making entirely to dre class:

Lesson D

You start the lesson by asking \Y,41at shall we work on todalt? You then wait while the
class decides, taking care not to manipulate them into deciding something that
you want them to do. Once the decisions are made, you do whatever you have
been asked to do.

The 'jungle path' lesson can look artless to an observer, yet to do it successfully
requires experience. It is not simply a 'chat' or an abdication ofresponsibility,
though in inexperienced hands it might well be simply a muddle and a 'lazy'

alternative to careful planning. In fact, for a competent teacher, it involves working
minute by minute with the class, actively planning and replanning as you go,
constantly basing the work around the students and their needs, statements,
problems, questions, etc.
rWrhen doing this, you need to be aware both of the people in the room and of the
wide variety ofoptions open to you.You need to be able to make decrsions,
moment by moment, about which route is the best one to follow.You need to be
familiar with all the resources of material and information available to vou.

The need for teaching experience and awareness ofresources available suggests
that lessons of this type are more appropriate for teachers who are already fairll'
competent in planning and executing more traditional lessons. For this reason, it
the Iesson you don't normally learn to do on teacher-training coursesl

Planning a course
I can plan a lesson. But how can I plan a da1t, a week, a ruonth, a term,a year?

There are two main considerations:
. \7hat will I teach (ie what is the syllabus) ?
. How will the separate items be sequenced (ie what is the work plan or timetabk

What will I teach?

On a day-to-day basis, there are a variety ofreasons for the selection oflesson
content.

Selecting lesson content
Look at the following list of reasons. Which seem to you the most important on6
consider when selecting content to work on?

a I 'm fo l lowing a requi red school  sy l labus.
b lt 's the Ianguage featured in the next coursebook unit.
c The students requested it on a Needs Analysis form.
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The main c lass teacher  asked me to do i t .
I  understand th is  b i t  o fgrammar mysel f !
I th ink th is  wi l l  be usefu l  for  them.
This is  appropr ia te for  the i r  level .
A student  has asked me about  i t .
I  a lways teach th is  i tem at  th is  point  in  the course.
I don't want to work on the language item the book has next.
I've noticed that the students seem to need this structure.
I  l ike teaching th is  language i tem.
We negotiated and agreed that we would study this now.
I  th ink they might  enjoy my lesson about  th is .
They have problems wi th th is .

There are many valid reasons for choosing what to teach. I would tend to value
those that direcdy respond to learner needs (eg'I think this will be useful for
them') over those that are only (or primarily) following a pre-set list (eg'It's the
language featured in the next coursebook unit'). Having said that, many teachers
work in contexts where they are expected to work on specific things on certain
days. In some schools, for example, the management may even require that
different classes work on the same areas in lessons at the same time.

The syllabus

A syllabus provides a long-term overview. It lists the ccntents ofa course and puts
the separate items in an order. In some schools, the syllabus may simply be the
coursebook-'Get to Unit 17 by half term'- whereas in others, there may be a
much more detailed requ irement.

A syllabus can be mainly grammatical or functional or lexical. Alternatively, it may
be based on skills work (eg speaking and listening), or it may contain a mixture of
work on systems and skills. Some syllabuses describe course content in terms of
topics or tasks.

Having a syllabus can be a great help, setting out clearly what you are expected to
cover with your class. It can be a burden, too, if it is unrealistic for your students in
terms of what they need or are likely to achieve within a certain time.

Your syllabus
What syllabus are you currently working to? ls it prescriptive? detailed?
non-existent? useful? How does it affect what you do? Who decided on it?
How much say  have you had in  i t?  How much say  have your  s tudents  had?

The Common European Frarnework

An important document called the Common European Framework (CEF),
published by the Council ofEurope, has had a lot ofinfluence over syllabus design
in Europe. It describes possible course content in terms ofwhat learners need to
do with language to communicate in the real world, a radical departure from
many syllabuses that describe what people need to know. The CEF organises the
content into a clearly defined level system. With more schools and educational
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establishments taking up the CER it now provides a common basis for discussion
and reform in language teaching, course design, testing and materials writing.
From the students' perspective, there is more chance that the level and
qualification they achieve in one country will be understood in any other country
they go to.

Tirnetables and work plans: how reill the teaching content be
sequenced?

In school management, timetabling refers to the preparation (by a head teacher,
head of department or director of studies) of an overview master plan ofwhich
classes are with which teachers in which rooms at which times.

For a teacher, timetabling refers to the day-to-day, week-to-week decisions
about how to interpret a syllabus into a series oflessons.You could also call this a
work plan or a scherne ofwork. It is usually wholly or partly the teacher's job.

The process of making a work plan typically involves looking at a school syllabus
or a coursebook contents page and trying to map out how you will cover the
content in the time available, ie selecting items from the syllabus and writing them
as a dated list, under headings or by placing into appropriate spaces on a blank
timetable grid (ie a diagrammatic or diaryJike page representing a day, week or
month with spaces for lesson notes).The work plan is your translation of the
syllabus requirements into a balanced and interesting series oflessons.

S?ork plans are usually written out in advance, prepared by the teacher responsiblc'
for teaching a subject with a particular class.You may be required to show it to
your supervisor or head ofdepartment, and you may have to get formal approval
for what you intend to do (some schools require them months ahead). In some
places, a head ofdepartment or director ofstudies may provide you with a pre-
written work plan, though this is unusual. Ifyou are not required to hand in a work
plan far ahead of time, you have the option ofworking it out in negotiation with
your class. In some schools, you may be expected to fill in retrospective work plans
showing what you actually taught, rather than what you intended to teach.

A work plan enables other teachers to understand what work is being done in your
class. The information it provides may be especially important if another teacher
shares your class with you, ifyou are ill or absent one day, or ifyour manager is
concerned about your class in any way. It is also useful for your students to see
what they will be doing.The work plan should give others a clear idea ofwhat
work was planned for a particular lesson and also show how that fits into the
overall shape ofthe week and the course.

A work plan may be more or less detailed:
. A skeleton work plan lists only general headings or labels (egTuesday 9.00

listening; 10.30 grammar and speaking) or perhaps coursebook page number.
This type ofwork plan is used for planning the overall shape of a week or
course; it helps to ensure that there is balance and variety in a course.

. A detailed work plan contains more information, specifying exactly what is
to be done (eg'input on present perfect simple plus oral practice using
coursebook Unit 7E; listening Exercise 3, page 56'). A detailed work plan is ft :
your own planning, for keeping an accurate record of the course and for
informing others (eg your director or anotier teacher) about what you are
doins in class.
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7 Planning a course

W Interpreting skeleton plans

Figure 6.13 shows two excerpts from different skeleton work plans prepared for a
mid- level  fu l l - t ime Engl ish course wi th young adul ts  who need Engl ish for  genera l
and socia l  purposes.  Evaluate the two work p lans,  th ink ing about :

1 whetheryou would be comfor table us ing i t  asyourown work p lan;
2 what  conclus ions you can draw about  wr i t ing work p lans for  a course that  might

help you p lan your  own.

Work plan 1 Monday Tuesday

9.OO-10.30 Grammar Grammar

Vocabulary Voca b u lary

10.30-12.00 Grammar Grammar

Voc abu lary Vocabulary

1.30-3.00 Pronunciat ion Written exercise

Grammar Grammar

Speak ing  game Song

Figure 6.13 Work plans 1 and 2

\fork plan 1 looks problematic. It is clearly biased strongly towards work on
language systems, and especially towards grammar and vocabulary.rwork
on the skills of listening, speaking, reading and writing is minimal or non-existent.
The last lesson of the day seems to include a game or a song as a sort of'bonus' or
'extra' rather than integrating speaking and listening work into the course.
rWhereas some element of systematic work and routine can be benehcial, there
does seem to be a very predictable shape to fhis course (ifit's nine o'clock, it must
be gramrnar), that could prove demotivating in the long run.

Work plan 2 Monday Tuesday

9.00 10.30 S pea k ing Grammar ( rev iew
yesterday 's  work)

Listening (coursebook)

Vocabulary game Speak ing :  ro le  p lay

10.30-12.00 Grammar Lis tening ( radio news)

Pronunc ia t ion Read ing  (newspaper )

Check  homework

1.30-3.00 Lis tening (song) Wri t ing (prepar ing a
class newsletter)

Speak ing
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Conclusion 1: a balance ofactivities on a timetable is important. Include work on
language skills and language systems in appropriate proportions for your
snrdents'needs.

Conclusion 2: variety is useful. Choose varied topics and include varied activities.
Don't always start the day with the same kind of work.
Both of these problems seem to find some answers inWorkplan 2.There is an
interesting balance ofwork on skills and systems; there is variety, both in terms of
what is done and when it is done; there is also some sense ofseparate activities
adding up to something bigger - for example, in the three related activities based
around 'news'.There is attention to links between work done on different days
(the homework checking, for example, or the review of the previous day,s work).
If the aims of the course are in the area of ,general English,, then this timetable
seems to offer more chance of achieving them than the mainly grammar and
lexis-based programme of\7ork plan 1.

Conclusion 3:it is important to plan activities that will add to a sense of movins
forward; ofgrowing achievement and progress.

Conclusion 4: it is essential to consider the aims ofa course; a course leading to a
wnften grammar exam will have very different timetables from a general English
course,

A task-based plan

Figure 6.14 shows a different kind of skeleton work plan for a similar course.
1 Howdoes i td i f fer f rom thetwo you havejust  looked at (F igure 6.13)?
2 How do Monday and Tuesday differ?

Work plan 3 Monday
9.00-10.30 Introduce task. Int roduce task.

Language help and p lann ing.
Review and feedback on task.

Language help and
planning.

10.30-12.00 Review and feedback on
task .

Introduce real-world task.
Task.
Read follow-up material.
Listen to competent language
users doing task.

Research to enrich task
per fo rmance.

Language he lp  and
reprann Ing .
Listen to competent
language users doing
I A S K .

1.30-3.30 Repeat  task. Introd uce real-world task.
Task.
Read follow-up material.
Language review and feedback
on task.
Repeat task.

Review and feedback on
task .

Follow-u p reading.

Figure 6.14 Work plan 3
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7 Planning a course

This is an interesting variation. Instead of listing language skills and systems, it
plans the days in terms ofpreparation for and undertaking ofreal-world tasks plus
follow-on stages. In other words, it is thinking about language study in terms of
things the learners might do in real life (examples of real.-world tasks might
include 'phoning and asking for information', 'asking for directions and hnding a
location' , 

'making a short public speech'or 'writing a job application letter';.

On Monday, the whole day is given over to a long cycle based around a single
major task. OnTuesday, a number of shorter task cycles are done.The selection
and sequence ofstages in each case is a litde different.

IIow can you go about rnaking a detailed work plan?

Preparing a work plan can seem a very daunting challenge - tiere are so many
factors to consider and evaluate.You'll need to draw on all your knowledge, skills
and intuition to make it work. Figure 6. 15 shows one possible eleven-step method
for planning. It starts by making a skeleton and then expands on this to make a
more detailed plan.

L Declde the
duratlon

Decide how long you want to plan for (the whole course?
one week? a term?).

2 Consult the
syllabus

l f  you  have a  sy l labus ,  consu l t  i t  to  see the  in tended
course  conten t .  Check  what  work  has  no t  been done,

3 Review
lealner needs

Rev iew any  Needs Ana lys is  da ta  you have ga ined f rom
your  s tudents ,

4 Decide the
aims

Write down a number ofthings learners should achieve in the
course (or part ofthe course): these are the course aims.

5 Choose the
components

Decide i f  you want  to  p lan in  terms of  (a)  language
systems and sk i l ls ,  (b)  tasks,  (c)  something e lse (eg
exam items? texts? tooics?).

6 Prepare a grid Draw a b lank gr id  showing the number of  lessons you
have to p lan for .  Each gr id  ce l l  should have enough space
for  you to wr i te  in  some lesson in format ion.

N,4onTue Thu Fri Mon Tue Thu Fri

9.30

11.30

2 .15

7 Make cards Cut  up  a  number  o f  rec tang les  o f  paper ,  each the  same
s ize  as  the  ce l l s .

8 Select
activit ies

Th ink  o f  some ac t iv i t ies  tha t  a re  appropr ia te  fo r  your
learners  and he lp  lead towards  the  course  a ims you se t .
Write these down, one item to each piece of paper.

1 5 1
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t  ske le ton  t imetab le .

;  one by  one and wr i te  in  a  more  de ta i led
r t  you  in tend to  do  on  the  t imetab le  g r id

Figure 6.15 Eleven steps to planning a workplan using a blank timetable grid

The detailed timetable shown in Figure 6.16 is based around tasks and was
planned using this method. It directly reflects some wishes and needs mentioned
by students.rX/hen you read it, decide:

. whether it seems to provide coherent, balanced days;

. whether you think planning work around tasks might be more useful to you
than planning around language systems and skills.

Work plan 4 Monday Tuesday

9.00-10.30 Discuss differences between
var ious  loca t ions  in  the  wor ld .
Read texts and compare
l i fes ty les  in  these p laces .

P lan  a  poss ib le  c lass
newsletter.

10.30-12.00 Decide on criteria for
choos ing  a  ho l iday .  Choose a
ho l iday  by  read ing  broch ures
and adver t i sements .

Compare  a  range o f  pub l i shed
magazines and notice features
you cou ld  use  in  your  own
magaz ine .

Write a booking form for a
ho l iday  and car  h i re .

Wr i te  a  news le t te r  a r t i c le .

Dea l  w i th  p rob lems and reach
a satisfactory outcome.

Read and g ive  feedback  on
other  s tudents '  a r t i c les .

1.30-3.00 Buy a t ra in t icket  ( ro le p lays) . Use the Internet to research so{
jokes to add to the newsletter

F ind  your  t ra in  by  l i s ten ing  to
s ta t ion  announcements .

Prepare a final draft of the
newsletter.

lvleet and socialise with other
gues ts  a t  your  ho te l .

Figure 6.16 Workplan 4
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7 PlanninE a course

!7ork plan 5 (Figure 6.17) is a more traditional one, based on systems and skills. It
was written by a teacher in Spain who meets her class for two hours each week on
aTuesday evening; this timetable covers one month, the second month of a six-
month course for adults who want to improve their general English for a variety of
reasons (but no one is planning to take an exam).Their level is Elementary (ie
they are not beginners; they know a number ofstructures and can create a number
of sentences themselves, though often inaccurately).

Understand a work plan

Place the  fo l low ing  i tems in to  one o f the  numbered spaces  on  the  work  p lan .

a  Speak ing :  in  g roups ,  they  des ign  the i r  idea l  home.
b  Students  do  ora l  pa i rworkac t iv i t y : 'F ind ingoutaboutwhat they 'vedone in the i r

l i ves ' .
c  C lass  d iscuss ion  about  the  course  so  fa r .
d  S tudents ,  in  g roups  o f  th ree ,  compare  how they  spent  the  las t  week,  f i l l i ng  in  a

diary for the other group members.

Work plan 5

Week 5
Ta lk ing  about  exper iences  the  s tudents  have had:  c lass  d iscuss ion .
Teacher focus on use of present perfect; clarify form and use.

l _  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Un i t  C6:  s tudents  do  l i s ten ing  Exerc ise  3  and wr i t ten  Exerc ise  7 .
Homework :  keep a  s imp le  d ia ry  th is  week.

Week 6
Teacher  uses c lock to rev ise te l l ing the t ime and ta lk ing about  the t ime ( four
lessons ago) .
Teacher asks students for any other expressions involving time they know (write,
eg 'at the weekend' on board; focus on use of on, in, at\.

2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Unit C1O: students do written Exercise 3-
Game: past  par t ic ip le  quiz  ( rev is ing last  lesson) .
Homework:  Uni t  C10 Exerc ises 1,  2 .

Week 7
Vocabulary: around the house. Use large poster to find out which words they
know and wh ich  wou ld  be  use fu l  to  learn .
L is ten ing :  S tudents  must  f i l l  i n  th is  in fo rmat ion  on  a  p ic tu re  o f the  house.

Week 8

4  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Negotiating / planning the next month.
Students work in groups to write a test that they will take next lesson.
L is tening:  pop song.  Task:  l is ten and f i l l  in  the b lank spaces in  the text .

Figure 6.17 \7ork plan 5
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Chapter 6 Planning lessons and courses

1 b  2 d  3 a  4 c

Activity (b) seems to go well with gramnar work on the present perfect tense, so
space 1 is appropriate. Similarly, activity (d) will offer a number of opporrunities
to practise using the time expressions studied in week 6's lesson (space 2) The
'home designing' activity links in with the other activities in week 7.The
discussion about the course so far would make a good starting point for
planning the following month.

Topic-based work plans

Many teachers plan a day's - or a week's -work around a single topic,looking for
ways to link the course aims with the ongoing theme. Having a single theme may
help to give a sense ofcoherence to the work.This can help you find good ideas' as
instead of struggling to find 'any idea' for teaching something, you can focus your

creative thinking onto a specific topic area. For example, the topic of'celebrities'
might allow you to incorporate a number ofuseful lessons that focus on skills,
systems and real-life tasks, eg:
. Grammar: present perfect - saying what celebrities have done / haven't done in

their lives;
. Speaking: discussion: 'Is it good to be famous or not?';
. \ riting: writing a fan letter to a star;
. Reading: biography ofa celebriryl
. Lexis: items connected with a luxury lifestyle.

Choosing teaching content for a topic area

You are  go ing  to  use  the  top ic  o f  'money '  w i th  a  genera l  Eng l ish  c lass  around

Elementary  leve l .  What  teach ing  conten t  cou ld  you use tha t  w i l l  l i nk  neat ly  w i th  th is

th  eme?

IJnrealistic requirements

Teachers are often faced with planning a course when there are syllabus
requirements they don't agree with or teaching material that they don't like.Thert
is a fine balance between doing what you are required or expected to do and doing
what you believe is appropriate, useful or needed.

There is obviously no single, magic answer to problems of this kind. However, ir I
often possible to do what is expected ofyou, to reach the goals you have been tolJ
to reach, to use the pages of the book you have been told to use, to get students
through tests they need to pass, to make the end point of the lesson, the day' the
course exactJy where it is supposed to be, but still to make the journey there
surprising, interesting and exciting.The parabola ends up at the same point, bul
follows a much more interesting route.

Some examples:
. Your boss has told you that the only aim ofyour course is to get students to Pa-

a (very boring) written grammar and essay exam at the end of term.

The stuaight line approach is to spend all the class time doing grammar and
written work.The parabola is to follow a balanced syllabus that includes a lot of
speaking,listening and other skills work ofall kinds, as well as grammar and
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8 Unrealistic reouirements

vocabulary. Sometirnes the parabola is the shortest road; you may find that the
students make much better progress and get better results than students who only
follow the strarght line .
. You have been told that you must'do' two pages ofthe coursebook every day.

The whole book must be covered by the end of the term.

The strarght line would be to work tlrough everlthing in the coursebook as it is
wrinerl doing each exercise in order, in the way that the coursebook writer tells you
to.The parabola is to use the two pages every day as required, but really exploiting
them using them as resource material, inspiration. Change the order! Get students
to cross out bor.ing exercises! Design better pictures for a text! Debate with the
students how to use the book! Agree with students to speed through six pages in
one day (and free yourself for two days) ! Supplement with lots of your own
goodies!Turn texts into dictations, information gaps, listenings, games, etcr
Straight lines are boringl Be bold - travel by parabola! Don't assume that an edict
from above completely closes down all your options.
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Ghapter 7 Teaching grammar

This chapter examines what we meanby grammar as well as looking at a numb€,
of different ways to approach the teaching ofgramrnar.

What is grarnmar?

For many years, 'learning the grammar' has assumed a central role in students,
expectatons about what learning a language involves. Nowadays, however, there
are many different views about what learners need to learn and how best to so
about teaching it.

Here are some key questions concerning teaching grammar:
. I(trat is grammar?
. How do people learn grammar)
. How can I analyse form, meaning and use for teaching purposes?
. \X/hat are possible component parts of a grafimar lesson?
. How can I provide relevant input for learners?
. How can I help learners notice, understand and memorise language?
. How can I help learners practise using language?

But before we decide how we can teach grammar, perhaps our first issue should
be to work out exactly what exactly we mean by.grammar,.

Defining grammar

When th ink ing about teaching the grammar of  a  fore ign language,  which of these
def in i t ions of  'grammar '  seems most  appropr ia te?
a Rules about sentence formation, tenses, verb patterns, etc in a reference book
b The moment-by-moment structuring of what we say as it is being spoken
c Exerc ises (eg f i l l  in  the gap,  mul t ip le  choice)  about tenses,  etc
d Our in ternal  'database'  as to  what  are possib le or  impossib le sentences

I thint all ofthese are arguably valid descriptions of something.grammar-like,
IThen thinking of 'grammar', many people probably first picture a book full of
explanations and rules that tell them which verbs have what endings, how to use
adverbs, how to make a superlative, etc.That's certainly one kind of grammar,
it's not really what we are talking about when we say that we are ,teaching
grammar'. Let's try a difleren t stardng polnt.

Imagine my friend Leona starts saying Yesterda3t afternooz 1... . \fhat,s the next
word going to be? Can you predict possible words that might come next? Maybc
you think she's going to describe an action or something she did (so the next
mrghtbe went or saw or broke or met,etc). Or maybe you imagine her describing
something that didn't happen (so her next word might be didn,t or couldn't,etc).
How were you able to make such predictions? You could do it because you had a
sort ofmental list ofpossible patterns of English.you were able to look, even
without thinking about it, at this internal collection of information and know u,hl
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1 What is srammar?

sort ofwords were possible and, also, what kinds ofwords were not possible. For
exampleJ you are probably quite sure that Leona didn't say Yesterday afternoon I
green . . . . Similarly, she probably didn'tsay Yesterday afternoon I meet ... .In
grammatical terms, we might say that the next word could be a verb (eg sazu) or an
auxiliary verb (eg dldz'r).!7e could also say that the next word wouldn't normally
be an adjective (eggreen).$7e also expect rhat, wharever the word is, it will be in a
form that follows certain other guidelines; for example, if we are talking about the
past OlesledaJr),then the verb form will normally be in a past tense.

This, ofcourse, is the kind ofinformation you'll find systematically arranged in a
gramrnar reference book, or maybe in a simplihed form in a book forlearners. And
it's the sort of thing that grammar exercises practise and test. However, instead of
being a dry record of facts and rules, the information in your head is a living
resource that allows you to communicate and be understood. For this reason,
learning rules in a grammar book by heartis probably not'learning grammar'.
Similarly, reciting grammar rules by heart may not be 'understanding grammar'.
Even doing tests and exercises may not necessarily be'learning grammar'.There
is actually no hard evidence that any ofthese things lead to people being able to
use grammar accurately and fluently in speech. These things are only useful if
there is some way tlat students can transfer this studied knowledge into a living
ability to use the language.The information is not in itself of much use. In real life,
people rarely come up to you and say'Please tell me about conditionals.'

ScottThornbury, in his book Uncoztering Grammal, has suggested that we could
open up our concept of 'grammar' if we start thinking ofit as not just a noun
(ie the information), but as a verb as well (ie the active skill ofusing language). It's
probably this 'verby' kind of grammar that $,.e most need to help our learners work
with in class.

But, how can our students 'grammar' better? How do people get to that point
where they are able to use language competendy, fluently and accurately? Is
studying and memorising rules a helpful waystage on the route to that goal? Are
practice activities helpful?What role does teacher explanation and actrve
'teaching' have? And do we need to teach grammar at all?

!7e will look at these questions in some detail, but first I'd like to set out a brief
overview of the conclusions you'll get ifyou read through all the following
sections.

It seems likely that learrers have to do a number of things to be able to start
making any new grammar item part oftheir own personal stock oflanguage.

They probably need to have exposure to the language; they need to notice and
understand items being used; they need to try using language themselves in
'safe' practice ways and in more demanding contexts; they need to remember the
things they have learnt.

The table on the next page expands on this description. Ifyou look back at the
diagram (Figure 6.1 on page 126) showing a hypodresis about how people learn,
you can probably draw some connections benveen the table and that diagram.
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Chapter 7 Teachinggrammar

To learn a language item, learners
need to:

It follows that, in class, you probably
need to:

be exposed to a lot of language
whi le  reading /  l is tening.

.  inc lude lo ts  of  reading and l is tening
activities. These should include reatista
texts a little above the apparent currern
language level of learners so thar
learners are exposed to a lot of
comprehensible new language (see
Chapter  10) .

notice specific items when they
are being used, in texts (eg in
stories, in conversations).

provrde texts, exercises and techniques
that help learners notice specific items.
Texts specifically written for learners (eg
containing multiple examples of a targ€t
item) may be particularly useful (see
Section 3 of this chaoter).

. understand the form, meaning
and use of  an i tem.
Form refers to how the pieces fit
together, the endings, etc_
Use refers to the typical
situations, conversations,
contexts in which it might be
used.

. be informed about form, meaning and
use of language (see Chapter 5
Sections 2 and 4).

.  focus learners 'a t tent ion on meaning
and use by means of  exerc ises,
explanat ions,  dr i l ls ,  games,  quest ions.
etc (see Section 3 of this chapte4.

. tly things out in a safe
environment with limited other
l inguis t ic  demands.

. have opportunities to practise
new tanguage, to 'get their
mouths around' new items.

g ive many oppor tuni t ies to  pract ise,
speak and write, with encouragement
and feedback (see Section 4 of this
chapter).

. uae the new language when
speaking and writing to
communicate in different
contexts.

. offer speaking and writing tasks that
allow learners to make use of all the
language they know (see Chapter 9).

. remember items. . pay attention to how learners record
r tems;

. return to items again and again wjth
revision tasks.
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2 present-oractise

Present-practise

Ifthere is one basic teaching sequence used around the world with classes of all
types, it must be 'present then practise'. In other words, the teacher first presents /
introduces / explains / clarifies / inputs the language point that the lesson is airning
to work on, and then, when it seems to be reasonably understood, moves on to
give learners a chance to practise using the language themselves.
How does this 'present-practise' cycle relate to the image oflearning we looked at
earlier, in Chapter 6?

Input Learning Use

Understanding

AUTHENTIC OUTPUT

When teachers do classroom work
on these areas, it is often called

presentatlon, input or clarit lcation

Authentic exposure is the same
as l i s ten ing  or  read ing  sk i l l s  work .

Teachers often call work
on these areas plactice.

Authentic output is also
known as production
or  s imp ly  as  speak ing
or writ ing skil ls work.

RESTRICTED EXPOSURE

r-tl
\ t /  {  v:f \--./

AUTHENTIC EXPOSURE

r-|7\ t /  4  v.l: \--,/
Not ic ing

l;
CLARIFICATION

Explanat ion

BESTRICTED OUTPUT

..7..
{ ,

If we want to plan a well-focused grammar lesson, we need to decide:
. !7hich ofthese areas we want to spend time on;
. How long we want to give to each one;
. rVhat the best sequence is to have them .in.
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Chapter 7 Teaching grammar

Many 'present-practise'lessons are structured as shown below

Authentic
oulput

Figure 7.1 Present-practise structure
1 Lead-in: The teacher shows pictures connected to the lesson topic / context

and elicits ideas from srudents.

4
5

Teacher clarifrcation: The teacher gives / elicits examples ofthe language and
explains / elicits information about them from students.The teacher may use
any of the clarification ideas (eg explanation) outlined in Section 3 ofthis
cnapler.
Restricted output: The students work on oral practice of examples of
tnese ltems.
Restricted ouq)ut:The students do a written exercise to practise these items
Authentic ouq)ut:The students are given the opportunity to use these items.
along with the other language they know, in communicative activities.

Many 'present-practise' lessons make use ofrestdcted textual material (eg
printed in the coursebook or using specially recorded material to provide
examples of the target language items being used in context).The lesson structur.
mieht then look like this:

Authentic
output

FigJre 7 .2 Present-practise witl restricted exposure

1 Lead-in: The teacher shows pictures connected to the lesson topic / conte\r
and elicits ideas from learners.

5
6

Restricted exposure: Learners read / listen to a text and get a general
understanding ofit (maybe via a sequence oftasks and feedback).
Teacher clarification: The teacher uses the text to give / elicit examples anj
explain / elicit information about the item oflanguage.
Restricted output:The students work on oral practice of examples of
t]-Iese items.
Restricted ouq)ut:The students do a written exercise to practise these itens
Authentic output:The students are given the opportunity to use these iter:s
along with the other language they know, in communicative activities.

Ofcourse, many 'present-practise' lessons are more complex than the ones rr r
have looked at so far. In many cases, tl-te stages will not necessarily be clear an':
distinct.Your use of examples, your explanations and some practice elements :
all be integrated, eg a cycle of examples, explanations and learner drills all ber:-i
offered within a few minutes.
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2 Present-practise

Situational presentation

An interesting example ofpresentation is the popular situational presenmtion, in
which language is introduced via a context tiat the teacher has created (using
board drawings, for example). Here is a description ofa teacher using a situational
presentatlon tO teach used to.

Establish the context

1 The teacher draws a picture of a country house and a rich man (holding dollar
bills). She asks the students to tell her about him and his llfe (eg He\ rich, He
lixes in a big house).

2 She adds more pictures one by one (eg a Rolls Royce, a four-poster bed, a
swimming pool) and elicits more statements about hislife (eg He driaes a Rolls
Royce). She checks that all students are clear about this context.

Establish the rneaning ofthe target itern
3 She adds a picture of an 'interviewer' to the context and establishes that the rich

man is being interviewed about his past life.

Figure 7.3 Used to board plan

4 She draws a picture ofhis thoughts about the past (eg a 'thought bubble' with a
bicycle inside it). She invites the students to make a sentence about this. She
taps the board to explicitly link the Rolls Royce (now) and the bicycle (past).
She asks concept questions, eg lhat\ this? (abrke) Does he ride a bike now?
(no) Did he ride one in the past? (yes) Bur nor now? (no) Does he ride a bike now?
(no). She has now inftoduced and focused on tie targelmeanlng of used to
without actually using the target language. Note that the meaning comes hrst,
before the students meet the target form - the students understand t}Ie concept
being dealt with, and, hopefully, feel the need for a piece oflanguage to express
it, before the teacher introduces rlte target language itself.

Introduce and practise the target lumguage

5 When the 'bike' concept is clear, she asks if students can say the sentence he
said to the interviewer, ie that has the meaning of'I rode a bike in the past, but
not now'If a student produces a reasonable sentenceJ she works with that; if
not, she models it herself (eg l1e zsed to ride a bike).

6 She gets students to repeat tltis round the class (a drill) and corrects any
problems, especially taking care that she doesn't only notice incorrect words
and word order, but also notices unnatural pronunciation.
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Chapter 7 Teaching grammar

&

Generate more sentences from the context

7 She adds more pictures to dre 'interview' (eg botde ofwater). She elicits further
sentences using the target structure (egHeusedto drink water,He used to sleep in
the street, He used n be poor) .

Recording in notebooks

8 She recaps sentences made so far and invites the class to help her constuct a
substitution table which they can then copy into their notebooks.

Movilg on to practice stages

9 Now that the class has met a number ofexamples ofthe target language and has
had a chance to repeat these sentences, she moves them onto practice acdvities.

techntque on the DVD

Balancing presentation and plactice

What should be the balance of practice to presentation?

l f  your  a im is  to  spend an hour  help ing learners get  bet ter  at  us ing a par t icu lar
piece of grammar (for example, too + adjective + to + vetb - too heavy to lift, eIc),
which of these two lesson st ructures seems,  in  your  opin ion,  l ike ly  to  be more
usefu l  to  the learners?

o

Many teachers spend most class time on presentation because they see this as
most important thing they can do to help their learners with grammar.They
language teacher's job as primarily supplying informatron. Are they right?

I'd say'no'. For me, a language teacher's job is primarily to push, encourage and
help learners to try using the language themselves. In fact, you don't need ver)-
much hformation before you can try using language yourself, and once you srat
trying to use it, you can get feedback, correction and help on how to do it better.
primary Iearning experience is doing the thing yourself,, not listening to someolE
else telling you about how to do it. So, I'd argue that students in many classes
need long explanations or detailed information.\Xttat they tend to need more 4
challenging opportunities to try using the language items themselves.
'Itrinking about grammar teaching as primarily'practice' rather than
can help to solve a number of problems that teachers feel they face in class, not
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3 Clarification

Many students think they 'know' certain items; what they actually mean is that
information about these items has been presented to them, but the chances are
high that, when pushed to use that item, they will make errors. A major problem
with many grammar lessons is that they provide too much 'information' and not
enough 'expectation' of quality student production.This is not to say that learners
don't need the information - they almost certainly need some (and they need it
clearly) - but they don't need all of it every time they have a lesson on a cerrain
grammar item.They don't need to always be starting again at Step 1.'What makes
the lesson challenging is not the level oftheoretical knowledge the lesson deals in,
but what you ask students to try and do. It's the difference between up-here
knowledge in the head and knowledge-in-use, in other words:

moving the
language from

nere

to here

Figure 7.4 Klowledge in use

Thus, in theory, it is possible to have a really challenging, involving lesson on, say,
the present perfect simple, atAdvanced level.This is not because you will add
more and more complex information, but because you would expect more in
terms of quality ofstudent output.

Clarification
You have reached a point in your lesson where you want the learners really to
focus in on a piece of grammar, to see it, think about it and undersrand ir, to
become much clearer on its form, meaning and use.This is what many teachers
refer to as clarification or presentation. However, these are quite broad
headings; there is a significant difference between a presentation in which I give
you a lecture for 60 minutes and one where I nudge and help you towards
discovering much ofthe same information for yourselfvia a process of
questioning and looking at suggested reference material.\X/e could differentiate
three general categories:

1 Teacher explanation
2 Guided discovery
3 Self-directed discoverv
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Chapter 7 Teaching grammar

!7e can perhaps see these as falling on a continuum (see Figure 7.5):

Figure 7.5 Three categories ofclarification

Grammar clarification activities
Classi fy  the fo l lowing grammar c lar i f icat ion act iv i t ies by p lac ing them on rne
diagram in F igure 7.5.  Are they mainty  (E)  explanat ion,  (c)  guided d iscovery or  (S)
self-directed discovery?

1 You write some sentences (all usingthe past perfect) on the board, butwith the
words mixed up, then hand the board pen to the students and leave the room.

2 Youtell a story about your weekend. Everytimeyou useaverb inthe pastsimple,
repeat it and write it on the board. At the end, you write ,past simple' on the board
and explain that you used all these verbs in the past because the story nappeneo
Saturday.

3 You lectu re about the construction of cond itiona I sentences.
4 You create a board situation, clarify a specific meaning and then elicit appropriate

sentences from the students or model them yourself.
5 You hand out a list of 20 lfsentences. you ask students to work together, discuss

find out what the 'rules' are.
6 Students discuss interpretation of timelines on the board and tryto make exampte

sentences for them. You intervene when answers seem elusive and at one point
explain the difference between two tenses.

7 Students decide they want to learn about reported speech. They go to the library or
learnrng centre and find out more.

3 2 5 1

Different people will, ofcourse, interpret these short descriptions differently. I,m
sure your positioning is not exactly the same as mine, but is the ordering from lefr
to right the same?

Explanation
(Teacher tells the learner)

Guided dlscovery
(Teacher helps the

learner  to  te l l  h imse l f )

Sell-dlrected
(The learner

te l l s  h imse l f )

Explanation
(Teacher tells the learner)

Guided discovery
(Teacher helps the

learner  to  te l l  h  imse l f )

Self-di rected discovert
(The learner

te l l s  h  imse l f )
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3 Clarif ication

Teacher explanation

W Teacher explanations
lVIost teachers want, at some point, to give their class explanations about language
po in ts .  Which  o f  the  fo l low ing  gu ide l ines  seem appropr ia te  to  you?

When explaining language . . .

1 talk at length;
2 talk fast;
3 use language more complicated than the pointyou are explaining;
4 bring in as many other language issues as possible;
5 don't give examples;
6 don't ask ouestions:
7 don't use any diagrams or visual aids;
8  assumethat the  c lass  is  fo l low ingyourpo in ts -don ' twas te t ime check ing ;
9 always explain every diff iculty before students encounter the problem themselves.

My personal list ofguidelines for giving helpful explanations would (you,ve
guessed!) be the opposite of thar list - especially 'Keep it short'.

Giving helpful explanations

Two minutes offocused explanation can be really helpful; 20 minutes ofthe same
is likely to get students confused, bored and embarrassed.The problem is that it is
not necessarily a very involving teaching method; it is easy for a learner to switch
offor misunderstand. It can appear successful because tiere is often an illusion of
a large amount ofwork being covered, but the fact that the teacher has expounded
on a particular topic does not mean that the item has been understood or
internalised. Remember that they are foreign-language learners, not science
undergraduates; lecture is not generally an appropriate style. Explanation will be
better as a small component oflessons rather than the driving force. Having said
that, a good explanation can often be the clearest and most efficient wav to teach
something.

The best way to avoid over-long, unhelpful explanations is to prepare them
carefully when lesson planning. Decide what information will be necessary to
state explicitly. Plan a simple, clear way to convey this information. Plan the use of
timelines, substitution tables, annotated examples, diagrams, etc that might make
the information easier to take in.

Point 9 inThsk 7.4 is really a matter ofpersonal choice; teachers often hope to
pre-empt learner problems by pointing difficulties out in detail before they arise.
Sadly, many learners don't appear to be helped by thisl Explanations given before
learners really know what is being discussed often seem to make no difference. I
find that I generally tend to let learners try using language first and give the
explanation that clarifres the issue only when they hit problems.
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Guided discovery

An alternative to giving explanations would be to create activities that allow
learners to generate their own discoveries and explanations.Thsks at just the dght
level will draw attention to interesting language issues.Teacher questions (and use
of other techniques) will'nudge'the learners towards key points. In this way,long
explanations can be avoided and learners can take a more active role in their own
progress.

Your role in guided discovery is to (a) select appropriate tasks; (b) offer
appropriate instructions, help, feedback and explanations; (c) manage and
stucture the lesson so that all learners are involved and engaged, and draw the
most possible from the actrvity.

The key tecbnique is to ask good questions, ones drat encourage the learners to
notice language and think about it.These questions may be oral (ie asked live in
class) or they might be on a worksheet that leads learners in a structured way to
make conclusions.This kind ofguidance is sometimes referred to as'Socratic
questioning', ie leading people to discover things that they didn't know they knen
via a Drocess of structured ouestions.

rou can:
. ask questions that focus on the meaning (concept questions);
. ask questions that focus on the context (context questions);
. ask questions that focus on the form;
. offer appropriate examples for analysis and discussion;
. ask learners to analyse sentences from texts;
. ask learners to reflect on language they have used;
. ask learners to analyse errorsl
. ask learners to hypothesise rules;
. set problems and puzzles concerning the language item;
. offer tools to help clarify meaning, eg timelines, substitution tables (but

perhaps encouraging the students to use them to solve the problems);
. help tiem to stay focused ifdrey get sjderacked:
. raise their awareness as to what thev have learned.

Guided discovery is demanding on both you and the learner, and although it
look artless to a casual observer, it isn't enough to tluow a task at the learners. ts
them do it and then move on. Guided discovery requires imagination and
flexibility.Your job here is not simply to pass over a body of information, bui
rather to create the conditions in which that information can be learned.Thlf
seems to be a particularly fruidul way to work in the language classroom.

technique on the DVD

{@ cuided discovery questions
Study  the  fo l low ing  br ie f  t ranscr ip t  f rom a  lesson invo lv ing  gu  ided d iscove. .
techn iques  and dec ide  what  ques t ions  the  teacher  migh t  have asked a t  t l ' e
marked * .
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The Elementary students read a text that reviews and compares different
d  i c t ionar ies .  The teacher  f i rs t  ensured tha t  learners  had a  good sense o f  the
general meaning of the text and is now focusing on the use of comparatives
(which learners have worked on before) and superlatives (which learners
haven ' t  exp l i c i t l y  s tud ied  be fore) .

Tencren How many d ic t ionar ies  a re  ment ioned in  the  ar t i c le?

SruDENr 1: Five.

TEAoHER:  OK.  Look  a t  th is  d iagram.  What  does  i t  show?

Sruoerur 2: How big.

TEACHER:  Yes  -  how b ig  o r  smal l  the  d ic t ionar ies  a re .  Where  can you pu t  the
d i f fe ren t  d ic t ionar ies  on  th is  d iagram?

The teacher offers a pen to the student to add to the diagram; various learners
come u  p  and wr i te  the  names o f  the  d ic t ionar ies  on  the  d iagram,  p lac ing  them
to reflect the writer's comments. As items are added. the teacher asks
quest ions  about  the i r  dec is ions ,  such as  *

The teacher then works in a similar manner with diagrams shouting l ight - heavy,
cheap - expensive, etc.

3 Clarif ication

The teacher would be likely ro ask questions thar:
. encourage learners to reflect on and articulate reasons for their choices;
. encourage learners to return to the text and find textual evidence that supports

their choicel
. draw learners' attention to the specific language used in the text that leads to

this meaning;
. focus on how the language item is formed;
. build on earlier questions and answers to conshuct a growing picture of the

ra r r tsudBc 'Lc r  r r r

. ensure that all learners are grasping the issues and not just the faster ones.

Questions might include:
. lfhy did you put that book in that position on the diagram?
. \ff/hat does the writer say about that book?
. \7hat were the writer's exactwords?
. So, what does biggestmean?
. How do you pronounce this word?
. Do bigger and bzggest mean the same?
. !7hat's the difference in meaning between bigger and biggest?
. Do you know the name for tiis piece of grammar?
. How do you make a superlative?

\fhere a question is one that learners do not know the answer to, you can briefly
offer the answer yourself. In this way, teacher explanations are only made when
they are seen to be relevant and necessary. Later questions can be used to check if
learners have grasped this input.
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Guided discovery: tlTrical comments, instructions
and questions

The follorving list shows various ideas and examples ofguided discovery
questions lrom different lessons.

Questions about forn

\fhat u'ord goes in this space?
How many words are there in the
sentence?

Questions about function

Do they know each other?
Is this formal or informal?

Problerns and puzzles

Put these words in the right order
Fi-ll in the spaces.
Change this into the past simple tense.

Reflecting on use

!7rite down some ofthe sentences
you heard.
\fhy did you use that tense?

H5ryothesising rules

Is this possible?
Whatwill the ending be in this
example?

Sentence analysis

Mark all the prepositions.
Mark the main stress in the sentence.

Discussion about language

\fhich sentence do you prefer?
\(/hat might help you remember this?

Horv do you spell that?
Is that a verb?

\Where do you think they are speaking?
How does he feel?

Wri te  th is  sentence again.  u i t r  exacdl
dre samc meaning.  but  only  us ing
seven words.

'Where 
was the problem?

\Which ofthose trvo sentences is
correct?

\X/hy is that incorrect?
Can you think of another word that
could go here?

Hou many auxiliary verbs are Lherei
Cross out  any unnecesqary word\ .

\ hat mistakes are you likely to make
u'ith this?
Is this the same in your language?

Contexts and situations

This is Paul.Where does he work?Tell me what he does every day.
Jo's got a full diary.\X/hat's she doing tonight?
Look at this picture.rJ hat's going to happen?
If I throu'this pen at the picture on the wall, what'll happen?
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Self-directed discovery

In this book, we will spend only a htde rime looking at the right-hand side of the
diagram.This is what learners do when studying on their own without a teacher -
or in a class where the teacher's role is primarily to 'facilitate' the learner's own
self-direction. It is the least commonly found in classroorns.!7here you wanr a
class to work mainly in this way, it is essential that learners understand and agree
with the working method.You need to ensure that the learners have sufficient
information and experience to be able to work out their own rules and
explanations, and perhaps work out their own goals and learning strategies as well.
The obvious danger here is that you will abdicate your real responsibilities.

Restricted output: drills, exercises, dialogues and garnes
Language practice activities are arguably the most important part ofany grammar
lesson. Although teachers often spend a lot of time on'input'stages - for example,
in giving explanations - tfre real learning experience is when learners try to
use the language themselves.

In order to give students intensive oral or written practice ofspecific language
points, you can use activities carefully designed to resuict the language needed
and require the use of the target items. Resrricted output activities are defined by
their focus on (a) limited options for use oflanguage; (b) limited optrons for
communication; (c) a focus on accuracy.Typical restricted activities are oral drills,
written exercises, elicited dialogues, and grammar practice activities / games.

Drills

Drills provide intensive oral practice ofselected sentences, giving the learners a
chance to practise 'getting their mouths around'the language without worrying
too much about meaning.The basic drill involves simple repetition:

Ts,q.csen: He\ going to open the door.
SrureNrs: He\ going to open the door.
TsA.cHen: He\ going to driae the car.
SrulsNrs: He's going to driue the car.

Drills are so old-fashioned
You are  p lann ing  a  lesson tha t  inc ludes  some dr i l l s .  Your  co l league spots  you in  the
staff room and says Dril/s? Surely you clon't still do those! They're so old-fashioned,
and they've proved they don't work.ls it worth arguing back? What would you say?

Many teachers consider drills old-fashioned and never use them. I thint they are
wrong and they are depriving their learners of some important chances to learn.
The next section outlines some possible reasons for drills.
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Whydrill?

Drills are often associated with the largely discredited behaviourist philosophy
which suggests that we can be trained into automatic responses to stimuli through
repetrnon or restricted response drills. However,I don,t think we need to throw
drills out with the behaviourist bathwater. We can still argue that our brains need
to 'automatise' tasks without having to buy the entire ,sdmulus-response,
philosophy. It seems reasonably clear from day-to-day experience that we become
better at doing certain things through practice - I can feel this myself when trying
to learn to say a difficult sentence in a foreign language. I may need to .rehearse,ir
slowly and carefully many times before I eventually start to get the sounds nearlJ.
right and in the right order. Only after a lot of this 'cutting a groove, in my brain,s
record can I start to get 'up to speed' with the new item. Eventually, it is so easy for
me to say it that I hardly notice I'm saying it and I can stop worrying about it. Bur
my own private 'drilling to myself ' has helped.

Drilling is important for 'gefting your tongue around it' problems.They can also
help with other things, for example on issues to do with selecting the riqht form
quickly (again. somerhing rhat improves wirh famiJiarity).

For many years, some writers encouraged teachers not to offer students any
speaking tasks that did not involve an element of,genuine communication,.
Recently, there has been a reassertion of the value of experimenting and playing
with language even where the language doesn't represent realistic communication
So don't worry too much about colleagues or methodology books who tell you nu
to bother with drillsl Certainly there is some danger that students repeating are
just making noises with little idea what they are saying, but of all activities in the
classroom, the oral drill is the one which can be most productivelv demandins on
accuracy.

\7hen the students speak, you are probably listening carefully.you will use error
awareness and correction techniques.You will give clear indications about what
needs to be done in order to say the sentences better.You will encourage studenr
to try a number of times to say the sentences with befter pronunciation, with the
words in the right order, etc.You will keep the level ofchallenge very high.When
teachers are'kind'and make drills e asy (That\ good! Not quite,but grear! perJect!
Fannstic! Wonderful./), the exercise quickly becomes boring; it is the difficulty and
the sense of achievement that make drills worth doing. Give precise, honest
feedback rather than gushing praise. If the whole aim ofa drill is to improve
accuracy, it seems to make sense to aim for a very high standard.There is little
point in doing a drill if the teacher and students are prepared to accept sloppy or
half-good production. Honest feedback is vital.

Va.iations on drills
What  var ia t ions  cou ld  en l i ven  the  bas ic  d r i l l  techn ique (wh i le  s t i l l  keep ing  the  dr i l l
as  no  more  than s imp le  repet i t ion)?
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The following section lists some possible variations. Note that even the apparently
silly ones (like doing it with flat intonadon) serve to raise awareness of the
importance of intonation - sometimes messages are easier to take in when the
example is exaggerared!

Factors that can vary a drill

Figure 7.6 summarises a range ofdrill types. Pick the options you like.

Variations on a drill
1 Repeat the grammar item on rts own.
2 Repeat the grammar item in a phrase / sentence.
3 Repeat the intonation pattern (as hummed music, no words).
4 Repeat the grammar item with exaggerated attention to intonation.
5 Repeat only the stressed syllables in a sentence ('get the rhythm'), then

later'putback'ttre missing syllables.
6 Repeat a sentence, building it up bit by bit, starting with the hrst word(s) /

syllable(s).
7 Repeat by 'backchaining' (ie build up the sentence bit by bit, starting at

the end rather than the beginning).
8 You give opening of sentence, students complete it.
9 You give part of senrence. srudents complere it.

10 You introduce sentence by repetition, then say new word that must be
substituted within ir.

1 1 You introduce sentence by repetition. Students must respond with a
follow-on 'reply'.

12 You introduce sentence by repetition, then give an instruction for
transformation of sentence (eg 'Change to the past perfect').

13 You say sentence with errors (eg words in wrong order), students put it
right.

14 You say / show cues (eg some key words, pictures) and sflldents constuct
a complete sentence.

15 You ask real questions about students'lives. Students respond with true
sentences, all using the same grammatical item.

16 You invent or read a short text (one or two sentences), then ask questions
about it, all using the same grammatical item.
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&t

Figure 7.6 Range ofdrill types

Designing a ddll
Devise a drill to work on practising Wh- questions about the pasl (eg Where did he
go? What did they do? When did Mary arriveT.

I t 's  important  to  ins is t  on accurate pronunciat ion when you are conduct ing a dr i l l
with students. This is the time to make sure they are saying the words and
sentences correctly; pay careful attention to rhythm and stress as well as
pronunciat ion of  the ind iv idual  words.

Variations on tlre variations
All the above can be further varied by doing them . . .

1 as a whole class ('choral')
2 as a half/ quarter ofa class
3 as an individual in front ofthe whole class
4 as individuals around the class ('passing the baton')
5 as an open pair (everyone else can hear) next to each other
6 as an open pair across the room
7 as two halves of the class speaking to each otier as if they were a par

(eg male / female; this side / that side)
8 as closed groups
9 as closed pairs 1ie privarely, simuhaneously)

10 loudly
1 1 quietJy
12 whispering
13 shouting
14 singing
15 slowly
16 fast
17 with exaggerated intonation
18 with flat intonation
19 with a specific accent
20 with exaggerated rhlthm
21 with intonation for specific moods
22 walking around (separately)
23 mingling
24 changing places
25 taking on the teacher's role (once any individual drill is established)
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Moving beyond repetition drills

Substitution drills

Repetition, though useful for allowing full concentration on pronunciation, can be
a litde mindless.The following drill demands a little more thought.

Tsacsen: He\ going to driae the car.
SruosN.rs: He\ going to drhte the car.
TsecHen: bus
S'runnr.rrs: He\ going to driae the bus.
Tsecnpn: taxi (etc)

Not much more thought, admittedly! But ir's not difhcult to make it harder:
Tsncrrsn: He's going to eat the cake.
SruneN'ts: He\ going to eat the cahe.
TeecHen: colfee
StursNrs: He\ going to drink the coffee.
Tracaar: film
Sr.ursNrs: He\ going to watch the Jilm. (etc)

These drills are based on the principle ofsubstitution. In the two examples above,
the noun is being substituted by another - but it could be any word. And to make it
really demanding. it could vary senLence by sentence:

Teacnen: He's going to eat the cahe.
SlmsNrs : He\ going to eat the cake .
TencHen: calIee
StureNrs: He\ going to drink the coffee.
Teacnen: Mary
SrunsN.rs: Mary\ going to drink the cofree.
Tsncspn: make
Sruopuls: Mary\ going to make the cffie.
Tsacnen: beds
SrulsN'rs: Mary\ going to mahe the beds. (etc)

Transformation drills
A completely different kind of drill is based on the students making their
own sentence based on a model and information given by you.These are
transformation drills, ie the student transforms a sentence ofone kind into
another form:

Tsacnsn: He\ opening the cake tr,n.
SrrnsNrs: He\ going to eat the cake.
TsecHsn: He\ standing beside the swimming pool.
SrunENrs: He\ going to switn.
TsncHsn: Susan's going into the post off,ice.
S.ruosNrs; She\ going to buy a stamp.
TsncHen: The students are waiting at the bus stop. (etc)
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True sentences

The most useful drill may be one where the student is giving real information in
their answers - in other words, there is communication as well as language
practrce:

TBecssn: What are you going to d,o after school?
Sruorvrs: I'rn going to play football.
Tpacnsn: And tonight?
Srluplrrs: I'nt going to watchTV
TsacHBr: Are gou going to zlatch thefilm?
StnoeNrs: No,I'm not.I'm going to uatch the concert.

Finally:

keep the atmosphere humorous but keep the language focus seriousl
personalise some elementsl
jazz it up with mime, pictures, board cues, silly postures, etc;
don'tworry too much about whether it is a'meaningful'or
'communicative' drill;
do worry about whether what you're drilling is a realistic piece of
real-world language;
don't drill possible but improbable English;
keep the challenge high;
make sure students get the practice, not you!

Written exercises

\Tritten exercises are a common and useful way of giving students concentrated
practice oflanguage items. How can they be less ofa chore and more ofan
enjoyable challenge?

Analysing a textbook language exercise
Here is a textbook exercise. What area of language is it working on?

(1)  -  computer  is  cer ta in ly  (2)  _ great  invent ion,  one of  (3)  _
wonders of (4) _ modern world. But late on (5) _ cold Friday
afternoon, towards (6) _ end of (7) _ miserable December, I,m
beginning to wish that I'd never bought one. All I want to do is write
(8) - letter to (9) - Aunt Diana. But (10) _ machine seems to
have (11) - different idea altogether. After (12) _ two hours' work,
all I have to show are (13) - torn piece of paper fitted with (74) _
inky,  b lack smudges and (15)  -  computer  screen that  happi ly  te l ls  me'There is (16) - error. Please restart.' cive me (17) _ pen ano
(18)-  pad of  (19)  -  paper !  l f  th is  is  (20)  _ modern wor ld,  l ,  vote
for (21) - Stone Age!
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The exercise is designed to help students become more familiar with the use of
articles in English (the, a and an or'no article').

Different ways of using a printed exercise
The above exerc ise cou ld  obviously  be done by students ind iv idual ly  In  crass or  ar
home. What other ways of using this material can you think of?

Some ideas:
. Do it as individuals, then compare and discuss answers with neishbours.
. STork in pairs.
. SVork in small groups.
. \7ork in teams -make a competition out of it.
. Do it together on the board - teacher-led.
. Do it together on the board - student-led.
. Hand out a iumbled list of answers to match to the questions.
. Do it orally in a language laboratory.
. Dictate the sentences,leaving spaces where the missing words are.
. Do it at great speed (give them, say, three minutes to do the whole exercise).

Then shuffle papers and give to small groups to discuss and mark.
. Cut up the sentences and give one to each student; negotiate arrangement

and answers.
. Hand out the exercise with your answers already wriften in, some right, some

wrong, The students must correct your work.
. Make a game out of it, eg'Auction': divide class into teams; allocate a certain

amount of 'money'to each team.The aim is to use this money to 'buy, correct
words to fill the gaps. Give students time to read through the exercise, then,
starting with Gap 1, proceed to 'auction'pieces of pape r wilh the, an adrtd. a on
tiem. The teams must buy the word they need to cornplete the gap.The team that
buys the correct word gets a 'money'prize. Anyone else loses the cash they spent
on the wrong word. Keep a record ofhow much they have 'spent, on the board
through the game; the winner is the team with the most money at the end.

Making a plinted exercise more game-like
Devise a variation on the following written exercise to make it more game-like.

Choose the correct verb form for each sentence:

1 | want to see / see / seeingtheli lm.
2 l'd like to have / have / having acoffee.
3 | may to go / go / golng to London.
4 | enjoy to watch / watch / watching fy .
5 | mustto go / go/ going home now.
6 | can to play / play/ playinglhe guitaL
7 lsuggest to have / we have / have aresl.
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This exercise is working on the difference between -lzg forms and infinitives and
helping students to sort out which ones go with which verbs.

By writing sentence halves on small squares ofpaper (or blank cards), we cou1d,
for example, turn an exercise like tlle one above into a game of 'Snap'.You deal ortr
all the cards, which the students keep face down, not looking at them. The
students (as individuals or in teams) take it in turns to play a card into one oftwo
card piles (beginnings or endings).They must call 'Snapl'when the beginning
and ending make a correct sentence. If they call'Snap!' at the wrong time, they (cr
their team) must pick up both piles ofdiscarded cards.

Elicited dialogues

These are short dialogues (four to ten lines) which contain a number of
of specihc items to be practised. Using a dialogue places these items in a typical
useful context, integrating practice of newer grammar with practice of items
previously studied, social.English expressions and pronunciation.'fhe students
will get many chanaes to repeat the dialogues in class and thus increase their
familiarity with these items. They are often an amusing and enjoyable way to
enable oral practice oflanguage. The procedure is as follows:

Before the class

!7rite a short dialogue. Perhaps you have recently taught It\ too + adjectiye + tD
verb (eg It\ too hot n drink) .You can now make a short dialogue, set in a specifrc
situation, that includes a few examples of this Ianguage item. For example:

krzy boyfriend on sofa; girAriend. in daorway.

Gnr: Could you help me, Mike?
Bov: \What do you want?
Gnr: Bring me that suitcase, please.
Bov: Oh, I'm too tired!
Gru: It's too healy for me to carry.
Bov: (trying andfailing) And it's too hear.y for me, too!\7hat's in it?
Gnr: Your birthday presentl

In class

1 Use board pictures (or some other way) to establish the context and t}re
characters very clearly.

2 By usrng mrme, gestures, questions or picture cues, try to elicit from the
students each line of the dialogue you have prepared.The aim is to get
produce as much of it as oossible

Lo play the guitar
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3 When the students say sentences in response to the eliciting, you need to select
a suitable one, correcting it ifnecessary.

4 You must now establish this line ofdialogue (ie every student in the class needs
to be able to say it and remember it).This will probably be done through choral
and individual drilling and correction; the students are given lots ofchances to
repeat it, with you helping them to say it fluently and accurately with the best
possible pronunciation (especially intonation!).You can help the students
remember the dialogue by drawing up simple cue pictures on the board (eg a
hand ffying to pick up the suitcase).*

5 Steps 2, 3 and 4 are repeated for each line.
6 There are also frequent repetitions ofthe whole dialogue to date (in pairs,

perhaps, or by dividing the room into two halves).

* It's tempting to make Stage 4 easier by writing up the words on the board and
reading it out from there. Ifyou do this, dre students won't need to think very
much.The fun and challenge of the activity is in uying to recall previous words!

technique on the DVD

Follow-on activities

lfhen the dialogue is complete, follow-on activities could include writing it out,
acting it out, continuing it, etc.

Grammar practice activities and games

Grammar praclice activities are designed to focus on the use ofparticular items of
grammar.The material is designed so that the students have few opportunities for
avoiding working with the target language. Here are some examples:

Split sentences
'i/rite out some sentences using the first conditional for warnings (eg Ifyou touch
the dog,it'll bite you.) and then cut each sentence in half. Hand out these pieces to
the students, who have to read out their halfand frnd the matching half amongst
the other students.

If you touch the dog,
Ifyou steal my boyfriend,
Ifyou go out now,
Ifyou don't leave,
Ifyou don't book a ticket,

Grarnrnar quiz

Run a quiz for two teams.\rrite a verb infinitive on the board; the tirst team to put
the past participle correctly on the board wins a point. It's not too hard to find
variations to make a simple quiz like this more interesting. For example:
. use a noughts and crosses (rc-tac-toe) grid to score on - the team must get

three symbols in a row;
. get students to prepare the questions themselves for the other team to answer;
. add in special rules ofyour own to allow penalties, 'jokers', bonus points, etc.

you'll be sick.
it'll bite you.
I'll never speak to you again.
]uu !  tscL rua(cu.

I'll call the police.
you'll be lucky to get a seat.
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Memory test

Prepare copies ofthree pictures showing people doing various things. For
example, shopping in a department store; dancing in a nightclub; having a picnic
by the river. In class, this material is used as a 'memory test' to work on the
present progressive tense (is I aw I are + -mg). Show the first picture to the
students for a length of time, and then hide it.Then read out some true / false
questions about the picture (eg for Figure 7.7, 'The cat is walking past the litter
bin', 'The policeman is talking to the shop assistant'). In teams, the students
discuss them, then give their answers and are awarded points. At the end, the
teams are given a different picture and prepare their own list often questions to
ask the other team.

Figure 7.7 Memory test

Picture dictation
The material for 'Memory test' above could be used as a picture dictation (y L.:: r
a student describes the picture while other students, who haven't seen it, u1 t.
draw it from the instructions).

Mirning an action
Students in turn are given a card with an action on it, which they must mime r. C
enough for the other students to guess. For example, a student mimes swimrr-l
and the other students say 'You're swimming in the sea' (present progressir c
Depending on your introduction. this could be u:ed to pracdse a variery oI t.
eg'Show us what you did yesterday'/ 'You swam in the sea'; 'Show us what 1 -
were doing at midday yesterday'/'You were swimming in the sea'.The mim.-
could also refer to future time. An interesting idea to practise goizg ro woul(l :.:
the student to mime what she would do before the actual action, eg mrme r, -
down to the beach, putting on swrmmrng costume, getting ready to dive: '). - -
going to swim'.
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The game works beautifully with adverbs. Prepare two sets ofcards: one set with
actions, one with adverbs. The students take one card from each pile.They tell the
class what the action is, but not what the adverb is.They then do the action in dre
manner of the adverb.The others, of course, have to guess what the adverb is.

Growing stories

Storybuilding actrvities are excellent for work on the past simple. Here are two
examples:

1 Start a story by saying one sentence in the past simple tense.The students
continue the story by adding one sentence each.

2 Hand out a large set of different magazine photos, which the students, in small
groups,look at. Then hand out a pre-written selection ofverbs (eg decided,
wished, exploded, etc).The students match the verbs to pictures of their choice,
and then invent a complete sentence including the verb.\Vhen a group of
students has ten picture / verb matches, they attempt to invent the other details
ofa complete story, which they prepare orally and tell the rest ofthe class.

Questionnaires
Turn your current grammar items into a questionnaire. Get students to survey
each other. It's usually bener if your questionnaire does not contain fully written-
out questions. Give them the 'bones' of the questions so that they need to think
and make the sentences themselves (eg Where I go I ton rgZr?). Other-wise it will be
you who has had the most challenging language work, and all the students have
had to do is read out your workl Even better, get them to write the questionnaire!

Grarnrnar auctions
Prepare a mix ofcorrect and incouect sentences. Students working in groups are
allocated an amount ofpretend money.You read out a sentence.They must decide
ifit's correct or not.They then "bid" on the sentence as ifin an auction.They aim
to only buy correct sentences (as only these are worth anlthing at the end).u?hen
all sentences have been auctioned, reveal what each is worth (ie nothing for
incorrect, variable amounts for good ones).

Board garnes

A board game such a #.ne|fublock of flar resource on the DVD could also be used.

For more on freer practice / authentic use activities see Chapter 9 Productive skills
and Chaoter 10 Receotizte shills.
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Chapter 7 Teaching grammar

5 Other ways to gramlnar

The lessons in the previous section were all based on the 'present-practise,

structure. But let's look again at some possible 'building brick' components
lesson (see Chapter 6, Section 3) so that we can consider alternative lesson
Ifwe select and then sequence components as shown in Figure 7.8 that seem
rmportant to us, we can construct various significantly different lesson

Figure 7.8 Alternative building blocks

Test-Teach-Test I -

$fhat would happen if we 'turned around' ttre 'present-practise' lesson, and
practice stage fust?

o

Restricted
ourpur

Clarif ication:
guided

drscovery

Restricted
OUIPUI

Figure 7.9 Test-Teach-Test structure

Practice
(restricted

output)
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5 Other ways to grammar

$7hat's happening here?This suggests dlat we set the learners a task to do that
requires them to use language and then, as a result of monitoring them while they
wor( we offer input, correction, explanation, etc. Here is an example lesson in
which a group of Elementary learners are studying prepositions ofplace :

1 Restricted output: The students work in pairs. Both students are given a
separate picture of the same hotel room (which they do not show to their
partner).The pictures are identical, except ttrat five familiar objects (eg a char, a
botde, etc) are in pictureA but not in picture B, and a different frve objects are in
picture B but not in pictureA. Students have to describe where the objects are to
each other, drawing items when they frnd out exactly where they are.

2 Clarification (guided discovery): rJflhen the activity has finished, tie teacher asks
the students to compare pictures andrecall how they described the various
locations. Pairs work together for a while, then some are invited to put their answers
on the board. She asks the class to decide together which sentences are correct and
which not. She encourages the class to discuss and agree together (usingreference
books ifnecessary); she directs the discussion so as to get the class tlrinking and
working together, but only offers specific help with the language problems towards
the end if problems remain that the class could not solve.

3 Restricted output: Learners do a task very similar to the original hotel task,
but involving a different location.

It looks as if we are throwing learners in the deep end and finding out what they
need to know by first testing what they can use, then teaching those things that
revealed problems or were absent but needed, then letting learners try again to use
the Ianguage (ie te st-teach-te st) .

The example we have just looked at involved 'restricted' tasks. A test-teach-test
Iesson could also set learners a general speaking task without restriction of
Ianguage; in this case, learners may reveal a much more unpredictable set of
errors, problems, etc.

This lesson type is much harder to fully plan in advance, as you do not necessarily
know what specific language items might come up and require work, information,
etc. For this reason, this is a lesson type that teachers tend not to try until they have
gained a certain amount ofexperience and sufficient familiarity with the basics of
English grammar and usage.

You may be wondering how either ofthese lesson structures might be possible-
How can learners use language before it has been taught?

! hen I come to teach many of my students a 'new' grammatical itemJ I may be
surprised to find that they 'half-know' it already.\fith students studying for a
period of time on any course that includes skills work (reading, listening, etc), this
effect is even more marked because students have been exposed to a large amount
oflanguage on recordings and in texts, and they have often become half-aware of
many grammatical patterns. A common example is the present perfect tense:
students have often heard and read manv examoles ofthis tense before it is
actually focused on in class.

From this I can conclude that 'new' grammar is often not completely new for
students and they may have met it many times before it is actually 'raught'.

Teachers often talk about 'teaching' (or 'presenting') new grammarl what is meant
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Chapter 7 Teaching grammar

from it. If you'd like to try out a lessor! look at the
on the DVD for some sample instrucdons.

is that it is the first time that they have focused in detail on a particular item in
class. And, in fact, it is extremely hard to do such teaching iflearners haven,t had
this kind of exposure. It's almost impossible to learn something the very hrst timc
you meet it, but if it has 'drip-fed' into your brain over a period of time, you har-e r
reasonable starting point. For these reasons, giving students chances to be
exposed to, or to attempt to use,language 'above' their apparent level of
knowledge of grammar is extemely useful and greatly aids future work on
grammar. It both celebrates what students can do and clarifies precisely what sdl
needs to be worked on. Maybe we should call these approaches .exposure-resr-
teach-test' rather than iust 

'test-teach-test' for they will or yworkif learners harr
been exposed to language.

Appropriate teaching strategies for Beginnels
Do you think it would be possible to use 'exposure-test-teach-test approacnes
with low-level students, say with Begjnners?

There are few people in the world who know nothing ofEnglish. Even someone
who has studied no English has probably picked up a number of,international
English' expressions and words (duty Jree, no smoking,it\ the real thing,etc). Ma-q
adult learners who call themselves Beginners have, in fact, studied English at
school for two or more years; most of this has been 'forgotten' or is hard to actjr
through lack ofuse or lack of confidence.These are the so-called ,false Beginnerr.
By providing listening and reading work at an appropriate level, this stock ofha.F
known language will quickly increase. Provided learners have sufficient
it is certainly possible to use 'exposure-test-teach-test' approaches at low levels-

Total Physical Response (TPR)

TPR is, in fact, a whole methodology and has proved to be very successful,
especially at low levels. Initially learners are given restricted exposure to a large
number of instructsons (eg lY/alh to the door, Pick up Jolanda's pen) . Gesnsres and
demonstations quickly help learners to understand the meaning, and learners
then do what they are asked to.

Lessons continue in this manner for a long time, with increasingly complex
instructions and,later, other sentences. Learners are not required to use the
language themselves until they want to and feel ready. Many teachers, while nor
necessarily adopting the whole methodology, retrieve teaching teclxiques

&I Insson
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Figure 7.10 Total Physical Response lesson
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5 Other ways to grammar

Task-Based Learning (TBL)

TBL is a general term for some more variations on the ,exposure-test-teach-test,

lesson stucture.

Lessons are centred round a task, ie the learners have to do a particular
assignment (which will probably have a clear ourcome).This task will usually be'real world' rather than 'language focused' (eg 'Plan a birthday party'rather than'Fill in the gaps in this exercise').The lesson will often start with the task itself
(maybe after some lead-in introducing the theme or topic) and may include other
stages such as'listening to a recording ofcompetent language users doing the
same task','Learners give a report back on how thel' did the task'and a'Preparation of the report' stage.

Figure 7.11 Task-Based Learning Iesson

Text starts

In the section on 'present-practise', 
we saw how restricted texts could be used as a

way ofproviding language exposure.You can do exactly the same with authentic
texts, though you may need to take more care planning how you exploit them.

Because these texts have not been specihcally designed for language students,
they will have neither simplified, controlled language nor lots ofspecially placed
examples of a specihc target language item. As with the restricted texts) you will
probably need to start out as ifit were a normal task-based skills reading or
listening lesson, following a sequence oftasks from general to specific so that
learners get a reasonable understanding ofthe text before we focus on language
points. Note that it's hard to do any useful language work unless the learners have
a fair idea of their way around tlte text.

With an authentic text rather than a restricted one, there may be not be multiple
examples ofa particular grammatical point to studyJ and individual language
items will probably nor'iump out' in the same way as with a restricted text.This
suggests that an authentic text will often be more useful for drawing attention ro a
range ofvarious language points in action rather than a single targer point.
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Authentic
exposure

Activities that
promote
'noticing'

Clarif icat ion:
guided

otscovery-

Figarc7.12 Text starts lesson

100%o exPosure

Someone going to live in a country who does not know the language and does
attend classes may learn by 'picking up' the language, ie they will receive lots of
authentic exposure and will attempt authentic output in return (sometimes witl
helpfi.rl feedback from friends, shopkeepers, etc). Some teachers believe that d:
best way to teach language formally may be to reproduce this approach as far o
possible in class. A teacher who wanted to work in this way might therefore
learners in lots ofreal activity and conversation (making coffee together'
along the street and looking at shops, etc) and hope that learners pick up
Less strict interpretations would allow'teaching' as well, to give feedbacls
explanations guidance, etc. A more structured variant would be based on a
syllabus where the teacher had chosen a planned sequence oftopics and tasks
that lessons had a clear sense ofprogress and challenge.\Thether any ofthese
be termed'grammar' lessons is arguable; they are more general'language'

Authentic
exposure

Figure 7.13 100% exposure
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Ghapter 8 Teaching lexis

Students often approach the learning ofvocabulary in a fairly random way. This
chapter looks at how to encourage them to be more systematic. It presents a
number ofways to present and practise vocabulary as well as exploring what
aspects of meaning it takes to really know a word.

What is lexis?

Teacher attitudes to vocabulary have changed a lot over recent years.The use of
the word /exzs (rather than the more famlliar vocabulary) reflects a fundamental
shift in understanding, attitude and approach.The increasing availability of
corpora (large computerised databases ofanalysable real conversations and
other text), and dictionaries, grammar books and other resources based on them
have revealed many surprising features oflanguage that had been previously
unrealised. An influential boolg The LexicalApproacft by Michael Lewis published
in 1993, had a significant impact on the profession in raising awareness of the
importance oflexis and of the weaknesses of much classroom vocabulary work.

So what is lexis? Is it more than just a fancy word for vocabulary? How does lexis
relate to grammar? I'll give some definitions on the next page, but first it may be
useful to see why there is a need for these different words.

Lexis compared with grammar

Which ofthe following items would you consider appropriate for inctusion in a lexis /
vocabulary lesson (as opposed to,  for  example,  a grammar lesson)?

computer, water, stock market, go off, pass the exam, swim againstthe de, it's up
to you

lfhen teaching, should we consider every set ofletters that is bordered by spaces
as a separate entity? Or does it make more sense to take some combinations of
words as a single grouping, a single meaning, a single lexical item?

Cornputer and water are familiar one-word vocabulary items, but what about srocA
market? These two words are regularly found together with a fixed meaning; this
surely counts as a single item ofvocabulary (it has its own entry in the dictionary).
How useful would it be to only teach stock and ruarket separately and hope that the
Iearners will somehow find a way of combining them to make a new meaning?
Stock market is an example of a single lexical item, in this case with two words
rather tllan one ,

One possible meaning of go o.fis explode (as in The bomb went off). Here (in
contrast to srocA ruarket),the meaning is not guessable, even if a student knows the
meaning of both go and o-fon their own. This two-word lexical item quite clearly
has an individual identity that is more than the sum ofits parts - and it also has
variant forms (go ofl,going off,wen r o;f, etc).In class, we need to deal with go off as a
piece ofvocabulary in its own right.
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Chapter 8 Teaching lexis

In suim against the tide,the folur words have a specific, definable meamng
furerhapsin another language it could be said in a single word). It is listed in
dictionaries (sometimes classed as an idiom). Do we need to teach this as a fi_red
chunk oflanguage? It seems to be a four-word lexical item - a single unit of
meaning that requires four words to be expressed. If we change any one ofthe
words, we lose the familiar chunk - s wim along the tide or diveigairct the tide d.on r
seem to workjn the same way. Similar ch1nks are jump on the band_zpqgon,kick r
bucket,paint the town red,put two and tu)o together,haae both feet on the giound, etc.
Pass the exam doesn't have quite the same kind of separ ate idenity-The exam and
pars seem more separable, ie we can think oflots of alternative words that could
equally well go in fr ont of exam. Nl the same, it,s clear that pass very often goes
rogether with exam (as do fail, take, en ler and a few other words) . These are all
common collocations wittr exarz, ie words ttrar rypically go together with that
word.These are not fixed lexical items, but probable, commonlolocations.
A more difficult problem is provided by expressions s uch as h\ up to gou.Is iJtis
a single lexical item, or is it a sentence that a speaker (knowing the rules of
grammar) constructs afresh every time he needs it? Consideisome other
examples: it\ all the satne to mq what on earth ..., ntinding my own business, funnlyou should salt that, sorrg I'm late, wouldn't you rather ...,1r? do, etc.These itemi
would probably not be found in most dictionaries, but, all the same, they do seem
to have an element of being fixed items, in the same way that individual words do,
It is now generally believed that native speakers do not ionstuct expresslons of
this type word by word, but rather extract ready-made chunks oflanguage from
an internal store and then put them together with other language items in order to
express complete meanings.

Lexis, vocabulary and grammar: a sumrnary
. Vocabulary typically refers mainly to single words (eg dng,green,wash) and

sometimes to very tightly linked two- or three-word comblnations (eg smcA
market, compact disc, sk3t blue, go off).

. The concept oflexis is bigger. It refers to our ,internal database' ofwords and
complete 'ready-made'fixed 

/ serni-fixed / typical combinations of words that
we can recall and use quite quickly without having to construct new phrases
and sentences word by word from scratch using our knowledge of grammar.
Lexis includes:
a) traditional single-word vocabulary items;
b) common 'going-together pafterns' ofwords (eg blonde hair, trafficjam).

These frequent combinations are known as collocationsl
c) longer combinations ofwords that are typically used together as if they were

a single item (eg s omeone ltou can talk to, on-the_spot d,ecisions,I'd rather not
say).These longer combinations (which a few years ago would probably nor
have been considered as anything remotely related to ;ocabulary) are
commonJy referred to as chunks or sometimes as multiword items.

^ (Categories (b) and (c) are both classed as lexical items.)
. Gramrnar refers to the generalisable patterns ofthe language and to our abilin

to construct new phrases and sentences out ofword combinations and
grammatical features (verb endings, etc) to express a precise (and probably
unique) meaning.
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2 Lexts in the classroom

'We 
could argue th at collocations and chunks occupy an intermediate zone between

vocabulary and grammar (see Figure 8.1).

vocaDutarv
<-. > Erammar<rcxls

s ing le  words
and fixed two /

three word
combinat ions

co l loca t ions
'ready-made'

cnunKS

formation of
new pnrases

and sentences

Figure 8.1 Vocabulary, lexis and grammar

Having said all that, most teachers still use the terms uocabulary and lexis fatrly
interchangeably. Similarly, as the term lexical item is quite a mouthful, staff-room
chat tends to avoid it, refer ring instea dlo words, collocations and chunks.The word
zuord is a useful shorthand for all three. and I shall occasionallv use it as such in the
rest of this book.

Lexis in the classroom
Lexis is a powerful carrier of meaning. Beginners often manage to communicate
in English by using the accumulaLive effect ofindividual words. A student who
says'Yesterday. Go disco. And friends. Dancing'will almost certainly get much of
his message over despite completely avoiding grammar; the meaning is conveyed
by the lexis alone. A good knowledge of grammar, on the other hand, is not such a
powerful tool.'I wonder if you could lend me your ...'means litde without a word
to fill the gap, whereas dre gapped word.- calculator - on its own could possibly
communicate the desired message:'Calculator?'

A learner, recognising the communicative power oflexis, might reasonably aim to
acquire a working knowledge of a large number of words : 'The more words I have,
the more precisely I can express the exact meanings I want to.' But (as many of us
will recall from our own studies of other languages) getting to be on familiar terms
with lexis is quite difficult.The longlists ofwords and their translations in our
exercise books somehow always seem to defy memory, and even when we can recall
the word we want, it doesn't always seem to fit comforubly into our own sentences.
Perhaps the translation approach is part of the problem. Lexical items live within
their own languages, and though a dictionary tanslation can give an introduction
to the meaning ofa word, it can never really let us into the secrets ofhow that word
exists within its language. Instead, we are left with questions:
. NThat lexical items have a similar meaning to this one? How do they differ in

meaning?
.Isthislexicalitempartofafamilyorgroupofrelatedlexicalitems?\Thatare

the other members? How do they relate to each other?
. What other lexical items typically keep company with this one (often coming

before or after it in a sentence))
. Is the lexical item normally used as part of a fixed phrase?
. Ifhat other lexical items can be formed by adding or taking away bits?
. What are the situations and contexts where this lexical item is rypically found or

not found?
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Chapter I Teaching lexis

Many teachers find that a useful first step towards answering such questions is to
encourage (and train students in) the use ofEnglish-English dictionaries rather
than translation dictionaries. Such dictionaries usually offer sentences
exemplifying typical usage, notes on common sentence pafterns, pronunciarion.
relationships with other lexical items, etc. Learner training in the effective use of
dictionaries gives students a valuable skill that they can use in and out of the
classroom.

You need to find other systematic ways of helping learners with lexis. Random
explanations and examples off the top of your head in the middle of a lesson ma1-
solve unexpected problems on the spot, but lexical items dealt with in this way art
unlikely to become a long-term part ofthe learner's own store ofEnglish. In
contrast, a systematic approach might devote lesson time to helping learners at
each of the following stages oflearning lexis:

(1) Meeting new lexical items and understanding them and their use

(2) Practising using them

(3) Memorising them

(4) Recalling and using them

An important consideration for plaruring lexis work is the distinction between
productive and receptive lexis.We all understand many more lexical items than
we actually use in everyday situations; for example, in this section, you have seen d;
words def9, conaeyed, acquire and systenarzi yet it is unlikely that you have actualll'
used any ofthese in the past few weeks. Our receptive lexis is the set oflexical itens
that we recognise and understand, but tend not to use ourselves in everyday speedl

At Beginner level, most new lexical items learned by students have obvious
immediate practical uses; they quicHy become part ofthe learners' everyday
English - their productive lexis.You can help this by giving students opportunidet
to practise new lexical items in spoken communication. Good pronunciarion
might be encouraged - getting the sounds and the stress right.

However, as students learn more and more lexical items, they will find that manl-
items seem less immediately usefr:1 and are perhaps only occasionally met with ia
the context ofreading or listening material.There may seem less poinr in getting
students to practise such lexical items.lfork on pronunciation can still be usefirl.
but is more likely to be analltical (eg LY4tich is the stressed syllable?) rather than as
part of communication practice.

The role oflexis in the classroorrr

1 Lexis is important and needs to be dealt with systematically in its own righq it c
not simply an add-on to grammar or skills lessons.

2 Our job does not finish as soon as students have ffst met some new lexis; we
need to help them practise,learn, store, recall and use the items.

3 Training in the use of English-English dictionaries provides studenrs with a
vital tool for self-study.

4 \7e need to distinguish between lexis for productive use and for receptive
recognition, and adapt our classroom work appropriately.

5 As we saw in the previous section, we need to deal not only with single-word
lexical items, but also with longer, multiword items.
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3 Presenting lexis

Presenting lexis

You may sometimes want to offer a short) teacherled focus on the meaning, form
and use of lexical items.This may be to clarify a single item, perhaps when a
problem comes up unexpectedly in the middle ofa lesson, though more often you
will group items together and teach a small set at the same time. It is usually most
useful when the lexical items presented are connected in some way, for example:
. words connected with the same location or event (eg shop words, wedding words);
. words that have the same grammar and similar use (eg adjectives to describe

people, movement verbs);
. words that can be used to achieve success in a specific task (eg persuading a

foreign friend to visit your town).

Grouping lexical items fo1 teaching
Think of one or two other ways to group lexical items for teaching.

Presentation techniques for lexis

If you just want to quickly convey the meaning of one or more lexical items, there
are a number ofways you could do that.The most common technique probably
involves a presentation-practice route:
. Present: you first offer some cues, pictures or informalion about the target

items and elicit the words from students or model them yourself.You will need
to check that learners have understood how they are formed, what they mean
and how they are used.

. Practise: you then get the students to practise, eg by repeating items, using them
in short dialogues, etc.

These techniques are similar to those used in the present-practise secdon on
grammar (see Chapter 7, Section 2).

Alternatively, there are many other ways to convey meaning. For each lexical item
in the following random list, I've suggested a different way that you could help
students begin to learn the meaning.

g/ozes Mime putting them on.

disgusting Mime (eg smelling old food) and make a facial expression.

swimming Translate it.

cafi Draw a qluick sketch on the board or show a flashcard or
picture in a book.

ofun Draw aline. Mark neaer atone end ar'd alwags atthe other.
Mark points along it'. usually, rareljt, etc.

chase Gettwo or three students to act it out.

Jrightened Tell a personal anecdote.

rossroads Build a model with Cuisenaire rods or toy construction bricks.

wind.ow sill Point to dre object.

exploitation Explain the meaning (with examples).

ftope Read out the dictionary defrnition.
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Chapter 8 Teaching lexis

put up with Tell a short story that includes it.

snpler Bring one into class to show them.
put yourfoot down Act out a shorr conversauon.

contact lens Students who know explain to those who don,t.

reduction Draw a diagram or graph.

Some of these ideas used on their own might seem more time-consuming than I
worthwhile for a single word. However, they may be valid if they are
ie if they also allow you to intoduce other items usinE the same technique.
or illustration. For example, the idea given above for crossroads involves usirg
Cuisenaire rods to make a little road scene, which presumably would take a
minute or so to setup and introduce.That might arguably be long-winded, bur
becomes more usable if, having set up the scene, you can then also easily teach
traflic lights, zebra crossing, signpost, ffafr;c using the same situational context.
Bear in mind that, whatever you do, the stand-alone words are not much use m
their own. For example, disgusting as a single word has some use but is limited-
ifstudents know that they can smell food and say'Ooh!That's disgustingl'and'That caf6 was absolutely disgusting!', it starts to become a really usable item_
ifyou present lexical items, remember not iust to teach isolated items, but to
sure that learners get to hear and use them in realistic sentences.

Teaching ideas for lexis
Continue the l ist with teaching ideas for the following words: Wednesday, tunne!.
chillv. overtake.

A simple lexis-presentation activity at Beginner or Elementary level might inr
using techniques such as these to introduce students to a short list of new lexic{
items.This input (ie teaching) ofnew lexis would probably be followed by a
practice activity in which students could find ways to use the words that they had
iust met or revised (see the next section).

However, even if you have used these techniques in class, you can,t really say that
the students have learned tie new item.The first meeting with a lexical item (in
class or elsewhere) is only one step. Coming to really learn the scope and limits of
a lexical item is a long and gradual process; a lexical item learned initially at
Beginner level (for example, 6ooA) can go on revealing more and more ofitself
even up to Advanced,level (to do something by the book, bookzaorm, bookish, kttle
blnck book, to throw the book at someone, to book someone, etc).The list ofteaching
ideas for swimming can be extended to include some ways of studying this lexical
item beyond a frst meeting, for example:
. draw a circle wirhthe word swimmlng in the centre. Add iines leading from rhb

word to a variety ofcollocations or phrases: - pool, - lesson, - tunks, Shall."Lv
go -, etc.These items could be elicited from students, searched for in
dictionaries, found in texts, erc,

. :use swimming as starting point and collect a number of connected lexical
eg water polo, diaing board, deep end, crawl, etc;

. collect grarnmadcal variadons on swimming, eg swim, swam.
szoxmmers.

The teaching ideas in this section are mainly to do with showing, illustrating or
demonstrating the meaning.This is possible for many words (particularly
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4 Lexical practice activities and games

tangible, visible objects or simple verbs), but problemattc for more complex
meanings (eg supetficial,reaelation, avert).In utch cases,learners are likely to need
to see or hear words in specific contexts in reading texts or listening materials.

Lexical practice activities and games
After students have seen and heard a new lexical item for the hrst time, they will
need opportunities to become more familiar with it, to practise recognising,
manipulating and using it. Many simple lexical practice activities are based
around the following ideas:
. discussions, communicative activities and role play requiring use of the lexical items;
. making use of the lexis in written tasks.

There are many published exercises on lexis.These include:
. matching pictures to lexical items;
. matching parts oflexical items to other parts, eg beginnings and endings;
. matching lexical items to others, eg collocations, synonyms, opposites, sets of

related words. etci
. using prefi-res and suffixes to build new lexical items from given words;
. classifying items into lists;
. using given lexical items to complete a specific task;
. frll ing in crosswords. grids or diagrams:
. filling in gaps in sentences;
. memory games.

Many such tasks seem to be designed for students working on their own, but can
easily be used in class.

Using lexical practice exercises in class
This is a practice exercise from a lexis book for Beginner / Elementary students.
How could you use i t  in  a c lass of  s tudents?

Frorn Word Games with English l,Howard-lTilliams and Herd (Heinemann, 1986)

Which word B diflerent from ihe othe6'

@tF

W
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There are many options. For example:

You could ask each student to do the exercise on his / her own.
Students could work together in pairs or small groups to find the answers
(possibly comparing with other pairs later).
The whole class could decide on answers togedrer.
You could make teams and the exercise could be run as a competition, giving
questions in turns to the separate teams and awarding points for right answers-

You could also use this exercise as source material for a series ofactivities, perhaps
getting students to:
. match word groups with the pictures;
. lookup any lexical items they don't know in their dictionaries;
. explain new lexical items to other students;
. do the exercise in pairs;
. check and compare answers as a whole class;
. in groups, write their own questions in dre same style;
. use the new questions as a ouiz between teams.

This kind of practice is mainly focused on reading and writing and on using the
lexical items individually and away from any context.The students are learning
about the lexical items rather than actually using them. In lexis work, you also
need to provide chances for students to get oml and / or written practice in using
the lexical items.

Lexical items in a practice task
Here are two exercises from a higher-level lexis book. List ten or more items of
that students will practise when they do these exercises.

Frcm Wordbuildnr by Guy\Tellman (Heinemann, 1989)

Some possible lexis: planet, solar system, Earth, Mars,fupiter, Saturn, Sun, stur.
galaxy, UFO, comet, spaceship, satellite,moon, rocket, alien, black hole, nngs,
speed of light, ET, etc.

Many practice activities combine giving the students a list of lexical items and
setLing them a task to do with those lexical items. The practice activity inTask t

Practice
Write or discuss the answers to these questions.
1 How much do you know about each of the planets in our system?
2 How fa r  do  you th ink  man w i l l  ge t  in  space d iscovery  in  the  nex t

hundred years?
3 Do we really need to know what other planets and systems are l ike?

You are an astronaut reporting back to Earth from outer space.
Describe what you can see as you float through space.
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4 Lexical practice activities and games

for example, is preceded in the book by an actrvity that focuses the students clearly
on a large number ofuseful lexical items.

qffif@* Designing a task for specific lexicat items
Look at the picture and lexical items below. Design a task that will give students
written or oral practice in using a number of these lexical ilems: cash register, shop
asslstant, trolley, credit card, expensive, thief, purse, change, shopping bag,
receipt, customer, pay, paid, shopping (noun).

+#USEHOLD

Figure 8.2 Supermarket picture

Here are four ideas:

1 You were at the shops yesterday and you lost your purse.you think another
person took it. Look at the picture and think about your story.The other
student in your pair is a policewoman. Tell her exactly what happened.

2 Do you like shopping?Vhat are some of the problems? perhaps this picture will
give you some ideas.lfrite frve or six sentences about what vou like and dislike.
When you are readl. compare with orier srudents.

3 Get into groups oftluee. Look at this picture. In your group, one student is this
man, one student is the shop assistant, and one student is this woman. First of
all, think about what they are discussing. Are they arguing?I hy?Then stand
up and practise the conversation.

4 nyrite a strong letter of complaint to t]]e manager of this shop about a terrible
incident that happened to you yesterday.
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Chapter I Teaching lexis

Lexis and skills work
A great deal of lexs work in class occurs in relation to reading and listening tasks.
There are definite advantages in this, most importantly because learners meet ihe
language in realistic contexts and see how the items fit into t}te meaning and st1'le
ofa whole text.

The text that immediately surrounds a lexical item is referred to as co-text. Co-
text provides important exposure for learners to samples oflanguage being used.
This suggests why texts are often more useful for teaching lexis than lessons that
focus on lexis as separated, stand-alone items without such surrounding languagc-

When using reading or listening texts, a focus on lexis may occur before, while or
after the students read or listen.

Pre-teaching lexis

The teacher may select some activities specifically designed to revise, teach and
practise lexis before moving on to work on the text or recording.The lexis selected
for teaching is likely to be that most needed for completion ofwhatever listening
or reading tasks are to be set. Although this is usually called pre-teaching,
remember that this work may be helping students to recall items they already
know as much as introducing new items . The main aim is to help ensure that the
following activity will work (because there will be fewer stumbling blocks of
unknown lexical items).This work may, of course, also teach or revise some lexis
that may be useful in its own right.

Lexis and listening wolk
The following audioscript is for a recording that will be used with an Elementary
class. The students have recently been working on ways of describing position
(next to, behind, beside, eIc). Their task when listening will be to look at a picture
(Figure 8.3) and note the mistakes.

Read the audioscr ip t  and under l ine three or  four  lex ica l  i tems that  you might
pre-teach. What other items do you think students will need (or want) to
understand?

Audioscript

\7ell, he's made a few mistakes, hasn'the?This place selling snacks - that should
be a souvenir shop, shouldn't it? So, change that name from 'Snacks' to 'Gifts'.Yer,

it'll be selling postcards and toys and things. And why is the phone box over by dr
lake? I'm going to sack ttrat artist when I see him again! He's absolutely
incompetent. He gets twice my salary and can't do a basic sketch. I mean, we
wanted the phone next to the shop, didn't we, not over there by the lake.Yes, on rl:
right of the shop, by that street lamp. And I think there should be a letter box therr
as well, on the wall of the shop would be hne. And there aren't enough trees - we
could do with a lot more trees - beside the lake, along the edge of the water.Yes,
that looks befter.
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5 Lexis and skil ls work

Figure8.3 Amusementpark

The following lexical items are useful to do the task: sz acks, souaenir shop,gifts,
Phone box, strcet lamp, letter box, trees, edge.

Note that JacA art ist, absolutell, incompetent, twice, salqry, basic and sketch, although
probably unknown to the students, are not necessary in order to complete the
task, and therefore do not need to be pre-taught or otherwise focused on. It is
Iikely that you would not deal with them at all, unless a student specifically asked
about them.

Here are some common pre-teaching tasks of the kind you frequently find in
coursebooks.
. Match rhe words u ith fre picrures.
. Check fre meaning of r1-tese words in t}e dicrionary.
. Malch fre words wiri rhe definirions.
. Brainstorm words on a set topic (ie collect as many as you can).
. Divide these words into two groups (eg food words and hobby words).
. Label the items in a picture with the right names.
. Complete gapped sentences with words from a list.
. Discuss a topic (that will feature in the text).
. Say which words (from a list) you expect to be in a text about . . .

In addition to these ideas, you may want to do some teacher-led presentation or
clarification.You could use ideas from Presenting lexis (Section 3 of this chapter),
for example offering students dehnitions or illustrations oflvords and eliciting the
items from learners.

ttui hr
//u /,//
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Chapter 8 Teaching lexis

Using short anecdotes for pre-teaching

One difhculty you may find when planning pre-teaching is that you have quite a
random collection ofwords, and it may be hard to organise the teaching into a
coherent shape. One strategy teachers often use is to concoct a short story
(perhaps a personal anecdote) that includes each of the separate items.The storv
can be designed to help make the meanings of the items clear and memorable. It
may be similar to the text that students are going to read or listen to, but it
shouldn'tbe so close that it diffuses later interest in working with that text.Vhen
the story has been prepared, you can:
. tell it, miming or showing flash cards or board drawings) etc to illustrate

meamngs as you go;
. tell it. explaining or translating meanings as you go;
. tell it, asking comprehension questions and concept questions as words come

up in the story;
. tell it, asking comprehension questions and concept questions afterwardsl
. tell it, pretending to forget the words as you tell the story. Elicit the words from

students;
. tell the whole story once with the lexis included, then retell it and 'forget' the

iterns (as above) .

Planning a story including specific lexis
Work out a short story you could tell to help students at Elementary level
understand the meaning ofthe following lexical items'. bridge, basket, goldfish,
I i b ra r y, m a p, photographe r.

Note that pre-teaching is not compulsoryl It may sometimes interfere with or
undermine the aims of your reading or listening work. For example, if one of the
aims ofa reading task is that learners read quicHy and do not get woffied abour
lexical items they don't know, you may upser this by dealing with some of this
potentially unknown lexis before they even start the task.

Dealing with lexis during reading or listening work

Sfhile students are mainly working on reading or listening skills, you are less like\
to spend time on lexis, as this might clash with the reading,listening or other aimr
During such stages, you are likely only to:
. deal with an item when a student specifically asks about it;
. give brief, to-the-point explanations or translalions, rather than detailed

presemauons;
. offer help quietly to the one or two students who asls rather than to the whole

class;
. sometimes refuse help and tell students to do their bestwithout knowine some

rtems.
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5 Lexis and skills work

After the first phase oflistening or reading work

Once the learners have become comfortable with the text, you can focus attention
on lexical items in the text and how they are used. Here are some things that you
could ask:
. Can you guess the meaning of this word from the meaning of the text around it?
. Find some words in the text that mean . . .
. Find some words in the text connected witl.r the subiect of . . .
. In line X. what does . . . mean?
. Find words and sort them into three separate groups under these headings: . ..
. Sflhy does the writer use the word . . . here?
. Find words in the text that match this list of synonyms .
. lfhat words come before / after the word . .. .Vhat other words collocate with

this word?
. Can you remember any other phrases you know with this word in them?
. Can you find any multiword items (ie groups of words that go together /

chunks)?
. rff/hat's the opposite ofthis word?
. How many different words does the writer use to describe the . .. ?

Lexis work after the rnain stages ofreading or listening work

Coursebooks frequently offer follou-up tasks and exercises that focus on the use
oflexis in the text and encourage learners to try using the items themselves. These
are often similar to the practice activities we looked at in Section 4 of this chapter.

Lesson procedures

Here is a brieflesson procedure for a reading and speaking lesson including lexis
work at Elementary level for a multinational group ofyoung adults who have
recently travelled to the UK.

l Pre-teach lexis
Use board pictures to draw an airport. Elicit the following items (and clarify
those they don't kn ow): pl,zne, check-in, take off, dplalted, Pas sengel', custolns,lirst
aid, bureau de change. Practise pronunciation. Focus on getting the stress
correct. Make sure students get oral practice.

2 Written practice of lexis
Give each student a handout showing photos of an airport, with a list oflexical
items around tie edges. Students match the lexical items to objects in the
picture by drawing lines.

3 Oral practice oflexis
Put students in pairs. Ask them to think about the last time they used an airport
and describe to each other the procedure from arrival to the moment they took
off.\Xrhat did they like or not like about it?

4 Reading to frnd specific inforrnation
Use a Heathrow Airport information leaflet for a fast-reading exercrse.
Students have to find the answers to ten questions as quickly as possible, eg
lY,/ltat time does the bureau de change c/ose? (The questions should involve using
the lexis taught in Stage i.)
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Chapter 8 Teaching lexis

5 Further lexis work
IThen they've firushed, ask questions to focus them on aniuals, d.epartures,
du.tg free,immigratioq baggage claim,plus any useful lexical items the students
asK about.

6 Cornrnunicative activity (an opportunity to use lexis learned)
Role play in small groups: one student in ea;h group is at the information desk
the other students have various problems and come to get advice.

Selecting an ordel fol a skills and lexis lesson
Here is a procedure of a reading, speaking and rexis resson for Advanced students_
Put the stages in a likely working order.
a Setthetask: read the article and find two arguments for bann ing all cars andtwo

against.
b Simulation: aformal meeting of the two opposing sides is held attheUnited NatioBs.
c Elicit / teach lexis that students have seen in the text: scaremongering, pressure

gtoup, target, manifesto.

e
f

Show picture ofthe Earth. The globe has a cartoon face and is sweating ano
its brow. Elicit what jt means (globq,l warming) andfind ouistudent opinions.
Elicit / teach ozone layer, iceberg, extinct, exhaust fumes, ultra_violet.
Divide students into two opposing groups and have them use the article to helD
prepare a detailed argument either for or agajnst. Help with lexis problems while thql
are workinA.

g Students read the article and do the task. Discuss the answers together.

A possible order woutd be: d, e, a, g, c, f, b.
You can find more_about focusing on language when working on reading or
listening texts in Chapter 10.

Planning a procedure fol a lexical lesson
Prepare a similar procedure for a lesson focused around lexis to do with the
countrys ide.

Remernbering lexical items
There is no point in studying new lexical items if they are not remembered. M,
students record newly learned lexical items in long lists in their files or exercise
books. In many cases, these lists are disorganised and are often never looked at
again after they have been written. If we can train students to record t}Ieir new
lexis in a more useful manner, we can do a lot to help their progress.
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6 RememberinE lexical items

Student word lists
Here is part of a word list from an Intermediate-level Xanadusian student's exercise
book.  F ind some reasons why i t  is  not  as usefu l  as i t  might  be.

Word

express
opr our

star
interview
shun
Krnsman
foyer
piss
poftery
o 'er
hotchpotch
semr-conductor
prosecuted

Tlanslations

atcito
organo kotor nganinot
megumba stron
(ff skulo, firmo)
galactio
tuo baire medjurma
bacawao ina terusco
megrobaro
auditorio pri mecxt
kch ir
oborosto
tubea
senico kotor emio ina tulmulenco
semikonductto
epallis na magistralo

JOme reasons:
. The items on the list seem to have no connection with each other.They appear

to be a random list (possibly written down in order ofappearance in a text).
. There are no other words that might be useful in situations where one needs to

use one of these words (eg Joyer: dress circle, stalk, stage, aisle, etc) .
. Some words are very low frequency - ie tley are rarely used - and therefore,

not very useful for most students.
. How are drey pronounced?!7here is the stress Qtrosecuted)?
. There are no examples ofthe words in use, in sentences.
. Are the words usable as nouns, adjectives, verbs, etc (interaieq express)?
. How many different meanings does each word have (star)?
. lvhat other words are connected in form to any ofthese words (interoiewer,

inter a iew e e, inte r x i ew r o o m) ?
. There is nothing to help the students remember the lexical items.
. Where might one typically come across these lexicalircms (Trespassers will be

prosecuted, We prosecute all shoplifters)?
. !7ho uses them?
. Some ofthe lexical items are very specialised and would only be used in very

specific contexts; not necessarily very useful to learn for active use (opt out).
. Some words may be archaic or literary, not used in contemporary speech.

There is no indication of this restricion. (o'er, kinsruan).
. \fhat collocations are common (7bb interaiew)?
. There are not always direct translations; perhaps a complex cultural idea is

being conveyed that four or five words cannot really explain (opt out).
. No indication or warning of taboos (p?ir).
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Chapter 8 Teaching lexis

Alternative ways of recording lexis

The action of noting down a list of lexical items is no guarantee that remembering
will take place. Remembering involves four things:

Figure 8.4 The four things involved in remembering

The following are alternative methods of recording items.

Lexical items lists

Figure 8.5 shows an alternative lexical item list that provides more information
than the  one in  Task  8 .11 .  F i l l  i t  in  fo r  two or  th ree  Eng l ish  lex ica l  i tems o f  your
cho ice .  Dec ide  yourse l f  how you want  to  in te rpre t  the  co lumn t i  es ;  the  las t
co lumn is  in tended fo r  the  s tudent  to  th ink  o f  some ,b r igh t  idea '  to  he tp  them
remember  the  word .

Figure 8.5 Alternative lexical item list

A ftr1l, photocopiable version of this is given in the
thc DVD,

word list resource on

Encouraging students to keep a useful lexical item list is one way to ensure tlar r
teaching oflexis has a value after the lesson is over. It is also pos;ible to integmte
the teaching and the storing oflexis in a more direct way by introducing drelexis
into the lesson in a way that enables the students to rec;rd not only the word bur
also the way in which they learned ttre word.

(u*^' 
u"*ut',

A --'!u 
'n"o 

""orunu

"*'-Jarr 
'"o uoo9

motorcycE / 
'meute(r) sark(e)l/ pikipiki nde a -,

get on my -,
- maintenance,

* race,
- couner

She's/ust
bought a
60Occ
Suzuki

motorcycle.
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6 RememberinA lexical items

Labelling

Another way invoh'es grouprng words so that a set is learned together.This is
often more effective than studying unrelated individual u'ords. For example, you
could present a set ofwords connected with kitchens by using a picture ofa
kitchen (Figure 8.6); the students each have a copy of the picture and write the
words on it as they learn them.

Figure 8.6 Kitchen vocabulary

Word or topic webs

A similar idea is to build a word web (or memory map or mind map) where
connections in meaning or use between different words are visually indicated in
the structure ofthe diagram (Figure 8.7). Obviously a completed word web
could be presented to students, but it is probably more useful for the students
themselves to think through the connections and to decide where each new
word fits; thus the learning ofnew words and the recording ofthem are part
of the same activitv.

cherub
inFanl

babe (in arms)

Ling
cuLe PUsh-CAat"

\ high chain5weef,
NAPPg

Figure 8.7 Word web

N7ord webs can be extended into topic webs. Learners write a topic in the centre
box and then add some useful sub-headings in the other boxes.Then tltey collect
and group words under these sub-headings, connecting each new word by a line
to the appropriate box.Thus, for example, the centre word might be srarron, some
sub-headings couldbe pl17ces, timetqble, people, things to &er1, etc. Lexical items

@ /:\
:
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Chapter 8 Teaching lexis

within these categories might lnclud e: places - booking office,uaiting roorn;
imetable - departure, delaged,ten minutes late;people - guard., ticket ircpector,
things to buy - a single to X,please; a rcturn to Xrplcase (see Figure 8.8).
This way of recording lexical items may reflect more accurately the way that we
store lexical item networks in our brains - and may therefore be more useful for
students than the rraditional lists.

re-turn to X,

return to X.

Figure 8.8 Topicweb

Word page: collocations and chunks

This page is for recording lexical items that qpically go together in patterns with e
single key word. The learner writes the key word in the centre box and then uses
the columns before and after the box to write in phrases, sentences) chunks, etc.

There was a terrible

trafflc

jam round the ring road.

lights

warden

The is really heavy today.

What 's  hold ing up the 2

Lexical item page: lexical item collector
This page can be used to record lexical items and then collect and relate items,
classified as different grammatical types. For example, if the student has found
happy, rhey could then go on to find andrecotd. happiness and happily.There's no
need to fill in all columns. Different lexical items will let you to fill in different
columns.
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6 Remembering lexical items

RecordinE words in student notebooks
Figure 8.9 shows four examples of sets of words recorded in students' notebooks, using
a number of different ideas, In each case, they represent the end result of a lesson
procedure used in class. Read the lesson descriptions written by students - (a)to (d)- and
match each one to a diagram. Trythe tasks yourselt.

frost,
\ snow

/#u,
qt ./iid)-'l"9bk/",".", (rW

handsome

charming

From The Words You Need, Rudzka, Channe , putseys and Ostyn (Macmillan 1981)

Figure 8.9 Ways of recording words (continued on next page)

Noun
(thing)

Noun
(person)

Adiective Verb
(present past -
past participie)

Advelb Phrases

hap?iheo. hupPv happity Happy bfih4ayl
| fi not na?Py

re?orL .ePorter reporled report, - re?orLea
re?oted
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From lhe Words You Need, Rudzka, Channell, putseys and Ostyn (lvlacmillan 1981

Figure 8.9 Ways ofrecording words (continued)

a The teacher asked us to consjder each word in turn, and we discussed the ftne
differences in meaning between them and tried to come to some agreement. We
didn't always agree, but I think the discussion itself was very useful, as I became
more aware about how subfle and precise meaning can be. I especially l iked it whe-
realised that the teacher wasn't always entirely certatn herself about what made o.:
word different from another.
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7 KnowinA a lexical item

b The teacher wrote one word on the board and then added a few examples, then she
gave the pens to us and we had to add other words. lf we got the spell ing wrong or
put a word in the wrong place, then she didn't correct us. She didn't need to,
because usually one ofthe other students noticed it was wrong and we dtscussed it
and then changed it. At the end, when we'd fi l led the board, the teacher pointed out
three words that were sti l l  problems. Then we copied it all down into our notebooks.
We used the words in our next activity, making a story about a hike in the
coUntryside.

c We had to find our own way to remember some new words. As we learneo eacn
new word, we had to write it down in an appropriate place, f inding a strong reason
for putting it there. The teacher said we should try to make a mental l ink or
association with that part ofthe picture;for example, one ofthe words was
spanner, so I wrote it here and tried to imagine an Australian beach with a surfer
coming in on a spanner instead of a surfboard. lt sounds a bit crazy, but I haven't
forgotten the wordl

d We worked in pairs trying to decide which words typically went together with other
words, and which combinations were impossible. Our teacher told us that this 'going

together' is called collocation.

Knowing a lexical item

ffiffiffi I know this word atready
You ' re  in  the  midd le  o f  teach ing  some 'new'  words  in  a  lex is  lesson when one o f
your  s tudents  po l i te ly  in te r rup ts  and says  tha t  he  knows a l l these words  a l ready .
What  do  you th ink  he  means by 'knowing a  word '?

He probably means that he has seen it before and knows a meaning for it. Quite a
few students seem content \vith this; lexis learning involves matching a meaning in
their language with an English word. But this definition of 'knowing a word' is
fairly limited. Does he know more than this basic meaning? Can he actually use
the word appropriately to do things in a variety ofcontexts?

Many teachers assume that the real work ofteaching lexis is introducing students
to the meanings of new lexical items) and perhaps to the spelling and the
pronunciation. In fact, much of the difficulty oflexis isn't to do with learning
endless new words, it's learning how to successfully use words one already knows,
ie learning how 'old' words are used in 'new'ways. For example, the word table
might conceivably be first met on Day one of a Beginner's course. But it's unlikely
to be fully explored and used, even as the student reaches Advanced levels. From
the basic 'core' meaning of t,tble (a piece of furniture), we find there are various
other meanings that grow out ofthat: the food spread on it to make a meal, the
guests you meet at the meal, to table a motion, a table of data, a games surface,
football league lists, part ofa musical instrument, etc.It also feafltres in many
chunks and idioms, eg Do ltott haae afree table?, a round-table discussion, to set the
table, m be unfur the table (.= drr11\) , gtc. To learn your way round all these takes
time and requires exposure to a lot of samples oflanguage in use.
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Chapter 8 Teaching lexis

What are some things you can know about a lexical item?

You can know .. Notes

how i t 's  spel led

the number of syllables

phonemes the sounds that make uo the word

which syllables are stressed shor t  words usual ly  have one main
stress; longer words may have a numb€t
of secondary stresses, too

which stresses are stronger or weaker

what part(s) of speech it is

grammatically related forms eg the past-tense form of a verb

the basic ,  'core '  meaning eg table = piece of furniture with a flat
surface and legs

other meanings

the 'semant ic  space' i t  occuoies where the meaning of one word ends and
another begins. eg fence/wall/ hedge

metaphorical meanings eg the uses of 'water' words to tatK
about business: drowning ln debt, cash
flow, eIc

connotation the associat ions and' fee l ings '  that
seem to attach to words quite apart from
their literal meaning, egjunkle sounds
more disapproving Ihan drug usel

appropriacy for certain social
situations, contexts, etc

eg it may not be appropriate to call a job
interviewer mate

restrictions on meaning things that the item cannot be used for

immediate collocates words that typically go with the word

collocational f ield the range of words that an item
collocates with

co l l iga t ion the grammatical position in a sentence
that the word typically takes, and the
grammatical patterns that typically go
wi th  th is  i tem

common chunks,  phrases,  id ioms i t
appears in
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t rans lat ion(s) words often do not have a precise
corre lat ion

false friends words which in  t ranslat ion suggest  a
wrong meaning,  eg in  Hal ian caldo looks
simi lar  to  the Engl ish co ld,  but  in  fact
means hot

t rue f r iends words  wh ich  mean a lmost  p rec ise ly  the
same in  the  o ther  language

lex ica l  fami l ies other words related to the word by its
topic, eg saucepan, can opener, Iadle,
erc

lexical sets many words are related to other words
tha t  cover  a  w ider  o r  smal le r  range o f
mean ing ,  eg  sweater is  inc luded w i th in
c/othes. Similarly, su/eater itself includes
polo-neck sweater

synonyms words wi th s imi lar  meanings

homonyms words  tha t  have the  same spe l l ing  bu t
have different meanings

no mopno nes words that  are pronounced the same but
have a different mean ing

opposites (antonyms)

suffixes that can be added to the word eg possess - possesslon

prefixes that can be added to the word eg flow - overflow

the  v isua l  image peop le  typ ica l l y  have fo r
this word

personal feelings about this word

mnemonics ( th ings help you remember
the word)

7 Knowing a lexical item

Now this, of course, is a massive list.There is no way that an initial classroom
meeting with a lexical item could deal with more than two or three of these.
Naturally, therefore, initial teaching tends to prioritise on core meaning, spelling
and pronunciation. However, problems arise rvhen classroom work continually
focuses on introducing more and more new items in this way - and doesn't
explore in more depth. By Intermediate level, most students will have met a large
percentage of the most useful English lexical items. It's arguable that by this point
in a learner's progress, it becomes more important to explore uses oflexical items
they already know than to learn new things, ie what is new is not the words
themselves but the new combinations and oatterns tlev are used in.This
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suggests that, rather than following a traditional teaching model such as 'teach

new lexis, then practise it, then later on recycle it', we might do better to plan
lessons that allow students to constandy meet the same items in use in different
texts, recordings, conversations, etc and notice them in new combinations with
different surroundings widr different uses, and then have repeated opportunities
to try using the items themselves.The initial 'teaching' is of relatively little
importance. Items need to be encountered again and again:many encounters,
many associations. Seeing real examples oflanguage being used is often more
important than hearing'cold' defi nitions.

How can we do this? How can we worry less about the 'input' oflexis and spend
more time on going deeper with language,looking at how words are used, noticing
pafterns, encouraging students to notice more in the texts they see, encouraging
long-term recognition and recall and getting our students to use the language
themselves? Here are some ideas.

Record lexical items in useful ways

We have already looked at alternatives to the traditional 'word + translation' list
and discussed encouraging learners to keep word pages that Iet them collect
collocations, pronunciation, idioms, etc. Encourage them to use these. Help
learners by giving out blank formats (eg rvord lists, collocation grids, etc; and
teachins them how to use them.

Revisit lexical itern pages

Traditionally, word lists were written in class then never looked at again.
Encourage students to revisit their word collections and keep amending and
adding new examples, collocations, etc.This is a good reason to tell students to
make sure they leave blank spaces when they f,rrst record items. Keep referring
back to and making use ofthese pages in class, for homework, etc. Train studenrs
how to use them.Integrate their use into your lesson.

Collect lexical items

!7hen students read a text or listen to a recording, encourage tllem to notice
interesting items and 'collect' them on their word pages.You can provide
specific 'collecting'tasks that focus away from the typical search for'new'
items, eg'Find three words in the text that you already know but seem to be
used in a different way.'

Sort and classiSr iterns

Get students to read specific texts to collect and classify items together on singlc
word pages (eg from a cooking article: 'things found in the kitchen'; from a
holiday story: 'travel words'l from a love letter: 'happy words'; from a job
advertisement:'adjectives describing people'; etc).

Chunk and collocation spotting

Teachers sometimes ask'Are ttrere any words you don't understand?' after
students have read a text. But this may be a problematic question, as students
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7 Knowins a lexical item

could read a text and believe that they understand all the lexical items, but miss the
fact that they have not registered that familiar words may be being used in new
ways and combinations.

This leads us to a variation on the third idea: collecting items from a text but with
a focus on longer pieces oftext. For example, you could ask students to:
. frnd pairs ofwords that seem to go together: eg in the senlence He hqd zterlt good

communicatinn shilA, students may not know that corx rz unication skills is a
common collocation (or that good co mmuniccttion shills is also very common);

. find phrases oftlree or more words long that seem to be a frequendy used
'fixed' chunk: eg 1r's well worth aooiding Guildford city cenle if you possibljt can
corfiains h's well worth aaoiding and if tou possibly can (andprobably Guildford
city cente is also a chunk, but one in which you can substitute different town
names in the first position);

. underline ten nouns (or nords used as nouns) and then search out which verb
is used in connection witi each one: eg in the sentence Ihhough the potrtoes
uere fttther old, we boiled them along with the carrots,lhe noun potatoes E
connected to the verb boiled.

'Chunk sponing'is a great classroom (or homework) learning activity. It often
astonishes students and teachers to realise how much ofauthentic texts are made
out of these 'pre-fabricated' pieces oflanguage.

Redesign your pages

Encourage learners to sometimes reorganise, reclassify and redesign some of their
word pages, writing them up nicely (ma.vbe with coloured pens, sketches or
diagrams ), perhaps changing format, eg a list into a mind map,labels on a
picture, etc.The act of mentally sorting and rearranging will be a helpful learning
actrvrty.

'When 
an error cornes up, review a range ofcollocations

In class, a student says I mafu the exam lqst week. Ralher than just srviftly giving the
correct verb, have a look at a number of useful 'exam' collocations and chunks:
tooh the exam,failed the exam,passed the exant, exam questions,ex.uu resuhst etc.

Record real language

Students often uy to record 'pure' versions oflanguage, eg separating connected
items or writing verbs in the infinitive form. But to /razte someone's cake and eatitrs
much less useful tlran with the raw, original sample oftext You can't haue your cake
and eat it. Many phrases and sentences only exist in a single form; there's no point
in trying to generalise universal models out of them.

Challenge students to upgrade language

Students and teachers are often satisfied with getting language only
approximately right.This is fine in activities mainly intended to promote greater
fluency in speech) but at other times it's worth challenging students to improve.
Point out to students that as well as making errors, they get language
'approximately' right, ie it communicatcs, but isn't the best r,vay of saying
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Chapter 8 Teaching lexis

sometling. For exampleJ if a studenl says The food has a not interesting taste'then
the meaning is clear, but the student doesn't know the best food collocations (dzil,
6/azd) to express her meaning. Help students by not enthusiastically celebrating
inadequate language; give feedback that helps force learners to take tieir
up a grade.

Give collocations rather than definitions

IThen a student wants to know what the difference is b et\\/eer' lnte and. deWed.
often hard to give a clear distinction of meaning. But there are clearly certain
collocations and chunks that one is more likelv to fit into than dre other.rWhen
want to make a sentence, knowing the typical collocations - and learning them.
phrasebook-like - is probably going to be of more use than trying to select
between two very similar meanings.

There are many games and activities specifically aiming to work on collocatiorC
understanding. Here are three of my favourites.

Quick choices

Choose two or three nouns, eg/ood, c oohing and. meal,that have a number of
(possibly confusable) collocations. In this case, the list might include baby'/ast.
slow, heahh, dog, home, eaening, delicious, hght, balanced, three-course, French,
vegetarian,frozen, cat. Tell the students that you will read out the List item by item

and they must indicate which of the two (or three) words is the best collocate.
the item soes with more than one word. Decide on how students will indicate
choices.You could go for quiet ways, eg students write their answers in a list;
ways, eg students call out their choice ofwords; physical ways, eg students poinr
the words written on wall noticesl action ways, eg designate different parts oftlr
room for different words and students run to the right part of the room (or
between parts).

Guess the collocation

Divide the class into three or more teams. In each team, students are given a
common word (eg toun) ar.d}]'zve ro prepare a list of five common collocations
(eg planning, hall, horuqmarket, centre). Each team has a different starter word-
!7hen everyone is ready, students read their lists out one item at a time and the
other teams try to guess dre original word. If the word is guessed immediatell o
t}Ie first clue, both teams (list-makers and word-guessers) get ten points; for
extra word, the points go down by one.This scoring scheme encourages list-
makers to find the most likelv and distinctive collocations.

Chunk watching

Students work in groups ofthree, two ofwhom face each other.The teacher
them a topic to talk about and they simply chat naturally for a few minutes . The
third person sits out of their line of sight and takes no part in the conversation.
listens carefully and takes notes ofas many'chunks'as she can catch. At the
the time, the listener shows her list to the speakers and they go through and
discuss t}te items.
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Ghapter I FrodwetEve skills:
speakimg and writing

This chapter examines the two productive skills and looks at \\'avs to approach
them in the classroom.

Approaches to speaking

'lffi Problems in organising discussion classes
You are a student in a foreign language class. A new teacher comes In, stares at the
class and says Today we're going to talk about oil pollution. What do you think2

Fo l low ing  the  teacher 's  ques t ion ,  some o f  your  fe l low c lassmates  look  down a t  the i r
tab les ,  make faces  a t  each o ther  and keep s i len t .  The teacher  t r ies  to  encourage
them to  speak ,  and,  in  do ing  so ,  ta lks  more  and more  h imse l f .  A t  the  end,  none o f
you have sa id  a  s ing le  word  and the  teacher  s i ts  down exhausted  and mumbles  to
himself, f4le//, that seemed to go OK.

1  How d id  you fee l  as  a  s tudent?
2  Why might  you  no t  have fe l t  l i ke  tak ing  par t  in  the  d iscuss ion?
3 What advice would you give to your teacher when planning future lessons of this type?

The trudr is that a discussion lesson like the one described in this task is more
likely to produce silence or a desultor_v sentence or tr\,'o than a scorching debate.
\Why this happens is not too hard to fathom. As a student in that lesson you
probably had no interest in the subiect, no relevant knouledge or experience, no
motivation, no desire or perceived need to speak about it and worst ofall, a slight
panic: 'The teacher wants me to sav something and I haven't had time to think.'
Hence, as a result ofall ofthese, there was nothing to sa1,.

If we rvant to get students talking in class, we need to ansu,er all these objections.
If the subject is relevant and interesting, if the students alread_v know about or are
provided with information to give substance to the topic, if they feel motivated to
talk about it, ifthey feel that they really \\'ant to sa]' something, there is a good
chance of somet}ring inrere.ting happen ing.

So, how can we help the tcacher fromThsk 9.1 organise their speaking lessons
better? Here are some suggestions.

. Topic and cues
At its simplest, you (or learners) would possibl_v bring to class a topic (eg
'banning smoking' or 'globalisation'), as lvell as a cue (eg in the form ofa short
newspaper artrcle or a pror.ocative question) that will serve to help spark
conversation. Most ofthe lesson would rhen be taken up with discussing this,
stating and comparing viervs.There might be little or no explicit'teaching' of
grammatical or vocabulary points. In planning the lesson, it rvould bc a good
idea to prepare a number offurther cues (eg a follorv-on article or question) to
keep in reserve in order to move the discussion forward ifit starrc r^ drco
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confusing the class and closing down people who were planning to speak.
. Open questions

encourage reactions, for example 'Vlhen they make that noise with the drill
outside, how do you feel?'

1 Smal l  ta lk  a t  the  s ta r t  o f  the  lesson:  the  who le  c lass  chats  about  recenr
2 You write a controversial question based on the day's news on the board. The

class work in groups of four or f ive students to discuss it.
Pairs of learners have djfferent pictures cut from today's newspaper (which they
don't show each other). They com pare their views, init ially describing their two
Everyone is given the name of a famous person (which they keep secret). The
whole.class stands up and walks around (as if at a party), meeting, chatting
answeflng questions about recent events ,in character'.

Structuring talk

Avoirling the talk-talk loop
There is a danger of getting locked tnto a ,talk-talk loop,, in which you say
somedring, but because there is no response from the leamers, you say somethirg
else, and again with no response you add something else, etc. It takes a little
courage initially, but you will usually get far more conversation out of a class bv
asking one clear question and then shutting up - and patiently allowng even quc
a long silence, whjle learners formulate what they want to say. Repeatedly adding
new comments or new questrons can have the opposite effect to that intended.

. Playing devil's advocate
One useful intervention you can make is to sometimes play ,devil,s advocate.
deliberately taking an opposing or contrasting viewpoint in order to spur on
conversation).

Ways to start a lively discussion
Which o f these ac t jv i t ies  (a l l  based on  the  idea o f  d iscuss ing  recent  news)  i s  I
to give learners a good opportunity to speak and encourage as many ro speaK as
poss ib le?

All these activities seem to likely fulfil the goals ro some degree _ and, by the
also make use of four common groupings (whole class seated, small groups,
whole class mingling).

In terms of the numbers of people speaking, it is mathematically tlue that the
whole-class activity will allow a smaller number ofpeople to be speaking at the
same time, whereas the last activity, in which participants work individually, is
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1 Approaches to speaking

likely to provide opportuniq,* for the most speaking by rhe largest number of
people.\X/hether learners feel cncouraged to speak also depends on how motivated
thcy feel by the task. Having a clear, concrete task (eg describing a photo or
ansrvering a specific question) ma_v offer a more manageable starting point than a
general invitation to'state your vierv'. Similarll-, having a'role'mav give learners
permission to speak more freely, taking arva-v some of the nervousness associated
with formulating one's olvn vier,v

Fluency and confidence

Fluency and conhdencc are important goals when considering speaking lessons.
There is no point kno\uing a lot about language ifyou can't usc it (which, sadly,
has been the experience of man-v language learners in the past - able to conjugate
a verb, but unable to respond to a simple question).To help achieve this aim, u'e
often want to find u'a1'-s of enabling as man-v students as possible to speak as much
as possible. Sometimes an all-class speaking activity is useful, but ifit takes up the
whole lesson, it actualll,offers verl,little speaking time to each individual student.
It's usually a good idea to organise speaking actir.ities in pairs, threes and small
groups, as well as r.vith the class as a u'hole.

iffi,.{.S,1: Fluency and confidence aims
The aim for any conversation class is for learners to 'become more fluent and confident',
Why might learners need thrs ( e what may have prevented them llecoming fluent)?

Commentary

Very often, r.vhen pcople study a language, thev accumulate a lot of'up-in-the-
head'knorvledge (ie they may knolv rules of grammar and lists ofvocabulary
items), but then find that they can't actually use this language to communicare
\\'hen they want to.There seems to be some difficulty in moving language from
'up-there' knor.vledge to actively usable language. For many learners, their
'passive'kno,,vledge is much larger than their 'active' language.\Tithout
experience in using the language, learners may tend to be nervous about trying to
say things. Pardy thel' may fear sceming foolish in front of others; they may worry
about getting things tvrong; they may want to avoid your comments or
correctionsl and so on In addition to these, it may simply take a long time to'put
the pieccs'ofa communication togerhcr,Ieading to long embarrassed pauses
$'hile the learner tries to find out ho$' to say rvhat they rvant to san perhaps while
a ticket queue waits behind or a group ofembarrassed friends Iook on.

One ofrhe bestrva-vs for you to help learners activate this knowledge is to put them in
'safe' situations in class r,vherc they are inspired and encouraged to try using language
from their 'storc'.These lvould not mainly be activities that teach 'new) language;
rather, they would allow learncrs to try outlanguage that they already understand
and have 'learncd', but not yet made part of thcir active personal repertoire.
Generally speaking, you arc likely to wantto create activities in rvhich learners feel
less worried about speaking,less under pressurcr less nervous about trf ing things
out. It's a frne balance though, as you also u.antlearners to feel undcr sorne pressure
to take a risk and use language that they may have been avoiding using until now

Man-v activities in class are suitablc for fulfilling these'flucncy and confidence'
aims, but for the momenr) let's stick with the class discussion such as miqht
happen in a 'convcrsation class'.
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ffi Activities that lead to fluency and confidence

This  i s  a  lesson a im:  ,Learners  w i l l  become more  f luen t  -  speak ing  more  conf ident l !

w i th  less  hes i ta t ion . '  Which  o f  these ac t iv i t ies  migh t  he lp  fu l f i l  th is  a im?

1 Learners repeat sentences you say.

2  A t the  s ta r t  o f  the  lesson,  learners  chat  w i th  you about the i rweekend p lans '

3  Learners  look  a t  a  l i s t  o f  h in ts  and t ips  fo r  mak ing  bus iness  presenta t lons '

4  Learners  l i s ten  to  a  record ing  and prac t ise  repeat ing  words  w i th  the  same

di f f i cu l t  vowe l  sound.
5  Learners  work  in  pa i rs  and agree the i r  l i s t  o f the  bes t  f i ve  f i lms  o f  a l l t ime '

6  Learners  l i s ten  to  and s tudy  a  record ing  o f  a  soc ia l  conversa t ion '

7  Learners  p repare  a  mono logue about  the i r  hobb ies  and then g ive  a  f i ve-minu te

speech to  the  who le  c lass .

8  Learners  learn  by  hear t  a  l i s t  o f  use fu l  chunks  o f  language they  can use in

conversa t ions .

Arguably, all ofthese contribute in some degree towards the aim, though lesson

stages that focus mainly on language repetition or language study are at best

conuibuting foundation skills and knowledge rather than directly working on

fluency itseif. The activities that are primarily focused on encouraging fluenc1' ar

numbers two and fltve.

A few keys to getting a good discussion going

. Frame the discussion well
Don't just jump in the deep end (as the oil pollution example above did -
'Here's the topic, nowTALI(I'). It usually helps to find ways to lead in at the

beginning and ways to close at the end A lead-in may be no more than a briei

focus on a picture; it could be a text that everyone reads and which naturalll'

flows into the topic. It could be a personal recollection from you'

. Preparation time
Your students may need some quiet time before the speaking activity, not to

write out speeches (tl-is is to be a speaking activity, not a reading aloud one)'

but perhaps to look up vocabulary in their dictionaries, think through their

thoughts, make a note or t\'vo, etc

. Don't interrupt the flow
Ifat all possible, avoid classroom management techniques that interfere with

the natural flow ofconversation. I'm thinking particularly about learners havq

to put their hands up before they speak.Try alternatives such as keeping a

waichful eye on the class and noticing those small movements and looks that

suggest someone wants to speak, and then invite them to speak witll a gesturr' 'r

bv a natural comment such as Dqsft.l, what do you think?

. Specifrc problerns are more productive than general issues

Rather than giving the students a general topic to discuss, try setling a specrl.}.'

related problem.This is often more challenging, more interesting and more

realistic. In the oil pollution example, you could divide the students into t\ro

groups; managers ofReddoThnkers (a large multinational oil shipping

iompanv) and GreenEarth (a conservationist group) and tell them that the)
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more interesting b.v gi\ing them some resource datar eg a page or nvo of
essential information about the compan\,) recent accidents, graphs,local
newspaper articlesr mapSJ ctc.

Role cards
Giving students brief role cards sometimes hclps, eg,You arc a motorist $,ho
uses Reddo petrol. Explain horv you \vant to support green issues, but also nccd
to drive your car.'It can often bc easier to speak in someone else's character
than in your orvn. (See Section 3 for more role plav ideas.)
Buzz groups
If a whole-class discussion seems to be dying on its fect, tr-\, splitting dre class
up into'buzz groups', ie quickll' divide the class into small sets offour or live
students. Ask them to summarise the discussion so far, particularly considering
if the-v agree lvith r,vhat different people have said. Aftcr a fe$,minutes (with
students still in groups), ask them to think of three comments or questions that
would be interesting to share with the rvhole class.Then brine the rvhole class
back together and continue the discussion. The cntire b,.,rr-g.oup ,.rg. -u-u
take only about three or four minutes, but can help inject a lot more cnergv inro
a discussion.

Break the rules
Don't feel that you can never bend the above rulesl sometimes it ma1, maxe
sense to go stratght into the discussion (perhaps because you want them to
get some practice at unprepared speaking, or because the subject is burning so
stongly that it just demands to be started immediately).

ffi Using material to generate discussion
Find  a  way to  use  th is  mater ia l  in  a  d iscuss ion  lesson.  How wou ld  you in t roduce i t?
Would  you need o ther  mater ia ls?  l f  so ,  what?

EE
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A discussion could be based around a decision as to which of the tfuee buildings
should be built on the vacant site. The discussion would probablv be a lot more
interesting if the speakers had a real involvement in the iisues. Role cards might be
useful, say, for 'architects', 'local residents' and.town council,. Some livelv
arguments could result.

The whole activity could be introduced with a discussion about any recent
building or renovation work near the students, school, what students think about
modern buildings in their town or what they tlrink could be done with any local
Yacant plot.

How to organise learners in speaki[g tasks

Getring the physical arrangements right is often a big part of getting a speaking
activity to work well. That may seem an obvious enough comment, but it,s
interesting how often teachers set up a group speaking activity and ther5 for
example, leave students sitting in shoulder-to-shoulder lines.
It's hard to talk to someone you can't make eye contact with (though sometimes
you may want to play around with this idea, for example, deliberately keeping
students apart when practising'phone calls').

Learners usually need to be able to:
. make eye contact with those they are speaking to;
. hear clearly what the other person / people are saying;
. be reasonably close together.

Different variations of seating / standing arrangements can be useful. Check
ideas in Chapter 3, Section 3. Plan the arrangement carefully to match the
requirements of the specific activityt for example, you may want an anangemenr
that allows students to talk secretly without other teams overhearing (eg making
plans for a confrontational'public inquiry' meeting to be held later in the lesson)-

Devising a discussion activity
The subject is 'pop festivals'. Devise a discussion activity su itable for a range oi
levels .

One possible idea: in groups, plan a pop festival for our town.$7ho should be
invited to play?\7here would it be?Vhat problims might there be? How will
we keep the locals happy? Finally, design an advertisement poster to include
important information and encourage visitors to come. At the end, the
separate groups pin up their posters around the walls and visit each other,s.
the role ofpotential visitors and festival organisers, they ask ano answer
questions.
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Communicative activities
The discussions and conversations in Section 1 are examples of communicative
activities, ie classroom activities designed so that learners to speak and listen to
one another.

Ve typically communicate when one of us has information (facts, opinions, ideas,
instuctions) that another does not have.This is known as an 'information gap'.
The aim ofa communicative activity in class is to get learners to use tl-te language
they are learning to interact in realistic and meaningful ways, usually involving
exchanges of information or opimon.

W& communicative activities
Cons ider  the  de f in i t ion  above and t i ck  wh ich  i tems on the  fo l low ing  l i s t  a re
communica t ive  ac t iv i t ies .

1 Repeating sentences that you say
2 Do ing  ora l  g rammar  dr i l l s
3  Read ing  a loud f rom the  coursebook
4 Giv ing  a  p repared speech
5 Ac t ing  ou t  a  sc r ip ted  conversa l ion
6 Giv ing  ins t ruc t ions  so  tha t  someone can use a  new mach ine
7 l m p r o v i s i n g a c o n v e r s a t i o n s o t h a t i t i n c l u d e s l o t s o f e x a m p l e s o f a n e w g r a m m a r

SITUCIU TE

8 One learner  descr ibes  a  p ic tu re  in  the  tex tbook  wh i le  the  o thers  look  a t  i t

By my dehnition, only activity 6 above is a communicative activity; it is the only
one that involves a real exchange of information. Repetition, drills, speeches, etc
all give useful oral practice, but they do not provide communication. In activity 6,
one person knows something that another doesn't know and there is a need for
this meaning to be transferred.

Activity 7 is excluded from the list because, in real communication, the language
that the students use is largely unpredictable. There may be rnany ways to achieve
a partrcular communicative goal. Communicative activities are not simply
grammar practice activities, for although you could offer likely grammar or
vocabulary before the activiry the main aim for the students is achieving
successful communication rather than accurate use ofoarticular items of
language.

I exclude activity 8 because the communication is meaningless:why (other than in
the classroom) would we listen to someone describing something we can see for
ourselves? It is a display activity, showing offlanguage learned, but there is no real
communication here.\We can, however, transform it very easily; ifa learner
describes a picture that the others cannot see and the listeners have a task, say of
drawing a basic sketch ofthat picture, then there is real communication, and the
'describers' and 'artists' will interact with a specific purpose.This classroom
activity effectively mirrors activities that learners might be involved in when using
the language in the outside world,listening to a description of something over the
phone. for instance.
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Some common cornrnunic ative activities

Here are examples of some popular general types of communicative activities you

may wish to try out. Note that, in every case, we are primarily concerned with
enabling and encouraging communication, rather than with controlled use of
particular items of language or with accuracJ'-.

Picture difference tasks

In pairs, one student is given picture A, one picture B. Without looking at the other
picture, they have to find the differences (ie by describing the pictures to each
other). See a complete example activity in Chapter 2, Section 4.

Group planning tasks

One example is'planning a holiday'. Collect together a number of advertisemenm
or brochures advertising a holiday. Explain to the students that they can all go on
holiday together, but they must all agree on where they want to go Divide the
students into groups ofthree and give each group a selection of this material
Their task is to plan a holiday for the whole group (within a fixed budget per
person). Allow them a good amount of time to read and select a holiday and then
to prepare a presentation in which they attempt to persuade the rest of the class
that they should choose this holiday.\fhen they are ready, each group makes their
presentation and the class discusses and chooses a holiday.

Another example is 'Survival', which uses in the forest resoutce from the
DVD.Tell students a story, make it dramatic (invent the details) and include a
disaster of some kind, eg minibus crashes miles from anJ,vr'here, injuries, etc. Give
them the map and the notes. Students must plan what they should do to have the
best chance of survival.

Ranking tasks

Prepare a list of items that learners can discuss and place in a particular order
according to their opinions.
. What's the most useful invention?
. lyhat's the best improvement tltat could be made to our town?
. N7hat are the worst programmes onTV?
. rfi/ho's the most important person of the last 100 years?
. What are the qualities of a good language cdtrrse?

Pyranid discussion

A'pyramid discussion' is an organisational technique that works particularly well
with simple problem-based discussions and especially with item-selection tasks.
eg'Vhat are the four most useful things to have with you if you are shipwrecked
on a desert island?', or list sequencing tasks, eg 'Put these items in order of
importance'. Here's how to do it:

1 Introduce the problem, probably using a list on the board or on handouts.
2 Start with individual reflection - learners each decide what they think might t'r

a solution.
3 Combine individuals to make pairs, who now discuss and come to an

agreement or compromise. Ifyou demand that there must be an agreed
compromise solution before you move on to the next stage, it will significantl]
helo to focus the task.
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Combine the pairs to makc fours; again, they need to reach an agreement.
Join each four with another four or in a smallcr class - $'ith all the others.
\Uhen the whole class comes together, see if -vou can rcach one class solution.

\flhat's the point of doing a discussion in this rvay? (After all, it vvill take some time to
do.)Well, most importand]', the techrrique gires students time to practise speaking in
smaller groups before facing the u'hole class. E l'en the rveaker speakers tend to find
their confidence grou's as the actir.irr* procccds and they are able to rehearse and
repeat argumcnts that they ha\,e already tested on others. Learners who rvould
usually never dare state their viervs in front ofdrc cntire class rvill still get a number of
chances to speak, and because they have practised a litde, ma1- even get up the
courage to say them again to ever_vone. It also tends to lead to a much more exciting
and rvell argued u'hole-class discussion.The smaller groups are seedbeds for a variety
ofideas and opinions; ifrve jumped in the deep end u'ith the whole-class stage, ue
r.vould probably gct silence or possibly just one or t$'o students dominating.

&$ See Pyramid disc{rsslon teaching technique on the DVD

Board garnes

Many commerciall.v available board games lead to interesting speaking activities,
though you do need to check them out and ensure that thc5'rcpresent'good value'in
terms ofhow muchusefii language drey generate. It's also quite eas-v to create new
board games speciall-r, deri*.d to. tour class and their interests.I flu.rd itvery useful to
have one blank board game template (there's one in drc Srz{z ll-group d:Lscttsnonresource
on the D\D). It is then relatively quick to urite in a number of interesting questions or
statements in each square round thc board. Learners play the game in groups,moving
theirpieces and eithcr giving a monologue or discussiag squares the-v land on.

Puzzles and problems

There are many publisl.red books norvadays filled rvith logic puzzlcs and problems.
Many of these make intercsting discussion tasks, ma1'be following a structure of
(a) lening learners spend a little time individuall-v considering the problem, then
(b) bringing students together in a group to tr-v and solve the puzzle together.
Alternativell,, some puzzles rvork well with the same stage (a), but then for thc
sccond stagc having a full class'mingle' (all learners rvalking around, mccting and
talking), during u'hich learners can compare dreir solutions $,ith others.

2 1 9



Chapter 9 Productive skil ls: speaking and writ ing

Role play, real play and simulation

Role play

In role play,learners are usually given some information about a 'role' (eg a person
or a job title).These are often printed on'role cards'. Learners take a Iittle
preparation time and then meet up with other students to act out small scenes
using their own ideas, as well as any ideas and information from the role cards

A simple role card could do nothing more than name the role,

or they could offer guidance as to what to do rather than ttre role itself,

Role cards often contain some of the following information:

Background information about the role (name, job, sex, age, personal appearance.
character, interests) as well as points relevant to the task (pieces of information
you know (that maybe cihers don't), your opinions about the issue / problem /
situation / people, what you want to happen, be decided, etc and items oflanguage
you may need).

A good set ofrole cards is often designed so that the participants will have
distinctly different points ofview and natural disagreements.They can lead to
excellent discussions - and arguments - without anyone having to feel bad at the
end because they got angry.

Role cards can be designed to offer students opportunities to practise specific
pieces oflanguage (maybe grammatical points, functional areas,lexical groups,
etc).They can allow shyer students to challenge or disagree with other students
with much less risk of offending them.The following set of cards is designed to
give pairs ofin-company business students a chance to practise using modifiers
with adjectives (eg quite big, rather fqst, extremeb) intelligent) . Sntdents will certainll
need a good amount of time to prepare bodr ideas and language before tackling a
role play such as this. (As role card 1 requires more preparation time, you could
ask both students in a pair to prepare role card 1, then do the role play nvice,
swapping roles after the fust, so both students can take both roles.)

3-month-old baby19-year-old daughter

Duy a Irain l,ickeL
Lo  Dr iqh lon .

Find out when your
son's Irain from Tarie

will arrive.
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3 Role play, real piay and simutation

As well as .initiating general discussion on issues) role plays can also be set in
specific contexts, providing a starting point for speaking practice and also for
practice of specific language items.

W writing role cards
Here  are  th ree  ro le  cards  tha t  very  b r ie f l y  se t  ou t  par t i cu la r  v iewpo in ts  in  o rder  to
encourage a  smal l  g roup d iscuss ion  on  vegetar ian ism and meat ,ea t ing .  The four th
and f i f th  cards  are  miss ing .  Wr i te  them.

1  You be  ieve  tha t  meat -ea t ing  is  na tura l  fo r  humans and tha t  vegetanans are
mjss ing  ou t  on  an  impor tan t  par t  o f  the i r  d ie t .

2  You have been vegetar ian  fo r  s ix  years  because you be l ieve  i t  i s  hea l th ie r .
3  You l i ke  the  tas te  o f  meat ,  bu t  don ' t  ea t  i t  fo r  mora l  reasons ,  as  vou fee l  i t  i s

wrong to  k r l l  an  ima ls .

There are many possibilities. The extra cards could represent a vegan, a religious
viewpoint, a scientific vierv, a'they're all crazy'view, a chef, a butcher, erc.
Role play also gives you the possibility ofintroducing some more bizarre or
interesting variations to a discussion, eg'You are a chicken.you feel very strongly
drat you are being exploited by rhe meat industry.' In a role play about pollution,
you rnight have a card saying 'You are the planet Earth.you don,t think people are
listenins to vou.'

f f i  Adding a missing role card
Same task  aga in .  Here  are  some ro le  cards .  What  do  you th ink  the  miss  ing  card
might  have on  i t?

1 You are a store detective. you can see a suspicious-looking person at a clothes
ra i l  who appears  to  be  pu t t ing  someth ing  in to  her  bag.  Go over  and f j rm ly  bu t
po l i te ly  ask  her  to  come to  the  o f f i ce .

2  You bought  a  sweater  f rom th is  shop yes terday ,  bu t  you  have brought  i t  back
because i t  i s  too  smal l .  You want  to  go  to  the  ass is tan t  to  re tu rn  i t  and  ge t  your
money back ,  bu t  be fore  you do ,  you  s ta r t  look ing  a t  the  o ther  sweaters  on  the  ra i l
and  compar ing  them wi th  the  one you go t  yes terday ,  wh ich  is  in  your  bag.

Role card 2

.  You are havina a mcet i .^ +  ̂
hear about 

"o^" 
n.i)i",i LX,proaucts from a, imporiait

ouppt ier.
Ab,k a loE of quert ior,s and t ind
""' '" ";i,"";31::,can aboLr

?ole card I

Your comPanY ha; Aeeiqned' a
ranTe of rev oluliona(Y ne\,N

p.o d L,Z L5, c om Vle Let Y d' tf e'enr'
f rom your usual ones

You  a rehav tnq  a  mee t in0w i tn
one ol  Your beet cu1trome15
D escr ib e Ih e new ?r a d 'u cT ta

h\m /  ner '
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3 You are a shop assistant. You havejust noticed a customer coming In who was

very rude to you yesterday. She wanted to buy a sweater, which you told her was

the wrong size, but she insisted was rlght' Finally, she bought the sweater and

stormed out of the shop. You hope she isn't going to cause more trouble'

4 You are the manager ofa large department store.The police have iust phoned

you to warn that a number of shoplifters are operating in this street'You decide

io have a walk around your store and warn the assistants and t1',e store detective

to keep their eyes open.

Running a role play: some guidelines

Make sure the students understand the idea of role play Do they know what's

going to happen? Do they know what is required of them? Are they cornfortable

doing that or not?
Make sure the context or situation is clear.
Do they understand the information on thei.r own card? Allow reading i

dictionary / thinking time (during which you go round and help if necessary) '

Give them time to prepare their ideas before they start - maybe encourage

note-making - but whln the activity starts, encourage them to improvise rather

than rely on prepared speeches and notes. The preparation work they have

done wilt inform their role play, but could simply get in the way if they over-rely

A powerful variation on role play is real play. In this case, situations and one or

mire of the characters are drawn not from cards, but from a participant's own life

and world. Typically, one of the learners plays himself / herself, but in a context

other than the classioom.This person explains a context (eg from his / her work

life) to other learners, and then together ttrey recreate the situation in class The

reaiplay technique allows learners to practise language they need in their own L

It is particularly useful for business and professional people.

feel that they have achieved something.

Real play

Possibly:
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3 Roie play, real ptay and simulation

ideas and language.Then they repeated the realplay (with her playing herself).
She said afterwards that she felt a little more confident about such siruarions.
Rather than a set ofrole cards, the most useful tool for real nlav is a blank
framework - in effect, a card that allows learners to create theii own real play role
card. In class, I start by asking learners to choose a problem or situation that they
might want to work on, and then guide them how to fill in their cards. Some
frameworks will need to be worked on indiviitually, some (if they are mutually
dependent) in pairs or groups.

The following framework is for a two-person real play (A and B). Each learner
needs one framework card.They start by agreeing which person,s situation they
will work with first (eg A's), and then A (the initiator) will explain a ll,ork situation
ro B. Both u ill fi l l in Lheir own frameu ork role card as approfriare.

Real play: work situations involving two people

Who are the two people?

Where are you?

What  are you ta lk ing about?

Why are  you ta lk ing?

What  happened jus t  be fore  th is?

ls  any  o ther  in fo rmat ion  impor tan t?

What  a re  some po in ts  tha t  w i l l  corne
up in  the  d iscuss ion?

What  wou ld  be  a  good resu l t?

\X/hen they are prepared, learners improt'ise a conversation as if it was a normal
role play, quite possibly with someone else playing the role of the initiator (rather
than playing it herself).!(/hen it's hnished, it may then be useful for the iniriator to
give feedback on how the characters and events seemed, to ,fine-tune, it (eg .My

mother used to speak much louder than that'), in preparation for a second go at
doing the role plal', possibly - and revealingly - rvith swapped roles.you can also
provide helpful feedback and language help, perhaps suggesting some typical
phrases that might be used. After the second role play, it may be useful to review
the task using a form like this:

Real play: leview

Was the  d iscuss ion  t i ke  the  rea l  th ing?

What were some interestrng things that happened / that you said?

What have you learned from this? Will the task help vou in real l i fe?
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Sirnulation

Simulation is really a large-scale role play Role cards are normally used' but there

is often quite a lottfother printed and recorded background information as well -

r.*spup". u.ti.l.s, graphs, memos, news flashes, etc - which may come at the

start ;f the simulation or appear while the simulation is unfolding, causing all

partrcipants to take.rot. oitlre n.* duta and possibly readiusttheir positions The

intenti-on is to create a much more complete, complex.world" say, of a business

company. television studio. government body' etc'

This is a brief description ofan example simulation:

The participants are all members of a UFO-sqotters s.ociety at their annual meeting'

They are deciding how they could better publicise their cause to the publir' At the start'

inni ior, to*, fint aboui UFo incidents and some goaernment statements (collected

jri* *ogorirrT ond the Internet) . At an appropriate point in the 
,simulation 

(probably
'ablout 

oil-tht ,l of the wajt through),you lnt'odu" o n'*t flash-that a UFO has lqnd^d

in Siberia.This obxiously changes the direcion oJ the meeting! Later interaentxons'irrlutd, 
o rrqrrrt m inteiaiew iembers of the society and, at the end'nezus that the

(JFO was another fake .

4 Fluency, accuracy and communication

Imagine a switch inside your head - it swings bet\'veen two settings: 'working

-"iily o.t u".,rru.y' and'working mainly on fluency' (see Figure 9 1) '

Wotuing mainlY on

Figure 9.1 Accuracy / fluency switch

language teacher.
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4 Fluency, accuracy and communication

fluency, or fluency rather than accuracy. The danger ofcorrecting sflrdents in the
middle of a mainly fluency task is that you interrupt their flolr.'and takc *re focus
offtheir mcssage. Students often frnd it hard to continue after a correction, whilst
others in class may become more rcluctant to speak for fear of similar interrupdons.

It is therefore important for you to be clear about rvhat is invoh'ed in
accuracy-focused work as compared witlr fluency-focuscd work. And it's
especially important to be clear about the differing aims - and consequently
different classroom procedures - of the t."vo.

W student views on speakingtasks
Here are some th ings you may hear  your  s tudents say (or  imagine them th ink ing!) .
Take s ides.  Rehearse your  arguments and repl ies to  some or  a l l  o f  the comments.

l  B u t l d o n ' t w a n t t o t a l k t o o t h e r s t u d e n t s . T h e y s p e a k b a d l y .  l j u s t w a n t t o l i s t e n
ro you speaK.

2 l s p e a k a l o t , b u t w h a t i s t h e p o i n t i f y o u n e v e r c o r r e c t r n e ? t w t l l  n e v e r  i r n p r o v e .
3 You should be teachlng us not  just  le t t ing us ta lk .  That 's  lazy teaching.
4 I  don ' t  need to speak.  Teach me more grammar.  I  wi l l  speak la ter .
5 There 's  no point  doing th is  task i f  we use bad Engl ish to do i t .
6  This  is  just  a  game. I  pa id a lo t  o f  money and now I  have to p lay a game.

There are times in class when a focus on accuracl' - and therefore a greater use of
instant correction - ma-v be appropriate.

There are other times when the focus is on fluency. At these times, instant
correction may be less appropriate and could interfere u'ith the aims of the
actrvlty.

You need to be clear about u'hether your main aim is accuracy or fluencl', and
adapt your role in class appropriately.

Having said all that, there may still be a kind of correction that fulfils the
'non-interfering' aim offluency actl'ities, yet offers substantial concrete help to
the learner '"vho !s coming to terms $'ith language items.We will look at this under
the heading of'scaffolding' a litde later in this section.

Running a fluency activity

If the main aim is to get the students to speakr then one $.ay to achieve that $,ould
be for you to reduce your o\vn contributions. Probably the less you speak, the
more space it $'ill allorv the siudents. It could be useful to aim to sa-\. nothing while
the activiw is undenvay', and save any contributions for before and after. In an
activity mainly geared tolvards encouraging fluency, -vou are likely to monitor
discreetly or vanish (see Chapter 3, Section 5).
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The activity route map from Chapter 2, Section 2 (see Figure 9.2) works well for
a fluency activity, and we can add a column for likely teacher involvement:

Figure 9.2 Activity route map

A useful thing for you to do during Stage 4 above is to take notes (unobtrusivell.)
ofinteresting student utlerances (correct and incorrect) for possible use later on
(at the end of the activitl', the next day, next rveek, etc).

Ideas for correction work after a fluency activity

. \7rite up a number of sentences used during the activity and discuss them r,r;it:-
the students.

. \7rite a number of sentences on the board. Ask the students to come up to th.
board and correct the sentences.

. Invent and write out a story tlat includes a number of errors you overheard
during the actitity. Hand out the story the next day and the students, in pairs , -

as a u'hole group, find the errors and correct tl-rem.
. \Write out two lists headed 'A' and 'B'. On each list, write the same ten senteni -

from the activity. On one list, write the sentence with an error; on the other,
write the corrected version.Thus the correct version ofsentence 3 might be , :
either list A or list B (the other list has the incorrect version).You divide the
students into two groups, 'A' and 'B', and hand out the appropriate list to cac:
group.The groups discuss their own list (without sight of the other list) and r:
to decide if their version ofeach sentence is correct or not. Ifit is wrong, ther
correct it.lfhen dtey have discussed all the sentences, the groups can then
compare the tu'o sheets (and pcrhaps come to some new conclusions).

For more ideas on couection work. see Chanter 12. Section I .

Stage

1 Before the lesson: familiarise yoursel
. - ^ * ^ - : ^ l  ^ - l  -  - ' : . , : - , ,
, , r d L ! r r a r  d r r u  d ! u ! r L ]

2 In class: lead-in / prepare for the acti'

3 Set up the activity (or section ofactir
rnstructrons) make groupings, etc Teacher centre-stage

4 Run the activity (or section): students do the
activity - maybe in pairs or small groups -while Te acher out of sight,
you monitor and help uninvolved

5 Close the activity (or section) and invite Teacher cenrre-srase
feedback from the students agarn

6 Post-activity: do any appropriate follow-on work ?
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Scaffolding

I suggested earlier that, during a fluency actit'ity, there may be a u'ay to offer
spontaneous correctron that:

. does not interfere too much with the flor,v of conversation;

. offers useful language feedback;

. actually helps the speaker to construct his conversation.
'Scaffolding' refers to the $/ay a competent language speaker helps a less
competent one to communicatc by both encouraging and providing possible
elements ofthe conversation. It is the r.vay a primary-school teacher might help a
young child to communicate, or the rvay a chat-shor,v host might dralv out a guest.
The listener offers support- like scaffolding round a building - to help the
speaker create his orvn spoken structure.

Scaffolding in class isn't a normal conversation in the sense that the teacher /
listener is not aiming to contribute any personal stories or opinions ofher own; the
aim ofher own spcaking is solely to help the speaker tell his story

Here are some notes on techniques that might be appropriate:

Scaffolding techniques
. Showing interest and agreeing; nodding, 'uh-huh', eye contactJ 'yes', etc;
. Concisely asking for clarification ofunclear information, eg repeating an

unclear word:
. Encouragement echo: repeating the last rvord (perhaps with questioning

intonation) in order to encourage the speaker to continue;
. Echoing meaning: picking on a key element of meaning and saying it back to

the speaker, eg 'a foreign holidal";
. Asking conversation-oiling questions (ones that mainl_v recap already stated

information), eg Is it? Do you? Where was iti' etc;
. Asking brief questions (or using sentence l.reads) that encourage the speaker to

extend the story, e g And then . . . He went ... She wanted ... etcl
. Unobtrusively saying the correct form of an incorrect word (but only if having

the correct word makes a significant positive contribution to the
communicatidn) i

. Giving the correct pronunciation ofwords in replies u'irhout drau ing an].
partrcular attention to it;

. Unobtusively giving a word or phrase thar rhe speakcr is looking for.

ffiti ldentifying scaffolding techniques
Which sca f fo ld ing  techn iques  can you ident i f y  in  th is  shor t  t ranscr ip t  o f  a  lesson a t
E lementary  leve l ,  where  a  learner  wants  to  te l l  h is  teacher  about  a  TV s to ry  he  saw
concern ing  the  ra ther  un l i ke ly  spor t  o f  'ex t reme i ron ing '?

Sruoru: It is like sport . . .
Trncnen: Uh-huh.
Sruoeu: . . . but is with 'eye ron'.
TEACHER: With an iron?
Sruoerur: Yes, is'eye ron'sport, They. . . er. . .
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TEACHER: What do they do?
STUDENT: Er, yes. lt is like sport ex . . . ex . . '

TEAoHER: An extreme sport?
SruDENr: Yes. They use 'eye rons' in extreme place.

Tencsrn: Ha - irons in ertreme places? Where?

Sruocu: Ah, like onto a mountain.
Teecren: On a mountain!
STUDENT: Yes (laughs), on a mountain or river'

Trncnrn: What do they do?
SruDENr: They iron and in tree on top
TEACHER: At the top oftrees?
STUDENT: Yes.

Different kinds of speaking

How can we teach speaking? Is it enough to give learners communicative activities

that require them to speak (trying out using grammar, phrases, vocabulary they

already know, etc) or is it possible and necessary to teach specific skills? So far, u-e

haven't really taken into account that there may be'skills ofspeaking'that also

need to be studied and practised.

In order to answer these questions, we need to consider what is involved in

successful speaking, and particularly consider the nature of different 'genres''

Defining 'genre'

What does the word 'genre' mean? Why might'genre' be an important
consideration when teaching language?

In everyday life, people speak in a variety ofways, depending on who they
are with, where they are' the nature ofthe situation, etc.To take tlvo extreme
examples, giving a sermon in church is a very different kind ofspeaking
from enquiring about car insurance over the phone.These are two different
genres. \

A genre is a variety ofspeech (or writing) that you would expect to find in a
particular place, with particular people, in a particular context, to achieve
a particular result, using a particular channel (eg face to face, by phone).

A genre is often characterised by specific choices about style' manner, tone,
quantity, volume, directnessJ choice ofwords, formality, type of content, etc-

Quite apart from the detailed content and specific words of the sermon or t}Ie
phone call, there is likely to be a generally recognisable 'sermon-ness' about tlrc

sermon and a 'enquiry-on-the-phone-ness' about the call.That's not to say thi

we can't also knowingly choose to ignore or undermine the genre, eg by giving

a sermon in the style of a comedy sketch (in fact, substituting one genre for

another) !
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5 Different kinds of speaking

W varieties of speech genre
N4ake a l is t  o f  about  ten d is t inct ly  d i f ferent  real  l i fe  types of  speaking,  eg making a
oubl ic  soeech.

Some possible answers:
. Giving an academic lecture
. Telling a loke
. Greeting a passing collcague
. Making a phone enquiry
. Chatting u'ith a friend
. Explaining medical problems to a doctor
. Giving military orders
. Negotiating a sale
.  Gi \ r ino ctrccr , l ; rF.r i^ne

. Making a business presentation

. Communicating 'live' during an Internet game

. Explaining a grammatical point

Being more specific about genre

A term such as'making a public speech'is stil l relatively imprecise. It could
refer to a wide variet_v ofquite different kinds oftask, from thanking some
colleagues for a birthday present to standing up as best man at a rvedding
reception to presenting a one-hour talk at a conference of3,000 people.

It is possible to specifl,types of speaking more precisel_v than by simply
naming a genre ifrve add information about why the speaking is being
done, where it is being done and who is listening or interacting with the
speaker.

'W Analysing a genre
Look a t  the  l i s t  o f  common speak ing  genres .  Choose one and ana lyse  i t  us ing  the
gnd in  F igure  9 .3 .

a N.4eeting people atqn inforrnal party
b  D iscuss ing  new sa les  a t  a  bus iness  meet ing
c  Te l l ing  a  joke  in  a  ca fe
d  Leav ing  a  phone message
e Buy ing  a  t ra in  t i cke t  a t  the  t ra in  s ta t ion
f  Ask ing  fo r  d i rec t ions  on  the  s t ree t
g  N4ak ing  a  dent is t ' s  appo in tment  on  the  phone
h Check ing  in  a t  the  a i rpor t

Two examples  have been f i l l ed  in  to  he lp  you.  NB You are  no t  ana lys ing  a l l  examples
of  each genre ,  jus t  one spec i f i c  one.  For  example ,  the  lec tu re  spec i f ied  here  may be
very  d i f fe ren t  i f  any  o f the  var iab les  were  a l te red .
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Genre

What general
kind of
speaking is  i t?

Purpose

Why is this
sPeaking done?

Setting

Where is it
done?

Audlence

Who is
listening?

Response

Does the speaker get a
sPoken response from
listene(s)?
. one-way (no

res ponse)?
. two-way (reciprocal

communicat ion)?
. multiway? (more than

two communicate)?

An academic
lecture

To inform
people of facts
about
17th-century
British histoty

Lecture theatre
at Budapest
University

Room of
students
Iistening, note-
taking, etc

Mainly one-way:
response only in terms
of posture, expression
and possibly a question
or comment

A stand-up
conversa on at
a formal party

Making
contacts;
finding new
clients

Living room of a
private house
in Nairobi

One or more
other
professional
people of
similar social
status

Multiway: a varying
number of people speak

Figure 9.3 Genre-analysis grid

Why is genre important?
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5 Different kinds of speaking

you are, how much you speak and horv much you Iisten, etc. Of course, you can
adjust your'genre' as you take part in the conversation, but again your new
choice will colour all you say, and generally it is unlikely rhat you,ll decide to
switch dramatically into a genre that you earlier rejected as entirely
inappropriate.

From this example, it's apparent that choice ofgenre is a vital decision a speaker
makes before she proceeds with almost any speaking act. A learner of a language
needs to learn not just rvords, grammar, pronunciation, etc, but also about
appropriate ways of speaking in different situations - which may be signifrcantly
different in the target language culture compared with their orvn. For this reason,
offering a range of communicative 'fluency' activities to our learners is probably
insufficient as a course in speaking.\Ve must think about the range of speaking
acts that a learner may be faced witi and give them chances to practise selecting
appropnate genres and planning the appropriate language needed for a variery
of different speaking situations and audiences.

Successful speaking involves fluently communicating information or opinions in
a clear unambiguous manner in an appropriate way for a particular context.

Factors involved in speech acts
l f your  learners  had to  take  par t  in  the  speech ac ts  in  Task  9 .14  above,  what  sor t  o f
th ings  migh t  p rove  d i f f i cu l t fo r them?Thetab le  in  F igure  9 .4  l i s ts  some o f  the  sk i  s
and s t ra teg ies  tha t  competent  language users  migh t  employ  when speak ing .

Choose th ree  o f the  genres  f rom Task  9 .14 .  For  each one,  se lec t  four  o r  f i ve  i tems
f rom F igure  9 .4  tha t  seem to  be  most  impor tan t  fo r  success fu l l y  es tab l i sh ing  and
main ta in ing  communica t ion .  For  example ,  i f  I  cons ider  (a )  l \ y 'ee t tng  peop le  a t  an
in fo rmal  par ty ,  I  m igh t  dec ide  tha t  the  fo l low ing  were  most  impor tan t  (and t i ck
them in  the  tab le ) :

.  Be ing  aware  o f  appropr ia te  top ics  and s ty le  fo r  the  contex t  (eg  bus iness  meet ing ,
soc ia l  ch i t -cha t )

.  Speak ing  spontaneous ly  w i th  l im i ted  /  no  prepara t ion  t ime be fore  speak ing

.  Cop ing  w i th  unpred ic tab le  responses

.  Showing in te res t  in  the  person speak tng

These are  on ly  poss ib le  answers .  D i f fe ren t  peop le  migh t  se lec t  o ther  i tems.
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Iigure 9..:[ Gricl for assessing spccch acrs

2 1 2

Pronunciation
Soedk  19  c l ed ' l y .  , i l h  ,  o -p .p l ^e . r s i b  p  soJnos

Using fluent, connected speech with app word- l lnk ing

Using stress and ntonatlon to emphasise or draw attention to things, express
emotion or attitude, etc

an appropriate pace

and main ta in ing  a  su i tab le  eve l  o f  fo rmal i t y  /  in fo rmal i t y

and maintaining a suitable level of politeness

Being aware of appropriate topics and style for the context (ie business
meet ng, socia ch t chat)

Coprng w i th  a  s t ress fu l  speak lng  contex t  (eg  o ther  peop le  wa t ing ,  l im i ted  t ime
ro  speaK)

Speaking spontaneous y with l imited / no preparation time before speak ng

Coplng with uncertainty about the language level of other people

informatlon
Structur ng speech as

Giving neither too much nor too l itt le nformation

Not offer ng rrelevant information

ng clear, accurate information

to your l istene(s) the structu re and stages of what you say
lnteraction

Estab l rsh  ng  a  re  a t  onsh ip  be fore  and dur  ng  communica t ion

Cop ing  w i th  unpred c tab le  responses

Turn takjng

Listening and responding appropriately in I ne wlth the progress of a
conversation

Sl-or\ irB l erest In the pe.sor spea"i

Reach ing  a  negot ia ted  /  compromise  conc lus ion

Copjng with a variety of content (facts. opinions, argurnents, anecdotes, etc)
s imu l taneous ly

Ho ld ing  the  f loor  when want  to  cont inue spea
Interrupting po itely

new topics or changing topics

Language items

Fluently forming accurate structures to express requ red

Knowing fixed phrases used ln specific sjtuations

Creating ef fective questions

Having sufficient lexical resources to express meanings
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5 Different kinds of speaking

How can you organise a speaking lesson based around this idea ofhelping learners
to work better within a given genre? Broadly speaking, you have two options:

1 You can work on the individual micro-skills (eg things such as those in the table
in Figure 9.4) using games and practice activities;

2 You can work on a bigger scale, getting learners to deploy a range ofthese
micro-skills while completing a genre-based task.

ffi Practising micro-skills
Take the micro-sk i l l  o f  in terrupt ing pol i te ly '  ( in  an in formal  soc ia l  conversat ion) .
Can you th ink of  a  game or  pract ice act iv i ty  that  might  ra ise s tudents '  awareness of
th is  or  helo them imorove thei r  sk i l ls  in  th is  area?

Here are two sample games and acuvrtres:

1 Learners work in small groups. Each person takes a card with a topic word on it
(eg 'swimming'). One person in each group must start speaking on their given
topic. Otiers anempt to interrupt and change the topic politely to their topic,
while all work to matrtain a balanced 'caf€' conversation.

2 Hand out a list of expressions for interrupting politely (eg 81 the way ),but
includingsomeunlikelyorincorrectones(egNozl,'IzrantLlstotalhabout..)
Learners select the correct items from the list (and then have a conversadon
using them).

ffi stages in a speaking lesson
You have dec ided to  work  on  'mak ing  a  bus iness  appo in tment  over  the  phone '  (o r

another  s im i la r  speak ing  task) .  One rm por tan t  s tage o f  the  lesson w i l l  be  when

learners  t ry  do ing  the  speak ing  i t se l f  (s imu la t ing  i t  in  pa i rs ,  p robab ly ,  ra ther  than

mak ing  rea l  phone ca  l l s ! ) .  What  o ther  s tages  do  you th ink  there  migh t  be  in  the

lesson?

The following are some likely elements:

Once you have explained the specific speaking task, the learners may need to:

. plan how they will do the task;

. rehearse partq-(or all) ofit;

. hear examples of competent speakers doing the same task;

. get input from you on possible structures, phrases, vocabular)'', etc;

. reflect on how well they did the task after they hnish;

. replan or revise their original ideas;

. have anotier go at doing the task a second (third?) time.

At various points, the learners may want correction and advice on how to do it

bener.

Here are those elements arranged into a basic Iesson sequence, together with a

worked example for'making a business appointment over the phone'.The stage

marked with a star could come at any point ofyour choosing.
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Basic lesson sequence

1 Set task
2 Plan the speaking
3 Rehearse the speaking
4 Do the task
5 Feedback / Review the success
6 Add / Correct / Revise
7 Redo the task
* Exposure to example

Worked exarnple

1 Set task: Tell learners that they must phone a business contact to make an
appoinrment lor a meedng to discuss furure plans.
Plan the speaking: Ask learners to work in pairs to decide what the caller will
say and how the receptionist will respond. Learners should not write out a
whole script, but can make notes ofparticular phrases.
Rehearse the speaking: Learners practise in pairs.You listen in and suggest
correctrons and improvements.
Do the task: Make new pairs.lfithout furtier discussion, learners 'phone'

each other and do the task.
Feedback / review: The pairs meet and reflect on whether the task was done
well. Maybe the rvhole class also discusses the question and you offer notes.You
may draw attention to specific language that learners could use and specific
ways ofinteracting appropriate to the genre.
Exposure to exarnple: PIay a recording ofcompetent speakers doing the
same task.The class is asked to take down notes about Ianguage they use.
Add / correct / revise:The pairs work out how they could improve their task
next urne.

7 Redo the task: Make new pairs.The task is done again.

Approaches to writing

ffi writing in real life and in the classroom
L is t  some th  ings  you have wr i t ten  in  the  pas t  two weeks .  What  a re  the  im p l i ca t io r  s
o f  your  l rs t  fo r  the  Eng l ish  language c lassroom?

The role of writing in everyday life has changed quite dramatically over recenr
decades.rVhen selecting work for students, you need to be clear about whether ::
is useful practice.

Whereas, in the early 1990s, many people wrote very litde day by day, the adler:
and popularity of email, web forums,Internet messenger services and text
messaging has meant that there is now a huge increase in written communicau. e.
Whether this growth and popularity will continue as new technology offers ea.
cheaper and faster video and voice connections is not clear.

This new kind of communication has its or.vn peculiar rules and rinrals, and in
some cases has evolved its own shorthand, abbreviations and lexis, often becau.<
of the perceived need to write quickly or within a limited word or character ccrit
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6 Approaches to writing

You can buy little dictionaries oftext-message conventions and abbreviations.
There are also new wavs ofexpressing oneself. I can now communicate instantly
across the world and use a litde picture ofa cartoon face to express my reaction to
something written by my friend. Is that writing?

Beyond these new ways of communicating, many people actually do verl- lirde
r'vriting in day-to-day life, and a great deal ofwhat they do write is quite short:
briefnotes to friends or colleagues, answers on question forms, diary enrrres,
postcardsr etc.The need for longer, formal written rvork seems to have lessened
over the years, and this is reflected in man-v classrooms $/here u'riting acdvities are
perhaps less often found than those for other skills.

Writing in the classroorn

Despite the points raised above, there may still be good reasons u'hy it is useful to
include work on rvriting in a course:
. Manv students have specific needs that require them to work on writing skills:

academic study, examination preparation and Business English are three
common areas where v'ritten work is still very important.

. At the most basic level, your students are likelv to be involved in taking dolr.'n
notes in lessons such as yours; this is a skill that is rvorth focusing on.

. \Vriting involves a different kind of mental process.There is more time to think,
to reflect, to prepare, to rehearse, to make mistakes and to hnd alternative and
better solutions.

. It can give you a break, quieten dou'n a noisy class, change the mood and pace
ofa lesson, etc.

Much writing work in the classroom falls on a continuum of hotv much
restriction, help and control is offered, from copying to unguided u,riting.

l_ Copying Students practise forming letter shapes in a handwriting
book, note down substitution tables frorn the board, copV
examples from a textbook. etc.

2 Doing exercises Students write sJngle words phrases, sentences, etc in
response to very tightly focused tasks with l imited options
and limited opportunities for creativity or getting things
wrong.

3 Guided writing You guide students to write longer texts in quite restricted
or controlled tasks by offering samples, models, possibly
useful language items, advice, organisational frameworks,
etc,

4 Plocess writing Students write what they want to, with help, encouragement
and feedback from you and others throughout the process
of choosing a topic, gathering rdeas, organising thoughts,
drafting, etc.

5 Unguided
writing

Students write freely without overt guidance, assistance or
feedback during the writ ing process, though a tit le or task
may be set, and work may be 'marked' ater.
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Chapter9 Productive skills: speaking and writing

Accuracy tends to be more of a concem towards the top of the scale, fluency
increasrngly important towards the lower part. 'Copying' and 'doing exercises' are
making use of writing in order to help students learn something else, (eg grammar),
but do not significandy help students become better 'writers' .

Teaching the skill of writing

Is it possible to teach the 'skill of writing'? How could we do it? For many teachers,
the answer seems to be mainly by setting a writing task, leaving the students to do
it (perhaps as homework) then collecting it in and marking it. Notice the gap in
this diagram between setting and collecting. That is where the difficult writing
work happens - yet it is often done entirely at home with the teacher doing
nothing to help the student improve.

Some teachers doubt if there is any useful in-
class work that could be done on wriring,
believing that it is essentially an individual
activity. However, there are many possible
steps that could go into the middle area ofthe
diagram in Figure 9.5. A sfudent can learn to
become a better writer by (a) being actively
encouraged and helped to follow through a
series ofpreparatory steps before the final
text is produced, and (b) becoming more
aware of that preparation process, so that it
can be done more independently and
transparently in future. For example, we
could help learners:

Figure 9.5 Setting a writing rasl
. choose a topic;
. choose a genre;
. getideas;
. discuss ideas with others to get new perspectives;
. select between ideas;
. sequence ideasl
. make notes, diagrams, etc to help organise ideas;
. hnd grammar and lexis suitable for the texL
. do practice exercises on language items that will be useful;
. study sample and model texts similar to what they want to write;
. plan theirganisation oftheir text;
. draft a rough text;
. get feedback on content;
. get feedback on language use;
. co-write sections oftext in groups;
. make alterations and rewrites;
. write a filal version;
. find appropriate readers.

Activities designed to work in these areas in class come under the headines of'
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6 Approaches to writ ing

Planning classroom writing work

A tjpical route for classroom u,ork onhelping students to write (where the teacher
has already selected the topic or title) might involve some or all ofthe following steps:

1 Intloduce the topic Get students interested, maybe by reading a text
(article, letter, advert, etc) showing pictures,
discussing some key issues, etc.

2 Introduce and
summarise the main
writing task

l \4ake sure students are clear what they have to do.
They need to know the genre (magazine article?
letter? formal report? etc), who they are writ ing for
and why. Avo id bland, 'gen re-free text for no
particular audlence' writ ing tasks.

3 Brainstorm ideas Whole class: use the board to collect as many ideas
as possible. Small groups: speak and take notes,

4 Fast-write A very good way to overcome 'blank page' terror and
get  rdeas  f low ing  s to ' fas ,wr i le  (see Sec i ion  7) .

5 Select and reiect ideas What's worth eaving out?

6 Sort and oldel ideas Start to plan structure oftext by arranging tdeas.

7 Decide on specific
fequirements: style,
information, layout,
etc

How is the text to be laid out, paragraphed,
organised? Are there any special rules (eg if it 's a
letter, report, etc)? Are there things that must be
included or stated in a certain way?

8 Focus on useful
models

Help students to study sample(s) of written texts
s mrlar to the one they are writ ing. Focus on content,
message. organisal on. grammar. phrases. etc.

9 Plan the text LJse notes, sketches or cut-up cards to start
organising a possible shape for the text.

10 Get feedback At Various points, you, other students or groups can
read and make helpful comments / suggestions
about a text. This help may lle on the content and
message, the organisation, the language, etc.

11 Prepare draft(s) Students often benefit from preparing a draft version
before the final one. Thrs gJves them the chance to
pel reader reactions and correct ons.

12 Edir Students carefully go through their own text,
checking if i t says what they want it to, if i t reads
cleady and smoothly, if i ts language is correct, etc.

13 Prepare final text Based on feedback. students write a finished text.

L 4 Readels! Rather than simply 'mark' a text, get other students
to respond to it in some more realistic ways.
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In many cases, the tasks we set our students will determine the kinds of activities
and lesson stages that are appropriate. \(rhen selecting writing tasks, remember
that the old school 'write a story about . . .' represents only a very small (or non-
existent) part of a normal person's writing.While 'creative writing, is often a great
activiry we need to make sure that leamers maidy get practice in the range of
real-life writing tasks that they will face.As far as possible, selectthe tasks most
relevant for their needs. Here are some general ideas for real-world writing tasks.
You may be able to use these to help you generate more focused ideas of your own
that are relevant to your learners.

Write real letteF / emails Think of real people to whom studenrs
can write, eg lvlembers of Parliament,
manufacturing companies, fan clubs,
local newspapers, other schools, etc.
Send them. Get replies. Write back.

W te your own newsletter, magazine,
blog, etc

Class magazine, school magazine, fan
newsletter, local news, campaigning on
environmental or Dolitical issues. etc.

Adveltise (ldeas, school events,
ploducts, etc)

Advertise around the school, around
town; send in your ads to local papers.

Send comments, replies to discusslons,
revlews, etc to websltes

There are now a wide number of
discussions, message boards and
newsgroups specifically for students or
for speciafinterest groups- N4any shop
and consumer sites invite reader reviews
of books, products, events, etc.

W te questionnaires and then use them
out in the street

These can be written in English or in the
learners' own language. Write up the
results. Publish them!

Long-term projects These are a good way of integrating
writingwith otherwork. The aim could be
a fi le or book at the end (see Chapter 15,
Section 11).

Apply fol things, fill in forms registel fol
things, etc

This can be done directly online if
students have Internet access or printed
out on paper.
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7 Writing ln class

Here are some examples of a feu'- specific tasks:
. Write a guidebook entry about your part oftown.
. Write feedback and evaluation ofa new product.
. Fill in a car-hire booking form
. \fi/rite a review of a new game on a computer forum message board.
. ITrite a postcard to a manufacturer requesting an information leaflet about

their work.
. Wrire (and de.ign r compu rer presentarion slides.
. \{rite an academic essay summarising arguments for and againsr a \-iewpoint.
. Vrite your personal profile for inclusion in a class souvenir booklet.
. Write a poem about -vour strongest childhood memor-r.'.
. Write a letter in reply to a job application to arrange an interview

Writing in class

In this section, we will look in more detail at some classroom activities and
straLegies mendoned in  the pre\  iou)  sect ion.

Ideas for generating ideas

Brainstorrning

It can be hard to get enough good ideas to write about. Brainstormjng is a \\.a] to
get the'ideas creation engine'running. It means 'opening your mind and letting
ideas pour out'. It also means not engaging that 'checking' part of your brain
that too quickly dismisses things as stupid or useless (because rve lose out on a
lot of potentially good ideas because we reject them too soon). For this reason, it
seems helpful to separate the ideas collection and the (later) critical revielv of
those ideas.

Here's a way to brainstorm in class:
. \frite the topic or title in a circle in the middle of the board.
. Tell students to call out anything that comes to mind connected with *re topic.
. Write up everlthing on the board.
. There should be no discussion or comments (especially derogatory ones!) -

just ideas.

So what will happen? People rvill call out ideas.You'11 write them up. It may take
a while to get going, but after a bit, the ideas will probably start flowing. After a
reasonable period of time (ie however long ir takes to filI the board with
thoughts), you can stop. Now there is a lot to look back over. Invite students to
select ideas they like and can use, or ma1'be allou' some discussion time in
groups to contrnue the sifting process. Everl'one should have something they
can make uie of.
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Text-starts

A lot of real-life writing involves looking at other texts and summarising,
reportfrg, responding to t]rem, selecting ideas from them, commenting on them,
etc. Supplying'text-starts' can be a good way to provide useful writing work for
students and practise reading / writing skills that are usefi;l in professional life and
academic research.The actual content of the texts provides a lot of.support, for
the writer (especially the one who worries that she must be 'imaginative,to write)
in tfrat there is something concrete to deal with and many ideas are already
formulated and maidy need a response or opinion, rather than original thought.

Resource mate al W tlng task

Information about a holiday location
(pictures, description, list ot attractjons,
etc).

You are the copy-writer for the local
tourist board. Write a two-paragraph
advertisement forthe place to encourage
more visitors to come.

Full data and illustrations ofthree
different utrto-date household products
or gadgets. Possible extra information
about consumer trends, the economy,
erc.

You are a senior manager and will attend
a meetingto decide on one new product
to produce. Write a brief report on
each product, then outline your
recommendations as to which one
to choose, with reasons.

A map of a town. Short descriptions of
'ghosts'that are said to haunt specific
buildings and locations.

You are a localtourguide who has
decided to start a 'Ghost walk' for
tourists around town. Plan a route for the
walk. Write a short article forthe local
paperto publicise it.

Seven emails to your company pointing
out problems with the delivery service.

You are head ofthe delivery department.
Write an email to the director
summarising the problems and making
recommendations.

A number of articles from different
sources on the same news item; a letter
from your friend asking ifyou've heard
about the item and what you think
about it.

Write a letter to your friend.

History articles, encyclopaedias,
websites, etc.

Prepare a wall posterto interest and
inform your friends about a historical
toprc.

Fast-writing

For many writers, the single most difficult thing is simply to start writing. The
blank page sits in front ofyou, and it can become very hard even to put down
frst word. The longer you fail to write, the harder that first sentence becomes.
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7 Writing in class

Instead, imagine that your students could have a whole page of their o$.n $rriting
to start from; not a final version, but something on which to base their new
writing.This is what fast-writing aims to achieve. Even if only a u,ord or a line
from this first attempt makes it into the final text, it has served its purpose,like the
ignition key on a car, getting the writing started.

Tell students that they need a fer,v pieces ofblank paper. The rules are that when
you say'start'J the_v should:
. start wrrtrng about the topic;
. not stop wrltrng;
. not put their pen down at all;
. not worry about spelling, grammar, etcj
. wrrte'um, um) um' or 'rubbish' or something else if they can't think of $.hat to

wrrte;
. not stop to go back and read rvhat they have rvritten;
. keep writing till you say 'stop' (which lvill be after frve / eight / ten mrnutes or

however long you think is appropriate for 1'our group).

At the end, they rvill have a page or more of writing. A lot ofit rvill be rubbishl But
there will also often be ideas and ways ofsaying things that are worth retrieving.
Give the learners enough time to look back over what they have written.Tell them
to be ruthless and cross out a lot ofthe writing, but also to retrieve some good
pieces.They can then use these as starting points for the ner'r,writing.
It's a surprisingly useful task. Often we don't know what on earth we are gorng ro
rvrite until we start rvriting it. Fast-writing is one rvay to start that finding-our
process.

Ideas for helping writing

Structuring and organising
Some simple strategies may help learners find an order for their ideas. ,Card
planning' involves learners writing down the main themes oftheir rext as notes
onto separate cards.They then arrange the cards in various orders until they get a
sequence that seems to work. Similarly,learners could drarv a sketch diagram
showing horv their text will be put together, using lines and arrows to link s.^parate
rtems.

Looking at sample texts
It is often helpful ifstudents see samples of the kind oftexts they are working on.
Ifyou offer this as an activity early on in the lesson sequence, it is likely that this
sample will be vier.ved as a kind of model on'"vhich to base their own rvork.The
final product mav then be substantially similar to the original, especially in layout
and organcation, but w.ith substitutions ofcontent. If _vou offcr samples later on in
the $'riting work, learners will probably see rhe text as something to give them
extra support and ideas, but may not significantll, alter their ou'n overall structure
and content.
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\(/hat can you study in a sample text?

. The layout

. The overall message

. How the items are organised

. Specific phrases and sentences used

. Distinctive grammatical features

. 'lhe 
style and tone

. The eflect on the rcader

Getting feedback on drafts

Feedback on writing isn't something to save up until the entire text is fully
completed. In fact, it is of very little use then, as the thing is over, and students will
probably just want a complimentary comment and then to forget it.The most
useful comments are those that will hat'e an impact as the writing is evolving; thesc
will be useful from as many different readers as possible, from fellow students just
as much as from you.

Organise pairs ofstudents to read each other's work, or groups to give comments
Feedback could be done in answer to specihc questions or according to a feedback
form of some kind or more freely as general response and comments. As a result
offeedback, students can write a ne$.' draft oftheir worll which can then be
submitted again to readers for comments.This cycle of feedback and comments
can lead to excellent results and really helps rvriters get a clearer idea ofwhat a
reader finds in their work.

Using cornputers

Ifyou like the idea of redrafting and feedback, you may $'ant to give thought to
lvhether the writing is on computer. Using a computer has significant advantagc:
for student writing ot'er pen and paper:

. It is readable (no handrvriting jungles) !

. Multiple copies can be printed out for as many readers as needed.

. Suggestions and edits can be u'ritten on to hard copies and then editing can
be done on tJ-te computer - no need to rervrite from scratch.

. l can be emailed directly lo other sfudents or to you.

Some specific features ofword-processing software may be useful.Ifyour
students are relatively unfamiliar with computers, you may $'ant to teach them
hou'to:

. select tex! change font and font size; apply underline, bold, italic, etc;

. use basic editing features 'cut', 'copy', 'paste';

. set the spell-check language and options for 'check spelling as _vou type';

. regularly save back-up copies so that six hours of vital r.vork is not lost after
one-flistake;

. use (and be wary of) any grammar-checking facilities;

. use a 'comment' feature, allo$'ing different readers to lcave notes in the bodr
the text that the lr'riter can then rcview and use later on;

. program simple macros (mini-programs that can do frequently repeated
actions at the press of a button). For example, I havc found that having a u'or: -
count macro is very handy on thc main toolbar.
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8 Responses to writ ing

8 Responses to writing

ffi successfut writing
In  rea l  l i fe ,  when we wr i te  someth ing ,  how can we measure  i f  the  wr i t ing  was a
SUCCCSS?

\ ell, it's certainly quite rare for us to hand it to someone else, rvait a few days and
then get it back with a short comment and / or a mark \\,ritten at the bottom.yet
this is a fairly common response in classroom situations. Such marking may
sometimes be helpful or required, but often isn,t tlte most useful way to helD our
learners become better writers.

Audience and purpose

In real life, we can judge ifour writing was successful by whether it did rvhat we
wanted it to do. For example:
. if we wrote a complaint email to an Internet bookshop, lve would feel successful

if they replied, seemed to understand our problem and rook steps to deal with itj
. ifwe wrote a story about a happy incident in our childhood, lve might feel we

had succeeded if other people read it and enjoyed it, and perhaps $,anted to talk
to us about it and ask questions or respond rvith their own stories;

. ifwe wrote a report about sales prospects in Slovakia for a board meeting, we
might feel that we had achieved our goal if other people at the meeting found
the information clear, succinct and complete and u,ere able to make use ofit in
the discussion.

The fact that writing can achieve such things is part ofwhat motivarcs us ro pur
care into our writing. And in cases u'here we are not able to get such immediate,
direct, tangible feedback, rve may need to be particularly careful in rereading and
editing a rext before we send it arvay to a reader.This ,delayed response,narure of
much writing can be part ofwhat makes it hard to do. Good rvriters need to
become careful readers of- and reflectors on - their orvn u,ork. The existence of
audience and purpose are worth bearing in mind in class.

Setting relevant writing tasks

Rather too many classroom writing tasks are directionless and audienceless. If
students are only writing 'to please the teacher,, there is probably relativcly low
motivation, and the quality of writing may be compromise d, as students will havc
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no clear perccption as to why the work is being done. So hou, can lr e provide
audiencc and purpose? Here are somc kcy strategies:
. If you have done a Needs Anall, sis rvith -vour students, base writing rvork on

stated needs, ie using task types, contexts and situations directl_v relevant to
students.

. Even before students start rvriting, think carefully about u'hat u'ill happen n'ith
the finished piece oftext. If students know t'ho rvill read their text and what
that reader may need or expect from it, then they have a clear idea of the
purpose ofthe r.vriting, u,hich rvill strongly affect many other decisions they
take in the u.riting.

. Make sure you do not mark and give feedback only on accuracv oflanguage.
Include attention to the question ofrvhether the $'riting is appropriate for the
task type and is well targcted at the probable reader.

. Even if you feel that r,ou havc relatively little idea of your class's needs (for
example, ifyour class is stud_ving on a short general English course), you can
still select $,riting tasks that are likel1' to reflect things that manlr students may
need to rvritc in real life.

Reflecting real-life writing purposes in the classroom
Think  up  some ideas  fo r  rea l -  t fe  wr i t ing  purposes  tha t  cou ld  be  re f lec ted  and
recrea ted  In  c lassroom wr i t ing  ac t iv i t ies ,  eg

Rea l  l i fe  purpose:  you want  to  persuade someone to  change the  r  mtnd and come tc
your party.

Poss ib le  c lassroom task ;  you  wr i te  a  le t te r .

Here are a feu' more :

Real-life purpose Possible classloom task

You want to sell your second,hand bike. You write a noticelloard ad or newspaper
smal l  ad .

You want people to vote for you in the
c lass  e lec t ion .

You design and write a poster or electior
leaflet.

You want to inform a colleague who
phoned and when.

You write a memo.

You want to book a suitable hote for a
visit to Vienna.

You fi l l  in an Internet l lookingform.

You wadito make people laugh. You write three jokes in the class
magaz lne .
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8 Responses to writ ing

Marking

Ifyou are required (or wish) to provide some more traditional markrng / fcedback
on rvritten work,l'hat are the options?

'#trtr@l Alternatives to traditionat 'marking'

Your  s tudents  have done some wr i t ten  work .  You now co l lec t  in  the  papers ,
under l ine  every  mis take  in  red  pen and wr i te  a  nnark  o r  g rade a t  the  end.  That ' s  one
opt ion ,  bu t  why  may i t  no t  a lways  be  a  good idea? What  a l te rna t ive  op t ions  can Vou
th ink  o f?

Getting back a piece of u,ork v ith a teacher's comments and corrections on it can
be helpful. It can also be discouraging, especially if there is too much information,
if the information is inappropriate or hard to interprct, or ifthe general tone is
negative rather than positivc.The red pen particularl_v has associations for man-v
people rvith insensitive and discouraging correction and judgcment. Some
alternatives are listed belour

Variations on traditional teacher rnarking

Earlier in this chapter, we lookcd at oprions for getting students to look at each
other's rvork - and they could even'mark'it. Horvever, many learners will expect
the teacher to look at their \l-ork and may feel let dorvn if it is only evaluated by
other students. Here are some other options aVailable to vou:
. LIse a green or a blue pen!
. Discuss the marking criteria rvith students. Agree on a mark or grade.
.  rJ ( / r i te  lhe  cor rcer  an \$crc  in  the  marg in .
. Use correction codes in the margin (see Figurc 9.6).
. Underline all errors of one t-l-pe (eg all r,rrb te nse mistakes, all spelling mistakes) .
. \fi/rite a letter in reply.
. \X/rite nothing. Discuss the rvork rvith the individual students.
. Only write a comment about the meaning and message of the piece.
. Create a composite essay using good bits and problematic bits from a number

of students' u'ork. Photocopy it and hand it out for students to discuss and
correct, together or tn groups or individualll', perhaps for homework.

. IJseer rors f romanumbero fd i f fe ren ts tudents 'wr i t ing todet ' i seanexerc ise ,

quiz, game, etc. Or get students to create the exercise themselvcs based on their
own mistakes (more challenging than simply col]ying out correct answers).

. Give a dictation based on sentences from thcir work.

In all ofthese options, there is one important guideline to bear in mind: tell
students (or agree) before the rvriting what $'i11 happen afterrvards (eg I'll be
marking te se nistakes only).
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Chapter 9 Productive skills: speaking and writing

Gorrection codes
Some teachers like to use 'correction codes' for marking students'work.

1 In the text below, what does each code mean?
2 Why mightcorrect ion codes be more usefu l  toa learner thani f theteacherhad

written the correction in?
3 Why have some mistakes been ignored?

Figure 9.6 Correction codes

Codes can indicate where an error is and what type of error it is. However, they
leave the learners to do some work in order to fild the corrections for themselves.
This may seem preferable to handing them the correction 'ready made'. It is, of
course, essential that the students understand your own set ofcodes! In the above
example,V = verb problem (possibly incorrect tense); $7O = word order; !(/!7 =
wrong word; L = missing word; SP = spelling.

It often seems inappropriate to point out every error; it can be disp.iriting to ger
back work with a large quantity of marks on it.You probably need to decide which
errors you think are most important or useflrl for the student to work on at the
moment and then to draw attention to these.

HarnSqreen-..a-a
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8 Responses to writing

W Evaluating written work
Look at  F igure 9.7.

Note some of the students '  language or  wr i t ing problems.
What  c lassroom work might  help these learners to  become bet ter  wr i ters?

r\A\ BARENfS €A \t- D Goo a I
AY \^lHl\Nf So ERRBoRT / /M

At l r ie",d.At +hat euening I rnet to -y {i;s"d. My -friend

and. I h"/ ),rnner. NeeJiess to say, I did,it enjoy ony
mcre. It haE absol,rtely baA mood. I h"A pio.,r"4
never to do aaythiag Lik€ thaf again

Figure 9.7 Student \ rir ing
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The first text has a number ofserious problems:

. orthography: poor formation of letters, no lolver-case letters;

. punctuation: incorrect use offull stops, no other punctuation,

. spelling: many mistakes in moving sound to spelling;

. layout: no attempt to lay text out;

. language: student does not have enough control of basic lexis or grammar.

These problems really prevent the u'riter getting his message across.The writing
task set seems to have been inappropriately dilficult for his level (ie 'free' rvriting
as opposed to guided sentence making), and it looks as if insufficient help rvas
offered in preparation for u'riting. It rvould probabl_v bc pointless to try to u'ork
through a correction or reu'rite of this letter;u'hat the student needs is a lot more
practice r'vork on a range of lexis and grammar items. He also needs some real
support and guidance when atlempting any future writing task and probably
some practice work on forming the shapes of leners and using the se in written
sentences. A discussion of the subject mafter of the text rvith the student (ie
content rather than language) might be fruitful It may be that the lvriter's
intended meaning is clearer in spoken English than in rvritten English.

The lvriter of the second text clearl-v has a much greater command of English.W'c
can identify some grammar problems (eg missing articles: a and the) and some
Iexis problems (eg climate instead of weather).We can also notice some effective
and correct uses of grammar, lexis and 'chunks' of language (eg -iVeedless ro sa1,1
didn't . . .).Importantly, the message that the u.riter rvanrs to convey is usually
quite clear; she comes over as an individual rvith something specific she wants tir
tell us.

There is, however, another problem: the text doesn't seem to florv in the u'ay rve
expect a story to.There are a lot ofshort sentences.The repetition of rrgords (eg
par44 friends, etc) gives the story a stilted, unnatural feel. It takes us a lot of
reading to discover a small item ofnew informationl even a sympathetic reader
might soon become bored.

As well as offering some practice of specific language items (eg articles), we coul.:
also help the writer work on rvays to make a r,vritten text more natural and
readable: using pronouns to replaee nouns, using s5'nonl ms to avoid repetit ion.
varying the length ofsentences, using conjunctions, using metaphor, etc.Thesc
are some examples of rvriting skills that can be focuscd on in the classroom.
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Chapter l0 Reeeptive skills:
listening and reading

This chapter looks at the trr'o receptive skills, listening and reading, and explores
different rvays in rvhich we can approach them.\ffe consider u,hat kinds oftasks
will help studenrs to impror,'e their skills

Approaches to listening
Even if someone knows all tJre grammar and lexis of a language, it doesn't
necessaril-v mean that they r.vill be able to undcrstand a single lr,ord when it is
spoken. Amongst other things. if ma\ seem t._r L}tem thar:
.  peop le  speak  too  las r  ro  lo l lou ,
. they can't tell rvhere u,.ords start and stoDi
.  peop le  p ronounce words  thc l  jus t  don i recogn ise :
. they can't rvork out dctails ofrvhat is beins said;
.  t ie )  can ' r  ger  e r  en  a  genera l  .enscof  t iemcrsape i
. tJ.re5 don t knou u har arrirude. pc.,ple are cxpris.ing:
. they can't pick out those parts that are most important for them to understand.

So, how can you help 1'our stuclents to become more skilful at listenine?

t f f i f f i  An unsat is factory  l is ten ing lesson
The fo l lowrng is  a  t ranscr ip t  o f  a  shor t  te lephone conversa t ion  f rom the  record ing
accompany ing  a  contemporary  coursebook.  A l though i t  has  been spec ia l l y  recorded
for  s tudents  o f  EngJ ish ,  i t  sounds reasonab ly  au thent ic ,  ie  i t  sounds spontaneous
ra ther  than scr ip ted ; the  peop le  a re  speak ing  a t  normal  speed and are  no t  mak ing
unnatura l  e f fo r ts  to  enunc ia te  o r  exaggera te  s t ress  and in tonat ion .

REcEploNtsT:  Sayers  Recru i tment  and Tra in ing .  Can I  he lp  you?

RuBy:  He l lo ,  yes ,  e rm,  I 'm,  e r ,  I  saw your  adver t  and l ,m look ing  fo r  a
Job,  I  mean,  I 'm in te res ted  in  a  newjob ,  and. . .

RecEpr ror rs r :  Ah ,  yes ,  you  need to  speak to  l \4 rs  Sayers ,  bu t  I 'm a f ra id  she 's
not  in  the  o f f i ce  r igh t  now.  Cou ld  l take  your  name and number ,
a n d  l ' l l  a s k  h e r t o  c a l l y o u  b a c k ?

RuBy:  Er ,  yes ,  yes .  The name's  Ruby,  Ruby Tuesday and my number  rs
0308557 1919.

RecEpr ro | r rs r :  Thank  you,  l \4 iss  Tuesday.  l ' l l  pass  on  your  message.

Ruey:  /  Thanks .  Bye.

REcEProNtsT: Goodbye.

f I om Stra ightforwa rd P re-i nte rmed i ate

Here is the opening ofa lesson procedure using this material intended to help
improve students' listening skills:

1 Say to students . I:isten to this.
2 Play rccording oncc.
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rJThen finished, quickly ask individual students the following quesrrons :
a) lfho does Ruby want to speak to?
b) NThat had Ruby seen?
c) rX/hat's the fuIl name of the comoanv?
,d) 

rffhat words did the receptionisiuse to explain that she would tell the other
person?

4 Look coldly at students who get rhe answers wrong and tell them that they
should have listened harder.

Apart from the insults, in what other ways might this plan be unsatisfactorv?

Ttris lesson is a parody of some of the language lessons that I was on the receivine end
of as a student in school. I remember feeling quite nervous about them.r /hile I wls
listening, I knew that some comprehension questions were going to come at the end
but I never knew what the questions might be or who would be aiked to answer them.
The questions, anyrn'ay, seemed pointlessl ttrey were not necessarilv what I would
Iisten for ifl heard the conversation in real life; it was as if the teachir was focusins me
on the difficulties rather than showing me that it was possible to achieve a lot desf,ite
the diffrculties.The questions seemed more of a memory test than anldring else.
V/hen the recording was played,I struggled to listen to everltJing, and to rernember
all I heard, and in consequence actually remembered very little.
In fact, it's actually not necessary to understand everv word in order to
understand the information you might need from a recording.Ve need to show
students this important fact - help them to worry less about understanding
everything and work more on catching the bits they do need to hear. Often, when
listening in everyday life, we may need to listen to:
. get a general overview ofdre main story or message ofa conversation;
. catch specific details such as names, numbers, addresses, etc.
There is really nothing in this lesson to help a student learn to listen better; either
he can already listen and remember the required answers, or he cannot. But if he
wants to improve his listening, then he needs a different approach.

Using a printed text with listening tasks
Here is  a second vers ion of the same lesson:
1 Hand out a copy ofthe text ofthe conversation to all students.
2 Play recording.
3 When f jn ished,  ask ind iv idual  s tudents the fo l lowing quest ions:

a) What does Ruby want to do?
b)  How does the recept ion is t  he lp her? '

There stil l seems to be another problem with this. What?
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1 Approaches to listening

IfI sum up my feelings aboutTasks 10.1 and 10.2,I get a checklist like this:

1 The activity must really demand listening.
2 It mustn't be simply a memory test.
3 Tasks should be realistic or useful in some way.
4 The activity must actively help them to improve ttreir listening.
5 It shouldn't be threatening.
6 It should help students work around difficulties to achiet'e specific results.

One way to achieve these goals is simple enough. By giving students the questions
before the recording is played (rather than after), you will give students the
opportunity to listen with a clear aim in mind. In everyday life, we usually have
some purpose in mind $'-hen we listen: to find out today's weather, to learn
something, to be entertained, to discover whatJohn did next, etc. By giving the
Iearners a clear purpose in listening, you turn the exercise from a memory test into
a listenins task,

W Redesigning a listening procedure
Look aga in  a t  the  lesson procedure  in  Task  10 .2 .  Redes ign  i t  to  take  the  check l i s t
above Into accoUnt.

A simple plan would be as follorvs:

l Set questions.
2 Play recording.
3 Check ifthe students have found the answers.
4 If not, play the recording again as often as necessary.

This'question hrst'technique is often characterised as'task before audio'.The
word 'task' reminds us that the activity the students are asked to do may be
something more useful, more realistic, more motivating than simply finding
answers to comprehension questrons.

ffi selecting listening tasks
Think  o f  a  task  (o ther  than f ind ing  answers  to  comprehens ion  ques t ions)  to  se t
s tudents  be fore  l i s ten  ing  to  the  te lephone enqu i ry  a t  the  s ta r t  o f  th is  sec t ion .

Some ideas:
. Students must decide whether the conversation is between nvo friends. two

colleagues or two people who don't know each other.
. From a selection oftelephone numbers in the book, students pick out the

correct one said bv tie receotionisr.

-



Chapter 10 Receptive skil ls: l istening and reading

she has made any effors (eg getting Ruby,s name vrong).
- Students have a copy of the dialogue, but w.ith sentences in the wrong order;
they must listen and arrange them in the correct order.

The most useful tasks may be ones that require students to listen in similar ways to
how they might hear such a conversation in real life. In the case of a phone enquiry
like this:
. ifthey are the receptionist, they need to understand the general nature ofthe

enqury (eg someone looking for a job, not wanting to offer a job) and get
accurate information from them (name, number, etc);

. ifthey are the caller, they might need to clearly understand any people,s names
or numbers they need to know and, more generally, what will happen wrth thelr
enquiry (eg do they need to phone back again later?).

Choosing the right task

Remember the broad distinction between different kinds of listening:
. to get a general overview ofthe main story or message ofa conversationl
. to catch specific details such as names, numbers, addresses, etc.

This can be reflected in tasks. Do you want students to gather specfic details or to
catch the gist?You can, ofcourse, do botll but remember that it,s usually better to
divide these different kinds oflistening into sepamte replays of the listening
material, eg set the first tasls play the recording, get feedback; then set ttre second
task, play it again, get feedback. (There is more on sequences oftasks in the next
section.)

Remember, too, not to overburden students - if you are asking them to listen and
write (eg note down names, times, etc), then this is using two skills at once. Unless
note-taking is a specifrc skill being practised, it is often better to limit the amount
of writing demanded ofstudents, especially at lower levels.
Having said all this, we must still wonder how useful, relevant or interesting it will
be for your students in your location to listen to a recording ofpeople discussing a
rec.ruitment advertisement. If you are teaching in an English-speaking country -
or if your students are plaffing to work there - the lesson may seem more relevafl
than to students who are unlikely to do this at any point soon.The recording raiset
a few other doubts:
. In real life, you would only listen to this kind ofconversation berween rwo

people if you were eavesdropping. This is arguably not the most useful listenirg
skill we need.

. Most littening we do in real life will be interactive rather than on recorded
media. Ve will have opportunities to respond, affect the course of the
conversatiorS ask for clarification or repetitiorl etc, and we will have the chancc
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2 The task-feedback circle

to see the speakers, \.vhich \\'-ill allow us to get additional help from gestures,
facial expressions, etc.

. In real life, although we sometimes have a clear purpose in listening, u c
usually won't be directed and guided b-v tasks that hclp us knorv u,hat
we should listen for.

. Are we really helping studcnts to become better listeners by using recordings
like this ?

Despite all these doubtsJ a task-based approach to listening using recorded
material does seem to be generally helpful in improving students' abilities. And
I'm sure it's better than the memorv test r,ve started rvith.

The task-feedback circle
Many teachers use a graded sequence oftasks as a route map through a listening
lesson. B-v starting with a simple task,letting students do it successfulll', then
moving on to set a more difficult task on the same recording, the teacher can
Virtually let the class find its orvn level, ie vou stop setling nerv tasks lvhen you find
the point at u'hich they are beginning to find it too difficult.

The task-recolding-feedback circle

A bas ic  work ing  procedure  fo r  iessons
on read ing  and l i s ten ing  sk i l l s

Three guidelines:
.  Grade the  task ,  no t  the  mater ia l
.  Task  f i rs t  -  then reco fd ing
.  Process  ra ther  than produc t l

PteJ i ste n i ng i ntroducti on
to topic, discussion,
looktng at ptctures,
etc,

Tie ufloose ends, lead to
follow on activities, review
what has been leatnecl, etc

NB Don t ask unfan questians - you set a
clear task have they done tt? Don t thraw
in a whole pile af extra questians now!

Play recording 01
students read text

lf they coutdn t do NB IheY are not

the task, it telts ttying to unlletstand
you that they need everythtnE They only
ta read / listen / need enouEh ta do the
view again. sqecific task

Fieure 10.1 The task feedback circle
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Chapter 10 Receptive skil ls: l isteningand reading

Language focus

Madrid train?' It's worth noting, thougll that even in this case, you probably still
need some top-down'background' scene-setting so that listeners realise they are
in a statior\ trying to catch a train, are going to hear an announcement, etc.
To make sure that a lesson is genuinely usefi.rl for students, we need to consider
why someone might listen to such a text in real life - and what kinds of skills or
strategies they'd use.\7e then need to design tasks that either (a) closely reflect
what they might need to do in real life or (b) help them improve skills that will be
usefii to dlem in futu-re.

Most tasks fall into one of these catesories:
. Talgr part in a conversation;
. Answer questions;
. Do / choose somettring in response to what you hear;
. Pass on / take notes on what you hear.

The task-feedback circle (see Figure 10.1) can help you plan useful listening
lessons if you simply follow it round. Go round the circle three or four times - or
as many times as your students need. It's important to note that it involves not
only setting a sequence of tasks and checking wherher they can do it, but also
replaying the recording again and again (and again).

Many teachers plan their sequence oftasks from,general, overview tasks (such as'How many people are speaking?' '\Vhere are they?' .\Vhat are they discussing?,
etc) towards much more detailed, tightly focused tasks (such as .What were the
reasons for leaving onTuesday?') ending up with language-study issues (eg .Vftat
positive words does he use to describe the,company?,.\Elhat tenses are used in the
story?' etc) (see Figure 10.2). A possible rationale for this is discussed in the next
sectron.

Figure 10.2 Task sequence

As a general planning aid, the task-feedback circle and the .bie to small, task
sequence will work well for many standard coursebook and classroom recordings,
eg where there is a radio discussion, an overheard conversation, a lecrure, erc or
any text where it is useful to cornprehend both general overall message and
smaller details.

In some cases, this might seem an inappropriate approach, for example, wittr texs
where in real life we would only listen inatrentively to the bulk of the text and just
focus briefly to gain a small piece of information from a part of it that directly
interests us, for example when listening to train announcements in a statron or
listening to a weather forecast. In such cases, it may be more usefirl to start straight
in with a detailed question such as '\f,/hat platform should you go to for the

'Big' 
/ General l\4ore detailed
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2 The task-feedback circle

Here are some briefexamples of a range ofthese tasks.

L is tenand. . .
. argue against the proposition;
. choose the correct picture;
. listen again until -vou have learned the poem b.v heart;
. say a reply to each comment 1'ou hear;
. choose the best answer for each question from the four options,
. decide which person is saying rvhich sentence;
. decide whether they like the present or not;
. follow the route on the map;
. walk / sit / move according to the instucttonsj
. draw a picture ofthe alien;
. label a picture of the office;
. pick up and shorv t}le correcL picrurel
. follow the instructions to make an origami model;
. note down the leader's suggestions about where the camp should be;
. note the exact words Chi uses to refuse the offer:
. take down the message, address and phone numbers.

Some listening tasks are obviously more difficult t].ran others. An important point
(and typically a difficult one for nerver teachers to come to terms u,ith) is that the
students getting the right answer is not necessarily tl-te most important thingl A
student who finds all the correct answers on first hearing and with no difficult5
has simply not been challenged by the recording. It reflects over-simple tasks and
shows that little progress in listening has been made.

The effort that a student puts into listening and searching for an answer that is not
easily found is, however, very useful rvork.! hether she finally gets the right or
\\rrong ans\!'er ts to some degree irrelevant, because in tr_ving to get the right answer)
she is stretching her powers of listening to the limit. For tl-ris reason, she will
probably need to hear the recording played three, four or more times in order to get
close to the target.Thus the guideline is'process rather than product,, meaning that
the going is more important rhan the getring there. I'm not saying that gering
\\.rong answers is good, but I am trying to steer ]rou away from thinking that right
answers are the only goal.The goal is to \\'ork on tlte listcning itself.

Sorne guidelines for listening skills work in class
. I(eep the recording short: two minutes ofrecorded material is enougn ro

provide a lot oflistening r.vork.
. Play the recording a sufficient number of times. (This is one point that teacher

trainers and supervisors often comment on when they observe teachers, lessons;
the teachers did not gi\re tlle students enough opporn_rnities to hear the recording.
The students found the material a lot more diificult than the teacher realised.)

. Let students discuss their answers together (perhaps in pairs) .

. Don't immediately acknotr4edge correct answ-ers with words or facial
cxpressionsl ttuow the ansrvers back to the class; lN,1tat do you think of Clcfue\
answer- do you agree?

. Don't be led by one sfong student. Have they all got it?

. Aim to get the students to agree together rvithout your help, using verbal
prodding, raised eyebrorvs, nods, hints, etc. Play the recording again u,henever
they need to hear it, to confirm or refute their idcas, until they agrce.
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Chapter 10 Receptive skil ls: l istening and reading

Play litde bits ofthe recording (a word, a phrase, a sentence) again and again
until it's clear.
Give help if they are completely stuck - but strll with the aim of getting them to
work it out ifat all possible (eg There are three words in this sentence or Listen to
what she say here) rather than git'ing them the answers.
Consider giving the students control ofthe recording - to listen when and to
what they wish.
Don't cheat them by changing your requirements halfway, ie don't set one task,
but then after-wards ask for answers to something completely differentl
Don't let them lose heart.Try to make sure the task is just within their abilities.
It should be difficult, but achievable.The sense ofachievement in finishine a
task should be great: 'It was difficult, but we did it!'

after an exerciseleaching technique on the DVD

The last technique above leads us to another guideline: 'Grade the task, rather than
the recording.' This means 'Don't worry too much about what student level the
recording is suitable for, but do make sure your task is set for the right level.'In
theory, it is possible to use any recording - for example, a recording of this
morning's radio news - with any level. At Beginner level,I could ask them to catch
the names of every famous person tiey heard. It would be challenging and
stimulating for a beginner to feel he has got something out of an authentic neu.'s
recording! At a much higher level, I could expect them to be able to understand
most of the recording and do a sophisticated task like picking out unstressed words.
In both cases, it is not the recording that sets the level of the lesson; it is the task.

In practice, ofcourse, some recordings are naturally going to seem more
appropriate for specific levels ofstudent.Thus a recording ofsomeone asking for
directions in the street is more likely to be usable at a lower level than, say, a
discussion on comnlex moral issues.

ffi ordering stages in a listening lesson
Here  is  a  lesson to  exempl i f y  the  techn iques  descr ibed above.  The record ing  is  a
conversa t ion  be tween two peop le  in  a  bu  s  s ta t ion ,  A t  one po in t ,  we hear  the
announcer  l i s t  the  l luses  about  to  depar t .  The lesson p lan  is  ou t  o f  o rder ;  pu t  the
i tems back  in to  the i r  o r ig ina l  o rder .

a  P lay  record ing ;  s tudents  then compare  answers  in  pa i rs ; te l l  me the i r  answer .  l f
cor rec t ,  con t inue;  i f  no t ,  p lay  record ing  aga in ,  e tc .

b  P lay  record ing ;  s tudents  then compare  answers  in  pa i rs ;  te l l  me the i r  answer .  l f
cor rec t ,  con t inue;  i f  no t ,  p lay  record ing  aga in ,  e tc .

c  P lay  record ing ;  s tudents  then compare  answers  in  pa i rs  and g ive  the i r  answer .  l .
cor rec t ,  con t inue;  i f  no t ,  p lay  record ing  aga in ,  e tc .

d  Lead in to  a  communica t ive  ac t tv i t y  based around the  top ic  o f t rave i  p rob lems.
e  Set  task :  'How many peop le  a re  speak ing? '  'Where  are  they? '
f  In t rod fce  top ic :  long-d is tance buses ;d iscuss  a  l i t t le :  'Anyone been on  one in

Eng land or  the  LJn i ted  Sta tes? '
g  Set  task :  'Here  is  your  bus  t i cke t '  (d i f fe ren t  des t ina t ions  fo r  d i f fe ren t  s tudents

'Which  bus  number  must  you ca tch? '
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Set  task:  'Why is  the o ld lady worr ied? '  'What  suggest ion would you make?'  (The
task requi res l is tening to and in terpret ing a longish sect ion of  the record ing.)
Show pic ture of  bus stat ion.  'Where do you th ink th is  is? '  'What 's  happening?'  e tc .

The original order is: (i), (f), (e), (a), (g), (b), (h), (c), (d).The stases (a), (b) and
(i) are, ofcourse, interchangeable.This order shotvs a logical progression from an
introduction to a very simple first task (to give students confidence), through to a
more difficult task (requiring recognition ofthe pronunciation ofa tou'n name
and a bus number) and finally to a demanding task involving interpretation of a
much longer piece ofspeech. By the time students start to listen intently for this,
they will already have heard the recording a number of times, and the hnal task
should therefore be that much easier. Even the weakest student will also go away
with a feeling ofhaving achieved something (eg one ofthe earlier tasks), even if he
couldn't get the lasr one perfecdr.

How do we listen?

When we listen, lve use a variety of strategies to help us pick up the message.
Some of these are connected with understanding the 'big'picnrre, eg gaining an
overview of the structure ofthe whole text, getting the gist (the general meaning),
using various types ofprevious knowledge to help us make sense ofthe message,
etc. Listening in this way is sometimes termed'gist listening' or 'extensive

listening'. Other strategies are connected witl.r the small pieces ofthe text, eg
correctly hearing precise sounds, r'r'orking out exactly u'hat some individual words
are, catching precise details of information, etc.This is often called 'listening for
detail '.
rWhen working on listening in the classroom there are tu'o alternative starting
points; working on the 'small pieces' (sounds, lvords and details) or on the 'big
pieces (background topics, overall structure and organisation). The former is
knor.vn as top-down whilst the latter is known as bottom-up.

Top-down and bottom-up

It used to be believed that listeners built up their understanding ofa text by
working out what each individual sound was, then adding these up into a rvord,
understanding the word, checking the meaning of rhat word with the u'ords
around them, etc (a bit like building up a wall from the individual bricks).
Although this theorl', knorvn as 'bottom-up' (ie building up the messages from
the individual small pieces), ma1, initially sound appeal ng, it is virtually
impossible to do.

Spoken English probably comes at you too fast to be able to adopt such an rtem-
by-item approach on its own. It seems likelv rhat we make use of 'bottom-up' skills
more to fillin missing gaps rather than as a general approach to comprehension
word by word.
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The alternative theory is that when we listen to a new dialogue, we start processing
the text using skills associated with a second theory ('top-down'), ie maktng use of
what we already know to help us predict the strucnue and content ofthe text, and
getting a general overall impression of the message.

Topdown and bottom-up
Do the following represent use of top down or bottom,up strategies?

1 Before we star t  l is tenlng,  we can a l ready predic t  some possib le words and
phrases that  might  be used because of  our  knowledge of  lex ica l  sets  associated
wi th the topic .

2 We l is ten carefu l ly  to  a record ing a number of  t imes so that  we can f ind a word
we can't catch clearly.

3 When we don't clearly catch some of what people say, we hypothesise what we
have missed and reinstate what we think was there, based on our knowledge of
s imi lar  conversat ions.

4 We know the typical pattern some interactions follow (eg the typical sequence of
exchanges when order ing a tax i  on the phone) ,  and th is  helps us to understand
these when they are spoken.

Strategy 2 is boftom-up. Strategies 1, 3 and 4 are examples oftop-down strategies.
and we do a lot more of this kind of processing that you might expect. Using
background knowledge, prediction and 'filling-in' gaps are all important listening
skills.

We don't come to a new piece of listening completely from a 'zero' starting point
\7e bring our previous knowledge to it, even before it's started. Making a good
prediction of the content or the shape ofa listening text will defrnitely help us to
make better sense of it when it happens.

Things drat could help include:
. having some idea what the topic being discussed will be;
. knowing something about that topic;
. knowing the typical sequence of exchanges that is used in a dialogue like this;
. predicting issues likely to be raised;
. being quickly able to get an overview of the general direction ofthe

conversation;
. knowmg any general rules or guidelines for what can / can't be said in

conversations of this type;
. understanding the attitudes ofthe particrpants;
. knowing some words or phrases that are commonly used in conversations of

this type.

Making a good prediction ofdre content or the shape of a listening text will
definitely help us to make better sense of it when it happens. Rather than
having to start from scratch, the listening may fall neatly into an imagined
frarr,ework we have already set out for it. Of course, we can,t be ready for
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3 How do we listen?

everythingJ but anything that we have correctly expected frees up our energ_v
to pay attention to things that require more intensiVe listening. This is summed
up in Figure 10.3.

Background knowledge about  . . .

the  wor ld the  spec i f i c  top ic the genre

Figure 10.3 Geography ofa lrstening text

Top-dov"n and bottom-up in the classroom

\7hen we listen, we probably adopt a continually varying combination of
top-down and bottom-up strategies, so work on both areas is useful to
learners. I suspect that when I listen, I often process chunk by chunk, catching
the general meaning ofa small segment oftext and, ifnecessary (eg if
something isn't clear), go back over and review the temporarily stored
segment (from short-term memory) and analyse more carefull-v what its
componen$ were.

You need to decide your own personal theory about how people listen so that
you can plan lessons to reflect this. Many teachers nowadays believe that we
mainly listen 'top-down' in real life, and so structure lesson sequences starting
with top-down work.

A typical classroom listening lesson (for example using a radio phone-rn
programme on trafhc congestion) might involve a sequence of tasks that mot'e
from th'e top to the bottom part of the diagram shorvn in Figure 10.3.
(NB You are unlikely to use all ofthese in a single lesson.)

the who e text

longer sections of text

c lauses  /  chunks
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Figure 10.4 shows a possible route map tirough such a lesson, starting from the
'big' background and overview tasks and moving towards the 'smaller', more
detail-focused and language-focused issues.

Don't take such a map as a fixed 'right way' to do things; but it's certainly worth
trying out as an experiment ifyou generally approach listening (or reading) texts
in a different way, say by jumping straight in with a focus on detail.

Figure 10.4 Possible route map for a listeninglesson

Planning a totrdown plocedule

Find a l is ten ing text  (eg in  an upcoming uni t  o f  your  coursebook) .  For  the moment ,
ignore any tasks and exercises printed in the book. Plan an original top-down
lesson us ing the procedure above.

Plocedure whv?

Discuss the genera l
roprc

Learners s tar t  to  th ink about  the topic ,  ra is ing a number
of issues that will be discussed later on the recording.
This preparation may help them to hear these things
beins d iscussed later.

Predict the specific
conlent

Students hypothesise specific issues that may be
rarsed.

Predict the structure Students consider , /  d iscuss possib le organisat ional
structures for a phone-in (who speaks? what kind of
quest ions? typ ica l  exchanges?) .  This  may help learners
to recognise the content more easily.

Gist listening for
overview

Learners get an overall impression ofthe content without
worry ing about  smal l  i tems or  ind iv idual  words.

Gist listening for
attitudes

Learners interpret intonation, paralinguistic features
(sighs, etc).

l\4ore careful
l is tening for  complex
meanrngs

By catching and interpreting smaller parts of the text,
learners f ine- tune thei r  understandinA.

Listening to pick out
specific small
language details

This  focused work (eg on pronunciat ion)  may ra ise
learner  awareness (eg of  weak forms) and thus help
students to listen better in future.
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4 Listening ideas

Listening ideas

In this section, I'll suggest some ideas for more adventurous listening activities.

News headlines

One interesting and popular example ofa lesson using thd task-feedback circle
(see Section 2 of this chapter) is to use up-to-date material recorded off the radio.
Many teachers regularly record the news headlines each morning for classroom
luse.The Worksheetfor news headlines resource on the DVD gives a complete
lesson procedure that you can use r,vith anv recording ofthe day's news headlines
(NB headlines only, not complete storiesl the recording should be less than a
minute long).This lesson would be suitable for most classes at Intermediate level
or above. Remember to set tasks before each listening and to replay the recording
as often as necessary in order for the students to find the answers to one taskl
before moving on to the next.

Jigsaw listening

No wonder this technique is a teachers' favouritel You can run listening activities
that allow learners to work at tieir own speed, controlling the CD player or tape
recorder themselves and repeatedly playing parts ofa text until they are really
happy with their understanding of it. It also involves a lot ofmessage-oriented
communication and useful group cooperatron.

Here's the basic idea:
. Working in small groups,learners listen to separate small parts of a longer

recording, ie each group hears different things.
. They then meet up, perhaps in pairs, threes or fours, with people from groups

that listened to other parts of the recording.
. They report to each other on what they have heard and compare ideas and

reach a conclusion or consensus or complete some specific task.The task might
be simply to construct a full picture of the recording's contents.

To run a jigsaw tasls a little technical preparation is required:
. You'll usually need a separate CD player for each group to listen on and the

same number of separate recordings.
. To make sure that stldents cannot accidentally hear parts of the recording from

other groups' sections, you might need to rerecord and edit some recordings (if
your coursebook doesn't offer ready-made materials).

Jigsaw task ideas

Three (or more) slightly different viewpoints ofa single event, each on a separate
recording.The task is to work out what actually happened. Useful additional
materials might be a location map or diagram of a room. Example events:
. witnesses of a crime
. accident reports
. finding where someone might have lost their purse
. working out exactly who was at a lr.eeting (l met Jdt and Frieda . . . , etc)
. working out the sequence ofevents (what happened hrst, second, etc)
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. a news story with additronal (or var-ving) details in each separate section

. a description of a place or people (to get thc complete picture, students will
need to put together information from all sections)

. a party

. an office

. a factory process

. 'diar_v' information from three people (eg when / rvhere thev are doing things);
the listening task could be to choose a time and place for a meeung

The gallery

A variation on jigsaw listcning. Find about ten interesting short jokes, stories,
advertisements or poems (not more than a minute long) and record l,ourself
reading them, each onto a dilferent CD. Borrorv nvo or three extra CD players
and place them at different locations around the room. put two or three ofyour
CDs next to each machine. Make sure learners kno,"v hou, to operate the
machines.Then invite learners to $'ander freell' around the different places,
changing CD or location at u,ill, \\rith the aim ofchoosing their fa.!,ourite
recording. Make sure they play recordings softly and dral rhcl.don't all gather
round one machinc, but otheru'ise leave the control of the activity to them.
Afterwards, get feedback on rvhat ther,' enjoved or learned.

Horne recording

Many teachers have found that it's interesting and useful to make their orvn short
recordings for classroom use.This gives you the chance to offer lisrening topics
direcdv relevant to _vour coursc or ofinterest to vour learners. A popular tactic is
to'intervieu" one or nvo other teachers in the staff room.
\X/hen you ask colleagues if they can help, u'arn them horv much time it might
require. It's often possible to do the'"vhole proccss ofbrietjne. rehearsal and
recordrng in about ten mtnutes.

You can hat'e completel-v unscripted, improvised, ,natural' conversations, but it
often r.vorks better ifyou give vour speaker(s) a briefing on:
. rvhat you want them to talk abour;
. an-v partrcular points that should be mentionedl
. language items _vou r.vould re ally like included (eg please use lots of present

pefectt ot avorded (eg Don't use tlre past progressixe i;t'1ou can help it);
. horr' fast and clearl]' you \yant them to spcak (eg normal speed or slorver) .
One useful strateg-v is to offer speakers a set ofbriefrvritlen notes - just the key
rvords - to help them rcmember the structure ofthe conversation. Alternativel],.
you could full5' script the text ofrecordings, so that the speakers just read this
aloud. It's usually worth doing one quick rehearsal or.read-through, before
recording.

NB Making a home recording rvill uke some of 1.our time and it can be quite har.r
to make a voice recording ofgood enough audio quality to stand up to playing rn
some classrooms.
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Live listening

One activity that has grown in populariry in recent years is'live listening'.The
basic idea is straightforward: students get to listen to real people speaking in class,
ratler than to recordings. Here's a lvay of ftying this:
. When you find that your coursebook has a fairly dull listening text coming up,

instead ofusing the recording, in'ite a colleague with a spare five minutes to
come into your class.

. Make sure the class has a clear task u'hile listening, eg to note down the main
points that each speaker make'.

. Sit in front ofthe learners and have a live 'ordinarv' conversation on the same
topic as the book.

Though there is certainly a lot ofvalue in getting a variety ofvisitors with
different vocal styles into your class, you can do live listenings on your own) too:
reading or improvising conversations in your own voice) or'acting'a range of
characters yourself.The following activity could be done using a visitor or by
yourself.

Guest stars

Prepare notes for a short monologue in character (a famous pop star or
celebrity ). In class) announce that a guest star is coming today, but don't say
who it is. Go out of the room and return'in character' (or invite another
colleague in). The 'guest' then chats naturally for a minute or two in character,
about her life, a typical da-v, how she feels, etc.The learners should listen and
not shout out who they think it is, but instead write down their guess, At the end
ofthe monologue, Iet tlrem compare thet guesses in small groups (giving
reasons) and then check with -vou.Vhen they know who the guest is, they could
briefly ask a few more interview questions to the character. Repeat the activity
with different 'guests' as a regular slot in your lessons. (Maybe students could
play the'guest', too.)

Approaches to reading

Reading to oneself (as opposed to reading aloud) is,like listening, a'recepdve'
skill, and similar teaching procedures can be used to help learners.The task-
feedback circle works equally well with reading texts, and many ofthe guidelines
given in Section 2 are also easill' adaptable.

The most obvious differences are to do with the fact that people read at different
speeds and in different lvays.ri?hereas a recording takes a definite length of time to
play through, in a reading activiry individuals can control the speed they work at
and what thev are lookins at.
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W Difficulties when leading a foreign language

What are your  own main problems when t ry ing to read a text  in  a language that  you

don' t  know very wel l?

Maybe:
. I don't know enough vocabulary.
. I need the dictionary all the time.
. It's very slov' - it takes ages just to get through a few sentences.
. I often get to the stage where I understand all the individual words, but the

whole thing eludes me completely.
. Because it's slow, the pleasure or interest in the subiect matter is soon lost.

Many learners approach reading texts expecting to read them thoroughly and
to stop only when they have understood every word. Clearly, there is value in
this as a way of improving their vocabulary and their understanding of
grammar, but, as with listening, this kind of approach does not necessarily
make them into better readers, because this plodding, word-by-word
approach is not the way that we most often do our reading in real life. In order
to make students better readers. we need first of all to raise therr awareness
that it 's not always essential to understand every word, and that practising
some different reading techniques in English may be very useful to them.
And iftheir basic strategy is to read slowly and ponderously, then a good
first strategy could be to help them learn to read fast; not worrying about
understanding every word; not, perhaps, even understanding most words,
but still achieving a specific and useful goal.

Reading for detail

A lot ofin-class reading work has traditionally been'reading for detail'- or
'intensive reading'ie reading texts closely and carefully with the intention of
gaining an understanding ofas much detail as possible. Often this is so that the
student can answer comprehension questions (eg Whlt dicl the three men go into tlt.
ofzZe?) This is typically a stop / start kind ofreading, involving going back over
small pieces of the same text a number of times to find out more and more about
it, making sure ttrat the words have been correcdy interpreted.This is how a
competent language user might read an instuction manual for a piece offlat-pach
furniture or a leaflet with guidelines on whether they have to pay income tax or
not. It's not the way she would typically read a chapter from a novel ot a magazine
article, although, in classrooms, it is often how students are asked to process such
material (with true / false and other comprehension questions to check if they car':
pick up specific points).

In everyday life, we tend to do much more extensive reading, ie fluent, faster
reading, often oflonger texts, for pleasure, entertainment and general
understanding, but without such careful attention to the details.\(/hen we don t
understand words or small sections, we usually just keep going, maybe only
coming back when there has been a major breakdown in our understanding.

There is certainly a place for intensive reading in class, helping students to
' uncover and accurately understand details in a text - but this is by no means thc
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only strategy that a good reader needs. Bcing able to read fast and fluently is also
ver"v lmportant.

Skimrning and scanning

Many activities designed to increase reading speeds arc variations on the
following two ideas:
. Skimming : Read quickly to get the gist of a passage (eg to discover kel' topics,

main ideas, overall theme, basic structure, etc). A t_vpical skimming task would
be a general question from the teacher, such as 1s l/zls p assage abottt Jill\
weruories oJ urmmer or uinter? or Is this stor! set in q school or a resteurqnt? The
learners would attempt to find the ansr.ver quickll', rl,ithout reading every word
ofthe passage, by 'speed-reading' through some portions of the text.

. Scanning : l'4ove e1'es quickly over the tcxt to locate a specihc piece of
information (eg a name, address, fact, price, number, date etc) ."vithout reading
the $'hole text or unpacking any subtleties of meaning. A common scanmng
activity is searching for information in a leatlet or directorl,, and a typical
scanning task wouldbe Vhat time does the Biruirlghdn trqin leaae? orWhat does
Cath! take with her to Lhe meeting?

Skimming and scanning are both 'top-down' skills (see Section 3 earlier in this
chapter). Although scanning is invoh"'ed r.vith finding individual points fiom the
text without reading carefully through everv rvord of the text) the way that a reader
Itnds that information involves some degree ofprocessing of the overall shape and
structure of the text, moving her eyes quickly over the rvhole page, searching for
key words or clues from the textual layout and the content that rvill enable her to
focus in on smaller sections oftext that she is likelv to eet answers from.

W setecting an appropriate reading task
lmag ine  tha t  you  have g iven s tudents  a  copy  o f  a  tour is t  lea f le t  pub l i c is ing  a  nearby
town and adver t j s ing  loca l  a t t rac t ions ,  museums,  spec ia l  events  and wt th
in fo rmat ion  on  pr ices ,  open ng  t imes,  e tc .  What  wou ld  be  a  su i tab le  task  to  ge t
s tudents  to  read th is  qu ick ly  ( ra ther  than read every  word)?

You probably want tasks that encourage students to search for specific small
sections oftext which they then read more carefully to find a required piece of
information. These might be factual, information questions such as ,When does
the Military Museum close?"Can I take my dog into Chapultepec park?,,What is
a good souvenir to take back from this region?' 'Ho,"v much would it cost for a
family of four to go swimming?' 'What are the newest animals in the zoo?,
Students doing this will be reading the material in a similar wav to how people
might read it in everyday life.

W choosing useful reading activities
Which o f  the  fo l low ing  seem to  be  use fu l  read ing  ac t iv i t jes  and whrch  no t?  Why?
Briefly work out an alternative proceclure for the less satisfactory ones.

1  The c lass  reads  a  who le  page o f  c lass i f ied  adver t i sements  rn  the  newspaper .
us ing  the i r  d ic t ionanes to  look  up  a l l  unknown worc ls .
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Students  a re  each look ing  a t  an  on l ine  page f rom a  newspaper .  Ask  them to  f ind
the  word  oyersomewhere  on  the  f ron t  page.
P lace  a  p i le  o f  loca l  tour is t  lea f le ts  on  the  tab le  and exp la in  tha t  s tudents ,  in
groups  o f  four ,  can  p lan  a  day  ou t  tomor row.
Students  read a  shor t  ex t rac t  f rom a  nove l  and answer  f i ve  mul t ip le -cho ice
comprehens ion  ques t ions  about f ine  po in ts  o f  de ta i l .

One test for useful reading (or listening rvork) might be to check how far tasks
reflect real-life uses of the same text. If a text is used in class in r,vavs that are
reasonably similar ro real life, it is likely that the rask \a ill be effcctive.
Procedure 1 seems unsatisfactory because it is an unrealistic use of the
advertisements; in real life, no one would read them in such a u'ay. A more realistic
task would require tiem to scan tlte ads for specific items (as we do when we wanr.
say) to buy a second-handTV). So 'What is the bestTv I could bu1'?' would be a
far more realistic task.

Procedure 2 is similarly strange.This is a scanning exercise, but an entirely
unrealistic one.!7e might well scan a newspaper looking for names ofpeople or
countries that we wanted to read about or headings that directed us to informatior
we needed (such as r.veather), but it seems unlikely that we rvould search for a
single u'ord like oaer (though as a game, it could be fun). For a more useful
scanning task, students could be asked to find where specific articles are or hnd
certain factual information. Skimming tasks would also be useful, to get the gist (,:
an article for example.

Procedure 3, although it perhaps appears a little strange initially, is in fact a verr.
interesting reading activity.The students will be using the leaflets for precisely th,:
purpose for which they rvere u'ritten, and u'ill be reading them in order to obtain "r.vhole range ofappropriate ideas and information; seeing what's available,
checking opening times, prices, etc. As a bonus, there will be a lot ofspeaking as
well as reading.

Procedure 4 describes an exercise commonly found in exams. It is clearly
useful as a demanding way of testing comprehension, and is useful for studr i:.
the fine shades of meaning a rvriter conve1,s. It is, however, important to ensu:.
that this kind of activity is not the onlv reading work done, partly because it
seems to be confirming to students that this is the normal (or onl-v) $,ay to rcJ -:
a novel. Students also need to be shorvn approaches to a novel that allow ther-
to read fluentlyj at speed, \\' ithout worrying about catching every nuance.
Real-life purposes are not the only way of measurir.rg the usefulness ofclassroo;:.
reading work. Often we might want to train students in specific reading
techniques or strategies, things that will help their future reading, even if the
immediate classroom r.vork doesn't itselfreflect a real-life nuroose.

Top-down reading

As with listening lessons, many reading lessons move from 'big' to 'small,, ie .tL.:. .
dor.vn'- from overview to details. Using the task-feedback circle as a starting
point, we can plan a route map for a basic reading lesson (Figure 10.5).
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Pre-text L In t roduct ion and Iead- in ,  eg get  the learners in terested in  the
topic ,  in i t ia l  d iscussion of  key themes,  make an expl ic i t  l ink
between the topic  of the text  and students '  own l jves and
exper iences,  focus on important  language that  wi l l  come in
the text

2 First task (pre-reading), eg predict from some extracted
informat ion ( i l lust rat ion,  key words,  headl tnes) ,  read
quest ions about  the text ,  s tudents compose thei r  own
quest ions

Text 3 Tasks  to  focus  on  fas t  read ing  fo r  g is t  (sk imming) ,  eg  check
tex t  aga ins t  p red ic t ions  made beforehand,  guess  the  t i t le
f rom a  cho ice  o f  th ree  op t ions ,  pu t  events  (o r  i l l us t ra t ions)  in
the  cor rec t  o rder

4 Tasks to focus on fast reading to locate specific information
(scann ing)

5 Tasks  to  focus  on  mean ing  (genera l  po in ts ) ,  eg  answer
ques t ions  about  mean ing ,  make use o f  in fo rmat ion  in  the
tex t  to  do  someth ing  (make a  ske tch ,  f i l l  ou t  a  fo rm,  f ind  ou t
wh ich  p ic tu re  i s  be ing  descr ibed,  e tcJ .  d iscuss  issues ,
su  mmar ise  arguments ,  compare  v iewpo in ts

6 Tasks  to  focus  on  mean ing  ( f iner  po in ts  o f  de ta i l ,  more
in tens ive  comprehens ive  unders tand ing)

7 Tasks  to  focus  on  ind iv idua l  language i tems,  eg  vocabu lary
or  g rammar  exerc iSeS,  Use o f  d ic t ionar ies ,  work  oUt  mean ing
of words from context

Post-text 8 Fol low-on task ,  eg  ro le  p lay ,  debate ,  wr i t ing  task  (eg  wr i te  a
le t te r  in  rep ly ) ,  persona l isa t ion  (eg 'Have you ever  had an
exDer ience l i ke  th is  one? ' )

9 Clos ing ,  eg  draw the  lesson to  a  conc lus ion ,  t ie  up  loose ends ,
rev iew what  has  been s tud ied  and what  has  been learned

5 Approaches to reading

Figure 10.5 Possible route map for a reading lesson

Here are some specific ideas for reading tasks
. Put these illustrations ofthe text in the correct order.
. Put these cut-up paragraphs in the correct order.
. Find words in the text dtat mean the same as the words in this lisr.
. Read the text and find the mistakes in this illustration (or draw your own).
. Read the text and make a list of particular items (eg jobs that need doing, the

author's proposals, advantages and disadvantages, etc).
. Give a headline to each section of the article (or match given headlines r.vith the

SeCtronS).
. Find appropriate places in the text to reinsert some sentences rhat have

previously been separated from the text.
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Write a reply.
Look at the title and the illustrations (but not dre text). Predict which ofthe
following list of words you will find in the text.
Solve the problem.
Discuss (or write) the missing last paragraph ofthe text.
Discuss interpretations of, reactions to, feelings about the text.
Make notes under the following headings: ...
Before you read this text, make notes about what you already know about the
subject.

. Act out the dialogue, story, episode, etc.

. Put this list of events in the correct order.

For ideas on using reading to help teach grammar, see Chapter 7.

Extensive reading

There is a great deal ofevidence that extensive reading (ie reading longer texts.
such as a novel, over time) has a powerful impact on language learning.The more
someone reads, the more they pick up items of vocabulary and grammar from the
texts, often without realising it, and this widening language knowledge seems to
increase their overall linguistic conhdence, which then influences and improves
their skills in other language areas, too (though this is probably only true rn cases
where the material they read is self-chosen and is genuinely relevant and
interesting to them).

So, the.re are strong arguments for actively encouraging students to read a lot in
the target language, both in and outside the classroom.rVe can help by:
. providing a library ofreaders (see below), magazines, newspapers, leaflets, etc:
. training learners how to select suitable reading material and in ways to read itr
. creating a 'book club' environment that encourages learners to choose what

books to purchase, talk about favourite books, share them with each other, rvrir<
brief recommendationsJ etc;

. allowing sections of classroom time purely for students to read; some teachers
who have five or six lessons a week set aside one ofthese lessons as quiet
reading time.

A library doesn't need to be large. It can be something as simple as a small box oi
books and magazines. However, it's important to include items that are relevanr
and suitable for your class. Unabridged old copies ofworthy classics are probablr
not a good choice. Better to have a few recent magazines on themes tiat studenr.
like (eg frlms, pop stars, computer games, etc for a teen class) and a small set of
graded readers.

Readers

These are books ofstories (or other content) published specifically for learners r.,
get extended exposure to English. They often have their grammar and vocabularr
'graded'to named levels (eg Elementary) so that learners at that level should stan; r
reasonable chance of successfi.r1ly reading them. Manl' state the size of vocabular..
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used and have footnotes or glossaries ofwords outside their stated word limit. The
main aim ofreaders is to provide opportunities for extensive reading for pleasure.
For this reason, be careful about integrating comprehension checks, tests and
exercises into your teaching.As far as possible,let students read, enjoy and move on,
rather than read and then have to do lots ofexercises afterwards.There are ideas for
some creatrve extensive reading activities at the end of this section.

W Reading round the ctass
Readers  can be  read ou ts ide  c lass  or  can  be  used jn  ,qu ie t  read ing '  c lass  t ime.
Some teachers  use  them in  c lass  fo r  read ing  a loud.  w i th  d i f fe ren t  s tudents  read ing
shor t  sec t ions  one a f te r  the  o ther .  Th is  read ing  a loud , round the  c lass '  t s
someth ing  many o f  us  reca l l  f rom our  schoo ldays .  Why mtght  th js  popu lar  techn ique
not be effective?

. I read faster than he speaks.

. It's so boring.

. She makes mistakes.

. I've already read to page 37 myself.

. He can't pronounce it and he gets embarrassed.

. I'm so nervous about reading, I miss the story.

. I can't follow the story u'ith all these different people speaking.

. I prefer to read to myself.

. It's going to be 35 minutes till rrry go.

. It gets in the way of me hearing the voices of the characters.

. It's not good practice for speaking - I d never talk like that!

Obviously a fluent reader u'ith the ability to inlect life and feeling into the reading
is a wonderful bonus. Most students, however, do not ht this description, and
round-tie-class reading tends to be a slow) tedious turn-offrather than a rouser of
enthusiasm.

Some alternatives to reading aloud round. the class

Here are some alternarives to tr1:
. You read;
. You read narrative, but students read character dialosue;
.  You rhavingread rhechapreryoursel fbe lore c lassr  re- l l rJre s tor l  in l .ourown

words, without notes, in the most spell-binding u,ay you canl later, you get
students to do the same with other bits;

. Students read to each other in small groups or pairs) stopping, changing,
discussing and helping each other whenever thev want toi

. Students read silently, then, rvitlout djscussion. act out. improvrsrng a scene
based on what happened;

. Students silently speed-read a chapter (say in two minutes) then report back,
discussing, comparing, etc before silently reading it more carefully.
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Extensive reading activities

The following ideas are some slightly more rmusual activities based around
interpreting and enjoying readers in class:

Don't always start at the beginninglTry jumping in at the middle and reading
one page. Predict whathappened before, who the people are, where they are,
etc. Or use a contents page similarly.
Use a key section ofthe story as a dictation.
Create a situation quite separate from the story of the book and allow students
to improvise to see howthe characters would behave in a totally different
environment or time. The Forsytes watchingTV together? Jane Eyre applying
to get a temporary secretarial job? Not quite as silly as it soulds - this is a very
exciting way to investigate character.
Students draw the picture ofthe scene.\yhen finished, they compare and
discuss their different interpretattons.
Interv.iews: one student is a chat show host or a newspaper reporter and
interviews another student in the role ofa character.'So why did you do that?'
'rX/hat do you really think aboutJoseph?' etc. Or get all the characters together
and interview them. Sim. arly, put the characters 'on trial' in a courtroom:
'\X/hose fault was it?'
Map the story (or one chapter). Draw lines on it to show different characters'
movements. Or map out the relationships between characters. A good
classroom poster?
Keep a character's diary.
Review the book for aTV programme. Meet the author. Discuss, argue. Phone
in callers can ask questions.
Would it make a good film? The students are the board of directors for a film
company.They need to decide whether the book is f m material or not. Horv
does the story need to be changed? How can they make it more exciting?rWho
should direct it?rWho should play the parts? Make an advertisement poster fc
the fi1rn.
\7hat did the front page of the local newspaper look like on the day when ...?
Choose a page or paragraph from the next chapter in the book and blank our
some words. Students need to guess what is going to happen by trying to find
the missing words.
Redesign the cover of the book.rJTrite the blurb on the back cover.
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Ghapter 1L Phonolog!:
the sound of English

Teachers often shy away from pronunciation work yet it is key for students. This
chapter looks at the individual sounds that make up words. word stress and
aspects of connected speech.

Pronunciation starting points
Pronunciation can be an overlooked area oflanguage teaching, partly because
teachers themselves may feel more uncertain about it than about grammar or
lexis, worried that they don't have enough technical knou,ledge to help students
appropriately. However, when teachers take the risk, they are often surprised to
find that it makes for very enjoyable and useful classroom work.

Any"way, no excuses. Here are some ideas that don't require that you ur your
students know phonemic symbols or an-v detailed background knor.vledge of
phonology.Try these out and thenJ when you feel more confident, move on and
study the other parts ofthis chapter.

Model new words in context

!(/hen you teach lexical items, give students a chance to hear you saying the item
naturally spoken in the context ofa typical short phrase or sentence.Take care to
stress naturally (rather than as a 'perfect' sentence). Allow students to repeat the
phrase and give them honest feedback if there seem to be problems. Ifnecessary,
remodel it and let students work out what they are doing differentiy.

Modelling intonation

\I{hen you teach grammar, allow students to hear some r,vpical examples of
natural uses of the language. So, for example, u'hen teaching the present perfect
progressive, don't iust teach it as dry examples, but model a typical real-life
sentence or two yourself with real feeling, such as 'I've been waiting here for trvo
hours!' A loud, angry sentence like this will be much more memorable tlan a
wriften example. Get students to repeat it to each other - and don,t let them get
away with flat, dull intonation. Encourage tiem to say it with real feeling.

intonation Ieaching technique on the DVD

Recognise the feeling

Vrite up four or frve short spoken phrases on the left of the board (eg,!7here are
you going?' 'Yes, please.') . !7ritc up a number of 'moods, on the right qeg .angry',
'delighted', 'sarcastic'). Read out one of the phrases in one of the moods (adapting
your intonation and sffess to transmit a clear feeling). Ask students to compare
ideas with each other and decide which was used. Later.learners can continue
playing the game in small groups.
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Use dialogu.es

Vhen you work with printed dialogues, don't just read them silently, but ger
students to spend tirne thhking about how to say them. A useful task is to ask
them to go through the text deciding and marking which syllables are stressed.
After that, students can practise them, read them out and eventually perform
them without scripts.The airn is to speak naturally - which is hard to do when you
are reading from text, so it's important to include some textless work. Don't worrl
about students learning it word-perfectly; give feedback on whether they get the
feeling right or not, rather than whether they get the grammar spot-on.

Chants

A'chant' is a poem or dialogue particularly suitable for reciting aloud; it often
involves strong rh]'thms, clear everyday conversation, often exaggerated feelings
and a lot ofrepetition. Use published chants specially wrinen for language students.
or write your own. Arm to help students to learn them by heart so that they can say
them confidently with suitable pronunciation. Teach them by modelling them line
by line and asking students to repeat them. Ifyou offer dull flat intonation yourself-
or if students respond with dull flat intonation - there is litde purpose in the activiq.
You might want to go for the enjoi..rnent of exaggerating the feeLings and volume!

I[the Chqntresource on the DVD, you'll find a sample short chant for two peoplc
(or two groups) practising lflft- questions. It provides opportunities to practise
weak forms, elision (when a sound is missed out) and assimilation (when a sound
changes because ofinterference from another) ifyou want to.

Shadow reading

This means reading at the same time along with a competent reader. So, for examplc,
you read a dialogue out loud, playing all parts, while the students follow the text and
read aloud themselves.This is likely to be most usefirl if it is done more than once, so
drat students get a chance to improve; tly short texts read a number of times rather
than one long text read once. As an altemative, you could try using a recording.

Voice settings

One interesting approach to promrnciation may sound a litde odd at fust. It's based m
the idea that, rather than work on all the small details ofpronunciation (such as
phonemes, stress pafterns, etc), it might be better to start with the larger holistic
picture - fhe general'settings' ofthe voice. Ifyou think about a foreign language you
have heard a number of times, you are probably able to quickly recall some
distinctive impressions about how the language is spoken-the sorts ofthings
a comedian would pick on if they wanted to mimic a speaker of that language; fc
example, a distinctive mouth position with the lips pushed forward, a flat
intonation with machine-gun delivery, a t5.pical hunching of shoulders,
heard sounds, a generally high pitch, etc.

Do your students have such an image about British speakers ofEnglish? Or
Australians? Or Canadians? One useful activitv would be to (a) watch one or

a-l
f c "
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more native speakers on video; (b) discuss any noticeable speech features; (c) try
speaklng nonsense u,ords using dris'voice setting' ('comedian' sr_vle); (d) practise
reading a simple short dialogue in as'native'a u'ay as rhe_v can. (This rvill probably
seem quite funny to l our students, who rvill initially tend to do fairly bland copies,
never quite believrng that a voice setting ma-v be so dilferent or exaggeratcd
compared \\'ith their orvn language; encourage them to risk looking and sounding
really like a native speaker.)

Before we go much further rvith pronunciation, there is one important stardng
question a teacher needs to consider, namely which pronunciation varietl' f,re l.ou
going to tcach?

Task 11.1 RP

The abbreviat ion 'RP'  refers to  received pronunciat ion,  a UK pronunciat ion var ie ty ,
or ig inal ly  f rom south east  England,  but  sornet imes regarded as a k ind of  s tandard
educated Br i t ish Engl ish pronunciat ion.

When teaching pronunciat ion,  do you want  your  s tudents to  a im to approach an Rp
accent  themselves? Whv? Whv not?

There used to be a fairly widespread (if unspoken) assumption in man-v teaching
contexts that all students $'anted and needed to learn to communicate in a r,vay that
sounded as close to a UI{ (or US or Australian) native speaker as possible. In fact,
most learners are learning English to communicate rvith other non-nrtive
speakers, using English as a lingua franca (a language used to communicate
betw-een speakers ofdifferent mothcr tongues)! and many u'ill rarely - ifever -
meet or need to speak rvith an RP-speaking native speaker. In such cases, u'e could
make a good argument that RP is not the most useful variety for students to learn,
and it may actually hinder their communication, as man_v people may not be able
to follow them if the_v use RP features such as elisions, u'eak tbrms and the lack of
an /r/ sound in u'ords like car or Dard. Some ofthese issues are addressed in the
section on English and English teaching in the u'orld in Chapter 5, Secrion 7.

\X/hatever the political argumentsJ I think it is very hard to reach an accent that is
not one lrou can naturall.v use yourself. So, for the momentJ thc $'ork on
pronunciation is tlis book is based on the follorving nvo starting poinrs:

1 Students need to learn pronunciation that rvill allorv them to be understood in
the contexts \\'herc they are most likely to need to use tlte language.

2 It is often appropriate and honest to (a) teach thc pronunciation you speak
yourself; (b) draw attention to local variations you are arvare ofl (c) highlight
differences in accent that appear in course material.

The activities and cxamples on the next few pages are based on using RP as a
basrc pronunciation.You necd to consider horv much the advice and sample
materials may need to be adapted for,vour own teaching needs. As ]'ou read
through the following sections, here are four questions to consider:

1 Are the phonemes discusscd in this book the same as the oncs you usel
2 \(/hich other fcatures discussed are not part ofvour or,vn oronunciation?
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3 Is it appropriate for your students to practise recognising features such as weak
forms and elision?

4 Is it appropriate for your students to practise producing features such as weak
forms and elision?

2 Sounds

W Phonemes
The phonemic char t  in  F igure 11.1 shows the ind iv idual  sounds (phonemes) of  the
Engl ish language as spoken in  a UK RP accent .

Figure 11.1 Phonemic chart

Refer r ing  to  a  d ic t ionary  tha t  uses  the  IPA ( in te rna t iona l  phonet ic  a lphabet ) ,  f ind
out  wh ich  phoneme is  represented  by  the  le t te rs  under l ined  in  the  fo l low ing  words
(Answers are on page 394.)

Vowels

schoo ls

a.Uton omy

patticipation

coqperation

valu Ing

trust

I N

learners

t ne i

good

reacners

Diphthongs

a t r

.l9y

hqpeful

great
b rlght

pue
c  lear

sounds

t',d,tIPrb-lt,d,tl_if;__K'I
f Ylg 6 3',2 ['3
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2 Sounds

Consonants

Wash ing machine
yeast

bean s

knives

stn l (

herbs*x

tomatoes

brolherliness

foresight

vts ton

bread

c heese

**  UK pronunciat ion

f r iendl iness

sensitiyity

.iam
cake

CEES

empaUry

tidge
food mixer

kettle

wtsdom

compassion

3t on the DVD

Vowels

A vowel is a voiced sound made without any closure or friction so that there is no
restriction to the flow of air from the lungs.You'llhave noticed that the words in
tlre task above come together to make a complete sentence (Teachers in good schools
respect the harners' autonomy, valuing tr ust, pa rticipation, coope ration) .You may fild
a mnemonic of some ktnd helpful while you are learning the phonemes.Your
students might also like this idea: you could write a simple story for them (eg'Ear
this goodfood,'said the bird ...) or, better still, get them to devise therr own
sentences.You cor d also attempt more 'poetic' versions, as with the diphthongs.

Diphthongs

A diphthong is the result of a glide from one sound to another within a single
syllable. Thes e form ttree phrases : c lear pure air, great joy, bright hopeful sounds .

Consonants

A consonant is a sound produced by partially or fully restricting or closing the
flow of air, which may result in friction. Consonants can be voiced or unvoiced.
These fall into three sets:

I Food'. potatoes, bearu, tomatoes, bread, cake, eggs, cheese,jam
2 Positive human characteristics:y'rc ndliness, sensitivity, empathy, brotherliness,

lore s igh t, wi sdom, co mpass io n, u i sion
3 Words associated with kitchens:/o od mixer, knioes, sink,herbs, hettle,fridge,

washing machine, jeast

Alternatively, devise sequences that make use ofany currentledcal items being
studied.
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Students of most other foreign languages will find that, while a number ofEnglish
phonemes are familiar, some will be distinctly different from the ones they use.
Particular problems arise rvhen:
. English has two phonemes for a sound that seemsJ to an untrained ear, to be a

single sound. A common example of this is the distinctron between /r/ and /i:/
(as rn ltip vs. heap), which sound the same to some students;

. English has a phoneme that does not exist in the students' own larrguage.

In both cases, getting students to produce the sounds themselves can be difficult;
it is necessary to raise their awareness ofthe fact that there is something to work
on, and the first step is to get them to hear the difference. Receptive awareness
comes before productive competence.

Simple variations on well-known games are helpful in familiarising students with
phonemic symbols:
. Phoneme bingo: Hand out bingo cards rvith phonemes instead of numbers;

call out sounds rather than numbers (see :Jte Phoneme bingo cards resottce on
the DVD).

. Anagrams: Get students to work out anagrams of words using phonemes
rather than normal alphabetic letrers, eg /kbu/ (- booh).

. Category words: Choose fir'e or six categories - such as 'Food','sports',
'Animals','Household objects','Clothing', etc. - which students should copy
down. Students work in small teams.\?hen I'ou call out (and write up) a phonern.
the teams must attempt to find a word containing that phoneme for each categor..
So, for example, if the phoneme is /i;/, a team could choose cheese, skiing, sheep,
teapot and jeans.The teams then compare words and points are awarded.

And here are some general ideas for u'orking with phonemes:
.Integratephonemic$'orkintoallyourteachingofgrammarandlexis.Alwaysrr.,r

on helping the students to achieve good pronunciation, and encourage them to
make a record ofthe phonernic transcription as rvell as the spelling ofnew item:

. Observation ofmechanics:let stltdents watch how you and they make
particular sounds.

. Ear-training: get students to listen to and distinguish words which have soun:.
that seem to them ver-v similar (eg /zat vs. hut; thin vs. tin; examples of this kir::
are known as minimal pairs).

. Tongue twisters, to work on particular sounds or to contrast sounds (eg ?/ir i.
thin trees end three tall trees).

. Transliteration: get students to $'rite out a rvord or sentence in phonemic sc::-
Jokes seem to work well.

. Train learners in using a dictionary to hnd pronunciation as well as spelling

. Keep a phonemic chart on the wall ofyour classroom. Focus briefly on onc
phoneme each lesson.

. Thp out words on the chart and ask students to say the words.

. Use the chart for pointing out correct sounds $rhen students pronounce
sometl-fng wrong.

. Try a phonemic crossr,vord like the one inTask 1 1.3. Students complete rhi. :
the same way as a traditional crossword but have to frll in phonemic
transcriptions of lr'ords rather than their spelline.
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5

6 T

3 Word stress

ffi Phonemic crossword

7 ' ,

Down
1

Across
1 Past of 1 Down.
3 Some teachers do this too much!
5 Sold iers work for  th is  organisat ion.
6 Past of7 Across.

here! '

your time!'
2 No movement; still.
3 A clock makes this noise.
4 You use this to make your hair tidy.

For the answers, see page 395.

Word stress

Stress and its opposite - unsfess - are very important aspects ofEnglish
pronunciation. Getting the stress wrong can seriously damage your chances of
being understood.

\fords have their own stress pattern; for example, zuarer, uicket and justice are
stressed on the first syllable whereas abroad, enough and today are stressed on the
second. A stressed syllable in a word is usually noticeable by being slightly louder,
longer and higher in pitch than the syllables next to it.

Stress and unstress
Unstressed sy l lab les tend to be pronounced less loudly  and wi th a more ' re laxed'
manner;  vowel  sounds are typ ica l ly  'weak ' .  Check th is  out :  t ry  say ing the words
water and justice w ith the stress on the wrong syllable. What happens to the
prev iously  s t ressed sy l lab les?

The unstressed syllables become weaker, ie shorter, spoken more quickly and with
lesswel l -def ined (oreven ahered sounds ) .  eg /wo' t : :  . /d josr l i :s , .

STord stress is important because when it is wrong, words sound very strange or
even incomprehensible.rvould anyone understand you saying seqgtary?
Sometimes wrong stress changes one word:into another'. desert-dessert. Or it can
change the class of aword.: import (a) import (n) .
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W Markingstress
There are a variety of ways of marking stress in a written text and it's important to
do th is  for  s tudents.  Which of the fo l lowing do you personal ly  f ind c learest?

r r  ! t - l !
'w indow

""@
Finding stressed syllables

IMark  the  s t ressed sy l lab le  in  the  fo l low ing  words  us ing  the  method you f ind  the
c leares t .

photograph photographer telescope telescopic chemical

computer forest dictionary comfortable reception

For  the  answers ,  see  page 395.

ffi sorting stress patterns
Put the words in to the correct  co lumns.

nrr r  ! r

The kinds oftasks given in this section are also very useful for your students to
work with. As with work on the sounds of English, awareness itself is an essenda.
starting point, and it is worth devising tasks and activities that assist this.

and stress teaching technique on the DVD

Prorninence

Although individual words have their own stress, stress is also an important featurc -i
sentences, when it is known as prorninence or, less accurately, sentence stress.
Rather tlan considering sentences, we analyse ufterances in terms oftone units. r.:
sections of speech with one main stress.The main stress is known as the tonic s-t.llahc
(or nucleus); there may also be one ormore secondary stresses. Changes in
promrnence make subsrantial differences to meanirg.

ffi Intonation and meaning
In  the  fo l low ing  sentence,  d id  the  speaker  go  to  Par is?  (Warn ing !  Th  ink  care fu t  ,

I didn't go to Patis because of the food.

formation

m agaZ lN E

unhappy

waterfall

rm postor

delightful

interview computet rcvision
innocent completely important
suitable example recordel
untverse opposlte

For the answers, see page 395.
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Based on the information we have, we can't say what the answer is. rWe need to
hear the sentence spoken to know how many tone units are used. If the sentence
is said as two tone units (ie almost as two separate statements) -,I didn,t go to
!4ris ... ... because ofthe !qqg!'- we learn that the speaker (a) didn't go to paris;
and (b) the reason was that the speaker had some problem with the food.
However, ifthe same text is said as a single tone unit -.I dtdn,t go to paris because
of the &Oel ...'-we understand that the speaker did go to Paris, but the reason for
going was something other than the food. Practise saying both ofthese until you
are happy that you can recognise the two separate versions.

Stress and meaning
lvlark possible positions for main and secondary stresses on the following
sentence:

Caroline was going to leave for Africa on Tuesday.

Stress typically marks out the content-carrying words in the sentence; thus it
most-ly affects nouns, verbs and adjectives.The content word that carries the main
meaning of the sentence is usually the one you are going to stress and so the
following pattern seems most likely (although others are possible)

Qgtoline was going to leaae Jor lfiica onTuesday.

Effects of changing stress
Consider the effect that changing stress has on the mean ing of a single sentence.
F in ish  the  exp lanatory  no tes  in  the  same way as  the  f i rs t  exampte .

(not  the red jumper)
( n o t . . .
( n o t . . .
( n o t . . .
( b u t . . .

5 Connected speech

1 Michael wanted to buy the red g[Lt.
2 M ichael wanted to bly the red shirt.
3 Michael wanted to buy the red shirt.
4 lMichael wanted to buy the rcd shirt.
5 N4ichael W€lted to buy the red shirt.

For  the  answers ,  see  page 395.
rJTe can demonstrate patterns ofprominence either on the board or by using
Cuisenaire rods or tapping, clapping, humming the rhythm, etc. By getting the
students to work out the patterns themselves, we can help to make them more
aware ofthe importance ofstess. Poetry and songs are good for focusing on
stress. Shadow reading (reading simultaneously with a recording, trying to keep
up with the speed and follow the rhythm) is a useful language laboratory or
classroom activity.

Connected speech
Weakforms

One important effect of prominence is to mark out a rhltlm. There is also a
dramatic effect on unstressed words in a sentence. Note, for example, the difference
between the pronunciation of/orwhen said on its own compared with how it appears
tn a normal senten ce, egfor lfc;/ vs. What do you want;for tea? lfel or possibly just /fl.
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Unstressed words tend to be pronounced quite fast, almost as iftrying to cram
themselves into the spaces between the beats of the rhythm (a common feature
ofstudent English is a failure to do this giving each word in the sentence equal
time in the rhlthm). They also tend to be pronounced in a 'weak'mannerl tley
typically have shorter vowel sounds: /u/ rather than /u:l and /tl rather lt:1, etc.This
use ofweak forms is one ofthe features of connected speech that makes listening
comprehension more difficult for students. Ifyou are expecting to hear to
pronounced as /tur/ or zuas pronounced as /wozl, then you are less likely to
recognise the words when you hear ltal or lwazl.

The schwa

The most common rveak form vowel sound (and thus the most common sound in
the English language) is /a/. It is also the only sound to be given its own name -
the schwa. Ifyour learners are anlthing like mine, they will take a lot of
convincing that words are really pronounced with schwa weak forms in natural
English; they may feel that using 'full' vowel sounds must be 'correcr' English.

Because the schwa is a short and unassertive sound, there is a danger that in
focusing on it in classroom sentences, it might Iose its naturally weak character.
Here are some awareness-ra isin g and practice ideas.

De-schwaed texts
Prepare a short text (three or four lines long).! herever a schwa would be said in u
word) insert a gap line instead of the vowel(s). Leave all other vorvels as they are
In class, give out the text and explain u'hat.vou have done. Learners must now go
through the text and work out the missing tvriften vowels.This ll'ill ratse atvarenes,
about the many rvays that tl.re schr.va sound can be spelt in tsnglish.

Stress and unstress
This r,vould follow on u'ell from the previous activig'. Hand our a short text and
ask learners to go through and mark every s_vllable that rvould probably be
slressed, eg l,Vhen did you p91q9 to this qprllegel They then practise reading it to each
other, but reading only the stressed syllables, eg 'rVhen . . . come . . coll . . . ?' This
will obviously sound odd, but encourage them to reall.v emphasise these syllables
and find a sense ofrhythm in saying them.The next task is to keep that stress and
rh)thm, but to insert the other syllables in the spaces between stresses without
slowing dou'n too muchl This can help learners to get a sense ofthe important
stlucturing and timing effect that stress has in English; it also encourages them t.
keep weak syllables u.eak.

Count the words

Record yourselfsaying between six and ten naturally pronounced sentences at e
fast, natural speed, eg 'Are you going to give her that present for her birthday?'
Record rather than read out in class, because you want to offer a consistent
pronunciation when you replay it. Thke special care not to over-pronounce (ie n. .
making weak syllables strong). Ask students to listen and count how many word.
are in each sentence.They will tend to miss the wcak syllables. Replay a few tinr.
and encourage students to discuss and agree, maybe 'reconstructing' missing
words by thinking about the surrounding language.
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5 Connected speech

Learn a limerick

Poems are a good way to pull together some ofthese ideas.Teach a short poem
line by line, modelling it and getting students to repeat it. Make sure rhlthm and
stress are accurate. \X/hen it's really well learned, hand out tie text and ask students
to mark it first with stresses, then with schwas.l{ere,s a silly limerick that you
might be able to make use of:

A curaa,ceous Jtoung phoneme called schwa
Said'I neuer feel strong. It's bizarre!
I'm reiring and meek
And I always sound weak
But infrequency counts - I'm the star!'

Marking schwas
At random, choose a sentence from anywhere in this book. l\4ark every schwa in it.

What do I actually say?

One important consideration in teaching is to make sure that, as a teacher, you
offer realistic language samples to your students. So, for example, when you are
presentmg some grammatical point, it's necessary to think about how it's said, as
well as about more familiar issues such as qrammatical features.

Transcribing pronunciation
Consider the following sentence: What are you going to do about it? lmagine that
you want to say this sentence for your students to hear as an example sentence. ls
the following transcription an appropriate model to offer?

/wDt odr)ju 'geurq tur du: e'baut rtl

rX/ell, if you looked up each word, one by one, in the dictionary, you rnight well
come up with something like this.These are all possible pronunciations of the
words ifsaid clearly, distinctly and individually. Such foims are known as citation
forms. But when words come together, something else happens. Connected
speech is more than a string of the separate individual pronunciations.

Connected speech
It 's quite hard to catch oneself saying language naturally; as soon as you sran
observ ing,  i t  changes how you say th jngs!  But  a l l  the same, t ry  say ing the same
seltence as if it 's in the middle of a conversation; maybe even say a few sentences
before jt. Speak at a natural speed and without any attempt to speak ,properly'
(whatever that means). Can you detect any distinct differences between the
transcription above and how you say it?

I think I might say it naturally as: /wotje gane rduwabaudl/

\7here has the /V in /rtl gone? Ithas been lost. rJThere has the /V in /e,bauV gone?
It has changed into /d/.The unstressed syllables also have weak vowel sounds \a\
or \t\. This is a realistic, ifrelatively 'fluent,) pronunciation ofthe sentence. It
reflects the fact that my speech is British English.
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Chapter 11 Phonology:the sound of English

Analysing connected speech

In connected speech, the following things tend to happen:

. Unstessed syllables tend to have weak vowel sounds

. Sounds get dropped (this is known as elision).

. Sounds get changed (this is known as assirnilation).

. There may be additional sounds (linking or intrusive sounds) for bridging the
space between words.

Your students probably need to be able to recognise and understand such
sentences as the one above, even ifyou don't want them to produce language like
this. In fact, it's worth remembering that one of the main problems learners have

with listening to English is that they can't recognise pronunciations that are
entirely different from what they are expecting. For example' if a student expects
to hear /wot o:(r) ju:/ but instead hears /rwotJe/, drey may well not register at all
*rat it represents the same words. So a key point to remember is that it's vital to

teach pronunciation - not just for the students' own speech production, but to
help them listen better.

But what is a realistic language model to expect students to produce?The very
'fluent' model I use?The sentence based on'citation' forms?This is a decision
for the individual teacher, but I think it's reasonable to offer students something
as close as possible to your own spoken pronunciation - the Ianguage you

actually speak yourself. And in most cases, this will have at least some ofthe
fluency features I've mentioned.

I can't see much point in getting students to repeat the citation-form versions of
a sentence, though a surprisingly high number ofteachers do, somedmes
believing it to be a 'good', 'correct' or 'perfect' version ofEnglish. It's not. Even
people who argue forcefully that they are 'certain' that they don't say /tal or /wez
or /'gene/ almost certainly do say them. In many varieties of spoken English, it is
normal to use weak forms, elision and assimilation, because it make sentences
much easier to say.

As a teacher, you probably need to offer realistic (but not extreme) fluent
samples:

/'wot e je geur4 te 'dur ebaut Itl

This occupies a 'fluency place' on the continuum between the extremes of the
unnatural-sounding citation form and dre very rapid, reduced speech you might
hear in some social contexts.

Citation form /wot or(r) ju: 'geul! tur dur e'baut Itl

Fluent /'wot e ja geulg te 'dur webaut ttl

/ 'wotJa gana'duwebaudr/

Very rapid / tJe ga 'du baudr/
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5 Connected speech

Finding a Iinking sound
Find an example of  a  l ink ing sound in  the examples above.

The exua sound /u / links *re words do and about.

Analysing connected speech
Pract ise analys ing more sentences in  th is  way,  work ing out  the c i ta t ion forms and a
cont inuum of  f luency.

l Have you got your keys?
2 She was very famous a year  or  two back.
3 We won' t  p lay the tape to a l l  o fyou.

speech teaching technique on the DVD

Intonation

Intonation is sometimes referred to as the'music'of the language, and we use it as
a kind oforal equivalent of written punctuation. It is closely connected to
prominence, for the mdn movement of intonation begins at the tonic syllable.
This movement can be upwards (a rise), downwards (a fall), a rise with a fall
(a rise-fall), a fall with a rise (a fall-rise) or flat. Intonation has a defrnite effect on
meaning and also gives us information about the speaker's attitude.

It is hard to teach intonation systematically because, although there are some
corunon pafterns, there are few clear ru1es, and many people with an 'unmusical'

ear hnd it hard to recognise or categorise intonation patterns, It is, however, so
important that it is essential to include work on intonation in most courses. Many
learners speak English with a flat intonation, which can sound boring, bored or
uninterested. Using wrong intonation can also give offence.

Some ideas for working on intonatron:

\7ork with a function grid (see Fzrctional worksheet resource on the DVD).
Get students to mark intonation patterns on dialogues. (How can you mark
them? Arrows? Lines? Music?!7rite the words in a wiggly way to reflect the
movement?)
Get students to say the same single word (eg hello) with different inronation to
convey completely differenr meanings.
Use these differences to prepare and practise some one-word conversations, eg
A: Cinema?
B:No.
A: Tomorrow?
B: Maybe.
Hum / whistle / sing the sentence without words before you say it.
Indicate intonation with hand gestures, wavesJ etc.
Exaggerate intonation (this can be very funny).
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. Exaggerate lack ofintonation.

. Encourage students to 'feel' the emotion as they speak. Emotions ofanger,
interest, surpdse, boredom, etc can naturally power the intonation.

Intonation

Add the words fal/ or rlse to the following guidelines:

1 1.44,- questions (Where, Who, What, etc) usually ...
2  Quest ions that  are answered yes /  no usual ly  . . .
3  O r d e r s  u s u a l l y . . .

For the answers, see page 395.



Ghapter 12 Focusing on language
This chapter looks at teacher techniques that help learners understand the
meaningof stuctures as well as a number of way:s you can deal with errors.

Errors and correction
In most things, humans largely learn by trial and error, experimenting to see whatworks and what doesn,t. It is the same with language learn'ing.
Student errors are evidence that progress is being made. Errors olten show us thata student is experimenting with language, tying-out ideas, taking flsks, attempting
to communrcate, making progress. Analysing what errors have bien made clarihesexactly which level the student has reached and helps set the syllabus for future
language work.

In dealing with errors, teachers often look for correction techniques that, rather
than simply giving students the answer on a prate, help them to irake their ownc_orrections. This may raise their own awareness aboui dre language they are using:'$(/hat you tell me,I forgeq what I discover for myself, f ,.-"riU"i.,

Diffetent kinds of elrors
Errors can be of many kinds. l\y'atch the errors in the following list with their
descr ip t ions.

Errols
1  A l i ce  l i ke  th is  schoo l .
2 Where you did go yesterday?
3 The secretary is in the office.
4 cive me one butterbread!
5 I eat shocolate every day.
6 After three years they made a drvorce.
7 | am here since Tuesday.
I  I 'm go ing  to  heat  you.

Descriptions
pronunciation (\r\ vs \ ir\)
pronunciation (\$ vs \tfl)
pronunciat ion (word st ress)
grammar (wrong tense)
lex is  ( incorrect  co l locat ion)
grammar (verb-noun agreement)
grammar (word order)
lex is  ( incorrect  word)-  and rude!

a
o
c
d
e
f

c
h

A n s w e r s :  l f  2 e  3 c  4 h  5 b  6 e  7 d ,  8 z

l-.-T:l-.-r 
til*ag9 

Sanbe erammatically correct but completely inappropriate
m the context in which it is used. Errors can also be made i[intonatron and
rhy'thm; in fact, wrong intonation seems to cause more unintended offence tonatrve speakers than almost any other kind oferror.
Five teacher decisions have to be made when working with oral errors in class:

correcnon.

1
2
3
4
5
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Griteria for on-the-spot correction
Look back at decision 2 in the list above. What are your criteria for whether to give

on-the spot immediate correction or not?

An important consideration here is the aim of the activity. Is it to improve learners'
accurate use of English? If this is the case, then correction may be helpful.
However, if the activity is aiming to encourage fluency, interruptions and
corrections might get in the way of the work.

When to correct

There are other factors to take into account when deciding ifa correction should
be made:Will it help or hinder learning? Am I correcting something they don't
know? (If so, there doesn't seem much point.) How will the student take the
correction? $Vhat is my intention in correcting?

Decision 3 is about when to correct.The options include: immediately; after a few
minutes; at tl'r.e end of the activity; later in the lesson; at the end of the lesson; in the
next lesson;later in the coursel never.The distinction between accuracy and fluency
aims is again important here (there's more on this in Chapter 9, Section 4) If the
objective is accuracy, then immediate correction is likely to be useful; if the aim is
fluency, then lengthy immediate correction that diverts from the flow of speaking is
less appropriate.We eifher need to correct briefly and unobtrusively as we go or save
any correction for after the activity has finished or later.

One strategy used by many teachers during fluency activities is to listen in
discreetly and collect a list of overheard errors. Later on, you can use this list to
provide sentences to discuss, to set an exercise, to plan the nextlesson, etc.

For more on the correction of written work, see Chapter 9, Section 8.

Main objective of speaking activity When to corlect

accuracy focused immediate correct ion

or

tarer

or

not  at  a l l

f luency la ter

or

br ie f  ,  unobtrus ive,  immediate
correction (scaffolding)

or

not  at  a l l
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1 Errors and correction

Decision 4 concerns who correc$.

smal l  g roup a l l  c lass  coursebook/
reference books

Figure 12.1 lfho corrects?

Decision 5 concerns techniques to indicate that an effor has been made or to give
or invite correction.The following two steps can be used to encourage student
sel f-correction or studen t-srudent correction :

1 Indicate that an error has been made. You may also indicate what kind of error
it is, where in a sentence the error is, etc.

2 Invite correction or help the student towards a correction.

Indicating that an error has been made

How cou ld  you ind ica te  tha t  an  er ro r  has  been made? How can you show what  k ind
of error it is, where in a sentence it is, etc?

Some ideas for indicating / correcting errors:
. Tell students that there is an error (eg 'There's an error in that sentence').
. Use facial expression: surprise, frown, raised eyebrows, interest, etc.
. IJse a gesture combined with a facial expression (eg worried look and hand

outstretched to 'hold'the sentence - you won't let the class move on until they
deal with the sentence you are'holding').

. Use finger correction ft.old on to the'error'furger, eg the third word) (see page 289).

. Repeat sentence up to error (eg 'They looked for a ...?').

. Echo sentence with changed intonation or stress (eg 'You go to a disco
yesterday?' or'He wanted to eat a kitchen?'). Note that this is a use ofecho with
a clear purpose; it's rather different from the unaware echo described in l{oz{, ,o
prevent learning (Chapter 3, Section 9).
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. Ask a question (eg'\Vas dris last rveck?').

. Ask a one-rvord question (eg 'Tense?' 'Past?').

. Drar.v a timeline on the board (see page 307).

. Draw spaces or boxes on the board to shorv the number of lvords in a sentencc
Indicate rvhich rvord is the problem, eg Hc

. \(/rite the problem sentence on the board for discussion.

. Exploit the humour in the error (eg Student 1 : 'The doctor gave her a recipe 
'

Teacher: 'So she made a nice cake?' Student 1 : 'Oh, not the right word?'
Student 2: 'Prescription.') Be careful, though: this technique is often more
amusing for the teacher than for the students!

. Use the phonemic chart to point at an incorrect phoneme (see page 274).

Therc is one important student-student correction technique worth looking ar i:
detail, the'chain'. Ifstudent A makes an error, elicit a correction from student B
Ifshe also fails to get it rightJ then get another student to help her.This is where
the chain comes in: C corrects B, and onl_v when B has got the idea does B thcr'l
correct A's error. A then gives the correct ansrver back to _vou. The effect ofthis r.
to involve man-v people in thinking about the problem and finding a solution; do::-
effectivell', the errors and their corrections can be passed around the class like a
ball ofstring unrvinding, tying together a netrvork ofcnquiry and support.

E"E See Working with erors teaching technique on the DVD

Figure 12.2 The chain ofcorrection

There is one correction technique that I haven't really acknot'ledged _vet: sa1-
the corrected sentence yourself. Sometimes this may be the quickest, most
appropriateJ most useful way ofhelping. I lcft it until last, because I suspect
that it might be the one you drought offirst and I wanted to show you a
fes' othcr ideas!The next time you observc another teacher's lesson, use
ObservationThsk 8 from the DVD.

*:!<tt ai;G
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1 Errors and correction

W Responding to errors
Read the fo l lowing examples of  learner  errors and decide on an ef f ic ient  way of
indicating what is wrong or correcting it.

1  |  am bor ing wi th th is  lesson!
2 | enjoy to swim.
3 He brokened the car .
4 lgo to the party last Saturday.
5 I 'd  l ike some informat ions about  the p lane t imes.

A useful correction technique: fingers

This section introduces a simple but
effective basic technique for clarifying
dre suucture ofsentences and for
lnstant error correctlon) especially
useful when you are working mainly on
spoken English without immediate use
of written models. For example, you're
teachi)g He went to Milan yesterday, and
one ofyour learners is confused about
the word order.

Basic technique
Figure 12.3 Finger correction

1 Put down any pensJ paper) etc you have and hold up one hand in front ofyou.
2 Each finger represents one word. Use your other hand to indicate each word /

finger in turn as you say the sentence (or you elicit the sentence from the
students).

3 The learner gets a clear visual indication of the shape ofthe senrence.

(NB The word order for your students must read left to right, so from your
position 'behind' your hngers, the sentence will appear to be right to left.)
Students may need a little training before this technique shows its real simplicity
and power.The first time you use 'finger sentences,, make sure your students are
clear that fingers represent words. Don't let them rush you; allow time to focus
clearly on the individual words / fingers and clarify the problem they have. Once
learners have seen the technique used t}ree or four times, it soon becomes a
valuable classroom tool.

Variations and ideas
A learner says a sentence wrongly.You get her to repeat the sentence while you
indicate with your fingers each word as it is said.rVhen the error is reached,
indicate that this word is ttre problem by facial expression or a gesture.you can
then clarify the error by means of more specihc signs:
. These two words are in the wrong order (draw a small circle above the two

appropriate hngers).
. You don't need this word (fold down the frnger corresponding to the extra

word).
. There should be an extra word here (point to the gap between the appropdate

fingers).
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Say it quickly (hold out spread fingers, and with the other hand close them
together).
Third syllable is wrong (use the ioints ofyour frnger to represent the syllables
Contaction (eg I am > I'm) (hold the appropriate fingers apart and t}ren mt r c
them together).

Figure 12.4 Pinpointing the error

ffi using finger sentences
Prac t ise  th is  w i th  a  co l league fac ing  you (o r  a  mi r ro r ,  i f  there  are  no  vo lun teers
around). Think of a nonsense sentence, eg Pop tee tipple on ug, Say the sentence
qu ick ly  and ge t  your  co l league to  repeat  i t .  Then use the  techn iques  above to  ge t
them to :

1  improve the i r  p ronunc ia t ion  o f  ind iv idua l  words  and the  who le  sentence;

2 lea.n a question form with two ofthe words in a different order.

:;.,&, e'WorkinEwitn erol's teaching technique on the DVD

Testing

Your director of studies or head teacher has asked you to prepare a test for your
class. How do you go about this?

You could test:
. the students' progress over the course so far (a progress test);
. their general level ofEnglish, without reference to any course (a proficienc-r- r.'.:

Most internal school tests tend to be progress tests; most external ones (eg statc ,r
international exams) are usually proficiency tests.

You can test anything that has been studied; this usually means the four langr.l;:
systems and the four language skills. Remember your students' course has
probably included not only reading and writing, grammar and lexis, but also
speaking,listening, phonology and function. Someho$'tests often seem to foc.-!
far more on the first four than the last four.

Three criteria ofa good test

. A good test will seem fair and appropriate to the students (and to anyone rr h
needs to know the results, eg head teacher, other teachers, employers,
oarents. etc) .
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2 Testing

. It will not be too toublesome to mark.

. It will provide clear results that serve the purpose for which it was set.

A good test

Decide if the following examples fulfil the three criteria for a good test mentioned above'

1 lt is the day when new students arrive at your school. When you chat to them'
they seem to be very different in level. You give them a placement test to decide
which level class they should go into. Everyone gets a mark between 63 and 67
out of 100.

2 Yousetatest foryourc lassusingmater ia l  f rom the next  three uni ts  of the book
that they will be studying over the next month.

3 Your students have been studying a balanced course of skills and language
imDrovement work for the last ten weeks. For the end-of-term test, you have
asked each student to write you five essays. lt is now midnight and you have the
pile of essays in front ofyou.

1 A test like this is virtually useless. A placement test needs to give a broad range
of marks (eg between 10 and 90 out of 100) so that you can easily see who is
stronger and who weaker.

2 Do your class know why they are doing the test?You may have a very good
reason for doing it, but if they don't know what that is, then it's going to seem a
very unfair trick to play on them to test them on work they haven't done.
However, if they are informed, then setting a test in advance like this could be
very useful as a diagnostic tool to hetp you plan the course and allow them and
you to see what they already know and what they need to work on. It would
probably also be a good idea to do exactly the same test again at the end ofthe
next part of the course in order to see (and let them see) what improvement
they have made.

3 Not really what you want to plough t}rough late at night. It doesn't sound as if
it fulfils the 'markability' criteria. Obviously there are going to be many
occasions when it is essential to mark a great deal of written work, but there is
no sense in creating unnecessary drudgery for yourself.The amount of writing
hardly seems fair to students either. Finally, it doesn't serve its purpose ifit's
intended to check on their progress (how can you measure progress in
speaking,listening and reading with a purely wrinen exam?).

Traditional 'pen-and-paper' tests are usually made up oftwo types ofquestions:

. discrete item tasks (ie testing specific individual language points);

. integrative tasks (ie a number of items or skills tested in the same question)

These can be marked in two ways:
. objectively (ie there is a clear correct answer, and every marker would give the

same marks to the same question);
. subjectively (ie the marking depends largely on the personal decision of the

marker; different markers might give different marks for the same question).

Discrete items are likely to be marked objectively; integrative tests are more likely
to be marked subjectively. Some questions may involve elements of both Language
systems are easier to test objectively; language skills tend to be tested subjectively
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Categorising test questions

Categor ise  the  fo l low ing  ques t ions .  Are  they  d  scre te?  In tegra t ive?  Wi l l  the  mark inE

be ob jec t ive  or  sub jec t ive?  (The answer  may no t  a lways  be  c lear -cu t . /

1  Ta lk  about  th is  p ic tu re  w i th  your  teacher .  (S tudents  a re  g iven a  p  c tu re  o f  peop le

do ing  var ious  th ings . )
2  Choose the  word  or  phrase wh ich  bes t  comple tes  each sentence.

John a lways  _ to  the  c inema on Saturday .
A go  B goes  C go ing  D gone

3 ( ln  the  language labora tory )
Voice on recording: Reply to these comments in a natural way.

Excuse me, Do you know where the nearcst bus stop is?
( ten-second pause)

Would you mind lending me your car, just for tonight?
( ten-second pause)

I've lost my watch. You dan't have the time on you, do you?

( ten  second pause)
4  F i l l  in  the  gaps .

a Have you _ l leen to Ny'oscow?
b How long have you -  tha t  new car?

5 Youwant tose l l  ad ig i ta l  mus ic  p layer  tha t  you  were  g iven fo r  Chr is tmas (you

a l ready  have one) .  Wr i te  a  shor t  no t ice  to  pu t  on  your  schoo l  no t iceboard .  (Not

more  than 30  words . )
6  ( ln  a  p r iva te  in te rv iew w i th  a  teacher )

Read th is  a loud:
'The adver t i sement  s ta tes  tha t  the  new des ign  measures  20  m x  35  m.  l f  you

are  in te res ted  in  rece iv ing  more  in fo rmatLon,  p lease contac t  N4s  H. .J  Jones  o f

PORTILLO Warehouses ,  tha t ' s  P  O-R-T- | -L -L-O Warehouses ,  on  07  t  489 2222

e x t . 9 7 . '

Questions 2 and zl seem to be clearly testing discrete items and to be suitable for

objective marking, but even s'ith simple examples such as question 4, the matter :'

not quite so clear-cut.

At hrst, it scems obvious that the ansr.ver to (a) is ecer and the ansr.ver to (b) is ia.;

But $.hat about the student u,ho u,rites ire?el for (a) and ownedfor (b) ? Both

anslvers are perfectly good cVeryda-v English. Do rve havc to write a marking

schcme for (b) that ir.rcludes r/r'itcn, uanLed, desit-ed, etc? Or do rve give a samplc

ansrver and leave it to thc (sr-rbjective) discrctior.r of thc marker? Or do lvc give a

mark only to the most obvious answer?

Another problem: what about the student rvho r'vrites b een hopittg to bul for (6) t

This is a problem rvith the instructions; although the snall ansrver space allorved

on the question paper implies 'one $,ord'. rhere is no instruction to that effect

Moral: make your instructions as complete and clear as possible.

The dividing line benveen subjectivc and obiectir.e is usually in thc marking

scheme. Question 6 coulc{ bc marked b-v giving a subjectivc overall impression

mark or it could be marked more objectir,ely on discrete points (eg proDunciatior

of 20 m x 35 m: one mark for ptonourrcing numbers corrcctly, one mark for &1':

one mark for correct stress on advertisement; ctc).
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Criteria rather than marks?

\7hat's the aim ofa progress test? Often it's to give encouragement that something
is being done welt or to point out areas where learners are not achieving as much as
they could.rVrth this kind of aim, giving 'marks' may not be the most effective way
to assess, especially when skills (as opposed to language systems) are being tested.

An interesting alternative option is to base the tests around assessing iflearners
are 'successful' when compared against some'can do'criteria statements (ie
statements listing things 'I can do'), such as 'I can describe what's happening in a
picture oftown streets' or 'I can listen to directions and follow a route on a map' or
'I can check in at an airport'.These statements can reflect the syllabus of the
course - and if the syllabus is itself stated in 'can do'terms, then students will have
a very clear idea ofwhat level ofachievement they are aiming for.

A criteria-based assessment scheme could perhaps measure each'can do' on a
scale offour:

1 The candidate meets and surpasses the criteria.
2 The candidate meets all main aspects of the criteria.
3 The candidate meets the criteria in some respects, but with significant

problems.
4 The candidate is unable to meet the criteria in any respect.

Some common discrete-item testing techniques

Gap-fill
. Single sentence

Fill in the blanks. Use only one word in each space.
I'd _ go to the cafe than the pub.
Answer: rqther
(Ifanswers of more than one word are allowed, then other answers are possible;
instructions need to be clear!)

. Cloze
A cloze test is a gap-fill exercise using a longer text and with a consrstent
number ofwords between gaps (eg every ninth word).The word 'cloze' is often
incorrecdy used to describe any gap-filling task.

. Multiple choice
Choose the word or phrase which best completes each sentence
If I went to Jakarta, _ buy some jewellery.
a I'll bI c I w.ill dI'd
Answer: d
(Multiple choice is, of course, a very widely used testing technique and can be
used for more tian simple gap-filling tests.)

. Using given words
Put one word from the list below in each gap.
thought switched unlocked arrived
He (1) - home late that night. As he (2) - the front door, he
(3) - he heard a noise in the sitting room. He tiptoed carefully into the

. room and (4) - on the light.
Answers: I arrioed 2 unlocked 3 thousht 4 switched
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Using other clues (eg pictures, anagrams, first letters,lines indicating how
many letters in word, etc)

IEEI
He looked through the l99l 31d '"yas amazed ro see that she had finally

fi
come \I_J
Ans,xers: window, home

. Transformation ofa given word

He could produce no evidence to support his argument. (photograph)
Alrsweri photogrq.phic

Sentence transforrnation
. Using given words

Starting with (or making use of ) a given word or words; changing the form, bur
keeping the meaning
He liked the theatre but hated the play.
Although . . .
Answer: Ahhough he lihed the theatre, he hated the play.

. Following a given instruction

Change this sentence so that it describes the past.
She's looking closely at the sculpture, trying to decide ifshe likes rt.
Possible answer: She looked closeljt at the sculpture, trging to decide if she liked it.

Sentence construction and reconstruction
. Rearranging words

brother/much/he's /than/his /taller
Answer: He's much taller thqn his brother.

. Using given words

Although / I / bad headache / go / concert
Possible answer: Ahhough I have a bad headache,I'll still go to the concerr.

. Finding and correcting mistakes

1 Cross out the incorrectword.
\7hen I will visit you, I'll see your new baby.
Answer: lX/hen I ttill visit jtou,I'll see your new baby.

2 Rewrite ttris sentence in correct English.
I am enjoy swimming at the swimming pool of the sports centre.
Possible answer: I enjojt swimming in the sports centre swimming pool.

. Situational

You want to borrow ten dollars from a colleague.\fhat question would
you ask?
I wonder_ borrow _ ?
Possible answer: I wonder iJ I could borrow ten d.ollars?

Two-option answers
. True or false

Often used after a reading passage, e g Paul wanted, to aisit the castle.Tiue orJalse':
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. Correct or incorrect

Write y' if the following sentence is in correct English. If it is incorrect put a X.
They always play football on Sundays.
Answer: y'

. Defined options

Jili is a fifteen-year-old schoolgirl. Marta is a one-year-old baby. STrite J next to
the things that belong to J l.Vrite M next to the things that belong to Marta

[-ist ofwords: teddy, mobile phone, calculator, cot.)
Answers: Mobile phone, calculator : J;ted$4cot= M.

Matching Gicnrres, words, sentence pieces, labels, etc)
. Pictures and words

motorbike sh rp caravan

LT Figure 12.5 Matching pictures and words

. Placing words in correct sets, lists, etc

Put the following words in the correct list:
water, cheese, wine, lemonade, lunch, bread', butter, supper

Food Drinks Meals

potaroes m i l k breakfast

nce tea d tn  ner
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Grammatical Iabelling

Mark each sentence a, D or c depending on the tense used.
a = present perfecq b = past simple; c = present progressive
I He's just come back.
2I've never been to the Andes.
3\Vhen did you go there?
4 I'm living inVienna at the moment.
A n s w e r s : l a  2 a  3 b  4 c

Putting ligsaw pieces together

IThich beginning goes with which ending?
1 He planted
2 She picked

a the stones and weeds.
b some beautiful red apples.

3 Shedugup c the seeds in rnree separate rows.
Probable answers: I c 2b ia
Note that some other answers are linguistrcally possible (eg 3 6), though they
make less sense or seem more unlikelv.

Designing discrete and integrative questions
Design three discrete item questions and one integrative question to test vour
understanding of th is  sect ion of the book.

Assessing speaking

Many teachers feel more comfortable with testing grammar or lexis with pen_
and-paper tests than with testing skills. Speaking ian seem a particular problem.
as it is intrinsically transient and hard to assess objectively. Any assessment is
potentially demanding on teacher time, but ifour students'work includes
speaking, then it is necessary to assess it. Here are some ideas.

Prepare criteria
Think ofabout ten kinds of speaking that students have worked on over tire coursc,
and turn them into a criteria list (eg .I can take part in a discussion and explain mr.
point ofview clearly and politely,, ,I can tell a visitor to the company how io get to
my office') then assess students against them.

Too many studelts!
A frequent problem for teachers is when there are so many learners in one class
that it seems to make it unrealistic to assess speaking. However, with a list of criteria
(such as those above), it becomes considerably more staighforward to assess even
a large group. Explain to your class whatyou will be doing, then, the next three or
four times you set speaking tasks (ie where learners workin pairs or groups), walk
around class with a list of names,listening in to various groups and noung
successes, keeping track ofindividual ,can dos,. Extend yourassessment over a ie\\
lessons; keep listening and adjusting your evaluation over a varietv oftasks.

Speaking tasks
What are possible speaking tasks for assessment?Well, almost anything you do in
normal class work, eg narrating a picture story, role plays, pairwork information_
gap exchanges, discussions, etc. Ifyou have a smaller class and enough time, then
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a 'three learners with one teacher' activity is a very good way to assess, ie setting a
task that gets the three learners to interact toqether while vou watch and evaluate.

Self-assessment

Aldrough fear of bad marks can sometimes be motivating, it's surprising to find
the amount ofpower that students feel when assessing themselves. It can be a real
awareness-raising activity. Distribute a list of criteria and ask students to first write
a short line comparing themselves against each criterion (in English or in their
own language) - a reflective view rather than just a yes or no. Encourage ,guilt-

free' honest reflection. After dte writing stage, learners can meet up in small
groups and talk through their thoughts, explaining why they wrote what they did.

Using the learners' first language

Students using their own language

They always talh in their oun language.I can't get theru lo use English.

This is a common problem in monolingual classes, especially with children and
young adults. rVhat might the reasons be?
. Because it's easier to speak my own language.
. Because the teacher always corrects me if I speak English.
. Because I don't want to get it wrong in front of others.
. Because it's not'in' to speak in English.
. Because the teacher is only pretending not to understand my own language.
. I need to use my own language because I can't say what I want in English_
. Because the teacher can't hear me - so why should I bother?
. Because it's silly to speak English. It's much easier to communicate in tJ-te

language we all understand.
.  Justbecause. . .

Using English in class

Some teachers have found that competition and bribery are techniques that get
results (eg'Every time you speak Spanish, I'll give a red mark to your team. The
team with the fewest red marks at the end gets a bar of chocolate.'). I have some
problems with this, as it seems to be building a motivation quite separate from the
genuine interest in the subject matter that I am hoping to arousel it seems to be a
case of 'Do this to please the teacher.'

I am sure that inducements, threats, prizes, etc can all have a limited success in
creating an 'English-only' classroom, but I believe that a more complete solution
involves looking at the whole atmosphere ofthe class.

As an ideal,I would like a classroom where learners were free to use their own
tongue whenever tl-tey wanted, but in fact mostly chose to use English. How would
this be possible? Perhaps by creating a climate where it was OI( to use English,
where using English was normal and natural and not special or frightening.There
is no easy way to get to this, but here are some ideas that might help:
. Use lots of listening material to surround them with the sound of English.
. Put EnglishJanguage posters on the walls.
. Have short, clearly demarcated sections of the lesson when English is the hrst

language; at other times, other languages are possible.
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. Negotiate the ground rules with the students or - better - let them set rules

completely by themselves.
. Discuss (as opposed to 'Tell') the point ofthe activiry lesson, course Agree

how it will be done, why using English is important'
. Respond positively to every effort at using English.
. Don't tell learners offfor not using English, but keep operatrng m

English yourself.
. Only'hear' English.
. Spend a lot of time on fluency work without correctron
. Eitablish that you are delighted for them to speak anything at all;

communication is your prioriry rather than accuracy'
. Create lots ofpair and small group activities that require them to do somethina

with English without the loss of face of getting it wrong in a bigger group'
. \flhen it becomes a big problem, stop the activity and negotiate again: 'I noric<

that many ofyou are using (Portuguese). Is this OK?'
.BepreparedforEnglishusetogrowgradually,ratherthanbeestablishedfor'r

whole lesson at the start of the course.

Activities that rnake use ofl-l

Activities that involve use ofthe learners' L1 (their hrst language) in the language

classroom haven't had a terribly good press. Many teachers feel their training has

discouraged them from using it at all in class. But ttris supposed prohibition was an

over-strong reaction to some traditional teaching styles in which teachers used onll

Lt to explain and discuss language, and learners hardly got to hear or use any Engli'l:

But there are many helpfiI ways ofusing L1 in class (even for teachers who don't

know that language !) . This section looks at uses of L 1 in class and med iation skills '

A few ideas:
. \yhen learners read an article or short story, sometimes ask them to summari'<

it orally in L1 .This can reveal interesting insights about what learners have

understood or misunderstood.
. \(/hen a new grammatical item is learned, encourage learners to think how tht':'

would say the same things in their own language. Don't just ask for a

translation, but encourage learners to consider ifthere is a direct one-to-one

correlation with their L1 and to notice differences benveen the two languages
. rVhen working on pronunciation, explicidy focus on contrasts between ho\\'a

sound is formed in L1 and English. Get learners to work like laboratory

scientists, trying out experiments to see if they can notice and characterise

important differences.
. Vhen watching a DVD frlm, the availability of switchable subtitles in L1 and

English can be very helpful (see Chapter 15, Section 13) '
. Compare three different L1 translations ofthe same English sentence

(extracted from a longer text) and decide which is the best and why This u'ill

help students to understand that translation is not an exact science and that on<

language does not directly convert directly into anodrer'rJTord-by-word
translation isn't always possible and frequently misses the message Frequendl-

context and style need to be seriously considered
. Compare layout and style between L1 and English conventions, eg for letters'

formal notices, etc,
. Ifyou feel that the best, most effective way to explain something is in L1, go fo:

itl (But keep it for times it's needed, rather than as a matter of course )
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. A lifile teacher tanslation (in instuctions or explanations) can bring things to
light that would otherwise remain hidden. But exercise caution - use a litde L1
when you have a clear purpose and then return to English. As the general main
aim ofyour lessons is to get students using English, avoid the tempution to
conduct the rest of the lesson in L1 just because it's easier! Learners need to
hear your English; it's an important part of their exposure to the language.

Mediation

Many students frnd themselves in situations where they have to help a friend or
colleague who doesn't speak the local language.This is mediation. It refers to the
skills we use in real life when we have to help others to comnunicate by conveying
a message from one party to another. For example, imagine that you are in a
British railway station, waiting to buy a ticket. The person in front ofyou is a
foreign visitor who is failing to communicate with the clerk - but you realise that
you know his Ll.You can now help as a mediator, translating the customer's
messages to the clerk and vice versa.

Give students mediation practice tasks in class, for example:
. Help a friend who doesn't speak any English. He wants to send a lefter to an

English friend. Translate his letter for hm.
. Help the conference-programme writer by providing summaries of the English

text in your own language.

Even if you don't speak your learners' L1, there are many ways to practise this skill
in class. Here are four interesting mediation games.

English whispers

Prepare about fifteen cards, each with a short everyday phrase (eg'Could you
spare a moment, please?'). Ask seven students to stand in a line at the front of the
class.Thke the first card and give it to the student at one end of the line; he looks
at the card and then whispers - once only - the message to student 2. No one else
shor d hear the sentence. Student 2 now passes the message on in L1 to student
3, who must whisper it to student 4 in English - and so on, the message going
from language to language, back and forth, down the line. When the message
reaches the end of the line, the first and last student say their messages out loud
so they can be compared. Often the confusions will be interesting and funny,
and you can discuss if tley are translation or listening errors. It may also be
useful to hear what people said all along the line.!7hen finished, play the game
again with the next card and so on. Make new lines to give more students a
chance to take part.

Diplomatic affairs

Students stand in groups offour: two 'ambassadors' and two 'interpreters'. One
'ambassador' only speaks and understands English; the other only understands L1 .
The 'interpreters' (one working for each ambassador) understand both languages.
The ambassadors now meet at a'party'and must have a conversation with each
other (about an)'tiing!) . The ambassadors whisper their communication to their
interpreter, and the interpreter must tlen communicate aloud (in translation) what
their ambassador said to dre other ambassador. (Ifyou have a group ofthree, then
only have one interpreter who does all the mediation.)
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Diplornatic incident

Play the game as above, but each interpreter must completely mistranslate one
communication. At the end, ambassadors should guess which me ssages came
through wrongly.

Translation role plays

Prepare a pack ofcards with everyday situations on them, especially ones in u'hich
a foreign tourist needs to do something in an English-speaking country) eg
'Buying a ticket at ttre train station', 'Asking what time the film starts', 'Booking

into a hotel', etc. In groups oftlree, one student is a foreign tourist who doesn't
speak English (and speaks only L 1).The other people are the person they are
talking to (eg a ticket seller rvho only speaks English) and their friend who speaks
both languages. Each group picks one situation card from the pack.They read it
together, decide exactly what the role play will be, then do it.The friend translates
in both directions to help the tourist and the native speaker communicate.

4 Cuisenaire rods

Cuisenaire rods are small coloured blocks of wood (or plastic).They come in
different lengths, each of vr,'hich is a multiple of the smallest rod. Each length is a
different colour: 1 is white, 2 (twice as long as white) is red, 10 is orange, etc
(see Figure 12.6).

Figure 12.6 Cuisenaire rods

Originally used in primary maths teaching, Cuisenaire rods have now also come
to be a very useful language-teaching aid. In this field, they first became widely
known as a feature of Caleb Gattegno's 'SilentWay' approach in the 1970s.
Although the Silentlfay remains a strong influence (and a rich source ofideas for
using the rods), their use has become rvidespread in many other classrooms
worldrvide. Sometimes, in some places, the rods seem to have acquired a semi-
mystical status, and to carry your box ofrods into class is almost like wearing a
sort ofbadge ofEFL eliteness. Ifyou can get past that, then you may well find the
rods are an excellent and very versatile classroom tool.There is no essential
technique to learn; simply get hold ofa box and set them free occasionally- Once
you start thinking ofpossibilities, it's hard to stop. There isn't any 'right'

methodology to use with them. Use them in any way that seems appropriate.

So what can you do with them?That's a litde like asking'rJ(/trat can I do with a
whiteboard?', for the rods are simply a visual aid in the same way that your board
is.The difference Iies in the fact that the rods are tangible; you can pick them up
and move them around; a picture or an auangement made with them can easily bc
altered many times; you can make a scene and later change it, etc.
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4 Cuisenaire rods

Some starting points:

. The rods can be themselves (ie rods) or they can represent other things
(eg trees, houses, people, syllables, diagrams, phonemes, words, intonadon
pafterns, abstract ideas, money, graphs, etc).Their lack of decorative detail is,
in fact, a great help in enabling them to turn instantly into almost anything else.

. The 'magic' comes when people really start to 'see' the objects that the rods
represent - suddenly they come 'alive', and you start to get whole litde epic
hlms, adventures.

. The rods alone won't do the trick.You can use them as an unambiguous,
tangible, visible point ofreference, but you still need to find ways to extract
language from them.You need to ask questions, elicit ideas, make sure people
agree, etc.

. Rods help students to 'focus in' on meanings, ideas, stories,language items, etc.
They seem to ask for more concentration and a narrowing of attention. For this
reason, activities involving rods tend to be quieter and more focused rather than
noisy and on a range ofsubjects.

If you're nervous of trying them, remember ...
. you don't have to be incredibly imaginative to use them; the students have to do

the imaginative work in order to 'see' what you say is there.
. they are great for teachers who tiink that they are 'bad drawers'- instead of

drawing a hopelessly mixed-up car on the board or drawing a dog and students
thinking that it's an elephant, you can just put one rod on the table and say 'This

i c  o  d n o ' / n r  q  c o r  e t e \

I've heard a number ofpeople worry that their students rvould find the rods
childish.I have never found this a problem. I suspect that the slight hint ofa
childhood toy we see in the rods might actually be a positive factor, and in some
way helps to set people a litde freer from the 'adult' behaviour they feel is expected
of them.The rods are only going to be childish if you do childish things with them!
And of course, if you don't like them, don't use them.They're not compulsory.

If you do like them, my advice is - initially at least - don't 'plan' to use them; just

try carrying a box into each class you teach with no specihc intention ofusing
them. At some point in a lesson, where a sftldent asks a question about the
meaning of a word, just think whether you could make a better picture with the
rods than with the board - and try it out. Consider afterwards ifit worked better or
worse than the board might have done.

Some approaches and sorne exarnples

Focusing on grarnrnar by restricting the lexis

By using or y a single noun (rod), we can focus more clearly on the form or
meaning of grammar, without distraction from other words. For example, if your
lesson is on .Flaz'eyoa gol? with short ansrvers, you and the students conceal rods in
your hands. Then ask and answer around the class: Ilaue you got a red rod?
N4I haaen't.I Yes,I have.

The same exercise could be done without rods, using personal possessions, but
confusion with the meaning and pronunciation ofnew or half-knou'n items of
lexis (eg comb, chewing gum, calculator) interferes with and often dominates the
essen tial)y grammarical aim of *re act ir it y.
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This use of rods is not restricted to simple forms; it works equally well with
sentences like fI, adn't already ghxn the red rod to Jo,I could'ae gizte n it ro 1tou.

Making rneaning tangible and being precise about meaning

Imagine that some students are havingproblems with the meaning of some languagc-
You and the students sit around a table and together aftempt to create arrangements
of the rods that sholv the meaning. Here is an example lesson sequence:

1 Place rods on one side ofthe table. Leave a working space in the middle ofthe
table.

2 Introduce the rods to learners bv exDlainins that the two areas are the 'bank'

and the 'workins area'.

D A N K

Ask learners 'Show me X' (where X is a lexical item, a grammatical item, a
phonological item or a functional exponent), for example:
Shout me'oPposite'.
Show me'architect'.
Show me'He managed to start the car'.
Learners come to the table and make a picture (taking rods from the bank and
placing them in d-re u'orking area). (Ensure that they leave a clear view for the
other learners, ie not blocking fhe table.)When their picture is ready, they
should stand aside and say the original word or sentence clearly and naturall]

The other learners must decide together if the picture is accurate for the
sentence. It should be as close as possible; encourage the learners to think abou:
this -'approximately' isn't good enoughl\Watch out for learners who want to
jump up and immediately make alternative picturesl in this activity, you need r.
ensure that they agree on the existing picture first before they offer a new
picture. (This may sound a liftle finicky, but it ensures that things are really
thought about and you don't just get a chaotic stream ofalternative ideas.)
If they agree that the picture is good, that's the end of that stage; you can molc
on. If they think it's not right for some reasonJ you can ask a new learner to tr] o
new picture or adjust the existing one.

The tangibility ofthe rods helps you and the students to be extremely precise
about meaning.The following detailed transcript is from a lesson on preposirion.

TsA.cIIen: Showme'opposite'.
(StudentA places a red rod near a white rod.)

SruosNrA: The red rod is opposite the white rod.
Teacnen: (to class) lxlhat do loLt thinh?

workrng  area
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SruosNT B : h's not clear. h could mean'near' .

(Student C moves the red rod further away from the u'hite rod.)
TElcnsr: Is that clearer?
SruosNr B: Not reallg.It musL haxe a road or something.

(Student D uses some long orange rods io make a road and other
rods to make two square 'house' shapes, one on each side of dle road.)

SrulsNr D: This is Maria\ hottse. And this is Hiroko's house. Maria's hottse
is opposite Hiroko's house .

Clarit/ing structure

By dividing a word up into syllables or a sentence up into words, u'e can help
clarify how they are constructed (or at least ho$'- many words / syllables there are).
The rods are helpful in making such stucture visible and can help highlight
problems w.ith incorrect stress (Figure 12.7) or wrong u'ord order (Figure 12.8).
(In this use, they are similar to 'Fingers'- see Section 1 of this chapter.)

mountrainoug X
Figure 12.7 Incorrectword stress

I'e eaLs never cl ocolate

He never eaLc chocolaLe.

Figure 12.8 Wrong \a'ord order

mounlainore /

nnnnnnnffi-

John aul. ed re Lo tly voL ,o ?"ri'. (not Mary)

nnnofficflflfl
John aeked me I,a fly you tro

Figure 12.9 Effect ofchanging sentence stress

workteaching technique on the DVD

(noL drive)
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Contextualizing

Because the rods can move and quickly 'become' other things, it is possible to
create remarkably absorbing little story situations, almost cinematic in scope and
detail, despite the fact thar the only actors are small blocks ofwood (helped a bit
by your own gestures and facial expressions). I quite often combine using the rods
with story.telling to make a visual accompaniment to the tale.
The rods are also very effective for eliciting (eg for grammar work).They show
the students what happens and provide the words. For example, when teaching
the present simple tensej place a red rod on the table. Say This is Fred. Add a green
rod and show'Fred'lying down on it (and make snoring noises ifyou like!). Ask
lYhctt\ this? and elicit'his bed'. Say Eu erjt dog at six o'clocfr lze . . . and move ,Fred,
to show him rising from the bed. Elicit'gets up,. Continue in a similar way, adding
rods and eliciting ideas, eg 'He has breakfast and then he catches a bus to work,.
Contextualizing is equally appropriate for lexis work.When combined with
concept questrons, it helps clarify meanings when two words are often confused.
For example, /zbrart and bookshop are commonly mixed up. Here is a short lesson
sequence to clarify them:

Tell and show a story of a woman (green rod) who wants to read a book.The book
(white rod) is in a small buitding (made of various rods) where there is an assistanr
(green rod). She collects the book, takes it home reads it then returns itto the
building. (Rods are great for these meanings that are best defined with some'movement'.) Ask a range of concept questions - Dad s/z e read the book? Did she nkt
it home? Did she giae monq) to the dssistant? Why not? I,Y4nt djd she do when she had
Jlnished reading the boob? Did she keep z7? etc - leading up to the question ,So what is
the name of this place?' and confirm that it is a library. Having done this, you can
contrast it with a second, very sirnilar story, based on tl.r e concept of bookshop .

Cuisenaite rod exercises
The best way to learn to use the rods is to play with them, to try out ideas and see d
they  work .  Here  are  some exerc ises  to  s ta r t  w i th .

1  Choose f i ve  o r  s ix  words  re la ted  to  a  par t i cu la r  loca t ion  (eg  ,k i t chen woros ,' s t ree t 'words , ' s ta t ion 'words , 'o f f i ce 'words)  
and bu i ld  a  comple te  rod  p ic tu re

tha t  inc ludes  them.
2  How cou ld  you use rods  to  he lp  you c la r i f y  o r  teach the  mean ing  o f  some o f  the

fo l low ing  words?
motorway, castle, discount, cricket, annually, reliable, south, engineer

3 l\4ake a short rod story to exemplify one use of goingto.
4  Use rods  to  compare  /  con t ras t  some o f the  fo l low ing :

Wages / salary; wood / forest / jungle; comfortable / comfortable: steal / rob:
must be / might be

Dictionaries

Teachers have often recommended that students buy and use a good printed
dictionary- while retaining a suspicion ofelectronic alternatives. But as digital
materials improve, some of the advice teachers give may need to change.
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Printed vs digital dictionaries

Printed dictionaries are healy to carry around. Learners often dislike having to
bring them into class, especially if they are only going to be used once or twice in a
lesson. Providing a school box ofdictionaries for student use in class avoids this
problem, but means that students may not buy a recommendable dictionary for
home use. IJntil recently, *re digital alternatives were poor, offering dodgy
undifferentiated definitions and often stilted, distorted pronunciation.

Things have changed rapidly, though. Any learner with Internet access can now
make use of good free dictionaries online (eg www.macrnillandictionary. com).
Mobile phones can download excellent dictionary apps - and when they
pronounce words they usually do so clearly and conectly.The rise oftablet
computers and e-readers means that entirely usable in-class alternatives to the
paper dictionary now exist.The ability to integrate dictionary access into reading
tasks (eg click on a word in a story you are reading to bring up an instant
definition) and writing (eg spell-check your essay) makes the new generations of
dictionaries significantly more helpful and time-effrcient than printed versions.
The appearance ofdresaurus-like tools within dictionaries is also very useful
(eg lookup more interesting or more precise synonyms for the word you have
just written in your essay).

Printed dictionaries: Monolingualversus bilingual
A bilingual dictionary can be very usefiI at lower levels, offering a swift way of
getting an idea of the meaning of some of the flood of new words that they meet.
They usualJy have significant limitations though:
. It can be hard to work out which of a number of different translations is the

correct onel litde or no information is given to help you distinguish between
entries.

. Grammatical information rarely tells you more than the part of speech.

. There are usually no examples ofitems being used in sentences

. Important collocations are not mentioned.

. Pronunciation information, ifgiven at all, tends to be idiosyncratic.

Thus, while helpful for simple receptive problems (eg a student in the street sees
chemist's on a shop sign and can quickly find out what it means), they are less
useful when faced with productive challenges (eg a German-speaking student
wants to wdte tlre Englishfor Besuch in a lener and finds aisit, call, attendance,
oisimr, dsimrs,bttt has no 'fine-tuning'information with which to make an
appropriate selection for her needs).

For such'fine tuning', a monolingual (ie English-English) dictionary specifically
designed for leamers will offer significantly more relevant information. Iflearners
can use it, they have a skill that allows them to work more independendy.
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Training students to use a monolingual printed dictionary

You can actively help students by including systematic training in dictionary usc
Two key general skills to work on are:
. knowing alphabetical order;
. knowing phonemic script.

The following activities work on these. (Gl means '. . . then afterwards check in ri:
dictronary.')
. Order: Give students a list of words and ask them to put them in alphabetical

oroer ... ull
. Sounds to spelling:lfrite up a number ofphonemic transcriptions ofwords

Srudents have ro find lie correct spelJings for each.
. Sarne sounds:\Write up a list ofwords and a vowel phoneme (eg \e\). Studenr.

have lo  guess whjch u ords conLain th is  sound . . .  [ :

Dictionary work with all kinds of dictionary

There are many other dictionary-using skills that apply no matter what kind of
dictionary - printed or digital - you are using:
. Checking whether your spelling of a word is correct.
. Finding how many syllables a word has.
. Learning where a word is stressed.
. Interpretingdefinitions.
. Selecting the word that best expresses the meaning you want.
. Selecting between different meanings ofthe same word.
. Selecting the correct grammatical form of a word.
. Finding the plural ofa word.
. Extrapolating from example sentences,
. Making use of collocations.
. Finding idiomatic expres:ions.

The following activities r,vork on different dictionary skills. Many of them follos'
the panern ofstudents using tieir current knowledge to predict an answer, then
using the dictionary to confirm / correct this.
. Guessing spelling:\(/rite out some words with missing letters. Ask students t,

recall or guess the missing letters . . . EJ
. Which word?: Give gapped sentences and a choice of two or more possible

words (probably unknown to the learners) for each space. Students first guess
the answers, then use their dictionaries to decide the best choices.This game rs
perhaps most useful and most difficult if the word choices are close in meaning
and high in confusability e.g. Could you pass me the ***, please. I need to makr
sure that all these documents are kept together. (stapler, spanner, scissors)

. Anagrarns: Givealistof anagrammed words thathave come up in class.
Students work out the probable answers . . . LE

. Where's the stress?:rff/rite up words. Students predict which syllable has thc
main stress .. . G

. Dictionary race: Set a number of different challenges (such as the ideas
above), perhaps on a worksheet. Students need to work through them quickll'
within a relatively tight time limit.The,v aim to work accurately and quickly. Ar
the end, students compare with each other to see how they did.
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6 Timel ines

Longer-term and less gameJike workwould actively encourage students to see
their dictionaries as a resource when writing, speaking, reading and listening.
Here are some suggestions:

. Upgrading:rWhen students have written a draft ofa story / article / lener, etc,
go through and suggesttiree words that they could'upgrade' (ie find a better
way ofsaying) by using the dictionary. NBThese are not'mistakes'- dley are
things drat could be said bener.

. Alongside reading:rWith most texts, readers do not need to understand every
word. So unless it is important for a specific purpose, encourage students not to
look up each word one by one, but to hrst read the whole text and'get the gist',
then economically select those items drat will really help their understanding by
checking them in a dictionary. One way is to agree on a set number ofwords
which the students are allowed to lookup

. Explore: Help learners to use dictionary entries to look around words they
know already in order to enrich what they can do with apparently familiar
items, eg by building word webs (see page 201) of collocadons, connected
items, grammatical forms, etc.

Rather than take up classroom time with random fillers and games, consider
adding a regular thread ofactivities on dictionary use, say for seven minutes every
two or three lessons.

Tirnelines

These are a tool for clarifying the'time'of various verb tenses. A timeline attempts
to make the flow of time visible, and thus enable learners to see more clearly
exactly how one tense differs from another, or how a single tense can refer to
different'times'.

The starting point is a line representrng time. On this line, we need to mark zozr, -

the precise present moment. From the left, time flows from the past towards now
To the risht of this. time flows into the future.

Now

?aeL Future

So, for example,lm drinhing a glass oJ lemonafu refers ro something happening
now, that started just before now, and finishes just after now.

We can mark it:

N o w

?a6t Ful,ure

I
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Chapter 72 Focusing on language

In contrall, I drank a glass of Inmonade last night nightbe shown:

Now

?aot Future

I

And I'm going to drink a glass oflemonade:

?a5t,

Now

Future

I

Unfortunately, the appealing clarity of diagrams like these may be an
oversimplfication. English verb forms tell us about more than just the time
something happened.The timeline above shows a decision made before the
present about something that will happen in the future . I'm going to drink a glass o[
lemonafu stggests a decision to drink made before now' which we can show as:

Now

?aal Future

It also includes a sense of the speaker speaking now and looking forward to the
future:

Now

Past

rffhich timeline is the most truthful? \(trich most helpful to learners?you,ll have r..
decide for yourself.

Some tenses are quite difficult to diagrammatise: the present perfect progressive
(I'ae been waiting since 7.00), for exarnple:

Now

6.00 6.30 7.OO 7.30 0.oo i

_,.=--D
E l

Future
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6 Timel ines

The diagram shows that we are looking back into the past to the time the waiting
stafied. It shows us that the waiting has continued up to now It also shows that
there is a possibility it could continue into the future.
rffe can also show thc relationship betrveen trvo or more different tenses fzlalllrzg
s ince 7. 0 0, f or example) :

Now

?ast 6.00 6.30 7.OO 7.30 8.OO Fulure

I uas cooking supper when the cooker exploded.

One action (that might have continued) has been interrupted by another (past
progressive interrupted by past simple).

Timelines are one way of making English grammar more accessible. But do
remember that their meaning and use may not be transparently clear to everyone.
Some learners may be as much confused or puzzled by them as enlightened. Use
them to help clarify the meaning oftenses for yourselfand then to help your
learners.When you are asked for an explanation of the meaning ofa verb tense,
try putting a timeline on the board as a visual aid. Ask questions; invite ideas. Use
timelines as a cue for elicitation (see Chapter 3, Section 8). Get students to draw
timelines for themselves to help check understanding. Invite students to the board
to work out timelines together. Adapt timelines and personalise them to suit your
own approach (some people use colours; some draw little people all over them).
As we have seen, there is not necessarily one right answer.

Timelines are one way ofbecoming clearer about meaning. For other useful ideas,
see Chapter 5, Sections 4 and 5.

. See Timelinesleaching technique on the DVD

ffi Tenses and timelines
Using a grammar book to help you if you want, name the tenses and make timelines for:

1  |  used to  smoke c tgars .
2  l l i v e  i n  N  a i r o b i .
3  I ' m  l i v i n g  i n  N a i r o b i .
4  |  was  wa lk rng  pas t  the  s ta t ion
5 |  heard  the  exp los ion .
6  I  was  wa lk ing  pas t  the  s ta t ion  when I  heard  the  exp los ion .
7  Bob cooked lunch wh i le  they  were  s leep ing .
8  Whi le  they  were  s leep ing ,  Bob was cook ing  the  lunch.
9  Have you been to  Tha i land?

10 He 's jus t  wa lked in  the  door .
11  I 'd  h idden the  money be fore  she came in .

See page 396 for sketches of answers.
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Ghapter 13 Teaching different classes

This chapter looks at a number ofdifferent kinds ofEnglish classes r}rat you mighr
hnd yourselfhaving to teach.These include ESP arjd EAp classes, Business
courses, young learners, CLIL groups and classes aimed at exam preparation.

1 ESP
ESP stands for English for Specific Purposes. Those specific purposes are often
jobs: English for hotel receptionists, English for pharmaceutical salesmen, English
for call centre operators, English for architects or many others.There are some
more general widely studied specihc purposes: English forAcademic purposes
and Business English.

In one sense, every individual student has his or her own 'specific purpose,, even if
it may seem a litde vague in some cases - perhaps .to improve my job prospects, or'to make my holidays more interesting'. ESP contrasts with the rather mischievous
acronymTENOR (Teaching English for No Obvious Reason); it implies that u.e
are going to take the client's needs and goals more seriously when planning the
course, and ratJrer than teach 'general English', we are going to tailor everythirg 1.
his or her character and particular requirements.

I haae to teoch q three-week ESP courseJor nuckar engineers. But I don't know abotLt
nuclear power!

Don't panic! You are an English teacherl no one expects you to know anlthing
about nuclear power (other than what the person-in-the-street might know).you
know about English; they know about the topic. put the two together, and you
have the potential for some exciting lessons. For one thing, there is a genuine
information gap and thus a real reason for communication.The learners can
speak and write about their field ofwork and do appropriate tasks that they need
to perform in English.You can help them find ways to do this more effectively.
Thus ESP often means'Go on teaching all the normal English you already teach
in all the ways you know how to do already, but use lexis, examples, topics and
contexts tllat are, as far as possible, relevant to the students and practise relevant
specific skills'. Ifyou don't have the appropriate texts / recordings / etc to hand,
then it may be possible to get your students to provide them by giving them
feedback and support on their language.

A Needs Analysis (see Chapter 4, Section 3) is a good - almost essential - startinp
point for ESP teaching.\l(/e can't really address a student,s specific needs unless
we are absolutely clear about what they are. A typical ESp Needs Analysis mighr
be a questionnaire that you and the client(s) talk through and hll in together.
This might include an analysis ofwhat the client uses English for, what their
expectations are, what they need, what they want and what they don,t have.
Unfortunately a lot ofNeeds Analysis done nowadays in language teaching is
fairly token. Finding out that your student(s) work as a ,receptionist' or are
interested in 'English for computing' doesn't give you more than an approximatc
general direction for your course.To address a specific need you have to hnd out
more than that. I think of it as mining - digging deep down to discover the real
needs.



l  ESP

Digging deeper

. Start with the general job eg So you are a hotel receptionist.

. Focus onto one speciffc task eg Tbll rne one specific task that you need to use
Englishfor.

. Explore wide-ranging details ofthat task eg when the learner answers that
eg I wekome people when they arriae at the hotel, ask firther questions that
uncover more and more wide-ranging information eg What does the houl
counter look kke? What\ the rtr$ thing that happens? W4rat kind of questions do
gour customers ask? Hou dn youfeel when that happens? etc.

. Dig deeper. Each time you get an answer, ask more, like a miner digging
deeper into the situation, moving slowly from the general situation to details
and difficulties. Elicit specific examples oflanguage used (and language
problems) eg Hozt do you say that to the guest? What do the! repb)? lYhat problems
do you tgpicallg haae with what they say? Aim to build up a focused detailed
picture ofa single occasion where your student needs English.

Simply talking it through in this way can be helpful for a learner as they clarify for
themselves where some real problems are. Beyond this it can form the basis of role
play, real play and reformulation activities (See Chapter 9, Section 3). And you
can do this again and again for other work tasks and situations.

Selecting activities for ESP

Here is a brief description of a student who is going to attend a one-week 'private'

course (ie one-to-one). Name two or three classroom activities that would be useful
for her.

Maria works as a member of the sales team for a company that sells video cameras
around the world. She frequently speaks on the phone to clients and often receives
complex orderc by phone. She sometimes visits potential customers in different
countries and makes presentations about the firm and its products- She a/so has
social contact with many clients and needs to feel mote confident about talking with
them. Her English level is Pre intermediate and frequently causes problems in
doing these things. Her pronunciation is particularly weak, and many words are
incorrectly sttessed.

Some ideas:
. Maria listens to detailed information and makes notes on, for example,

numbers and product names.This activity could be done over the phone ifone
is available to use.

. For homework, she prepares a ten-minute presentadon on a work-related
subject.In class, she makes her presentation and you give her oral feedback on
the language she used. She could also be given a short written feedback form
which notes grammar,lexis and pronunciation problems, together with a
general comment about the success of the presentation. Later in the course, she
could try the task again and see if she has improved.

. You prepare a worksheet listing many words she commonly uses in her work.
She then attempts to mark the stress patterns on each word and to pronounce
them correctJy.

. You role play meeting at a party and chat with her about topics ofinterest.
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Chapter 13 Teaching different classes

W Activities for ESp needs
For  each o f  the  fo l low ing  spec l f i c  sk i l l  requ i rements ,  f ind  one ac t iv i t y  tha t  you  cou ld
do in  the  c lassroom to  p rac t ise  i t .

1 Travel agent: taking telephone bookings for f l ights
2  Ca l l  cen t re  te lephon is t :  speak ing  to  peop le  ( in  ano lher  count ry )  mak ing

compla in ts  about  mob i le  phone b i l l s
3  Hote l  recept ion is t :  reg is te r ing  and he lp ing  fo re ign  ho l tdaymakers

The following activities are some possibilities:

I Design an information-gap activity that involves one person knowing names,
numbers, etc that they have to communicate to the other person so that they
can write it down.
a Book a flight to Athens on 13th Feb. in the morning, if possible.
b Flights to Athens leave at 02.45, 09 .05, 12.35, 17 .55.

B o o k f l i g h t f o r . . .  o n . . .  a r . .
The activity could be done in pairs in class or between you and the student in a
one-to-one lesson.

2 Brainstorm what kind of problems customers might call in with. Choose one.
Elicit and write a dialogue together with the class. Act it out in pairs. Then get
students to work together to write some new dialogues on other problems.

3 The receptionist 'real plays'himself/ herselfwhile odter students and / or you
role play a variety oftypical or difficult guests. (Video recording would be
useful.)

Business English

Pre-experience courses

Many students take a Business English course while still at school or college,
before they begin work.These courses are often based around generic business
skills,language and texts that are likely to be ofuse to anyone entering any kind of
business. Such courses may also have a second aim ofproviding an introduction
to ttre world ofbusiness itself, for students who have no previous experience ofit.

A basic Business English course is likely to include many of the following skills:
writing letters and emails; writing reports; reading reports and business-related
articles; negotiating; telephoning and conference callsl talking about facts, figures.
graphs, diagrams etc; participating in meetings and video conferences; making
presentationsl using social English - meeting and greeting, small talk, dinner-tablc
conversation and is also likely to include an introduction to how business works:
business terms and expressions; negotiation; sales and markeLing; finance;
projects; business travel; working with people.

Any course of this kind is going to be hit-and-miss to some degree. Before
someone starts their work it is hard to know what kind of telephoning or negoriarirtg
(or whatever) they are likely to be doing) so courses tend to offer activities and
tasks focused on a wide range of different general business contexts. General
Business English coursebooks are suitable for courses ofthis kind.
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2 Business English

In-service courses

If English lessons are taken when participants are already in work, a course has
the possibihty of becoming much more tightly focused onto real and immediate
needs. By doing a thorough Needs Anal_vsis with learners (see Chapter 4,
Sectron 3) we can find out exactly what they require from a course. Ifthe course
has people from different employers, jobs or departments you may find that, for
the most part, a generic course is the most suitable - but the Needs Analysis will
still help you to offer useful focuses on specific tasks and skills to replace or add to
what is in the book.

Look for ways that allow your participants to make use ofcurrent examples and
stories from their daily work in ciass:
. Presentations Get participants to prepare, rehearse and do presentations in

class about their daily work, current tasks, problems, etc followed by feedback,
discussions and related language improvement work.

. Diagrams and models Use Cuisenaire rods, models or pencil and paper to
get participants to create and talk through images oftheir work - eg my office
space, my travels, who I communicate with around the u,orld, the
manufacturing process) etc.

. Diaries and blogs Instead oftraditional exercise-based homervork. ask
participants to write (and read each other's) diaries and blogs.They can record
details oftheir daily work, difficult situations and language problems they have
faced. Use excerpts (with permission) as the seed for in-class discussion,
language work, etc.

. Role play Find out as much as you can about the specific kinds ofmeetings,
negotiations, discussions, etc that participants do in their daily job, Create
similar role play opportunities in class, making use ofas much unclassihed, real
stuffas they can provide (documents, images, diagrams, Powerpoint slides, etc).

In-company courses

Many company ftaining managers organise courses within the workplace itself,
bringing the teacher to the studentsJ rather than the other way round, often
with lessons very early in the morning or very late in tlte day.This is obviously
convenient for participants - though perhaps less so for the teacher who may have
to travel across town at hours when they would much rather be in bed!
The educational downside is that working business people have a lot ofurgent
calls on their time and, however keen they are, English lessons tend to be some
way down the must-do list.Very late arrival and absenteeism are often significant
problems for courses run in-company. Group courses can sometimes end up with
completely different personnel rveek to week, making continuity and progress a
nightmare. So, a key starting point for the teacher about to begin work on such a
course is to liaise with the uaining manager and find out what policies the
company has to encourage or require attendance. Emphasise the importance of
regular and on-time attendance. Find out what you can do as a teacher to play a
part in encouraging this - for example, awarding credits towards participants,
individual taining goals. Be clear that for the course to achieve its goals, it has to
be taken seriously by the company first - before the students will take it seriously.
Another point to bear in mind is that when a course for in-company participants has
been booked and paid for by a company training manager, the needs 7 expecrauons
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of the student and the purchaser may be very different, and you may find it a hard
act to balance.

Whether or not -vou use a coursebook, much ofin-company courses tends to
become spontaneous, responsive teaching. If the participants are using English in
their day-to-day rvork, they r.vill be hitting live problems all the time - and they u rll
often want to bring them to you for help and advice. Allorv time for this, perhaps
even timetabling it (eg a participant Q and A discussion at the start of each
lesson); you may find that you can grou' all the work from such questions and
requests and that it seems to be more focused and useful than coursebook work.

Teaching one-to-one business lessons

Many business courses are one-to-one. Here are a few hints:
. Rapport Relatronship is crucial.Thke time to find out about each other.Thke timc

to go on building that relationship over future lessons. If you don't like each other
and feel uneasy in each otier's company, the course is never going to take off.

. Needs Spend time on discovering needs. Go back to discuss and re-look at
them every feu' lessons.

. Plan lesson to lesson Create the course from lesson to lesson rather than
entirely in advance or by relying entirel-v on a coursebook. Use the coursebook
to supplement needs-related work as it emerges.

. Study what is live and relevant Bring along material suggested by errors.
discussions and ideas from the previous lesson.

. Plan beginnings, not whole lessons Plan lessons in terms of starting poinr:
(interesting documents, relevant video clips, important language items etc)
rat:er t}ran complete planned-trrough procedures.

. Take your lead frorn the participant For at least part of each lesson, take
your lead and pace from the student. Start u'ith discussionl respond to
comments, questions and requests as flexibly as you can. (But also rvatch out
for the participant r.vho uses your flexibiliB as a wa_v to avoid focusing).

. Vary the challenge and pace A leisurely pace is fine for much of the Lime,
but also make sure to include concentrated, challenging tasks and exercises.

. Cooperative work!7ork with - rather than in front of- your student. Don't
feel the need to be t1-te presenter or entertainer at the front of the class all the
time (or an-v of the time). More a colleague in the next seat.

. Reforrnulate as a correction strategy After your participant has done an
oral task, rather than correcting lots oferrors and problems, give them the
chance to see you doing the same task in _vour lva1r They can take notes, ask
about what you said afterwards - and then try again dremselves, using any of
your ideas, expressions or approaches.

. Silences Don't lvorr1, if there are silences. Silence is thinking time and
adjusting time.

. Board Use a pad ofpaper on the table as your shared board.You can both u,rir.
and drarv on it, adding to and editing u'hat the other u'rites.

. Build progress Get the participant to prepare and do things (eg role playing
something they do in their daily job, explaining hou' something works, making "
presentation) - then give them feedback- then get them to do it again.

. Audio recording Use your computer's microphone and software to record
u'hat the participant says. Listen together, rvork on raising awareness of
problems and improving them. Practise - then record again.



3 EAP

Writing Ifyou set an in-class writing task as a change ofpace, don't be too
presentwh\Iethey u'ork. Don't swamp them with helpful advice. One-to-one
can get very intense.They need to breathe too!
Internet Exploit the Internet. Look up things as you need them. Find
examples.View video clips.Write tweets or emails to each other. Get odrer
online people involved. Contribute to forums. Make phone calls from class.

EAP
As more and more students study in more and more English-medium university
and college courses around *re world (not just in English-speaking countries, but
almost everl.rvhere), English for Academic Purposes (EAP) programmes have
grown hugely in number over recent years. An EAP course focuses on the
language and skills that students will need on a future (or possibly, current) course
ofstudy, typically a higher education course (though increasingly at lower levels
of study too).This means that the majority of EAP students worldwide tend to be
between 16 and 20 years old.

EAP courses are not typically focussed on the language needed for a specific
course of study (though they can be).They tend to be more general programmes
aiming to raise the learners to a point where they are capable of getting the most
out of their coming course of study. However, the more focused it is on the
specific needs of the students, d1e more successful and relevant it is likely to be.

An EAP course is likel-v to include work on some of these elements

. Listening to and understanding lectures, ie following long monologues, often
delivered with digressions and perhaps having minimal contextualisation or
visual support.

. Note-taking ie making effective and usable records in a number of different
learning situations: lectures, seminars, from coursebook reading, etc.

. Effective reading and researching - working with both short and long texts.

. Using references, avoiding plagiarism (see below).

. Raising awareness of formal styles of language used in academic writing. Don't
underestimate how dilferent the style conventions may be in different cultures -

for example, the western academic essay looks nothing like the Arabic one in
organisation, tone or focus.

. Essay writing, eg planning. drafring. wriring. ediring.

. Making presentations, eg book reports

. Thking part in seminar discussions including awareness of cultural issues, eg
expectation ofcontribution, enjoyment of a good argument, etc.

. Generic academic language points, eg use ofpassives in formal descriptions of
processes, avoidance ofcolloquial language, use oftentative language items to
state interpretations or conclusions, eg this seetns to suggest,It qp?ears that This
might be a reuth oJ The resuhs cotLld be seen as.

. Academic stylistic conventions, eg use of an impersonal tone, getring to dre
point quickly - avoidance of flowery padding (which may be common rn
certain cultures), use of concrete examples.

. Learning to learn - general training in study skills that learners may not have
looked at in previous education.

. Contextual and cultural awareness - learning about the way that things are
done in the learnins environment.
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At its heart, EAP is just like any other ESP subiect. To prepare a really good
course, t]re teacher has to know what is being prepared for. Ifyour students have a
specific course to prepare for, the EAP course can focus. A generic off-the-shelf
EAP course is likely to be of only partial use as it will work on things the students
don't need or may even mislead by teaching things that are done in one way when
the context they will be in does them completely differently.

Research whatever you can about what your students will study and how they will
be working. Get as much information as you can about their future courses and
working methods. Download prospectllses. Get former students in to talk to you
(and your new class). Call a lecturer or principal and ask for advice.

Context and culture

A large part ofany EAP course has to be focused on the context where the studenr
will be studying.The ground rules for how to do things will vary significantly from
one academic environment to another.

A foreign studentwho comes to a UK university may face numerous culturdl
difficulties. He will have grown up in one education system and is now faced with
one where all his basic assumptions about what to do and how to do it may
suddenly be wrong. For example:
. He may be fearful of appearing to not know an answer, to the degree of not

saying anything in class for fear of gening it wrong and losing face - or he may
say yes when asked if everything is OK - whereas UK students may often quite
happily participate, make guesses, take risks and demand help until they have
reached understanding.

. He may believe that it is wrong ever to question or challenge a tutor's comments
as this would convey disrespect - whereas a IJK university tutor might
deliberately make a provocative statement expecting it to be argued against.

This is just one example, but similar difhculties - to a lesser or greater degree -
will affect every learner moving from one learning culture to another - and this
might even be within the same country, eg moving from a rural high school to an
American-run university in the capital.

Plagiarisrn and cheating

One of the biggest issues is often to do with the issue of plagiarism: how it is
viewed and what is done when it is uncovered.

In some parts of the world, although plagiarism is routinely denounced, there is
often a tacit acceptance among staffthat it happens and little overt checking as to
whether individual assignments are copied. On the rare occasions that some
blatant act ofcheating is noticed, the student is likely to deny it so vehemently and
with such convincing stories that the matter is often swiftly sweptunder the
carpet. Many students can proceed through course after course on the basis of
copy and pasting articles off the Internet or sharing exam answers with their
friends.

This method can come badly unstuck on arriving in a culture where copying is
very tightly defined and is much more often actively sought and detected.
Students need to be warned very clearly of this - and very clearly shown how to
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4 Exam classes

avoid it by using techniques such as keeping detailed notes ofsources when
reading, referencing accurately and so on.

Attitudes to marking

!7ork is marked very differently in different countries. Some students have
received only top grades for everything through their whole academic careers _
because the system they have grown up in awards grades positively for
achievement and effort to as many people as possible rathir than ilosely analysing
the work for reasons to differentiate it from other work of differing quality. For
such a student to arrive in a new college and find that they suddenly only get 50%
or 607o for work thatused to regularly get top grades can be shocking and lead to
confusion and distrust of the whole system. Another reason why such differences
need to be made very clear to learners as aspects of the local culture and its
systems rather than as personal attacks.

Exam classes
Many teachers at some point need to teach a class preparing for an exam.This
may be a national or school exarn or it might be one ofthe British_ or US_based
international exams. Figure 13.1 shows the popular exams run by some exam
boards and their approximate level.

Figure 13.1 Comparison ofexams

The main suite of Cambridge ESOL exams are widely recognised and are
rmportant qualifications for many students internationally. First Certificate, in
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particular, is a widely-taken exam attesting a sound Intermediate level ofEnglish.
A popular American English exam isTOEFL (Test of English as a Foreign
Language), which is geared tolr,'ards testing English level prror to enterrng an
American universitt'. IELTS (International English LanguageTesting System) is
an exam from the UI( andAustralia which is widely recognised for academic and
professional purposes.

Many students follolv a preparation course before doing ttre exam.This section
will concentrate on \\'ays ofplanning for and teaching classes preparing for this or
similar exams.

An examination preparation course should probably include:

. language rvork that is likely to be relevant to that needed in the exam;

. tasks and activities to raise general language arvareness, ability and skills;

. specific practice on exam techniques (eg multiple-choice questions, rvriting
essays, etc);

. work on study skills (eg use ofdictionaries and grammar books, rvays of
rvorking with recordings at home, etc).

Even if the exam is only concerned with reading and writing, there is still a strong
case to be made for including a 1'air amount of speaking and listening work in the
course, as tlre students' English is most likely to improve from balanced work on
all skill areas as well as on grammar and lexis. It is also worth taking the time to
help students learn some basic techniques for studying. A student who can
understand the phoncmic symbols in a dictionar)', or $'ho can take a CD home
and use it efficientll', or who can make usable notes from the lessons, is likely to
get more from tl'r.e course than one $'ho has not thought about these dings. A
basic skill that often needs some time assigned to it is how to organise your file /
exercise book: do you just record page after page, day after day, or do you try to
organise it into sections at the start ofthe course (eg lexls' grammar,
pronunciation, etc) ?

A common problem with exam preparation courses arises when too much time i\
spent on exam technique and not enough on the other areas.

Teachers often feel pressure from students to do exam practice rvork right from
the start of a course, as if rvriting out countless mock tests will markedly impro|e
their English. Clearly, students need to be very familiar with the form the exam
takes, but doing practice tests alone will not in itselfhelp the students to learn l'erl
much and can easily lead to 'burn-out'.

A more balanced approach for, say, a nvelve-week course might be to give
students a lot ofgeneral language rvork and study skills in weeks one and tlvo to
give them the foundations for u'orking successfully through the course. As the
course progresses, the study skills work could be reduced and much more specih.
work on typical language problems could be done.\Work on examlnation
technique would be introduced gradually and increasingl-v through the course an:
build up towards complete 'mock' tests in the week or t$'o just before the exam.

It is often a good idea on exam preparation courses to be even more systematrc
than usual about what has been studied and to take care that items, once met, are
recycled usefull-v. I have seen the follorving ideas used by a number ofteachers on
exam courses;
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Posters

ri(/hen new language is studied, the students (or you) make posters to help them
remember it. As the course progresses, these slowly take over the room, acdlg as a
very useful aide-memoire and a source of further work. I often find students
browsing through these before class starts or in lunch breaks.Typical posters
might be on phrasal verbs, tense problems, articles, present participle vs
infinitive, etc.

Lexis box / lile
ri(rhereas posters are a good way ofrecording lexis, the sheer quantity ofnew
words rnet on a course could soon frll the walls. An alternative is the 'lexis box,. At
the end ofeach lesson (or day), the students review what they have learned that
day, record any words worth recording on squares ofpaper (or card) and hle them
in the box or file.This record is a good source of material for you to exploit in
future lessons (eg exercises and games recycling these words) and for students to
look through.

Both ofthese ideas are, ofcourse, also applicable to a wide variety ofnon-
exarnination courses.

Finally, here are a few ideas to make practice of exam techniques a little more
interesting. Many ofthese ideas also perform the essential task ofraising
awareness about how the tests are marked and the criteria the examiner will use.
. Students do exercises in pairs or small groups. (Possible rule: they must all

agree on the same answer wittrin each group.)
. Students mark each other's tests.
. 'Blitz'it:do an exercise at great speed (eg 10-20% of the normal time

allowance - no thinking time, just do it!). Keep the atmosphere light-hearted -
it's not a serious test.Then let them go over it and consider their answers at
leisure.

. A'teacherless' lesson: give the students the chalk or board pens and let them
discuss and work through an exam paper together on the board. Only look at
(and mark) the board when they have completely hnished. (This is also a good
'group-building' exercise, as itbecomes a joint responsibility ro get rhe best
possible answers.)

. Students set tests in a particular style for each other (eg they take a text and
rewrite it with gaps, tiey prepare multiple-choice questions on a rext, etc).

. Take some written information about the exam (eg from a prospectus or a
marking scheme) and turn it into exercises in the style oftypical exam
questrons.

. You do the exercise (including a rnistake or two!) and the students correct it.

IELTS

Many overseas students who want to enter a university, college or training course
in the UK,Australia, Canada or New Zealand are required to prove their English
language level. Similarly, people who want to enter these countries for residential
or employment purposes will also often have to demonstrate that their language
has reached a certain minimum level. For all these needs,IELIS is a popular
solution with worldwide annual candidature ofover a million.
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IELIS is seen as particularly useful to educational organisations and employers
because, rather than giving a blunt pass / fail, it ar.vards scores in nine bands
covering all levels from non-user to near-natir.e speaker. So, for example, a Banc 

-

user is described as:

Good user: has open ional command of the language, though with occasional
inaccuracies,inappropriacies and misunderstandings in some situations. Generalljt
handles complex language zuell and understands detailed reasoning.

Course or job applicants will often find dlar fte institution they wish to attend
specifres a minimum band score for entry. IELTS provides a general guide to
acceptability in dre follorving table, though individual institutions are free to
specify their or,vn requirements.

Figure 13.2 IELIS guide to acceptabilit-v

As well as an overall averaged band score,IELTS also gives separate grades for
different skills.

Candidates can choose bctr'r'een a general IELIS qualification or an'academic'
one. So, for example, in the general r.r'riting test, candidates must \\'rite a letter an J
a discursive essa-v lvhile in the academic test they present informatlon on a
diagram and prepare a formal academic piece of r,vriting. Listening and speaking
tasks are tie same in both versions.

Training students to pass IELTS qpicall-v involves a lot ofwork on reading and
writing.The reading tests havc long tcxts and fairly tight time limits, u'hich seem
to give a definite encouragement towards fast reading techniques and top-dou n
processing, morc than slou', detailed rvord-by-u'ord reading ofdre whole text.

Band Linguistically
demanding
academic courses

(eg Medicine, Law
Linguistics,
Journa l i sm)

Linguistically less
demanding
academic courses

(eg Agriculture, Pure
Mathematics,
Technology, lT and
Telecommunications)

Linguistically
demanding
tlaining coulses

(eg Ail Traffic
Cont lo l ,
Engineering,
Pure  /  App l ied
Sciences,
lndustrial Safety)

Linguistically less
demand ing
training courses

(eg Cateling, Fire
Services)

7 . 5  -  9 . 0 Acceptable Acceptable Acceptable Acceptab le

7 . O Probab ly
acceptab le

Acceptable Acceptab le Acceptab le

6 . 5 Engl ish s tudy
n ee oeo

Probab ly  acceptab le Acce p tab le Acceptall le

6 . O English study
neeoeo

Engl ish  s tudy  needed Probab ly
acceptab le

Acceptab le

5 . 5 Eng l ish  s tudy
n ee  ded

Eng l ish  s tudy  needed Eng l ish  s tudy
n e  eded

Probab ly
acceptab le
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Although IELIS claims to be capable ofdifferentiating all learner levels from
Beginner to near-native speaker, you may need to treaidris claim with a little
caution.Test materials include a quantity ofvery challenging work and are good at
distinguishing between learners inAdvanced levels (C1 and C2). For anyone
below these levels, much of the material will present a significant problem. Many
Intermediate students would find ithard to even know how to start workins on
some of the dense, highJevel texts. As a result,IELIS seems more likely tJ
accurately differentiate those users in higher bands than those in lower ones. For
similar reasons, IELIS preparation courses tend to be fairly painful for teacher and
students when the class level is too low.\Vhile marketing impiratives may
increasingly lead schools to sell 'IELIS classes, to very low-level students, teachers
need to approach such courses warily. In many cases, a broad-based, general
language improvement course using appropriately graded materials will be much
better exam preparation than focusing mainly on IELIS tasks and texts. Repeated
exposure to way-above-level materials can be discouraging and demotivating.

Young learners

Young learners seem to be getting younger and younger! In many countries, second
language learning used to be mostly a secondary school preserve -but there has
been a definite trend towards teachingprimary learners at lower and lower ages.In
many Iocations there are even widespread nursery-level language classes.When
someone reported, a few years back, that a famous examination board was about to
launch a new English exam for learners in the womb, it sounded almost believable.
These changes are based on the beliefthat the younger you start, the more chance
you have of making the learning successful. If there really is a critical age - up to
which it is natural and easy to acquire a second or third language - and after which
it is much harder to -then it does seem to make sense to exploit this. After all,
young children who are brought up in bilingual households often speak both
languages to native-speaker level; why shouldn,t a similar effect be achievable in
schools? A stronger reason for teaching English to younger learners may simply
be that starting early will give them many more years at school in which to develop
and improve their language skills. By the time they reach higher levels in
secondary many will be very competent users.

Characteristics of young learners
List some ofthe main features that characterise young learners. What do you need
to  cons ider  when teach inA them?

Children are keen. Children are noisy. Children can be chatterboxes. Children
want to leam new things. Children like to experiment. Children are curious.
Children get easily excited. Children want to have fun. Children have a great
sense ofhumour. Chi-ldren love anention. Children can,t concentrate for very
long. Children can be hard to calm down.
Children don't respond very well to explicit input and work on language
systems (grammar, vocabulary, pronunciation). They want to ase language, not
to study ir in its own dght.
Children may not see the point ofEnglish. But they do see the point ofdoing
interesLing tasks, games and acrivides.
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Very young learners (pre-school and lower primary)

Approaches with low age groups will reflect the kind ofwork typically being done
in the rest of their school day - just that it will be done in English rather than in thc'
first language.

Teachers can:
. tell stories (with lots ofuse ofpictures, gestures, facial expressions, mime,

puppets and toys);
. sing songs and nursery rhymes with children - especially .zcabtx songs that

involve participation from the children (The lYheels on the Bus,Hokey Cohey
Row Row RouYottr Boat\:

. get children to act out stories and songs following the teacher's model;

. do practical tasks (painting, colouring, making things,looking after pets and
plants) but with instuctions and help in English;

. help children learn basic skills (recognising alphabetic letters and associating
t}rem with obiects or picrure. counling coconuts)i

. run simple games using limited vocabulary (musical games, walking around
games);

. give listen and do tasks (draw a cat, make a noise like a cat, touch your nose).

At this age the children will not have reading and writing skills in their first
language, so text-based work may not be unsuitable.

Middle and higher primary

Once students are above a certain age you may well find that your school gives
you a coursebook that has traditional units on different topics and works on an
explicit grammar and vocabulary focus. You may also find that students are
expected to pass tests that check on their ability to recognise, name and
manipulate specific language items.

This means that you have to decide a serious question: how do j,,orz believe that
children learn a second language? Ifyou feel that the coursebook has a valid
approach, then you may end up using it for a large amount of the class time. If 1't'u
feel that children need a more active. more in-the-classroom exoerience of
activities and tasksJ then you may need to find a way ro use the book only as much
as absolutely necessary and devise or find other activities that reflect your own
beliefs.

Whichever way you go, here are some ideas for working with such classes.
. Find tasks and activities that are exciting and motivating in their own right.

Where possible, go for active tasks, physical tasks, dressing-up tasks,
moving-walking-hands-on tasks. Give students the language they need to do
the task.

. Don't iust talk. Use pictures, models, short videos, board drawing, toys.

. Don't worry too much about the children's accurate production. Aim initialll'
for listening and understanding.

. Think very carefully about whether you really need to do some (or any) actual
rnput or explanation about grammar and vocabulary. Might it be enough to
rntegrate all language work into the tasks so that chi-ldren can understand and
use the language without further analysis?
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. Don't expect immediate (or even long-term) studentuse ofEnglish. Just keep
using English yourself. $(/hen a child says something to you in their language,
reply in English.

. Keep activities short. Plan for variety and frequent changes of focus, working
modes and pace.

. Keep much ofthe focus on the children's life and thiirgs they understand rather
than abstract or hard-to-grasp concepts.

Exarns

There are now many excellent YL exams.The ones from Cambridge ESOL are
known as Starters (lowest level), Movers(midJevel), Flyers (higher level).They
are colourful and interesting tests that will motivate and encourage students.

Some popular ideas for young learner classes

Teach around a topic

Ifyou decide not to get tied to a coursebook, a strong alternative is to choose a
theme or topic to give shape to each',veek's work. Explore it from a range of
different angles, choosing a wide variet]' of pmctical activities. For example, with
the topic ofshops, students could make a pretend shop in the classroom, write
names and price labels for different items, match words cards to shop items, design
posters to advertise their shop, read a story about a girl who goes shopping with her
dad,look at photos ofshops in the past and guess what they sold - and so on.

Teach around a book
Choose a book that you think students in your class will enjoy (eg The Gruffalo,
Tfte BFG). As with the teach around a ropeZ idea, devise a range of activities that
pick up themes, characters and language from the book. For example, with Z/ze
Gruffalo chl.dren could design a monster, say frightening words in the most
frightening way, mime walking through a forest, think ofa good plan to trick a
monster, hnd words to describe a mouse, collect rhyming words, make a monster
mask - and so on.

Show and tell

Every day, ask two or three students to bring in something that is important to
them.They will come to the front of class, show the object and tell everyone about
it. Alternatively, ask everyone to bring something - and the show and tell can be
done in small groups.

Circle tirne

Everyone sits in a circle. Some basic politeness ground rules are established (eg
one person speaks at a time). A topic is given by the teacher (eg Something I
enjoyed in school this week) .The teacher leads by giving an example, and then,
going round the circle, each person says something on ttre topic.Translate if
students can't say what they want to in English.

Total Physical Response (TPR)

The teacher gives a series of imperative instructions (eg Stand up, shake hands
with someone, zoalk to theJront of the roorz). As each instruction is given, the teacher
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shows the movement herself and the chrldren copy it. Don't worry that it's only
listening to teacher with no learner production. It's fine because there is a huge
amount oflisteningJ understanding and internalising going on: very rich exposure
to English.

TPR fairy stories

Tell a story as a sequence of sentences with mime-able verbs. Students copy the
teacher's actions (eg Slte waxed goodfute to her mother.She walked. through the woods.
She saw a beauttful Jlower. She bent down to pick it. She looked up. She saw a wolf.)

Carousel

Select a variety of different activities and make sufficient copies of them. They
should be simple enough to understand quickly. Arrange different tables around
the room. Each table should have lots of copies of one ofthe activities, ie each
table has a different activity on it.Vhen the children arrive in class, ttrey
immediately form groups based at one of the tables. Each group works on the task
on their desks. After a set time (eg eight minutes) or when the teacher feels the
time is right, she rings a bell (or taps the table or shouts) and every group stands
up and moves clockwise round the room to the next table - u'here they can start
work on the new task.The lesson proceeds in dtis way, with regular changes of
table and task.The teacher may need to do a lot ofbuzzing around, assisting wirh
understanding what to do. Students will get a lot ofchances to use English in a
wide range oftasks and exercises - lots ofvarietlr

Community Language Learning (CLL)

Although a method devised for use with adults, the basic principle works well u-irh
older primary students, whether in whole-class discussion or while supervising
pair or group work. Initially you will need to train students into this way of
working, but after you have, it can become very effective as an everyday way of
working.

CLL essentially makes you the class translator who will help students to say whar
they want to say. Three steps:

1 Allow students to say what they $'ant to say. Encourage briefstatements in
their first language.

2 Say a good English translation yourselfofwhat they want to say. Don't explair:
anything about the grammar or vocabulary. Just model it clearly. Don't worn.
if the language you say is above their supposed understanding or syllabus
Ievel. But do keep it short. If necessary, edit what they said down to a few
words.

3 Help students to say the English version themselves. Repeat your model as
often as needed. Once they have said it to the class, move on to the next
speaker. No analysis or study.rVrite a note to record what the sentence was.
(Alternatively - and even better, is to record what the student says.)

At the end you can review what everyone said, maybe preparing a handout with
the u'hole English language conversation.
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6 Teenage classes

Teenage classes compared with adult classes
List some ways in which the atmosphere and work in a class ofteenage students
might  d i f fer  f rom a c lass of  adul ts  s tudying s imi lar  mater ia l .

In teenage classes, the learners are discovering a range of new possibilities for
thems elves. They are discovering what impact they can have on the world and can
be very motivated.The learners can bring a strong enthusiasm for topics they are
interested ir1 and they can get very focused on specific things relevant to
themselves.They often respond well to work that is clearly organised and takes
their interest into account. But although teenage classes can be among the most
interesting and exciting, they also have some reputation for being demanding on
the teacher.

Why rnight teenage classes seem demanding on the teacher?
. It's a difficult period oflife.Teenagers are often unsure about themselves and

how they feel about things.
. Strong emotions of various kinds may be rising and falling and these may alter

the workings of some techdques and activities.
. Teenagers have changing interests.They get bored quickly.
. Actrvities might be rejected or done without personal investment because the

learners feel silly or embarrassed when doing them. Basic things like speaking
English in activitres may become rssues.

. Motivation may appear to be low, especially iflearners feel that they have been
forced to attend something they don't want to.

. Teenagers can come across as outspoken.They may be more willing to state
clearly what they think and stand up to a requirement they disagree with.

. Discipline can seem to be a problem. Teenagers seem particularly averse to
things that they see as imposed on them.

. 'They say they're fed up,' 'They sit there and do nothing,"They try my
patience,'etc.

I'm sure that some teachers could extend this list a good few more lines! So having
said that, we can conclude that the teacher ofa teenage class might need to have a
few specific techniques to hand for dealing with teenage-related problems - and
I'll suggest a few below. But before that, I'd like to offer a general proposal that
might apply to all classes, whether adult, child or teenage.

Personal choice and investrnent

I have a suspicion that many of the problems that teachers notice in teenage
classes - especially ones related to boredom, discipline, answering back and
rudeness -reflectissues that also exist in adult classes. It's iust that the aduits are
generally more restrained and do not state as openly what they think or want, and
the teacher may remain unaware of the depth of feeling, disillusionment,lack of
engagement or boredom. A lot ofissues tfiat surface as ill-discipline or rudeness
may just reflect the fact that the learner is feeling powerless and out of touch with
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something that they are being required to do.There is very little chance oflearnc:.
doing something with con'iction or interest unless it is something that they halc.
at least in some degree, chosen to do.Y/hich leads me to a general proposal thar
the more a learner feels that they 121'e chosen \'!'hat to do and how to do it and fec -

in control while r'vorking, the more thel,will be likely to teel engaged and to
achieve something r.vorthrvhile lrom it.

When these things are abscnt or at a low level in an-v class, there are likely to be
problems.With adults, rve might get students not coming to lessons, remaining
quiet and passive, rvriting negative feedback comments, complaining to school
management and so on.With teenagers, rve might get more instant, more tangit':r
outcomes: refusals, complaints, rudeness, abdication, etc.

All of which suggests that key techniques for teenage classes might include:

. a willingness to listen and be flexible in responsel

. follolving the class as much as leading;

. where appropriate and possible, sl'raring the responsibilitl, for ke-v decisions -

topics, work methods, work rate, homework, tests, etc;
. ways of getting usable feedback regularly through lessons and courses.

Teenagers also need a sense of securit]. amid the sometimes beu'ildering world
tJrey are meeting, so your task rvould be to find a u'ay ofoffering the more flexibl.
democratic, inclusive approaches suggested above rvhile also providing an
ordered, organised but unthreatening environment.

Sorne specific ideas for teenage classes

Virtually all of the ideas and activities in this book apply equall-v to teenage classc-
as much as to adults. Here are a few exua hints:

. Avoid anything that might be seen as childish to students. Many materials tha:
adults would happily work rvith may be rejected by teens ifthey see them as
unsuitable or patronising in any way.

. Ifwhole-class rvork doesn't seem to be working, try avoiding it rvhere possiblc
Instead, consider the possibiliry ofrvork groups, ie small sections of the class
drat work independently on tasks that you agree rvith them.

. Experiment with a mixture of quiet, r.vorking-alone activities and activities th.'
require active participation. Find out rvhich individuals seem to respond befte:
to these different kinds ofrvork.

. Avoid too many acti\dties that put embarrassed students in the spodight.

. Select reading and listening materials from up-to-date sources that are rele\ ar::
for learners, eg current magazines, websites, recently released films, hit songs.

. Better still, ask learners to bring in materials they rvant to work with.

. Consider project u'ork on topics entirel-v selected by the learners and invoh'ing
research methods that the-v will find both interesting and challenging, eg
preparing a report on a live topic that interests the students (see Chapter 15.
Sec t ion  1  1 ) .

. Ifyour school, syllabus and exam requirements allow it - and your class is keen -

consider the possibility of throwing out the whole coursebook and syllabus an.1
working on one very large projectwirh a definite outcome) eg staging a play or
shor'v in English or preparing a local magazine in English. (Again,I stress that
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this will not work if you impose the idea on students; tiere must be genuine
investrnent from rhem.)

. Be truthful. Try not to be just a spokesperson for school or society. Say what
you really think about things. Explain to learners why certain activities may (or
may not) be valuable. Let them agree if they want to do them or not.

. Don't get bothered when challenged. Listen and don't feel undermined. Be
prepared to back down ifa strong argument is presented.

. Dare to ask important questions such as, ,\Xtrat could we do in Enelish lessons
that would really be interesting for you?,

' Rather than setting out with the assumption that discipline and difficulty w l be
the order of the day, start out with the intention of working w.ith the learners
and listening ro rhem.

. If discipline becomes a problem, as far as possible ask the learners themselves to
give advice as to what should be done.sThere possible negotiate and agree
codes ofbehaviour and penalties in advance of problems boiling up.

7 CLIL
CLIL (which must be one of the ugliest-ever ELT acronyms) is a European term
dating back only to 1994. It stands for Content and Language Integrated
Learning. It refers to teaching content (eg secondary schoofcurriculum subjects)
through a language other than the fust language of the learners.
So, for example, students in Spain might study Science subjects in English (rather
than in Spanish). Similar approaches have been known as bilingual education,
content-based instructiorl language across the curriculum and language
immersion. In Canada, for example, many English-speaking students have
followed their whole curriculum in French. (CLIL could be with any second
language, but I'11 use English for examples in the rest of this section.)
There are two aims in CLIL: the learning of both the subject and the language.
The language is *re means to the end oflearning subject content.
The hope is that achievement in both subject and language will be higher.The fear
is that both may end up worse.

CL|L and not CL|L
Read th is  descr ip t ion  o f  a  schoo l ' s  approach to  Language and Conten t .  Why is  i t
Eng l ish-med ium teach ing  and no t  CLIL?

Last year the Head teacher introduced a big change to the schoot. Now History,
Geography and all science subjects are being taught in English (by their usual
subject teachers). The subject teachers are teaching in much the same way as mey
used to, but have switched the language of instruction to English. English teachers
have been given an extra hour of English lessons each week. They are able to Eet
through their ceneral English coursebook much faster now and hooe that this will
help to raise students' tanguage abilities.

English-medium teaching refers to any courses that are taught in the Enelish
language.The rext describes a school trar now teaches in English. bur. aiLough
the language ofinstruction has changed to English, there appears to have been no
aftempt to integrate the teaching ofcontent and language. It is not enough to
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simply teach in a different language; the important thing is to make sure that th.
students are supported in undcrstanding and using that language.The English
lessons appear to still be teaching English in general, rather than focusing thc \, :.
down to what the learners need for their subject stud_v.

The essential point of CLIL is that the language teaching isn't separate and
disconnected. It is integrated: it supports and is directl_v relevant to the subjecr
teaching.

A General English teacher might teach conditionals at a time specified by a
coursebook sequence ofunits and using examples that are based on imrginrrl
characters, situations and examples. A CLIL language teacher might teach rl.ri.
language point rvhen it u.as needed in the subject syllabus (pelhap s for descrih::::
chemrstry experiments) and using language examples and exercises directll
drawn from that classroom subjcct u'ork.

General English cornpared with CLIL

One \,vay to get a sense of the rationale behind CLIL is to compare it with non-
CLIL General English teaching.

Subiect content

CLILTopics are directly relevant to the students because the-v are in the actull
subject areas that the.v have chosen and probably need for their exan'rs ar.rd thcr:
future. Everything studied is useful.

General English Coursebooks try to feature a range of appealing general-
interest topics but some students may hnd them uninspiring or irrclcvant to th! :
lives and needs.They might ask: Wry shotLld I be interested irt rcading about polar
bears? ot \X/hat releattnce to uty funtre ts listening to two cartoon pop st.us haDing nl
argLLment eboLLt a l'estaurqnt bill? As much as teachers might argue long-term
understanding ofEnglish as being useful, there can be problems with the
immediate topical content of lessons.

Methodology

CLIL Many researchers have argued that the best way to learn a language is rr, - -
verl' focused on learning about something else (ie a content area) rather than
focusing on the language for its own sake.The student (rvith a brick in one hanc
and a trorvel rvith cement in the other) rvho really lvants to understand hou'to
build a brick wall is so focused on the content of the instructor's guidance that s:: -
hardly notices how much language she is picking up along the way. Sl.re acquirc.
English by understanding meanings that are directly useful and immediatell'
relevant to thc task she is doing.

General English There have been valiant attempts to replicate this kind of
learning in GE classes. Thsk-based learning (TBL) methodologie s are \rery muL:
based on d.ris. But they are faced u'ith the difficulty that most General English
classroom tasks remain artificial, created solely for the purpose of learning Eng...'
rather than for some other motivating goal.

Language focus

CLIL works with the language you need as -vou need it- or just betbre you nccc -

The traditional coursebook language syllabus (eg lots ofdiscrete itcms scqucnc.:
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in a fixed order) is out the window. Ifyou need to use the past tense now, why not
study it now (even ifyou haven't studied the present simple tense first) ?

General English rvorks on language you might need in case it is important at
some point in the future.The syllabus organises it in what is supposed to be a
logical ordcr - though this does not necessarily reflect usefulness, learner needs or
cvcn a supposed narural order ofacquisitron.

CLIL approaches

Some CLIL is taught by the subject teacher only (who has responsibility for both
subject and language rvork). In other cases, work is split or shared between subject
and language teachers.

CLIL is implementable in a wide variety of ways. It can range in quantity from
being a small part ofone subject to having the bulk of the curriculum taught in
English.The ways that teachers work can also vary hugely. For example:

. Small segrnents ofsorne lessons Only a part ofsome subjects is taught
using English - for example, in a Physical Education class, there is a written
revision exercise in English at the end ofa series ofinputs and tasks in the hrst
language.

. Integrating themes across school subiectsThis approach does not involve
much (if any) direct liaison between teachers of subject and language. Rather, a
topical area is chosen (eg cars) that can be addressed from different angles in
different lessons. For example, a physics lesson can look at acceleration, the
internal combustion engine etc. A geography lgsssn gan stlldy car production
in different locations over time and how that impacted on the area. An English
lesson can discuss uses ofcars and their impact on society, perhaps making
predictions about the future. Despite not directly linking, it may be that there
are substantial overlaps (ofsubject and language) and the separate approaches
to a single theme make for more connected learning and better understanding
of subjects and English.

. Separate language supportThe subiect teacher and the language teacher
have some lesson-planning time together.The subject teacher briefs t-he
language teacher on what she plans to teach.The language teacher notices what
language difficulties might arise and advises the subject teacher on potential
problems and solutions (perhaps even coming into class to observe at some
points).The language teacher explains what work she can do in her English
lessons that will support the subject teacher's lvork.

. Fully integrated classrooms There are no English lessons as such - only
subject lessons.The subject teacher and the language teacher are timetabled to
work together. In class) ttre language teacher supports the students when they
have language problems - for example, she helps clarify instructions or
mentors and assists during tasks. At certain parts of the lesson she might teach
for 15 or 20 rntrutes, to focus on problems that have occurred or upcoming
language issues.

CLIL can also happen outside school. For example, short-term immersion
projects. Children might be sent for two weeks to do a history project alongside
students from other schools at a special language camp or centre.
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How can an English teacher help a subject teacher?

This book is written for English language teachers. Some ofyou will be asked in
the coming years to take part in CLIL programmes. Before we consider what
useful role you can play,let's thbk a little about how CLIL might look from the
other perspective, that of the subject teacher.

ffi cLlL concerns
lv la th i lde teaches Ar t .  She has just  been to ld by her  local  educat ion author i ty  that
next  year  a l l  lessons in  her  subject  must  be taught  in  Engl ish.  What  might  be some
of  the concerns that  she has?

This is a situation that teachers in manv countries are now facins. A few ofher
immediate worries might be:

Is my own Enghsh good enough to teach in English? (And iJ not, how can I get it up
to the right leael . .. quickly?)

Do I know enough of the specialist terminolog in English?
Will we haae appropriate coursebooks and resources in English?
Won't the coursebooks have completely dilJerent topics, approach angle and focus
(eg Anglocentric) on the subject matter?
Do I hqae to remahe all m5, worhsheets, presentations and texts?
How w l this aflect the exam resuhs of my students if they are stuggling with the
subject matter as well as the language?
It feels like I am being thrown in the deep end.lY/hat kind of support will I be giaen?
lVill it be enough?

The English teacher can play a vital role in helping subject teachers feel more
reassured and to ensure that the students get the best course they can.lyhat
exactly this is will depend on the specihc CLIL arrangement in your school but
will almost certair y involve:
. Language feedback to teachers Observing subject teaching and giving

feedback on teacher language use and potential problems;
. Language advice to teachers Advising the subject teacher on good ways of

grading their own language or helping make texts and tasks more accessible (eg
in presentations, in handouts);

. Langrrage support for students in subiect lessons Participating in subjecr
lessons and providing language support for learners (eg monitoring wor(
offering one-to-one help and advice);

. Language support for students in English lessons Doing work in language
lessons to directly support rvork in subjectlessons (eg work onnecessary
grammatical and firnctional items, skills and strategies needed for classroorn work)

A few irnportant points about CLIL
. It's more about different ways ofworking than about specific

techniquesThe big decisions about CLIL are often made higher up the
hierarchy. For example, decisions about whether the language teacher can go
into subject classes to listen and support live in class. Or if the subject and
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language teachers will be given preparation time to liaise together,These crucial
decisions are often out of the individual teacher's hands.

. It's not just subiect vocabulary One wrong assumption that subject
teachers may make is that CLIL mostly means teaching the English words for
subject words (eg red blood cell, corpuscle, oein etc for a biology unit on blood).
There is a lot more, such as specific grammatical foims, functional language,
discourse structures, the ability to write in specifrc genres, listening skills.

. Students may have BICS The term BICS refers to Basic Interpersonal
Communication Skills, ie the ability to greet, chat with people informally and
spend social time together. Many students who have studied some amount of
General English will have this ability to some degree and some rnay give an
impression ofbeing very capable with English. A teacher overhearing a student
chatting in English at the school buffet might assume they will have no problem
in using English in class.

. Much more challenging is CALP This stands for Cognitive Academic
Language Prohciency and refers to dre academic language needed for thinking,
understanding and working with challenging school topics. It may be dense,
complex, abstract and decontextualised.It is acquired slowly and with
difficulty.The learner's visible BICS does not give you a clear picture ofhow
their CALP is. Don't predict one from the presence ofthe other

. Translation has a place - but on its own is not sufEcient Subject teachers
(who may be unfamiliar with language teaching techniques) often resort to
using a lot oftranslation.\X/hile this can be useful in many circumstances,
students need to be helped to understand and learn the vocabulary, texts and
other input in a variety ofways (as they are in English language teaching). If
everything is processed via the fllst language there will be very litde in-depth
thinking and learning in the second language.

. It's crucial to help students better understand subiect texts Hence - the
widespread use ofgraphic organisers in printed texts and when encouraging
students to take better notes. Graphic organisers are ways ofconveying
information in more visual ways that are easier to understand and interpret
than dense wodges oftext- for example: flow-charts, tables,labelled diagrams,
grids, mind maps. It's also why CLIL texts often have more white space on
pages, allowing students to annotate with comments about language items,
meanings, translations and so on.

Large classes

Laura works in a state high school. She says I can't use groupwork and pairutork in
m1t class because there are so mqnt students and they can't moxe from their seats.
In many countries, teachers find that the main constraint on creative teaching is the
sheer size of their classes. Of course, 'large' is relative; it depends on what you are
used to. If you are used to groups of eight students, then you might regard 25 as
large. Some teachers regularly teach classes of40 students, others 80. Some
teachers work with 100 or more students at a time.

Sorne cornrnon resulting difliculties:

. Students can't move easily.

. You can't move easily.

. The seating arrangement seems to prevent a number of activities.
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. There is limited eye contact from you to students.

. There is limited or no eye contact amongst students.

. You can't give attendon equally to all students.

. Interaction tends to be restricted to those closest to the front.

. The seats at the back tend to attract people who want to do something other
than learn English.

. People 'hide' away.

. There is often a very wide range ofabilities.

. Discipline can be a problem.

. Lecturing seems to be the only workable lesson type.

. A lot of techniques outlined in this book seem impossible.

It's certair y worth checking how much any problem is an .inside' or an ,outside'

Large classes
I t ' s  a lways  a  b i t  dangerous  o f fe r ing  qu ick  answers  when you don ' t  know mucn aDou l
someone e lse  s  p rob lem,  bu t ,  a l l the  same,  see what  suggest ions  you might  o f fe r  i f
Laura  came up to  you w i th  the  prob lem ou ined a t  the  beg inn ing  o f  the  sec t ion .

Here are a few brainstormed ideas. Most will be unsuitable for specific situations.
but something may suggest a possible answer that is workable:
. Rearrange the seating.
. Move to a different classroom.
. Get them to climb over the seats.
. Push the seats up against the wall.
. Get halfthe students to turn around and face the students behind them.
. Let them sit or stand on the desks.
. Go into the school hall for English lessons.
. Go outside on the grass.
. Don'tworry about the noise.
. lrarn otlter teachers in advance about potential noise.
. Ask other teachers what they do.
. Take the risk that gefting them ro move will be OK.
. Ask the students what they think about these ideas.
. Tell students the problem and get them to work out a solution.
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. Negotiate a contract: quiet movement in exchange for a larger variety of
activities.

. Divide the large group into smaller 'classes' within the class.

\X4ren looking for answers to a problem such as this, it may be too easy just to say
lVe[ I'll try these ideas one dalt.How about pushing yourself into action with a
concise, written action plan - ie make a simple statement of what you intend to
do - and perhaps a small'ty-out'of one idea in your next class. Choose modest
steps. For example: 'Next lesson, I will try a short five-minute speaking activity
where I will ask the students to turn around and work with the student in the row
behind them'or'I will talk with the deputy head teacher and find out if our class
can use the school hall for theTuesday afternoon class'.
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In this chapter we look at the ways in which technology can be used in the
classroom.

The technology, the teacher and the student
For many years teachers were told that the technological revolulion was just
around the corner and that we would all be using computers in class on a regular
basis. But for a long time that promise (or threat) remained unfulhlled. For most
people, computers were a Friday afternoon extra - providing some added
entertainment (when they actually worked) but hardly a central part ofa course.
But everlthing has changed.$Ve have passed the tipping point. Suddenly, new
technology is widely available, much cheaper, in schools, in people's homes and in
their pockets. It is also u'orks and is genuinely usefi,rl.This means that teaching is just
beginning to undergo a huge change, the implications of which are not yet fi.rlly clear.
A short list of some ke1' technology in education must include:
. Interactive whiteboards (I\VBs)
. The Internet
. Research tools: search engines, corpora, etc
. Por,verpoint and other presentation software
. Free or cheap software
. Thblet computers and netbooks
. iPods, music and podcast players
. Shared learning and social media: wikis, blogs,Tu'itter, Facebook
. Virtual Learning Environments (VLEs), eg MoodlerM
. Virtual worlds

Digital natives and digital irnmigrants

ffi Technotogy and you
How comfortable are you with using new technology? On a continuum from techno,phobic
to keen-adopter - where are you? Do you know more about technology than your
students - or is it the other way round?

Many ofour young students have grown up with 21st-Century digital technologl .
it is just a part of their normal world: familiar and well understood. Mark Prenskl
calls thern digital nalzbes. They have sophisticated phones, music players, game
consoles, netbooks, home computers, GPS systems, digital personal video
recorders and media centres.Their teachers, however, may fallrnto ttre diginl
xrumxgrant category - trying hard to catch up and understand (perhaps
reluctantly) - and often having problems.

But we need to be a little r,vary ofbuying into these stereotypes oftechno-wary
teachers struggling to turn on an interactive whiteboard, being helped by keen
techno-sawy youngsters. Despite hrowing about certain aspects of technolog-v
(eg a particular social network) many young people's familiarity may not have
much breadth or depth. Just because someone is young doesn't mean that they arc
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fu facto technologically adept.Just because a teacher is older doesn't mean that
they can'tuse the Internet intelligently.

There are a lot ofuses oftechnology that are specific to education (egVirtual
Learning Environments, see Section 5) and it is actually teachers who introduce
these things to students.

The 2lst-Century teacher needs to take the time to be comfortable with those
technological tools that are useful for her students. It's no longer acceptable to
write offtheir use with excuses such as I'm not technical or it's not real teaching.
Technology is at the heart ofeducation now.The question is: how can we best use
it to improve teaching and learning?

New tech hone5,"rnoons

\7e need to make sure that we use technology to a real purpose. A computer can't
teach your students any more than a blackboard or a cassette recorder can. It is all
down to what you do with the tools.

But it is very easy to fall in love with a new tech tool for its own sake. It can take a
long time for a teacher to learn how to use a new piece of equipment or software
and to feel comfortable with it.The danger is that all your energy goes into that
challenge and you don't have the same time for thinking about how you will actually
use it with your classes.Vhich means that early lessons with a new tool can tend to
be technology-focused, showing off the cool new tech tricks, rather than aim-driven.
You need to get past that honeymoon time and get fluent enough with the technology
so that you can start to think how to really exploit it rather tltan justuse it.

Interactive whiteboards
An interactive whiteboard (IWB) is a multi-purpose, touch-sensitive surface,
usually attached to a computer and a set ofloudspeakers. An image is proiected
onto the board from a data projector.

On an MB you can typically:
. Write or draw with a special pen (or your finger), much as you would on a

normal board - although the image is electronically created and projected.
. Save what you have done for later retrieval.
. Change or erase what you have wriften or start a new page.
. Show images, documents and other resources on your computer, eg word-

processed texts, Powerpoint shows, music or audio files.
. Annotate previously prepared word-processor texts.
. View videos and images by using the board as a large computer monitor.
. Access the Internet (ifthe board is connected via cable or wi-fi) projecting

the image full-board to the class.
. Revisit saved digital boards / pages from your lesson and print them out as

handouts for your students.
. Display and mn automated content There are often many ready-made

templates to easily create engaging automated exercises and activities - eg
quizzes, puzzles, tests.

. IJse comrnercial IWB materials Many coursebooks offer I\78 versions with
animated pages and interacdve exercises.
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'lhere 
are nvo main types of IWB:

. Fixed IWB - an electronic board fixcd to thc rvall, usuall-v in place of the
normal board. There is a projector, usually attached to thc ceiling and a
computcr and peripl.rerals somerr,here accessibie.

. Portable IWB - a small box that can be placed at the bottom of a standard
non-interactive rvhiteboard (eg using sucker pads) to adcl Lnteractivit_v. An
alternative portable solution n'ould be to use a tablet PC (eg a small-size
computer that allot's handwritten input via stylus directly onto the laptop
screen) u'hich is then projected onto a convenient t'hite rvall or board. Of
course, both these methods still require a data projector (rvhich can also be
portable - but the bulbs tend to be fragile and verl' expensive).

On a fixed I\flB -vou can usually acccss most functions b1'' touching 5,our pen
to an icon menu dou'n one side of the board. Softrvare for IWBs varics from
manufacturer to manufacturer - but there are usuallv similarities betrveen basic
functions:
. Create a flipchart / notebook This is the digital collection of all the pages

you make.
. Add a blanl page This gir,es -vou a r'vorking surface on which to r'vrite and

dtal - or a second or third page as you keep u'orking.
. Choose pen type This allorvs )'ou to select colour and thickness ofnib.
. Highlighter This works like a normal highlighter pen, allorving you to add a

bright background colour Lo tcxt.
. Hide / reveal an itern or page Sometrmes you can pull up a mask to cover u1.r

sections oftext- or create shapes that hide items underneath.These allow _vou
to reveal answcrs to questions, hidden parts of images, sections oftexts and
so on.

. Calibrate / keystone correction Calibration aligns your pen position u.ith thc
marks it makes. A badl-v-cdibrated board is a dghtnarc to u'ork rvith; 1'ou rvrite . .
but the lefters might appear hve centimetres to the top-right. Keystone
correction adjusts the size and shape ofthe projected rectangle.

You can use I\fBs as a live working surface in class (eg to l'rite on as the lesson
unfolds), as a display screen to show things !,ou prcparcd ol found prior to the
lesson (eg a Polr'erpoint prcsentation) or as a mixture of both. The u,arnings in
Section 3 on Presentation software about dead /essons definitel1, apply here!

IIow can I teach with an IWB?

. Teach as norrnal Forget all the fancy stuff ! At its simplest, the M/B provides
you with a fine rvay to teach as -vou usually do.\X/hen you need to use a board.
use it as you u'ould any board. Start b-r, lss11i1g 1(r use the simple tools !r,'e11, eg
different colour pens, hiding and revealing text. Integrate enhancements as an;
rvhen they are useful - for example, going back to thc savcd board you wrote
yestcrday to remind students of some specific content - or checking the
Internet live in class to confirm the definition of a word - or to find a photo of
something you've been talking about.

. Work live with texts Although it's not ideal to read long texts from the boald.
it rs a very good way ofdrau,ing attention to language detail. So, for example.
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after students have read and answered questions about a story in their
coursebook or handout, you can project it on the board and go through, add
notes or underlining, take out sections oftext to look at more close.ly and so on.
You can work interactrvely, frlling in tables and templates together.

. Share learners' work The board is a great way to show what learners have
done.You can display good wor\ review marked work, discuss drafts and work
on them together. Learners can prepare presentations and lead them.

. Integrate Internet-based rnaterials into the lesson A whole new world of
materials is out there waiting to be used creatively: banks of images (via search
engines), news websites, magazines,YouTube videos, stimulating lectures and
presentations (eg via theTED website), discussion forums on almost any topic
you can think of. The fWB makes it simple in the middle of a normal lesson to
quickly take a sidestep away from what you are writing to access the Internet
(eg view a short video clip) and then come back to the in-class work. Suddenly
the whole world is available instantly in your classroom.This is the teacher's
dream come true. Though do remember thal integration is the key; watching a
20-minute video can be just as dull on an I\7B as on aTV screen ifyou don't
use it well.

. Run automated exercises eg drag and drop You may find that you (and
your students) love using (or creating) automated exercises.They can have a
computer-game like quality and may get people doing grammar exercises who
would have turned tieir noses uo at them in a book.

Useful optional peripherals

. Interactive 'votirg' buttons These allow students to select answers and
convey them to the board. For example, a teacher might set a multiple choice
question to which all students in class send an answer.The teacher will be able
to see the percentages of students who got each answer. Depending on the
set-up, these votes could be anonymous, allowing the teacher to get an overall
impression of what the class think without spodighting individuals.

. Tablet computers These can allow students to write onto the board without
actually coming up to the MB. Similarly, students can see an image of the
board on their tablet screens.This may be especially useful in cases where
students have trouble reading the I\)7B itself.

. Warning notice One essential peripheral for any I\7B is a very large notice
(to be placed on the board or right next to it) saying Do NOT write on this
board with ordinary boar.d pens.N(4een ISTBs are first introduced to schools,
teachers who have not been inducted often mistake them for normal boards
and use whiteboard ink pens on them.These can seriously damage the IWB -
so pre-empt and prevent this in any way you can.

Presentation software
Presentation software is probably better known by its product names: Powerpoint
(Mrcrosoft), Keynote (from Apple), the free Impress (OpenOffice) and a
growing range offree or paid online options, including Prezi and Presentattons
(GoogleDocs).

For many teachers, presentation software has become an important way of
organising, storing and showing learning content.The basic concept is akin to a
slide show. Each slide can have pictures, text, audio, video clips in any mixture.
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This content can be arranged on the slide in creative ways and can be
programmed to appear in a sequence and in animated ways. It is most often use d
as part ofa basic explanation-based input, providing images and text to support
what the teacher is saying. A handout could be simply made by printing out
reduced images of the actual slides. Learning to use presentation sofnvare often
Iooks daunting before you start, but u ith a l0-minute inducrion, shouldn't prove
much more challenging than using a word processor.

Making betrter inputs
. Minirnal text Don't write all the words of your input on slides. Go for the ler.:

that is enough. Put headings, key words, important ideas. Use these as
milestones and signposts to teach around - eliciting, telling, asking quesrions
Include good examples and diagrams - but not the explanations of them.

. Be demanding on your clip art Lots of presentations are filled with clich€d,
overused c/rparr (= royaltv-free cartoons and images). Ifyou want to use an
illustration, take the time to look for really good images, thought-provoking
images, inspiring images.There is a great deal ofquality royalty-free stuffour
there. It's worth taking a little bit longer to search rather than just dumping a
hackneyed cartoon bean character into _vour sho$'.

. Make a show with only pictures A great way of teaching vocabulary. Collecr
lots ofgood images, animations (and, perhaps, videos). LIse t}rese as a great
resource to assist your teaching. Hold back on the urge to fill the slides with lots
ofwords, text and explanationsl

. Animated gramrnar Prepare new rvays of looking at sentence structures for
verb tenses or other grammar items. Use the animation options to move text to
make a new ending attach itselfonto a verb or to shou'how a word changes
posrtlon.

. Drills Reveal rvords, pictures or other cues one at a time to lead drills in
sequenced, innovative and creative $'ays.

. Dowrrload showsThere are lots of shared, read-v-made, cop-vright-free shou s
available free online. Personall]', I always find it hard to use someone else's
lesson, but they can still be great inspiration - and you can always use one as a
startrng point to edit and adapt for your learners'needs. Repay the debr by
uploading your olvn original shows.

. Ask yourself rWould the class get the same amount of learning if they just took
home the show and didn't participate in tl-te classroom input at all? Make sure
that you really add to the on-screen content. If the lesson IS the shou', why not
just give them the shorv and go home?

Students using presentation software

Perhaps the best way to use presentation software is get your students actively
involved. Ask them to make shows and tien present tlem.This is a great
interactive project that scems to motivate all ages. Here are a fe$' ideas for studen:-
created presentations ;
. Present a current news story Get students to look at online news sites, gathc:

material including images and then present to the lvhole class, saying what's
important and interesting for rhem. Help to focus students by allowing a
maximum of three slides.
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Research an unlikely topic Allocate some weird and unexpected topics (eg
unusual insurance clarms, animal ghosts) for students to research and present on.
Make a vocabulary lesson Give a set ofconnected words and get students to
think ofhow best to teach them using a single slide.
Pecha Kucha As a response to Death by Powerpoint (see below) this is one of
the simplest ideas for using new technology, yet proves to be immensely engaging
and inspiring. A Pecha Kucha is a Powerpoint presentation that is exactly 20
slides long. Each slide is automatically timed to change after 20 seconds.This
means that the total show is exacdy 6 minutes 40 seconds long.The challenge is
in preparing slides, speech and interactions so carefully tiat it all flows smootbly
without undue rushing or silent gaps.This is a great creative challenge for groups
of students and the shared shows can be really amusing and exciting.
As with many classroom activities, creativity seems to grow better out of
restdctions than it does out of complete freedom. Give students unlimited use
ofPowerpoint and you can get flabby, unfocused work. Set a restriction and it
seems to focus the mind and the work.

Dangers with presentation software

Presentation warnings
lmagine you are briefing a new teacher about using presentation software in class.
Apar t  f rom any technologica l  problems,  what  warn ings might  you make about
potent ia l  educat ional  issues?

Powerpoint and similar software packages are great tools - but also have the
potential to make teaching even worse. One key problern is that a Powerpoint show
is sequenced before the lesson. Once shaped, the presenter is then locked into the
pre-arranged order.This hugely reduces the flexibility a teacher needs to jump
around and respond to the students as they ask spontaneous questions and pull the
lesson in different ways. Don't be averse to re-sequencing as you go: stopping your
show, searching tlrrough the slides to find the ones you need and then restarting at
a different slide. It's curious how rarely this is done; it's all too easy to feel trapped.
Here are three further warnings.
. Powerpoint = interaction between teacher and IWB This worrying equarion

isn't a law of nature -but sadly seems to be true oftoo much inexperienced
teaching with presentation software: as soon as teachers start using it, the
interaction pafterns in class change. Instead ofinteracthg with the students, the
teacher interacts mainly with her own words and activities on screen.

. Death by Powerpoint Too many slides.Too many words. No interaction.The
teacher just reads aloud the words that are printed on the slide.Teaching is not
just a slide show.The slide show is not the teaching. Design shows that force
you to teach and students to learn.

. Dead lessons Adele is a bright young teacher, just qualified. She prepares a
Powerpoint show about the present perfect to help teach her Pre-intermediate
students. It works pretty well. She uses it again with other classes during the
year ... and then again next year ... and again next year ... and again next year ...
until she retires.
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It takes time to put a presentation togedler properly. You want to get some value
back from your investment of work and time - so it's natural to reuse them. But
the danger is that the same shows will come out year after year, slowly growing old
and mouldy.

Teachers have always built new lessons on older ones : but with presentations,
there is a much greater temptation to leave things be, to see the show as frnished
and complete, letting it slowly set in concrete over the years. Beware ofthese dead
lessons! Find ways to force yourselfto upgrade and alter. Make it a personal rule
that before you reuse any Powerpoint show you will review it, and as a minimum,
delete one slide, add one new slide and change three other things.This helps keep
you in touch with the content and keeps your teaching fresh.

4 Irnproving skills

New technology provides a wide range ofways for us to help learners improve
their skills.

Technology and skills work
How cou ld  you exp lo i t  new techno logy  and the  in te rne t  to  he tp  s tudents  work  on
each o f the  four  sk i l l s :  I i s ten ing ,  speak ing ,  wr i t ing ,  read ing?

Listening and speaking

. Instant language lab It's surprisingly easy to make an effective language
laboratory.You need computers with some cheap headphones that have an
anached rnicrophone.There is some excellent audio recording software
available online, some of it inexpensive or free (eg Audacity).You can use this to
make recordings for students to listen to (eg stories, dictations). Students can
use it to record their own voices (eg endings to your unfinished story, missing
words in exercises, repetitions ofyour pronunciation) and then listen backto
their production (and re-record if they want to).

. Podcasts Get students to download podcasts you recommend. Or record your
own short podcasts for students - perhaps summarising the week's work,
reading dictations, texts or stories aloud or sefting new tasks.They can listen to
them on the tram home. Even befter, get students to make their own podcasts
and share them amongst the class.

. Video conferencing It's not very hard to create an online webcam link
nowadays. Link up with another school in another country for reports,
discussions and shared tasks.

. Integration Don't assume that a lesson using computers or t]-le Internet must
necessarily use that technology for all the class time. As we become more
familiar and more comfortable with our technology tools, we need to start
finding ways to elegantlv integrate them into our normal teaching. So, for
example, students work on a project which, for just a part of the time, requires
them to go online to check facts or hnd pictures, but otherwise is mainly
discussion and group planning work using pen and paper in class.

Writing

. Ernails A great way to encourage writing (and reading). Get students sending
emails to you, to each otier, to students from other schools, to organisations
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(eg requesting information about something of interest to them). Use all the
techniques you would normally use to help students write better letters - but
focus on emails - and then really send them.
Word processors Students can prepare texts individually, in pairs or groups
or collaboratively as a whole class using word processors rather than pen and
paper. As appropriate, show them how to use tools such as spellchecks and
tables. Use the comments facility to allow srudents to add their thoughts
and ideas to someone else's text.Teach the use of change-tracking to allow
different people to work cooperatively on drafts and clearly see what alterations
others havemade. Prepare stories, articles, class news sheets, answers to exercises,
homework drafts, classroom posters and drsplays. Ask studens to design forms for
their own questionnaires, quizzes and exercises. Set writing tasks mth ught
restrictions that will require carefiI draftng and redrafting - eg writing a haiku or a
mini-saga (= a s1s1y with exacdy 50 words - neither more nor fewer) . Get students
to post their texls and homework on the class website or blog.
Wikis A wiki is a co-created dictionary or encyclopaedia, built up from the
writing ofa number ofpeople.Try creating a wiki on language areas being
studied in the course, eg our typical mistakes, hints for passing the exam or
useful words. Many sites offer free wikis - but they are frequently used as part
ofa wider website orVirtual Learning Environment.
Blogs A blog is a diary kept online.There are many services that allow blogs to
be setup and maintained free.You can encourage students to keep an individual
blog or share a whole-class one.The focus can be kept strictly on work-related
rssues - or you can invite comments and tJroughts on anlthing (so long as it is
in English).
Social networks Sites such as Facebook let you create groups ofpeople who
can easily keep in touch with each other or share documents and pictures.
Websites To set up a website used to require a skilful programmer who had
a knowledge of HTML or access to expensive design software. Nowadays,
it is astonishingly easy to create a personalised website using free services
on the Internet: I created my last website in less than two minutes. (Try
wwwweebly.com, Google Sites or search for 'free website'.) Obviously it will
take more time to make your site look really good and to maintain the contents.
One advantage ofa website over a blog is that you can have more freedom in
arranging content onto different pages and using a variery ofpage designs. A
website can contain a class blog as one ofits features.
Forums Many popular websites (eg pop fan sites, film sites, news sites) allow
readers to add their own comments and questions. Help students to read sites
they like, choose what they want to post or reply to and word their contribution.
A lesson on basic zeiquette (polrteness guidelines and things to avoid) may be
useful.
Online noticeboards and walls A wall is the online equivalent of a
noticeboard in class. It is typically a website with a singli page rhat anyone can
add a message to. It's like sticking a post-it note or scrap ofpaper on a board.
Popular uses include collecting birthday greetings for a friend, brainstorming
ideas or collecting feedback comments on a suggestion.Very easy to set up and
to use. A great collaborative tool.
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. Text and voice messaging It's easy for people to get in touch over the Internet
with messaging services (eglTindows Live Messenger,Yahool@ Messenger,
Skyper$.$7ith text messages you can get your students to participare in
spontaneous fluent conversations. Pair up people in different parts of the
classroom and get them to discuss a topic, solve a problem or role play two
specifrc characters interacting. Use voice calls whenever you need phone
practrce.

Reading

. Treasure hunts and web puzzles This is a series of questions. Students have
to find the answers by searching and reading the Internet. You could design a
treasure hunt based on a list ofdisconnected questions or they could all be
related to a current coursebook topic or another area ofcurrent study. Here is a
short example for a class studying'seas':

(1) lVhy doesn\ the Sargasso Sea have aryt shores? (2)lY4t1 can't 1ou swim in the
Seq of Cleverness ? (3)IYrhat is the most unusuql real sea monster Jtou canlind?

You could also make a more complex and puzzleJike hunt (see Figure 14.1) that
requires the use of the answer to question 1 before you can answer question 2, eg

Figure 14.1 Veb puzzle

Here are some ideas for other treasure hunts and puzzles:
. Give a list ofpeople and ask students to find what connects them, eg

Confucius, Albert Einstein, Mahatma Ghandi, Leonardo daVinci, Paul
McCartrey (Answet.. all vegetarian) .

. Give a list of dates and ask what similar events happened on them, eg
17th April 1970, l5thJanuary 2009, 13th October 2010 (Answer: amazing
rescues:Apolh 13, Aitbus crash in Hudson riuer,rescue of Chilean ru.iners).

. Give a shopping list ofproducts and students research where they could bu1'
drem for the cheapesl prices.

. Give a list ofplaces to visit on a trip around the country (or world). Students
plan a timetabled itinerary using public transport.

. Webquests This is more demanding, more open-ended and more involving
than a teasure hunt. A briefing document sets out a task for learners to
complete - often iust a single question - and will probably suggest how to do it.
likely website links to visit and resources to use.The task may involve a
substantial element of online research and the goal is often to produce a

Henry  (1 )  was  a  car  manufac turer  who made the
" lvlodel T"

LJse Wik iped ia

You can use a (1) to go across a (2) Use an onl ine d ic t ionary

(2X3) s tarred wi th Harr ison (1)  in  the f i lm
lndiana Jones and the Last Crusade.

Use a  mov ie  da tabase

A (3)  i s  a  b i rd .  F ind  a  p ic tu re  o f  i t .  What  i s
special about it?

LJse Google
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summary document (perhaps a poster or article) or a presentation (rather than
just a single short answer). Answers will typically include evaluation and
personal opinion as well as facts.Webquest topics are often set by the teacher,
possibly closely linked to a current coursebook theme, but they could equally
well be chosen by students or agreed after discussion and negotiation. Here are
a few ideas for webquests:
. How is life in the UK different from life in our country?
. lWhat is a typical school day like for students of our age in Nepal?
. Is fast food really bad for you?
. \7hich is the best theme park in the world?
. Sfhat do very rich people do with their money?
. Are the Olympic Games a waste of money?

Learning online

Virtual Learning Environments
AVirtual Learning Environment (VLE) - also known as a Learning Management
System (LMS) - is a website that brings together a number ofresources for
running a course. The best known free\{LE is Moodle.To run a\lLE, you need to
have a server - ie a host computer that is always on and contactable by other
computers.

Some common\rlE features would include:
. forums for students and teachers to send and read messages;
. the ability to attach text documents, videos, audios, presentations, etc that

students can download;
. a facility for students to post their work, have it marked and collate the marks in

a mark book;
. automated exercises, activities and tests;
. add-ons such as wikis (eg allowing online co-created encyclopaedias) and blogs

(eg for class diaries).

Teachers are given authoring or editing rights so that they can create content.
Learners are given user access to be able to read, download and post messages
on forums.

You can use aVI-E for either:
. stand-alone distance programmes where the whole course - aII the interaction

and content - is managed on the\T-E;
. part ofa blended course (= a combination offace-to-face and online). For

example, a class teacher could use the\4-E to supplement her lessons by
posting handouts, whiteboard images,Internet links or extra reading and
tasks online.

VI-Es, for all their grand name and sense of importance, are relatively simple
organisational platforms, gathering together a number ofuseful resources into a
single accessible location. It seems quite possible that, before long, they will evolve
and merge with other tools (eg virtual worlds) to provide a more rounded and
exciting learning experience.
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Personal Learning Networks

A pcrsonal learning netu.ork (PI-N) is an online group ofpeoplc you
communicate rvith to discuss course and education-related issues. The
grouping can be deliberatcll, formed - or grorv informally, as a simplc
accumulation ofthose people lvho read and rcspond to 1,our rnessages A PLN
may be students in the same class as each other or contacts from other schools
or around thc rvorld.Teachcrs also find PLNs useful for keeping up-to-dare
with current ideas.

A PLN can be maintained b_v ar.r_v online mcthod that facilitates the
communication (eg Facebook, a shared blog). T\r'iner, the least assuming but
potentiallv most po$'erful of d]c current social netrvorks, seems particularl-v
useful.

Tkitter is a message distribution s1'stem. Once vou har,e registercd on'l\itter
1'ou can choosc to 'follow' certain peoplc.\When someone sends a message,
cveryone rvho is follorving that person receives thc mcssagc. All messages, klos n
as tu'eets, are limited to 140 characters, though they can have Intcrnct links
embedde d in them, allo$'ing a tweet to direct -vou to a useful r,ebpagc, such as a
blog entr-v. A good reason for usingTwittcr is that the brevit_v of its messages and
the easy accessibility means that )'ou can check and send messages everyrvhere ar
an-v time (eg using your mobile phone on a short tram lourneY home).

One usefulTu'itter tip concerns haslrtags (ie an_v words beginning r.vidr a # s,vmbol)
These are used as a simple but effective rvay of marking.vour trveet as being on a
certain subject. So, for example, if I send a mcssage about EnglishJanguage
teaching I could include a word such as #elt or #tefl in it. An]'one wanting to rcad
messages on such topics could do a search for #elt and find cverv message an!'one
has sent using that same tag.

Online resources for teachers and students

On the Internet _vou can hnd a nide varietl- ofsources ofexcellent (and dreadful)
exercises, stories, activities, lesson plans, handouts, automated tasks and so on.
More and more teachcrs are generousll' posting materials. More and more ideas
are being discussed. Nlore and more automated activity creation tools are
available (eg Hot Potatoes). To includc a list ofrvebsites here lvould be foolish as it
is sure to be outdated within a year or two. M-\, besr advice to help find the good
stuffis:

1 Twitter is an amazing srvap shop for teacher ideas and materials Follon' somc
hashtags about teaching (cg #clt, #tesol, #iatefl, #refl, #teaching).You u,ill
get a huge list of recommendarions ofgood matcrials.

2 Turn on your iunk detectorJust because it's online doesn't guarantee it's anr
good. Don't simply dorvnload and use in class uncriticalll'. Check it out
carefulll'-.

Practical considerations for classroom computer work

;-$ffi, students and technology
Do your  s tudents  have d i f fe ren t  lT  a l r i l i t i es?  How cou ld  you f ind  ou t  about  what  they
can do?
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Classroom layouts Much online work will be done by students at home or in
other places using mobile technology. Ifyou use computers in classrooms, consider
how best to organise things, It seems to be more effective to put two snrdents to one
computer than to have entirely solo work. The tradrtronal computer lesson uses large
desktop computers - but the advent of cheap netbooks and tablet computers may
be changing this. Perhaps students can use mach.ines at their own desks rather than
needing to go to a special part of the room - or even a different room.

IT skills audit Before you start using computers in lessons, it may be wordr
taking some time to research your students' capabilities with technology.You can't
assume that all are equally good. Prepare a questionnaire asking students to self-
assess abilities.This could be a series ofcan-do questions eg Can you cut and paste
a pipce of text? Can gou spell-check an essay? Can gou post a message to an Internet
forum? Can you send q tueet? etc. AfIer analysing the answers you may want to do
some input on key skills that are lacking.

Research better, search better

If students are going to research online, make sure that they have some raining in
basic skills - especially in effective ways ofsearching. Mostpeople just type a word
into a search engine and wait for the results - but it's possible to refine your search
criteria a lot more than this, for example by saying what you want to include and
exclude.

A few key tips that work on many search engines:
. IJse two or tbree words rather than one You can pin down what you need

more precisely by searching a range ofrelevant terms rather than just one. For
example, ifyou are looking for a picture of an apple, a search on'apple'will
retum a lot abolrt computers. But looking for 'apple fruit' removes most of
these and gives you relevant results.

. IJse quote marks to search for a whole phrase, eg 'karning teaching'
(otherwise you will turn up thousands ofresults which contain those words
somewhere, but not necessarily together).

. Use the minus sign to exclude words you don'twanteg Tbw Jones -singer will
bring up rnore results on the Fielding novel than just enlering Tom Jones.

. Use wild cards to stand for whole words you don'lkaow eg conference on *
language teaching will bring up results about conferences on many different
languages and specialisations.

Analyse text There are many very exciting tools for analysing the vocabulary
and language in a text.These are good for showing to students - or even better, to
get them to use themselves. For example:
. Word clouds There are a number ofsites you can use to transform text into

word clouds.These include wordle.com and worditout.com. Copy and paste
a text into one ofthese to see all the words displayed in a beautiful graphic
illustration of their relative frequency. It's a quick and useful insight into the
words used. I dropped in the whole of this book and the results are shown in
Fisore 14.2.
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Figure 14.2 VordlerM dragram

. Visual dictionaries Try searching for 'r,isual dictionary' and when you have
opened a site, (eg r,vrv'"lvisuu'ords.com) enter a word.You will get a display
shorving horv u,ords relate to each other (kinds of, opposites, similar to, ctc).

. Corpora A corpus (pl:ural = corpora') is a database ofreal language as it has
been said or rl'ritte1b1' people in convcrsations or other gerues.You can use
this to rescarch hon' language is really used (as opposed to how \ve might
think it is used) b"v typing in a word or phrase and seeing lots ofexamples
from the database.There are many corpora available.Tl.rough most charge
subscription fees, there are also a number that offer free access. At the time
ofwriting the British National Corpus \\"as freely available for research at:
hfiBlEorBus&t4t€du/bnc/. I wanted to find outwhether dtJleren ry'or? ll''a s morc
common than .lzlj?rznr ro. Entering each of these phrases into the BNC told me
that dffirerLt Ji'on had 3,278 entries u.-hrle dffirent to had only 483. I was, of course
then able to examine all those entries to find out more abouthow each $'as used.
A 'dirty', instant, free corpus-like experience can be gained b_v simply entcring
a search term into Google! Dffirent.froru = 81,500,000 entries. Dffirent to =
5.240,000 entrics.

Brave new worlds

Current technology provides onlv a hint ofwhat is yet to come. Some of our tools
are still rough and not fully usable in their current earlf incarnations - but thcy
promise extraordinary changes ahead.The most exciting ofthese are virtual
rvorlds, the best knorvn of lr,'hich is Second Lifc, though there are a grorr.ing
number of alLcrnatives.

Second Life is often mistakcn for a game - as it has similar looks to many games: ir
has three dimensional buildings, furniture, landscapes, objects and lots ofcartoon
people moving around lrccly, talking together, dancing, flying, exploring,
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6 Brave new worlds

shopping.The difference is that the 3D characters you see wandering around the
world are each driven by a real human somewhere in the real world.The
characters are avatars, representing their human counterpafi.The places they
explore are entirely user-created. The makers ofSecond Life provided an empty
world and the basic building block tools and programming language with which
users could fill the new lands. So, Second Life is a whole world.!7hat people
choose to do in it is up to their wishes and creativity.We can build castles and hll
them with dragons. Or island beaches and fill them with discos. Or educational
establishments and invite students to come along. And Second Life is frlled with
language - people communicate all the time, both in text and in vorce .
The technology here is very young and the openness, freedom and limited
regulation means that dropping your class into Second Life is potentially as
dangerous as leaving them alone in a!7ild\7est frontier town. So, I,m not sure that
at the time of writing) I would recommend moving a substantial part of your
teaching here. But, it doesn't take a huge leap of imagination to see rhat this is, at
the very least, a remarkable insight into a huge part of the future of education.
Imagine that you can put on a comfortable audiovisual headset at home and walk
into a totally believable virtual classroom where you can meet and talk with your
students.This cannot be very many years away.
. A whole world to explore Ifyou can explore a whole range oflocations

and environments in a virtual world, why restrict your teaching to a single
classroom with its limited resources? Already online you can take your class to
climb the EiffelTower, walk around a vfutual museum, aftend a lecture in the
UK, see how space rockets are built or visit thousands of other places.

. Imrnersiveness If students engage in a more focused, concentrated way in virtual
worlds (much as they do when immersed in games) might this be a bener way to
work with them than by forcing them into classrooms that they filld dull and
uninspiring? Perhaps the natural environment for 2 1 st-Century teaching is virtual.

. No need to travel Ifwe can create convincing virtual-reality classrooms -
where students can engage with teachers and each other without the need to
actually go to a real classroom - then why would a learner pay huge sums of
money to travel overseas to attend courses? The same results or better misht be
achievable from their own living room.

Teaching in virtual worlds

If you decide to test the waters and try a little teaching in a vhtual world, what can
you do? Obviously your students will need to download the program, register on
the virtual world's website and create their avatar.They will also need an induction
into how to use it (eg how to walk around, how to send a message, how to teleport
to a new location, etc). Don't underestimate these issues as ttre initial hour or so
can be very difficult for new users. Beyond that, there are a wide ranEe of
completely new teaching options open to you:
. Virtual classroom Set up a virtual classroom for your students.you can rent

virtual land and buy ready-made buildings and furniture in-world - and there
are thousands offree items available too. Use this as your meeting place for
discussions and lessons. Remember that a virtual classroom doesn,t have to
recreate the look of a real-world one. It could have board, desks and chairs. But
it could equally well be rocks and deck chairs on the banks ofa tropical lake. Or
thrones in a fairy-tale castle.
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. Virtual freld trip Pre-lesson, choose an interesting location to visit (look at
educational sites on the Internet to find recommendations). Prepare a
worksheet with questions that require exploration, observation and
communication. Meet the class in-world and explore the site together. Come
together aftenvards in your classrOom area to compare answers and discuss.

. Virtual simulationsVirtual worlds lend tlremselves to simulations. For this
reason, they are especially useful for ESP students; you can set up all the
situations and challenges that are so hard to do in real life. For example, ifyou
want to train a group ofpre-experience rvaiters, set up a restaurant and let them
practise taking orders and serving. Law,vers can meet up in a realistic
courtroom and run complete trials. Border guards can practise dealing with
tavellers. It's all role play - but heightened by dte sense of convincing realness
that comes with the immersion students feel. Make it all more real by opening
your simulation (eg the restaurant) up to otler non-course guests and role
playing how you deal with theml

. Yirtual task-based learning Create a location (eg a hotel) and set students a
specihc task (eg design a better reception area) that requires them to talk
together, research (eg talk to hotel guests - perhaps acted by a teacher), search
out resources) come to agreement and create the outcome. It's a game-like
challenge that can be hugely involving.

Virtual worlds are so new that there is little agreement yet on rvhat kind of
methodology is appropriate for them. Certainly the ability to create convincing
environments suggests their suitability for role play, simulation and task-based
work. But we shouldn't yet dismiss the possibilities of more traditional classroom-
style teaching, lectures) conferences, one-to-one lessons and so on.The earlier
weakness in the area ofup-close language tools (eg usable rvhiteboards,
integration withVLEs) is slowly being resolved and there are growing possibilitics
for a range ofteaching approaches.

This is the future. It's not here yet - but you can watch it auiving. And you can
help make it happen
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Here is a wide-ranging collection ofideas. Dip in here and try some out in class.
(But also keep tinkering with them. Don't let any of them set like concrete.)

Flashcards

Flashcards is ELT jargon for pictures (or diagrams, words, etc) r}tar you can show
to students, q4rically something you can hold up when standing in front of tJre
whole class.They are also useful for handing out as part ofvarious activities.They
are a very useful teaching aid especially in your earlier years ofteaching.

The easiest way to find good pictures is to do an Internet image search - though,
you also need access to a colour printer or I$7B to show them. Many schools have
their own library ofpublished flashcards.

If you find a good picture, rather than using it once, keep it and slowly build up
your stock ofresources. To start collecting, you need to approach the world with a'flashcard'frame of mind!Whenever you look at a magazine, advertising leaflet,
etc, keep your eyes open for suitable pictures.\Vhen the publication is ready to
head for the bin, cut out the pictures you need. Generally, choose larger pictures
that will be clearly visible even from the back of the classroom.You will find some
subjects are very easy to find (cars, food products, perfumes, etc) whereas others
(people doing specific everyday tasks, faces expressing different moods, etc) are
harder. After a while, you'll need to startlooking for specific things that frll in gaps
in your set.

\X4ren you have a number ofpictures, you'llhave to frnd some way to organise
thern, maybe in folders sorted by topic. It may also be worth taking rie extra time
to make cards longer-lasting, by sticking them down on cardboard, keeping them
in plastic pockets or even by laminating them.
'$?hat 

can you do with them? Here are a few qpical uses:
. to quickly show the meaning of a I eical itern, eg to iron;
. to illustrate presentations oflanguage, for example by giving a visual image

to an imaginary character, eg This is Marilyn. Eaery day she gets up at six
o'clock ...,etc;

. to tell a story, providing occasional images to give students something tangible
to look at and help their understandi ng, eg . . . and then a large green krrg turned
around the corner and drote towards them;

. as prompts to remind them of a specihc grammar point or typical error, eg a
flashcard with the word p4st on it to quickly remind students to make verbs in
the past form;

. as seeds for student-based storltelling activities, eg handing out a small
selection of pictues to groups of students and asking them to invent a story
that incorporates all those images;

. as prompts for guessing games, definition games, description games, etc. For
example, one person in a team has a picture ofa person, which they describe.
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Then the other students are shown a pile ofseven pictures (.including the
original one) and have to work out u'hich picture was described.

2 Picture stories
Pictures and picture stories can be in a book or handout, drawn on the board or
OHP, on flashcards or on posters.Traditronally they have been used as a starting
point for writing exercises, but they are also very useful for focusing on specific
language points or as material for speaking and listening activities. Most picture
stories seem inevitabll' ts ilysh's p.actice ofthe past simple and past progressive.

Look at the picture story shown in Figure 15.1.

Figure 15.1 Prompts for space stor.v
'We 

could approach this material in a variety of ways. I'd like to contrast two
broadly different approaches: 'accuracy to fluenc1" and'fluency to accuracy'.

Accuracy to fluency

This heading suggests tiat we start by looking at the language involved in the
story and work on getting this understood and correct before rve move on to work
on telling the stor.vThus we could follow this route;

1 Introduction of topic / subiect
2 Focus on interesting or essential lexis, grammar or function
3 Look at the pictures and discussl possibly more language focus
4 Tell the story
5 Writing exercise

In the spaceship example, the lesson with a highJevel class might be as follows:
1 Ask Do 9ou beLieae in UFOs ? or Wollld yoLt lihe to travel to another planet?

Students discuss.
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Draw a blank UFO-shaped frame on the board, hand out board pens and invite
students to fill the frame with words connected with space and space travel.
students are encouraged to discuss words, to check meaning, to lookwords up
in dictionaries, and correct mistakes. Occasionally add words yourself. By the
end of the activity, the board may look like Figure 1 5 . 2 .

Figure 15.2 Space vocabulary

3 Reveal the first picture and encourage students to talk by askrng questions such
as 'What's he doing?'to focus on the picture and '\(/hy is he doing it?' to invite
ideas about motive, intentions, feelings, etc. Specihc language could be focused
on (eg modal verbs for speculation - he might be . . ., he could be .,he must
6e . . ., etc).V/hen it seems appropriate, ask for predictions about what is in
the next picture, and, after a little discussion, reveal picture 2 and start to work
with that.

4 \fhen students have had enough opportunities to talk through the story, put
drem into pairs and ask them to tell the complete story to each other'

5 Finally, still working in pairs, they write it out.

The focus on accurate use oflanguage in Stages 2 and 3 prepares students for an
opportunity to use the language more fluendy in the speaking activity (Stage 4).

If writing is the main aim, it still makes sense to start with work such as this
because such oral preparation ensures that students are more familiar with the
grammar and lexis, and are thus better prepared for the inevitably tricky task of
writing a good story.

Fluency to accuracy

An alternative lesson procedure could start with a fluency activity and only focus
in on accurate use oflanguage at a later stage.The lesson might have this shape:

1 Introduction oftopic / subject
2 Look at the pictures and discuss
3 Tell the story
4 Focus on interesting or essential lexis, grammar or function
5 Tell the story more accurately
6 rJTritine exercise
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know if they
are to tell the story.

2  Dec ide  on  a  g rammat ica l  j tem tha t  you  cou ld  focus  on
story.

3 Devise a communicative activity.
4 Devise a writ ing exercise that involves the whole class working on writ ing out a

srngle text.

The students are put into groups offour. At Stage 2, each student is handed one
pictue from the sequence, with the instruction /(eep it seuet! Don't show it to
an)nne eke! .The task is for each group to work out what order the prctures go rn
without looking at each other's pictures.This can be done by intelhgent
questioning, good describing and a few leaps of imagination.
IThen they have achieved this taslg in Stage 3 students will probably frnd they are
able to tell the story. At this point, you might choose to move on to later stagei in
which students do some accuracy work, as described above.

Variations

. Introducing rhe topic; set up a ,TV debate, on IIFOs with role cards.

. rx/ritten work: instead ofgetling students to write out the whole story, give them
a text that you have written earlier. Students have to decide on missing words
and fill in blank spaces, or perhaps put iumbled-up sentences in the correct
order.

Planning work with a picture story
Look at  the p ic ture s tory in  F igure 15.3.
1 Decide what lexis is going to be essential or useful for students to

at some point(s) in the
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3 Storytelling

Figure 15.3 Bear picnic story prompts

Storytelling

One of the messages that teaching supervisors and teacher-training courses tend
to hammer home as much as possible is that teacher talking time (TTT) is a bad
thing, and that it should be cut down.lyell, just to prove that there really are no
golden rules, here's a delight'ul classroom technique that involves virtually
nothing but TTT

Many teachers use stories as an interesting route into grammar lessons, but bear
in mind drat stories have a great deal ofvalue in their own right. Just tell stories for
pleasure; not stories and then comprehension exercisesl not stories and then
students retell; not stories and then write it up for homework.The aim here is the
same as that of the uibal elder round the campfire or the mother reading to her
children at bedtime or a group offriends in a bar telling anecdotes - to tell a story
for the listener's pleasure. Storytelling is a useful short activity for the end ofa
lesson, perhaps, or mid-lesson to provide a change ofmood.

Basic technique

1 Mentally prepare your story beforehand; internalise the mood, the smells, the
look, the colours, the key events, any special words or expressions; make
skeleton notes ifyou wish but (perhaps) don't write it out in too much detail
(this tends to dull the edge).

2 Give a clear instruction along the lines of 'I'm going to tell you a story. Listen
and see if you enjoy it.There will be no comprehension questions afterwards,
no exercises,' This essential instruction sets your audience free; there is often a
visible reduction in tension among the students: changes ofposture, relaxing of
facial exoression. etc.
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3 Tell your story (however you like but, ifpossible, don't read it - a 'told, story is
often far more immediate and involving than a 'read' one).

4 rWhen it's over,let them talk about it if they want to (discussion offeelings,
interpretations, etc should be a genuine reaction to what they have heard; don't
break t}te promise you made before the story).

5 Leave it and go on to something else.

Can we justify ths in the ELI classroom?Sfhat are the students getting from it?
This exercise is abour real listening; not listening because I am going to hound you
with questions afterwards or listening because you don't want to seem less alert
than the other students, but listening because you want to. For that reason, it is all
the more focused and invoh,rng.There is much academic speculation that
students learn language best when they forget about studying the grammar and
get totally involved in the content itself.

Good seeds for stories are: small incidents in your own life (maybe slightly
dramatised); farry tales and legends, especially rare or local ones (raid the second-
hand bookshops for Chinese, Arab, African tales, etc); ghost and mystery stories;
single incidents from longer biographies and novels; versions ofstories you read in
the newspaper or magazine; soap operas orTV shows, etc.

Figure 15.4 shows a set ofstory notes you could flesh out in the telling. It's a
classic'urban mlth'.

fh.Yiaw

Myftiend Mithawofued in a hospitalfor elderly people.
ln one old, dark tuom - two very ill men -couldn,t move
One- in bed beside window
Looked out -allday

Detc bed everything he taw to fiend in next bed: pa* - thildrcn playiry - fiver -

boatt -young couplet -tunshine, etc.
Other oatient loved these tto et.
One day man by window died.
HitJ end very tad.
Asked Mitha ifhecould have hit bed,
Mithaatked whyT
'l've been herc Jor seven months. I'd love to tee the world again.'
'Rut,' Misha taid, 'there't nothing outtide thit window. Just a tolid brick walt.,

Figure 15.4 Urban myth

Songs and music
Songs on recordings, video / DVD or perhaps played on a guitar in the classroom
are often used as a 'filler' activity to change the mood or pace ofa lesson.They
sometimes tend to get relegated to the 'Friday afternoon' slot as a sort ofreward
for the week's hard work. Fine, but do be aware that songs can also be usefully
integrated into the main flow ofyour course.

Many coursebooks nowadays include songs that specifically focus on
grammatical or functional items; these may have been selected because oftheir
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content (eg Tom's Dinerrses a lot ofpresent progressive) or specially written and
recorded for students ofEnglish. Ofcourse, you can also select interesting
authentic songs yourself, with the advantage, perhaps, that they are often more
up-to-date.

Songs can be used in many of the same ways ttrat you might use an ordinary
speech recording. Interesting lyrics and clarity ofvocals help to make a song into
appropriate classroom material, and for this reason folk music or a solo sinper-
songwriter are often a better bet than a heavy metal band.

Ideas for using songs in class

. Gapped text Give students the lyrics with certain words blanked out.They
have to listen carefully and frll in the missing words. This is, perhaps, the
'classic'way of using songs in class! It's so common that it's a bit of an ELT
clichd.Vary the task usefully by, for example, using the gaps as a preJistening
exercise, with students predicting what the missing words are.

. Song iumble Cut the lyrics up into separate lines. In small groups, students try
to work out the original order.lrhen ready, they listen and compare their guess
with the actual song.

. Matching pictures 'Here are twenty pictures connected with the song. Listen
and put them in the order in which you hear them in the song.'

. Reading or listening comprehension IJse the song text as a normal reading
or listening text with the bonus ofhearing it sung afterwards (use the lesson
ideas in Chapter 10, Sections 1 and 2).

. Dictation Dictate the chorus or the whole song. Compare with the recording.

. Picture dictation Decide on a representative picture of something rhat
happens in the song. Dictate the information about this picture, a line at a time,
to t-he students who draw (not write) their interpretation. For example, 'The

sun is shining in the sky, there are a lot ofpeople in the street, there is a dark
cloud overhead, it's just starting to rain,' etc. By the time you have finished, a lot
of the essential lexis and phrases from the song will have been circulating, and
the song should be not too difficult to follow.

. Listen and discuss Get students to listen to the whole song once or twice, or
to a shorter section. Discuss what happened, reactions, interpretations,
predictions, etc. Printed lyrics could be given out ifyou wish.

. Sing alongThe aim is to learn the tune and to get the rhlthm well enough to
sing along with the original recording.This can be quite challenging and
requires some careful preparation work on practising stress and rhythm
(probably with spoken rather than sung sentencesJ perhaps using individual,
mouthed and choral practice). And ifyou have access to a video machine with a
karaoke recording, the possibilitres are limitless!

. Compose 'Here's the tune - now you write the lyrics.' (Again, an activity that is
quite challenging on stress and rhythm.)

. Action movernents Listen to one line at a time. For each line, the students
invent a mimed action, which they teach each other and then all perform.
Regularly replay the song from ttre beginning for them to recall and do the
relevant actions, After ttrey have done one or two verses, hand out the complete
lyrics; in small groups, the students hnd movements for the rest of the song. At
the end, all come together to watch a performance of the different versions.
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Ideas for using music in class

Music on its own, especially classical, can also be useful in the classroom:
. to set the mood at the start of the lessoni
. to give you something to talk about with your students at tie start ofthe lessons

(especially useful with a class you don't know);
. as background music while students work on 'dull' exercises;
. as background music to set the scene while students do a particular task (eg

'space' music during a discussion on life on other planets; fasr, excidng music
during a competition);

. simply for pleasure or as a break between activitiesl

. to help students relax;

. for 'imaging': students close their eyes and visualise images from their own
imagination or from your r,vords or someone else's (this is a good way to
personalise topics - 'Think back to a time when you . . .');

. to create anonymity in small or quiet classes;

. to close down, conclude, round offthe lesson - to say goodbye with.

lWith any ofthese, you do, ofcourse, need to remain sensitive to the wishes ofyour
students; some may hate to have music on while they work, and it would hardly be
advisable to impose it on them. As with most ideas in this book, the key is to ask
your students and to take your cue from them.

One more thought: sharing music can be fun. Encourage learners to bring in their
favourite recordings, tell you why they like them, share the lyrics, etc. It's a great
starting point for discussion and study.

5 Fillers

Most teachers find they need a small collection of hllers, ie things to do when
they've run out of other material, perhaps because the main activity went much
faster than expected and (even having stretched it) there is still a seven-minute
gap at the end ofthe lesson before the bell rings.

Fillers are also useful at the start ofa lesson as a warmer (particularly when you
are waiting for some latecomers) or mid-lesson as a way of changing the pace, or
ofbreaking up similar activities. Fillers may be quite separate from the
surrounding lesson or they might connect in some way.They are often useful as a
chance to recycle lexis from earlier lessons or as an opportunity to work on
activities that have a 'group-building' aim rather than a purely language aim.

I suggest you aim to get together a list ofyour own favourite fillers (and prepare
any necessary material); file these in a handy place - at the front of a course file,
for example - so that in an emergency, you can quickly look at the list and be
reminded of the likely choices.

Sorne cornrnon fillers

Revision dictation

Divide the class into teams. Choose between five and hfteen sentences (or words)
from the lesson. Dictate the words, challenging the teams to write down the
sentences / words with correct spelling. Allow them time for arguing and agreeing.
At the end, go through the whole list. Give points for completely couect answers.
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Yes and zo questions

Quick story puzzles often go down well. Describe a slightJy crlptic basic situation
or problem (perhaps an incident from your own life); the learners have to
question you further, discuss and find a solution that explains the story.You can
only answeryes or no to any questions asked. For example: 'A stranger crawled all
over my sitting room today.' (Answer: 'I'd dropped a contact lens;theTV repair
wan helped mefind rr.') There are some famous examples; this seems to be the
favourite:

Feargal McDonald liaed on the tweniethfloor of a block of flats and eaery morning
nok the ffi down to the ground Jloor and caught the bus inta toutn.lX4rcn he came home,
he nok the lift m the seaenth Jloor and then climbed the stairs all the way to the twentieth
Jloor.lX'4ty? (Answert He wcts a schoolbol and couldn't reach the lift control buttons
higher than floor s exen.)

And I lrke this one A man is pushing a car on a road.IYhen he gets to the hotel, he will
hse all his money.lY/hat\ happening? (Answer: Irt a game of Monopoly.)

The hotel receptionist garne

Prepare a list oflikely (and unlikely) sentences that a guest would say to a hotel
receptionist (eg '\?hat time is breakfast?' '!(here's the restaurant?' 'MyTV has
exploded!' 'I've lost my wallet'). Hand one of these sentences to a student who
must mime it well enough for the class to guess the original sentence. It could be a
team game with points; it could use odrer situations such as airport, theatre, family
at dinner, etc.

Kirn's game

Prepare a tray with about 25 to 30 small objects on it (eg pencil, cassette, mobile
phone, comb, etc). Show it to the students for two minutes, then cover it
(or remove the tray from sight).The students must make a list (as individuals
or in teams) of all the objects they can remember.The winner is the one who gets
most. Could also be done with a list of words on the board or with flashcards, if
you can't get enough objects.

Ordering

Instruct students to stand in line according to their birth month and date (ie
l srJanuary stands on the left,31" December on the right).They will need to
discuss and rearrange themselves a litde. Once they have got the idea of
organising themselves in this way, you can try some other instructions: for
example, by alphabetical order of frst name; by first letter of your favourite
hobby; by distance lived from school (furthest to closest); by how much you like
sport (most to least), etc.

Students provide the fillers
You need to set this one up beforehand! Ask students working in pairs to prepare
their own five-minute filler (a garne, a physical exercise, a recording ofa song to
Iisten to, a story, etc) and to keep them somewhere safe. Every time you need a
frller, invite one of the pairs to introduce and run their activity.
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Paintbox

This a a way to get sntdents to $,ork rvith different peoplc rvithout specifically
saying Oi( n o..r all stand up andJind a nezl pLtrtnet' to rLto* zui rft (along rvith the
subsequent groans and mumblings). Assign one ofthree or four colours to each
student in the class, eg green, red, blue, orange. Arrange the seating in a circle so
that there is one less scat tian the students prescnt.The leftover student stands in
the middle. He must call out a colour, eg (ireez. At tl.ris, all 'green' students musr
stand up and find another seat for themsclves.The]i cannot sit dos,n in thc same
scat that thev have just left.The student in the middle is also using this
opportunit_v to find a vacant seat for himself. \X/hoever is lcft rvithout a seat at the
end continues thc game by calling out a new colour She also has the option of
calling Paintbox,in which case everyone must move and find a nerv seatl Lots ol
movement and happ-v chaos.\flatch out that it doesn't get too rough; tre game
should be plaved r.vith catlike stealth rather than rugb,v tacklesl

This popular movement game has man.v namcs and variations - I'r'e heard it
called'Fruit salad'and'The rvind blou,s'. It 's eas-v to see horv it can be adapted: the
lexis area could be changcd to offer practice in man.v differer.rt areas, cg fruit,
grammatical terms, clothes, etc.You could also personalise it: 'All people wcaring
rvhite socks change placcs','All people rvho arrived late to this lesson change
Dlaces'. etc.

Adapting games for classroom use
Reca l l  a  game you have p layed ou ts tde  the  c lassroom.  What  adapta t ions  or
var id t ions  wou ld  you need in  o rder  to  make i t  n to  a  c lassroom ac t iv i t y?

Lexical garnes

Many rvell-knorvn rvord games can be used in the classroom as fillers or as
integrated practice activit ies. Perhaps the most popular one is 'Hangman'

(although I prefer variations rvhere something a little less gruesome happens!) !
but man_v other rvord games are possiblc. Here are some I have found useful. In
every case, the rules are l'er-v adaptablc and I encourage.vou to decide on whatever
variations might r,vork best nith your class.

Back to the board

Dil'ide the class into two teams. One team sends one member to the front, \vho
then sits facing the class, rvith his back to the board.Thus everyone except rhis
student can see what -vou rvrite on the board.Write a u,ord on the board (probabh'
onc rccently studied or met); the team of the student sitting at the front must
dehne the n'ord or give examples ofits use r,ithout saying thc actual word itself.
As soon as he guesscs the word, write another r,vord up and so on until a time limit
(perhaps two minutes) is reached, at which point the teams change over. Cler.er
players use all manner of techniques to con\re_v tl.re word: rh-vme, collocations,
synonyms) etc. A great gamc for redsing arrd consolidating earlicr lexis rvork.
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Figure 15.5 Back to the board

Category list

Do an example first; slowly read out a list of ten items; the teams must guess what
the title of the list is, ie what the connection between the items is.They start with
ten points and lose one for ever1, wrong guess. If they get it right, they score a
point for each remaining (unread) item. Once the example has been understood,
give them some time to work in their teams and prepare their own similar lists,
which they then challenge the other team with.This game is usable, with varying
degrees ofdifficulry from Beginner to Advanced.

Low-level examples'. sink, spoon, cooker,frying pan,fridge, etc (kitchen words)

HighJevel examples: a Beatles CD, a wedding ring,file pqper, ct dougllnut, etc (things
with holes)

Fictionary (or Call rny blufT)

The students, working in teams, are given a list offive rvords; for each word, they
must look up and copy out the correct dictionary definition and also invent and
write out two completely false definitions.When they are ready the teams come
together and challenge each other by reading out a word and all three dehnitions.
The other team(s) must guess which is the correct definition.

Word seeds

Dictate a list ofabout twenty words $/hich the students all write down.Their task
then is to work in small groups and orally prepare a srory thatuses all the words,
exactly in the form dictated (ie if see was dictated, that is the word they must use,
not sau ot seeing) and in exactly the order they originally came in. Finally, each
group tells its story; it's fascinating to u'atch what very different results can grow
from tlte same seeds.This could also be done as a writins task.

KIrcHEN
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Word dominoes

Figure 15.6 \Vord dominoes

(There are birds in the forest; button and bird start rvith B; shirts have buttons;
shirt and shop begin rvith s,4-, etc.)

Word thieves

Choose a fairl_t' long reading passage on a particular topic, eg cars Explain that
the students must attempt to steal words from -vou.you will read the passage aloud
once only and they must try to catch and u,rite down e.l,ery lvord they heaithat fits
the topic of'cars'. ' fheir aim is to catch as manl.n,ords as ther.can in this lexical
area. Score and check it as you wish; it's probabl-v useful to aliorv individuals to
compare what they heard against other lists and to end up u,ith them Iooking at
the whole text.

I tpent into tousn

This is a useful game for revising lexis and is especially good for considcring
countable and uncountable nouns. In tJris example,,lbod, has been specifiel as
the lexis area.The frrst student sa1,s 1 went into towtl qnd I bottght an apple.The ncl,r
student must repeat the sentence and add a second item beginning lvith the next
letter of the alphab et, eg I werLt into town and I bottght att a1.,ple and a banana.The
third then says 1zi.,ent illto toun.uTd I bought an apple, a ban(lna and. some cqrl.orsjetc
Make the rest of the rules up yourself !

Word jumbles (or Word pools)

Take a number ofwords dtat the class has met over tle previous lesson or trvo anci
rvrite them up on the board rvith their letters mixed up.The studenrs rry to
decipher them. (Possibl_v the rvords could then be formcd into a sentence?)

bil'd button. shirt shop
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Instant crossword

Ask the class to look back over words that they have studied in the last two or three
days. Get them to shout out two to you that have at least one letter in cornmon;
write them clearly on the board, interlocking, as in a crossword puzzle.

This could now continue as a competitive team game (teams take it in turns to add
a new word to the grid) or as a class effort, trying to make the grid as big as
possible.The students could take over the writing once the rules have been
established.

Figure 15.8 Instant crossword

It might help to divide the board up into squares beforehand, though the game
works well enough without, so long as the writing is clear.

Don't finish a word

The class is divided into two teams. Each team takes it in turn to call out a letter,
which is written on the board. They also say whether their letter goes in front of or
behind the letters already on the board.Thus the chain ofletters on the board
grows longer turn by turn. If (a) a team thinks the previous team has finished a
complete word; or (b) a team thinks rhe previous team could not possibly make a
word from the letters now on the board, then they 'challenge' (ie you must always
have a word in mind when you place a new letter). A correct challenge wins the
round.

Example 1

Trau 1: B
TEAM2: BA
Toel',r 1 : BAC (Ttnnl<tng of back)
Tee-r,,r 2: OBAC
Tparr 1 : Challcnge! (They rhinkTeam 2 is bluffrng and cannot possibly

make a word from these letters.)
Toau 2: Tobacco. (Tlney win the round.)
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Exarnpk 2

TE,r.u 2: N
TEAU l: AN
Tsarr 2: Challenge! (They win - az is a complete lvord.)

Biting your tail

Choose a topic, ma1'be one you have recently been rvorking on (eg hoases). One
student starts off by saying a word (eg hitchen).The next student must say a new
word that starts u'ith thc last letter of the previous u'ord. Ifhe fails or if the rvord is
challenged (ie not on the topic or u'rong first letter), then he is out. No u'ord can
be repeated once it has been uscd.

I(eep going faster and faster till you are all out or bored or the bell rings. Make up
any other rules as you tvish.

Example: Top rc -Food and drink

water > rlce > egg > grape > er... er...

No word, the student is out.The game restarts rvith a new word.

Next student:lemon > nut > tomato > orange > er ... elephant

The class now discusses / argues about whether an elephant is acceptable as
'food', etc.

Chain dictation

The teacher reads a list of letters which spell out a number ofrvords related to a
specific topic u'ithout stopping (E-G-c-S-B-R-E-A-D-M-I-L-K-C-H-E-E-
S-E). Students l.rave to write down the letters and then work out u'hat the
individual words are.

Initial letters

The teacher names a topic or situation (.eg in schoo[) and says a keyword (eg
SCFIOOL). Students work together to hnd one rvord that hts the topic beginning
with each letter ofthe key word (eg Shdents, Courseboohs, Headteacher, etc).

7 Dictation

Traditional dictation - u'here .vou read a text aloud and the learners must write it
down accuratel_v - is often quite unpopular u'ith learners. It can feel like an unfair
test. Could we make it more enjoyable and useful? Maybe the key question is:\7ho
does rvhat? Usualllr the teacher makes all the decisions about a dictation, Horv
about turning the tables? Let the learners choose the text. Or let them decide ho$
many times it should be read. Or u''ho should read it. In fact, could the learners
choose everything and tl-ren dictate to the teacher? Here are a few ideas:

Keyvords dictation

Find an interesting short story and underlinc fiftcen to twenty of the most
important words in it (eg key nouns and verbs). Dictate these words to the class,
but don't tell them the original story'.They now must make a new story tlat uses



7 Dictation

those words, in exactly the original order and the original form you dictated.
At the end, the class can swap stories, reading or telling them.you could also tell
drem rhe original ifyou wanred.

Collocation dictation

Prepare a List ofbetween ten and twenty useful two_word collocations (ie words
that naturally go t ogether I.tke ftafr.ic jam).For the dictation, read out one word
from each collocaion (eg taflic;.Learners must not write rtris word (check that
they don't cheat!), but instead write a collocation- a word that goes with ir (eg a
learner might writ e light or policeman or heaay to go wirh taffi) .When yo.t hive
read the whole list, put the learners into small groups. They can compare their
answers, see ifthey can remember the original collocating words and decide if all
their collocations are good or not.

Wall dictation

Choose a short printed text. Divide the class into ,readers, and ,writers,. pair each
reader with a writerl writers sit down, readers stand. Stick the text up on a wall far
away from the writers so that they cannot possibly read it. (If you have a large
class, you'll need to place more than one copy ofthe text in different places.) Each
reader walks to the text, reads and memorises part of it and then goes back to their
wdter to dictate it.The writer writes it dowrl asking any relevant questions about
words, spellings, punctuation, etc. lfhenever necessary the reader goes back and
reads more and returns for more dictation.The pair is aiming to write the most
accurate text t-hey can. It's a race, and students tend to get quite competitive about
it.You may need to set some rules, such as.!7alk- no running,,.No shouting
across the room'. Students swap roles about half-way through. (By the way, the
popular staff-room name for this activity is ,Running dictation'!)

Variation

I]se_one text, but cut it into separate sentences.lrlite a letter (1, .B, C, etc)
randorr y next to each sentence. Place these cut-up texts around the room in
different locations so that students have to read all of them, one bv one.!7hen
pairs have all the pieces written down, they should work togetherio work out the
correcr order for a complete coherent text.

The'bad cold' dictation

Explain that you have a bad cold today (sneeze or cough a bit to prove it!).Tell the
class that you're going to do a normal dictatron, but if you have to sneeze or cough
(and they can't hear a word), they should write any good word that fits the spacJ.
For example, you might dictate l-.zsl Thursday, Maria decided to hazte some lcottgh]
for breakfast.Thelearners could write the sentence with a word like e3g,s or
cornfrakes instead of the coueh.
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The wild dictation

Dictate a numbered list of descriptions of words,like this: No. 1 - the name of a
sportsman; No.2 - an adjectiae descrihing someJood;No.3 - a zterb of moaement,
No.4 - a kind of anerual etc. The learners should u'rite dov'n answers to thesc
prompts, eg Ra/ae I Nadal, sahg, swun, tuger, etc.\When the lists are hnished, dictate
a short story you have prepared, but u'ith appropriate gaps (into which the
learners will write their own pret'iouslv chosen words), eg 'A car drove up to the
zoo and stopped suddenly and No. 1 got out. He looked really No. 2 as he started
to No. 3 tolvards the No. 4's cage', etc.You'll get some ver1. funny stories. Don't
forget to prepare both the story and the list ofword descriptions before the lesson

Dictogloss

For manv teachers, this is a favourite technique. But note that it's one activity
where it's important tlat students really understand the instructions before they
start.

Choose a short text that is longer than the students could completely remember,
eg about twenty words at Elementary level. The text could include an example of a
grammatical item you are interested in. Tell the class that you u'ill read a dictation
at normal speaking speed and ]'ou u'ill read it only once. Students probably won't
believe this - so check that they do!Then check that students understand that thei
may hnd this difficult but must keep quiet and not distract others by complaining.
sighing, etc! Read the text at a normal pace, then give students about three
minutes to write down everything they remember - words, phrases, etc. It's
important that students get a good, quiet time to do this.They must not compare
during this phase.When they have finished, invite students to compare rvith
another, then later to come together as a class to see ifthelr can reconstruct the
entire text at the board.The aim is to get as close to the meaning of the original as
possible. It is a very interesting task, which may feel impossible to students and
teachers at the start, but r.vhich proves to be an excellent group-building activity.

Living tape recorder

Draw some tape recorder controls on the board (eg a symbol for a'play'button, a
'rewind' button and a 'stop' button). Introduce yourself as a 'living tape recorder'.
Get two studenc to stand near the board to control the'tape recorder'while you
read the dictation. Members of rhe class can call out to ask the 'controllers' to
'press' the buttons.You ignore anything said, but strictl_v obey any button presses.
In this way, you lr,'ill read the dictation, rervinding, replaying, rervinding, etc, until
the students are happy that they all have the dictation. It's a bit chaotic at first, but
it's great after that!

Other variations

You can devise many more dictations b_v changing the basic variables.Try getting
students to dictate to each other, perhaps back to back or on opposite sides of
the room (noisily calling out to each othcr).Try asking students to choose and
record a short dictation that they think a friend will like.Try getting students to
organise and do every stcp; selecting a text, planning how to do it, etc. One nice
touch is to lct students really study a text and then predict hou'many mistakes
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they wrll make in advance.!7hen they have finished the dictation, give credit
for those who get closest to their 'bets' rather than to those who got the most
cortect answers.

Sound-effects recordings

Sound-effects recordings are a useful teaching resource.These are recordings that
have hardly any words on, but instead contain a sequence ofnoises such as
crashes, bumps, bangs, whistles, screams, etc. Heard together, they may add up to
a story.There are many comrnercial recordings of this type or you could make
your own.

Making your ovm'sound sequence' tape

Plan a sequence ofbetween seven and ten distinctly different easy-to-make
sounds. Choose noises that will be loud and easy to record) for example, a set of
plates being dropped, rather than a glove. Do some test recordings. Ifpossible, use
a recorder that doesn't set an automatic recording level, otherwise you will get
very 'hissy' recordings when no one is speaking.

This is an example sound sequence:

1 Someone says Sftftftft.r
2 Noisy footsteps.
3 Something breaking.
4 Someone moving with difficulry, grunLing. erc.
5 Someone rapidly opening and closing a number ofboxes, drawers, etc.
6 Someone saying O/z.t
7 Lots ofthings being dropped.
8 Someone running.
9 Someone sayin g an amused Ah-ha!

Storybuilding

Learners listen to the sequence, then in pairs work out what they think the story is.
They then compare with others and try to agree a consensus story. Groups tell
their versions to the class.

What's wrong with rny story?

Prepare - and tell - a story with parts that do not match the recording
(eg characters use a motorbike rather than walking). Learners discuss and
agree which noises do not fit with your story.

Pictures from noises

Bring a set ofCuisenaire rods or building bricks to class and distribute these
around the class. After hearing the recording, groups use their rods or bricks to
ceate a picture of a scene they imagine from the recording (eg walls with other
pieces representing burglars breaking in) . Afterwards, rnk up people from
different groups, keeping at least one of the original group with their'picture'. New
people to the group should look and ask questions to find out what the construction
represents (and work out the story), eg'Is this a person?' 'Is she climbing through a
window?' etc. Members of the original group can only answer yes or no.
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If you don't har,e rods or bricks, _vou could do the activit-v b_v asking learners to
dral' a sketch of the scene.

Verb hunting

Play the recording a few times. Learners find as many verbs as possible to explain
rvhat people are doing. (Ofcourse, you could do exactly the same task u'ith nouns,
adjectives, adverbs ... )

Wacky ideas

Ask learncrs to think of the r,vackicst, most amazing, most unlikel_v interpretation
for the sound scquence.

Tense focus

Prepare a story yourself. In class, tell it like a football commentar)', using present
tenses, ie as if it is happening nor.v; for examplc,'1-he burglar is lifting up thc
window He's climbing through it', using the recording to provide exciting sound
effects at various points. Afterrvards, ask the class to r,t'rite dorl,n the story as a
news item about the past.

9 Poetry

Wh-v poetrl'? Bccause it stimulates, tvakes us up to see things in ner.v rvays, hear
things in neu'wa_vs, think of things in nerv r,vays. Language teaching can be a bit
dull if '"ve constandy look at linguistic points using onl]' predictablc textbook
examples. It ma,v be very helpful to teach 'I went to the shop yesterda-v and I
bought some bread'or'Jack was har.ing a bath,,r 'hcn the telephone rang', but it
doesn't stir my heart. I'm not moved b-v it. I'm sure I'll forget it But thcn again,
linguists point out that the language used in 'real communication' is also
frightfully dull to study. It's bland, repctitir,e, completelv forgettable.To remembcr
something, rve nced to be surprised b1,an odd idca or use ofu,ords. It's horv
children learn many things in their first language.

Man_v teachers don't f'eel confident using poetry because thel' are not confident
about reading it or u'riting it themselves. And rt may u'cll not be an appropriate
activitt for ever]'class. Students or teachers ma1' say 1'ru not crcatiue,imag\ning
that creativitl'rs something that one must $'ait for. But of course -vou have to start
lvriting to find out $'hat you $.ant to write about, ho!l' .vou can sa-v what 1,ou have
to say. Creativitv arises out ofthe act ofrvriting.You start with rorhing.The
difficulty ofrvriting forces thc ner,v ideas to thc surface.

Here are some ideas for usingpoems in class:

Reading poerns

. Choose a poem \\'ith some interesting and accessible metaphors. Before t1.rey
see the poem, dictatc to students thc sentences that have similes or metaphors
(eg 'My girlfr icnd's eJ'es are . . . ' , 'The rivcr moved slou,' lv as a . . . '), but leave out
the actual comparison itself. Ask students to brainstorm thcir ou.n comparisons
They can then compare them rvith cach other and finallt'r,vith the ones used
in the poem itself.
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. Tell students the topic oftie poem and let them brainstorm as many words as
they can that mrght be in it.

. Alternatively,look at a list ofwords and decide which words might be in a poem
about a certain subject.

. Before the lesson, write out a poem as ifit were a newspaper article / mini-story,
etcj students study and understand this (easier veriion) before they
look at the poem.

. Do a picture dictation: describe the scene in the poem, item by item, and
students draw a picture. At the end, they compare pictures and then read the
poem, deciding who is closest to the original.

Writing poems

. Finish it Provide a nearly complete poem with gapped parts to complete.
(Could be great for slipping in a target grammar point!)

. Forrn to poem Give or elicit specific aspects of a poetic form, eg a rhyme
scheme (or actual rhymes), a precise rhythm, the precise number of syllables,
etc. Students then make a poem following this exact pattern.

. Alterations Give each student group a different published poem.The groups
must copy out the text wittr a fixed number of altered words (eg 'Change five
nouns and five verbs to something different') -When they see the copied text,
the other teams must guess what is not from the original.

. Found poerns Students search for and hnd potential 'poems'within prose
texts (or in signs, posters, etc) by selecting phrases or blocks of normal text,
copying them out and adding line breaks.

. Cut-ups Students are given (or find for themselves) various lines from
magazines, brochures, newspapers, etc.They order these to make a poem.
(Low-risk activity - it's not the students' words, so they feel less tlueatened!)

. Facts to metaphor Students write list offacts following your instructions (eg
'\7rite down how you came to school today'); then, when they've finished, they
go back over their list adding a metaphor to each (eg 'I came by tram' > 'The

tram is like a yellow snake').
. Instant poetry This is a surprisingly simple activity that often produces

outstanding results. Give a series ofinstructions that ask students to look,listen,
notice what is around them and within them. Each instruction is given, followed
by a longish pause to allow students to follow the instruction. After-wards, the
students go back and 'poemify' it.This is an example set ofinstructions:

1 Look around you and notice the things you don't normally notice.
2 Look at one item in the room - furniture or object.\Jfrite one sentence

describing this object. Don't try to be clever. Don't use imagination. Really
look and write just what you see. Don't be poetic - you are not writing a
poem yet.You are trying to Iook and write accurately what you can see.

3 Notice the light in the room - the shadows and patterns.\7rite one sentence
about this.

4 Look at one other person. Don't just half-look at them, really study them.
I give you permission to stare, as if you'd never seen a human before IlJ?rite
one sentence about one person you see.

5 !7rite a sentence about what he / she's thinking.
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6 Look at )'ourself in the same wa_v.Your hands, your clothes) etc.Write one
sentence about one thing _vou sce.

7 Dcscribe the view through the $,indorv in a feu' r'ords.
E Listento the noises around and outside the room.\Write one sentence

about rvhat vou can hear.
9 How do you fcel norv? Reall_v? Check it out.Vritc one sentence.

10 \(/rite something about the futurc.
1 1 Nor'v you have ten minutes. Look at what tou have \\'ritten. Change

anl'thlng vou want to. PLrt things in a different order. Cross things out.
Think about horv it sounds and looks.Your aim is to finish rvith a short
poem (u'hicl.r could be shared betrvcen indir.iduals or read out or put un on
a poster, etc).

10 Drama

Six t1,pes of drama activit_v are commonll' found in EnglishJanguage tcaching
classrooms:

. Role play Students act out small scenes using their ou'n ideas or from ideas
and information on role cards (see Chaptcr 9, Section 3).

. Simulation This is reall.v a large-scale role pla-v Role cards are normall-v used,
and there is often otl]er background inlbrmation as \\ ell. The iltention is to
create a much more complete, compie x'rvorld', sa1'of a busrness companli
television studio, gor.ernment bod1,, etc (see Chapter 9, Section 3).

. Drarna games Short games that usualll. involve movement and imagination.

. Guided irnprovisation You improvise a sccne and the students join in one b_v
one in character, until the rvhole scene (or stor1,) takes on a life ofits orvn.

. Acting play scripts Short r,ritten sketches or sceues are actcd b_v the students.

. Prepared irnprovised drama Students in small groups invent and rehearsc :r
shott scene or stor-v that the5' thcn perform for the othcrs.

All ofthese are good wa]'s to get students using the languagc. Blr bringing rhe
outside lvorld into the classroom like this, u,e can pror.ide a lot ofuseful practice that
would othenvise be impossible rn caf6s, shops, baDks, businesses, srreets, parties,
etc.There mav also be a freeing from the constraints ofculture and expected
behaviour; this can be personalll, and linguisticalll' very liberating. Curiousll', it is
sometimes the shyest students who are oftcn most able to seize the potential.

Success or failure of drama activities depends cruciallv on your pcrceived attirude
and that ofthc other students; \\,ithout a cerrain degree oftrust, acceptance and
respect) the chanccs for useful rvork are greatly diminished.

Hcre are three short examples of drama games and a briefdiscussion ofguided
improvrsatron.

Interesting situations

Students call out any interesting or 'difhcult' situation invohring tu'o pcople, and
pairs act it out togcther; for example, a rvell-meaning hostess serving meat to a
polite vegetarian.This technique could, in approprrate circumstances, be used to
'real play' (ic act out and explorc some ofthe students'orvn real-l i fe problem
sltuations).
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Strange meetings

. Prepare tlree sets ofcards (each set should have one card for each student):
1 a set with character names (alive or dead, fictional or real), eg Einstein,

Madonna;
2 a set with locations (eg 'in the kitchen', 'on the bus');
3 a set with unusual problems (eg 'You have lost your cow', 'You are desperate

fnr a qrrono cnffee'\

. Hand out one card from each set to each student (so that every person has a
person, place and problem) and then allow them a few minutes to work out
their story (ie what explains the incident).

. Students then stand up and walk around the room, meeting each other and having
short conversations (eg Shakra meeting Shakespeare; Nelson Mandela meeting
Batman) where they fy to explain their problem and get help and suggestions.

. At a given signal (when you tap on the table or ring a bell, etc), students must
move on to a new meeting with another person. It's quite possible that bigger
meetings will naturally start to form after a few turns as one character suggests
anothe.r who might be able to help a particular problem.

. Afterwards, ask learners to recall interesting things they heard.

Making a picture

Call out a subject; tie students must agree and make a frozen 'tableau' ofthat
scene. For example,call o.uI airport;the students take different positions. Some
are check-in clerks, some become desks, some become planes taking off, some
become tourists, until the whole room 'becomes' an airport. Now unfreeze
the tableau and bring it to life for a short scene witi improvised dialogue.
Everyone can talk and play their part - even the desks and planes!

Guided improvisation

Select a scene - say, a winter landscape with a frozen lake.The idea is to tr,un the
classroom into the scene, and then to let the story unfold in any way it can, by the
group improvising together.You might start by describing the scene and getting
students to become people in the landscape, slowly building up a living, moving
scene, or you might jump in the deep end by adopting a character yourselfand
encouraging others to join you in the improvisation as and when they are ready.

The skill of running this kind of complex improvisation is to find a balance
between allowing a free-flowing, growing, alive improvisation and the necessity
ofkeeping some control over it to ensure that it keeps momentum and avoids
silliness or trite solutions. Most of your interventions to achieve this can be done
subtly by saying something, in character, to some ofthe participants, ratier than
by stepping in and making grand announcements to everyone.

Some ideas for guided improvisations:
. the perfect school;
. a museum (or waxworks) at nighq
. the beach;
. inside a plane;
. ktchen implements come alivel
.  o n  q m q z i n o  n q t t "

. the secret life ofthe characters in vour coursebook.
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11 Projects

Lessons can sometimes feel a linle separate and disconnecteci. Activities ma-r' have
small, isolated outcomes and sometimcs don't seem to offer much in the rvay of
tangible progress or achievcment.You can too easil-v get caught into thinking of
lesson content purel-v on an isolated, lesson-to-lesson basis.

Projects are one useful rvay ofprot iding an ongoing 'tl.rread' to classroom u,ork.
They supply a longer term goal to focus on, and students can invest their energy
in something that has a tangible outcome.'I'hey also offer a valuable chance for
learners of mixed levels to rvork on something at their orvn current ability level.
Projects are usually task-oriented rather than language-oriented; in other rvords,
the learners focus on doing something practical rather than directly on studying
language.The_v typicallv involve learners in decisions about precisely r.vhat is
done and hou' to do it, as rvcll as in collecting information, solving problems
and presenting the final outcomc as a lr'ritten or performed presentation.The
planning, decision-making, ideas-collecting, structuring, discussion, negotiation,
problem-solr,'ing, etc are all an integral part ofthe rvork.The language learning
arises from learners having a reason to communicate authentically in English to
achieve a specific goal Projects often also havc a strong group-building outcome.
Teachers often fear that a project rvill be rroublesome to organisc, especially as
they may involvc different groups oflearners u'orking on quite different things.
This sounds like it may require a lot more teacher preparation. In fact, it rarely
does, because projects quickly become verJ' learner-centred, and learners
generally require guidancc and advice rather than to have rvork specially devised
for them.The most demanding part of a projcct 1br a teacher is in the initial
planning and then in tl.re starting-off phasc.

Most projects r.vill work best if undertakcn by small groups of three or four
learners. Individuals could do one, but it can be isolating, and learners on their
own tend to lose motivation and focus as time goes on.rvorking together provides
mutual support and a r,vider rangc ofideas.

Proiects will tlpically follovv a florv plan as shown in Figure 15.9.
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Figure 15.9 Project r iork
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Organising a proiect: first decisions

In order to begin, you need to decide a few basic things:

\7ill the projectbe a single-class project, which smaller pairs and groups
undertake some aspect of,) Or will groups work on separate and unconnected
projects?
rffill the project be one large task that you set and then learners work on, or will
it be structured into a series of cumulative steps and stages?
How much of lesson time will this take up? STill it supplant normal class work
entirely? Or will it only take a proportion ofeach lesson - or of some lessons?
How long will itlast? Is this a threelesson proiect or one that will last all term?

Ideas for specific proiects
'Write 

a tourist guide for something in your local area. Use descriptions, photos,
diagrams, maps, etc.
Prepare a web page that gives people in other countries a picture ofyour
everyday life .
Keep a diary. Prepare a poster / booklet/ presentation about'Your life',
including predictions for the future as well as details ofyour current life.
Brainstorm / script / storyboard / rehearse / make a three-minute film.The class
could all work in the same genre (eg horror film; romantic storyl advertisemenU
news programme; etc) or different ones.
Put on a Live performance ofa comedy sketch or a fullJength play.
Invent a new country; draw the map; design the capital; write the basic laws.
Prepare a poster presenration introducing ir to odrers.
Research and look for ideas to help solve specific real local problems, eg lack of
entertainment facilities, crime, environmental issues, shops, etc.
Undertake some public research inteffiews to find and then analyse a range of
people's opinions on certain topicsr eg attitudes to fashion, taste in music,
wishes for the locality, etc.
In situations where you know your class well and are relatively sure that the
learners can work successfully, you might want to approach more difficult,
important or contoversial topics such as bullying, poiitics, honesty, attitudes to
HW /Aids.peer pressure, prejudice. etc.

12 Getting to know a new class

Aims for a first lesson with a new class

What would you hope to achieve in a first lesson with a new class where the adult
learners are meeting each other and you for the first time?

Some possible aims:

By the end of the lesson, you will have:
. spoken to everyone at least once;
. learned everyone's namesl
. started to learn some personal information about them;
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. started to learn something oftheir individual characters;

. started to feel a litde more comfortablc:

... and the learncrs will have;
. spoken to a number of other students in the class;
.  learned some people s  namcs and a l i f l le  abouL them;
. taken part in a number of interesting and involving activities;
. started to find rvays ofu'orking cooperatively with others;
. learned some information aboutthe coursei
. gained some insight into the methodology and u'orking methods of the course;
. learned some English;
. used some English;
. heard and responded to peoplc speaking English;
. started to feel more comfortable in thcir class.

'Getting to know you' activities

Activities that fulhl some of these aims are sometimes called'getting to know you'
(GTKY) activities or'icebreakers' (an odd term, as it seems based on the
assumption that an-v neu' course u,ill automatically start with 'ice'). Here is an
example ofa short GTKY activity for studerts oflntermediate level or above:

Give the follorving instructions: Srrzrz d trp.IWrcn I sa1'go', shake hands with everjt
person in the roon as quichly as lott can.INhen you sluhe hands,hazte a short
conxe$aLion - ash their nanre and zohere tltey come from.tfirlten lou haxe Jutished,ntoae
qtLickll on to tlrc next person until tolr haae said'hello'to eaerJ)one.

Task 15,4 Visualising a GTKY activity
Visua l ise  the  above ac t iv i t y  happen ing .  What  does  the  room look  l i ke?  What  can you
hear?  What  a re  the  learners '  faces  l i ke?  How do thev  fee l?

Perhaps:A lot ofpeoplc talking at once. A lot of movement. Learncrs a little
nervous? Confused?\Wondering whether they rcall_v want to be in this class? But
also interested? Pleased to meet the others? A little less nervous to see that other
learners are not so different from them?

Task15.5 Adapting a GTKY activity
How might  you adapt  th is  bas ic  ac t i v t ty  idea  to  su i t  a  c lass  o f  schoo l  s tudents  (aged
ten  to  twe lve)  who a l ready  know each o ther?

One simple tactic would be to change the questions so tltat they ask about
something they don't knoq'the answcr to (eg '\rhat did you do last Saturday?').
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Find someone who ..,
Here is an icebreaker called Find someone who ... Read the handout shown in
Figure 15.10 and predict what instructions you would find if you read notes about it
in an accompanying teacher's book.

The teacher's notes say Gh..te one copy of the handout to each learner.Tell the learners
thqt the! must rnove around. the room, asking other learners questions until they find
someone who replies yes b a question. lY.4ten they find a yes,, they must write that
learner's name in the space after the question. After each yes, the learners must chttnge
partnerc.The learners should trt to complete the form by finding a name to go with
etery questxon

It's worth noting that learners don't iust read aloud from the paper.They have to
do some work turning the prompts into questions; for example, 'Find someone
who likes chocolate' needs to become 'Do you like chocolate?' \7ith a lowerlevel
or less confident class, you might want to offer a little input here, maybe by writing
up some examples on the board and discussing the changed grammar.You cor-r1d
also allow students some preparation time before the activity to make notes about
what they could say.

It's also worth remembering t}lat GTKY activities are not just for the students'
benefrtlYou may feel just as many concerns when meeting a new class. GTKY
activities can help you feel more comfortable yourself.Tbke the chance to join in
the games and activities rather than just watching them all from the sidelines; it
he.los a lot.

Find sofieonewho '
. Hasuwo brot'ha(5 orlwo gietero

' iuu ao*nlouaed eorne musla thie week

. W atchedr'he newe onW lasr nl7hr

"ir1oZ,i 

^ 
""^pur'e( 

qane tn the last month
' likeo chocolate
' Has nioe dreams
' Doeen'tllketootball
. ls wearlnq coloured socko

. W ouldlike ro qo to Vare

' Never sends 1ext me55a0e5 onihelr phone

Figure 15,10 Find someone who ,.. handout
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Variations on Fdz d sonteone usho . . ,

Find someone who. . . has achieved a sort oflanguage-teaching ,classic activity,
status lVariations on it are rvidely used in Day one lessons, and I can,t think of a
coursebook that doesn't use it at some point. Here are a few different versions:
. Prepare the iin d someone who ... handout r.vith genuine personal information

(eg '. . . who has done a bungee jump') that you have already found out about
the students before tie lesson (from previous teachers, application forms, chats
with the students, etc) so that you know that ever.v statement relates directly to a
specihc person.

. Don't prepare a handout, but elicit the sentences from students in class. Tell
them to take a blank piece ofpaper, writethe Find someone uho ... headins and
then dictate a first example or two, after u,hich get students to suggesr other
interesting ideas.

. A Variation on the previous idea u'ould be to get students to suggest people the]
u'ould really like to find, eg someone who has a similar hobby or who likes the
same music. Each student could write their own,I d like to hnd someone
who . ..' list with maybe just three or four sentences.

. After your initial lessons, you can use Find someone wro . . . to provide practice
on specific language points, eg present perfect (. . . someone who has been I seen I
done things) .

More GTKY activities

Some popular GTI{Y activities involve the use of badges or labels. For example:
. Give students a stick.v label or ask them to tear offa piece of paper (about

5 cm X 10 cm). Say In the top lqft-hdnd corner, draw jtour faaourite food.. \J ait while they do that, then add the other instructions:
In the botnm left-hand conter,write soruething lou lihe to do in your free time.
In the top right-hqnd corner, write the narue oJ sorteone uho is intportant
to you.
In the bottoru left-hand corne4 draw a picnn e of a dreant you haae lor
the futl\e.

. Vhen everyone has finished, ask them ro attach their .badge, to their clothes
(you could hand out sticky tape or paper clips) and then sund up and walk
around the room.\ hen they meet another person, they can talk about each
other's badges, guessing what the pictures mean and chatting about their lives.

. You may want to arrange a signal (eg a bell) that means .morre on ro a new
partner' or you may prefer to allolv conversations to last as long as studenG
\.vant to talk. It's probably a good idea ro make sure everl,one meets at least hve
or six otJler. beforc you end the actiriD.

. You could vary the activity by asking different quesrions (e.g. ,Draw a sketch of
what you did last weekend', 'Write your favourite number,, etc).

Here are a few more ideas specihcally aimed at helping people learn each other,s
names.
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People bingo

Each student draws a large three-by-three grid (ie nine squares). Slowly read
through all the names on the register (spelling difficult names). Students must
randomly select nine of these names (of people they don't already know) to write
into spaces on their grid.\7hen everyone has a full grid, the students walk around
the room, hnd their nine people, chat a litde and make some notes about each
person.

Afterwards, play 'bingo' by calling out names randomly * students tick a name if
they have it on their own grid. For each name, ask the class to indicate who the
person is and tell you something about the person. SThen someone completes their
grid with nine ticks, they win. (But you could always play it again!)

The srnall dilference

On the board, draw a seating plan of the room and get the class to copy it. Each
student round the room then says their name and everyone else writes it down in
the correct place on their plan. Ask the class to study the names for two minures,
then put their plans away. Ask a volunteer to leave the room; while he / she is
outr two other students change places.\rhen the volunteer comes baclg he / she
must notice and name both students that have moved. Repeat the game a few
times with different volunteers. After a few turns, make the game more difficult by
changing two pairs at a time.

Anagrams

Put up a mixed-up spelling of your own first name on the board, eg I might put up
'mij'. Now ask students to write an anagram of their own name. Collect these in
and write them all up on the board. Every student now tries to write down all the
original names.When they've finished, they can check by walking round the room,
meeting people and hnding out if rhey have written each person's name correctly.

Spv

Prepare a set of small cards, one for each student. On about half ofthe cards write
'True'; on the other half write 'False'. Distribute them; students must not let the
others see their card. Students then stand up and mingle, meeting people and
talking.!7hen asked questions, anyone with a 'True' card must give true answersl
anyone with a 'False' card must lie (except about their name), inventing false life
stories. Afterwards, form small groups of bet'oveen four and six people. Each
group should try to work out who was 'True' and who was 'False', writing a list
identifying all the suspected 'False' people. Finish up with a whole-class stage
when the lists are read out and the truth is revealed. Groups get a point for each
'False' person correcdy spotted, but lose one for anyone incorrectly identified.
There is a set ofphotocopiable TIye I Fahe cards on the DVD in the resources
secuon.
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Another option

This se ction has introduced a number of ideas for activities that may help a ne,,r,
class to get to knorv each other. Despite all this, you might feel -vou don't need any'activiq" at all. It's possible that the best \vav for people to get to knos' cach other is
simpl_v by meeting and talking, rvithout specially prepared games or acti.r,ities. I
find that in classes with more than a basic level ofEnglish, I increasingly prefer not
to use'icebreakers'at all, choosing instead to start simply rvith conversation and
introductions. Ifr,ou rvould like to do this in a slightl_v more 'organised, lva1,, you
could try this:

Ask studcnts to work in a pair u,ith someone thcy don't knou'. Explain that the-v
should chat for ten minutes about an1'thing they u'ant to - life, interests, hopcs,
etc - dividing the time about equall-v bem,een tl.rcm. Each student should make a
few notes about his / hcr partner - basic information and any particularll'
interesting or unusual things. At the end of the ten minutes, ask three pairs to meet
up together in sixes. In each group, students introduce rheir partner to the others,
saying a ferv interesting facts about them.The others can ask questions if ttre.v
want to. (In a small class, 5,ou could skip the group stagc and have students
introduce their partners to the $'hole class.)

13 TV DVD andvideo

Many teachers have at some time pushed a DVD film into the player and sat back
u'hile their students watched. It's the classic 'lazv' teachcr's lesson and rvorks hne -
once in a rvhile. But other than for the occasional special lesson, it's important that
we find ways to exploit video material in more uscful rvavs to help students learn.
With the growing accessibilir]* of the Internet and the possibi)ity of using
interactive whiteboards to display video content, u'e nou'have a large number
of new possibilities for using r,ideo films and clips in class. I(/hether you use
published materials, online shared materials or.vour o\,vn recordings, there are
many ways to makc the r,vork relevant and engaging.

When I use video films or clips in class,I tr-v to keep l.rold of a fcrv basic guidelines.
These may sound simple, but the,v oftcn make the dilTerence betrveen a slick video
Iesson and techno-muddle:

Keep it short.
Exploit the matcrial.
Blank the screen rYhen the students don't need to look atit (a fuzzy,bLtzztng
blank screen can be distracting).
Ifpossible, find your place before the lcsson (othern'ise you end up rvith ,Just a
minute, I thint it 's just after this bit, oh perhaps it's ... ').
Don't only use video to extract language for stud-v.Vidco can be a great starting
point for communicative activitics, too, for r,vriting or for introducilg
drscussion topic areas.

Video is simply another classroom tool; it doesn't do the teaching for you. It,s not
too hard to extracL 30 to 60 minutes'rvork out ofa three-minute recording, and
that ma-v be a lot more use than putting a one-hour recording on and just letting it
run all the way through t'hile the students quietly nod ofi
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Video in class
In order to exploit video recordings, we need to consider what there is to
exploit. What has a video recording got that my classroom / textbook / CD player
hasn't {ot?

A video has:
. soundl
. moving pictures: the pictures give context to the sounds we hear.\7e can see

facial expressions, eye contact, physical relationships, background, etc;
. a 'rewind' button: we can replay these images again and again;
. a 'pause'bufton: we can freeze-frame images, stopping the action at any point;
. a volume control: we can turn the sound off, or make it quiet or very loud.

In addition, you can usually:
. accurately iump to a specific momen!
. replay small secdons witlr precision;
. show subtitles in English - or any included language - on screen.

Commercial DVD discs (eg of feature films) often have bonus supplementary
materials which are an excellent source for student research,'jigsaw viewing' (see
below) etc.'Deleted scenes' and 'out-takes' can provide interesting discussion
matter.

Ifyou have a web cam or video camera, there are even more possibilities (for
making programmes, recording students speaking in activities, etc).

Using video recordings in class

We can divide video playback activities into tlree general categories:

1 Preview: what you do before you watch a section ofrecording
2 Viewing: what you do while you watch
3 Follow-up: what you do after watching

Any one lesson might include a number of these as different sections of the
recording are used, eg preview first section; view ftst section; preview second
sectionl view second section; follow-up first and second sections; preview third
section, etc - each section might be minutes long or could be only a few seconds.

Preview activities

Here are four typical preview activities:
. A language focus on lexis, function or grammar that will come up on the

recording;
. Students predict what will happen from some given information or picturesl
. Students discuSs a topic that leads into or is connected with the subject on the

recording;
. Students study a worksheet that they will use when watching the recording.
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The whole of the previous lesson (or week) could itselfbe a sort ofprevieu, task
leading up to the recording. For example, ifa particular function is being srudied,
the students might alread-v have spent a lesson or t\,\'o working with it and now
view the recording to expand their knorvledge ofit.

Vie\Ying activities

As u'ith audio recordings, it usually helps to set clear viewing tasks and to follow
similar procedures to those outlined in Chapter l0 on listening.The task-text-
feedback circle still rvorks u,ell as a basic procedure for video.iasks might be in thc
form oforal instructions or in the form ofa worksheet, or they might be a natural
follow-on from the preview activities.You may want to play the recording through
many times with harder tasks.

Thsks can be listening,looking or interpretingl for exam ple,Ilrhy are they so heen to
get into the museum a.fter it's closed? or \X/hat seuen things does the man do after leaaing
the gondola? or Hoz.o does Lhe shop assistqntfeel? Ix/hqt will theg do next?The tasks can
focus specifically on function, grammar,lexis or pronunciation; for example, Floa
ruan1t walts da the couple ask.for help?IVhich o;f the.following zterbs does he use? lx/hat is
on tlle shef? Is she being polite or rude? The answers to man-v of these questions will
involve active interpretation of the visual as u.ell as the audio messages. Focusing
on gestures, facial expressions, body language, etc is especially useful when
studying functional language.

Follow-up activities
There are many activities that you can do after viewing; here are just a few ideas.
. Discussion, interpretation, personalisation (eg'\X/hat would you have done?,or'Has this ever happened to you?').
. Study of ne'"v language.
. Role play the scene (or its continuation).
. Inspiration for other work: 'What did thc newspaper / llel/o magazine say the

next day? Design the front page.'
. \J rite a lefter from one character to another.
. Plan what they should do next.

Other ideas

Those are the basics. Nor.ri if you're feeling ke en, here,s a mixed bag of ideas to
liven up the lessons. (Don't try all of these in one go, but do try one or two of them
sometimel)

Don't let students mentally switch off; make them think; challenge them. Cover
up t1le screen and ask questions; Lltren tu the words I music - what's the picture?
Wat are thej describing? lX/here are the-1? Then,look at the images and compare .
In pairs, the above idea becomes an instant communic aive activrty: Tell your
par!ner uhat you r hink was happening I r cou ld lead to drarving and compari"un
ofpictures.
Switch off the sound: lYhat are they sa3.,lzg? Advertisements work beautifull-v:
in pairs, imagine and write the script. And then the two students .lip-synch'it:

Come up to the TV; sit on either side of it and while I play t/re (silent) recording again
while yu speak the zr.'ords. (Hilarious - try itl)
Use the 'pause' 

button to freeze ima ges-. lX4tat happensn exr? (Thlk about it;
$'rite the story, etc.) Then (later) watch and compare.
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Divide the class in two, on separate sides of the room. Only one half can see the
screen. Have the sound turned off. Half (A) watches for one minute.Then (as a
group or in pairs) tells the other half (B) what happened.Then swap over and
repeat. This is great with short' silent comedy sketches. For a very noisy
variation, everyone inA tells a pre-chosen partner in B what is happening while
it is happening, ie live commentary.The quiet variation:A watches and mimes
to B whatis happening; at the end, B must tell the story to A. All ofthese sound
quite silly (and they are), but there's loads ofexcellent and challenging speaking
and listening practice.
With a camera: make your own news / entertainment/ documentary /
advertisements, etc.
Film students doing something else and play back later for focus on
pronunciation, gramrnar, effective communication, error analysis) etc.
Play through a section of an unknown film at 8 x or 16 X speed Ask students to
watch and try to work out what is happening.When finished, groups can
compare and argue. Maybe the class as a whole could then try to reach a
consensus, after which everyone can watch the film at normal speed and check.
Watch a one- or two-minute clip a number of times with the sound down and
English subtitles. Ask students to fllst copy these subtitles. Replay it often
enough for them to do this.I(/hen all have the text (and have checked it), ask
them to work in pairs to decide what the subtides would be in their own
language.\7hen they have finished writing and have compared (and acted out
their versions?), they can, ofcourse, watch the DVD wittr subtides in their
language and see how close they got.
Choose a one- or two-minute clip no one is familiar with, perhaps of a very
visually dramatic or humorous moment. Cover up the top four-frfths of the
screen. Switch on English subtitles. Play the clip. Ask learners to sketch what
they tlrink is happening on screen.$7hen finished, they compare, and at the end
get to see what is really on screen

Activities for video

Recall a specific TV advertisement that you know well. Devise separate activities
to use in class to give students (a) speaking practice using past verb forms;
(b) practice in writing formal letters; (c) a role play that does more than simply
getting them to re-enact the ad.

Exploiting a TV weather forecast

Find several ways to exploit a TV weather forecast in your class.

You could now useffiiiitasks 9 and 10 from the DVD to focus on your
thoughts on specihc techniques and to make a note ofones you'd like to
incorporate into your own teaching.
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This chapter includes some key ideas for moving forward.There are suggestions
you could use for observations and for action research as well as thinss to consider
as you develop as a teacher.

What is 'learning teaching'?
The title of this book suggests that there is a kind ofteachins that is also a kind of
learning - a 'learning teaching'. It's not just rhe studcnts u,ho do t}.re learning, but
you do as well. You teach and you learn - and the tu,o things are intertwined.
Outs ide and in . ide f re c lass.  you l i r  e  and 1ou learn.

It is not just something you do '"vhile I'ou are on an initial training course or while
you are a 'green', new teacher. Instead. it is how you could be thioughout your
teaching career. I il go so far as to suggest that anlr teacher who has stopped
learning themseh'es has probably also stopped being useful as a teacher.
One good rva-v to keep learning about teaching is to never let your ideas ,set in
concrete') to remain open to the possibility ofbeing wrong - or to more interesting
alternative ways ofdoing things, to alu'ays be questioning (and possibly changingj
some of .vour ideas.

As you read this book - or any other ELT rvriting - collect any practical ideas and
techniques you need, but also keep questioning and challenging the author,s
suggestions. Keep your mind working on discovering what you believe about how
people learn and how best to enable that. In many ways, the questions are more
important than the answersl knowing that something is not hxed and certain
encourages a different, more exploratory way ofworking.
Don't be too keen to rush to certainty about the best way ofdoing something. In
fact, I'd argue that there's a lifetime of fruitful work in enjoying your unccrranryr
Ifyou ever smrt getting too sure of the answers, tr1, having a rethink on one of the
questrons below to keep you alertl
. Do I really knorv horv someone learns to use a new item oflanguage?
. How exactly does my teaching make a positive difference?
. rWhat do I do that gets in the way ofmy students, learning?
Teaching is very exciting and challenging in the first few months and years. But as
it becomes more familiar and you grow in conhdence, there is a danger that things
may grow staler and less enjoyabl".
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Teacher developrnent

Learning about teaching doesn't stop whenever your training courses finish. In
fact, this is where your development as a teacher really begins. You could:

. read new ideas in magazines, on blogs and try them out;

. write an article for a magazine (most articles in magazines for language
teachers are by teachers like you);

. start a local newsletter:

. take part in online social networksl

. try a'bold parabola' (see Chapter 6, Section 8);

. go to a conference or a seminan

. go to a conference and give a talk about what you have been working on in class;

. learn about a completely different approach;

. discuss what you are doing with other teachersl

. make an agreement with a colleague to observe each other's lessonsl

. find a way to get involved in some in-service teacher training;

. do a seminar for your colleaguesl

. start your own schooll;

. give private lessonsl

. specialise (eg computers, business, self-access centres, video, exams, etc)1

. write a message for a website or a magazine article or even a book;

. read this book asain!
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Teacher development groups and associations

The quality of the progress you make in teaching (and horv you feel about it) is
partly to do with other people. Ifyou rvork in a staff room where people are open
and ready to discuss and exchange ideas (and materials),.vou have a huge bonus.
Many teachers have found tltat membership ofa local, regional or national
teachers' group has tremendous benefits So m\, main suggestion if.vou are feeling
at all stuck would be to ioin (or start) a teacher development (TD) group.

Local TD group

Invite colleagues u'orking in -vour school (or in the local area) to come together for
a meeting.Tell them that this r.r'ill (initially, at least) be rvithout a fixed agenda
beyond offering a chance 1br everyone to meet up and discuss an.r currenr rssues.
problems, developments, etc. Although it may be tempting to plan talks or evcnts.
the most useful support ma.v simply be the chancc to meet up and share stories. A
typical surprise is rvhen teachers discovcr that they are not alone in ho,"v they feel.
but that other teachcrs share many of their interests, rvorries, qucstions, etc. Once
the group is under l'al,! more ambitious schedules can be agreed upon. Be careful
not to become sidefackcd into being a one-issue group (eg to promote a political
or administrative change that teachers see as important); make sure 1ou keep
space Ibr conversation as $'ell.

Regional, national and internationalteachers' associations

These provide another brilliant line ofsupport. Frequentlv such organrsauons
prepare conferences, courses and newsletters.They are a great u'a-v ofnetworking.
meeting otlrer teachers and keeping in touch. IATEFL (International Associatic'n
of Teachers ofEFL) is perhaps the largest such organisation, with important
national groups in man_v countries, gigantic international and regional
conferences, and extremely' useful Special Interest Groups (SIGs) with their os n
newslefters. Rcmember, the people u,ho run these are not distant bureaucrats, bu:
teachers like you - and just about ever,\/ organisation I have ever come across rs
delighted when teachers express an interest in helping run things. That,s a grear
rvay ofgetting inspired, lvhile doing something useful for l,ourselfand others.

How can I change?

In order to gror.q rve need to remain open ro the possibility of change. That mar' : -
difficult, for change is risky and potentially rhreatening. It can feel safer to sraJ'
fixed, unmor,'ing. But this means, week b.v rveek, hour by hour, we grow stale an.j
our lessons grou' tired - recreations ofold. dead lessons, rather than ne$,,livinq
ones. Here are ftvo interesting views on change from thousands ofyearu aparr.
Both suggest that a keener au'areness ofthe present is the ke-v to changing.

Tao

The ancient Chinese pl.rilosophy of'lbo sees ever]'thing in the unit'erse as
interdependent and constantly changing.!0e,like everything else, are part o1'rh:.
process. Change is natural.'l-he best u'av to live is to remain open to thc natur.a)
florv of change and move rvith it, ie going t'ith thc flow, rather than rying ro srr r
upstream.! e do our best $'hen tr!ing to act in accordance rvith nature, usrng
minimal interventions rather than strong forcc.
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Thus, in theThoist vie% we do not need to struggle to change ourselves. Rather,
we need to be aware of the world around us and our place in it- and remain open
to moving with the changes that take place and involve us. In other words: be here
now, fully and alertly.

Krishnarnurti

Krishnamurti (1895-1986) was an Indian thhker who had a most extraordinary
life. Much ofhis philosophy rs ofdirect relevance to people who work in
education. The following passage is part of Krishnamurti,s answer ro a child who
asked 'How can you change yourself?'

lY,4ten people say'I am changing Jrom this to that', thq) think they are mooing-
They think they are changing. But in actualfact, they have not moved at
all.lX/hat they haoe done is projected an idea oJ what they should be . .. But it is
not a moaernent.They think it is change, but what is change is first to be aware of
what actually'is'and to live with it, and then one obseraes that the'seeing'itself
brings about change.

Krishnamurti on education (Krishnamurti Foundation, 1 974)

I frnd this very powerful guidance on a way to change. He is arguing against
setting up distant goals and trying to reach them. Ifyou are fully aware ofthe
present and what'is', he suggests, then that awareness, of itself, already produces
change.

Observed lessons

I'm going to obserue you ,,.
A trainer (or head of department or director of studies) stops you in the corridor and
says, ' l 'm goingto come in and observeyour  lesson on Tuesday. '

1 How do you feel?
2 What would you like to know before she comes in?

Observation is a common feature ofteacher-training courses and is a part of in-
service teacher support in many schools. Many teachers respond to news ofan
upcoming formal observation wit}t some degree oftrepidation (or sheer terror).
lThatever the stated purpose, it may feel like a test of some sort - and tiere is
always likely to be some degree ofintrusion when an extra person is sitting in your
classroom. Students may respond differently (often more reticently), and it is
often hard for you to do what you do naturally when, every time you blin\ that
guy in the corner scribbles a new comment. It can lead to a heightened degree of
self-consciousness which, in the worst cases, can interfere with your natural skills
and the success of the lesson.

Having said that, observation, done well, provides perhaps the most useful help a
learning teacher can get.When we are teaching, it's very hard to take in coolly and
objectively the whole panorama of what is happening around us in the classroom.'We 

may naturally get locked into particular habits, ways of working, ways of
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speaking, avoidances, etc that we are unable to notice! simplv becausc rt ts we u,ho
do them. An obsen'er can be an outside evc, someone rvho can tell us thinss. Ifrve
trust the person coming in, there is an opportunitv to get insights from a differenr
vie$'point, from soncone rvho is not emodonally invoh,ed $,ith the class, but who
can notice things \ye can't and can teli us things ,"r,e can,t see, or half_sec but have
not fully taken on.

So, the trepidation on hearing an obscrvation is fully understandable (I still get it
mysell), but it is rvorth gefting past that as soon as possible and looking for r.vavs of
maximising the learning possible from such hclp.

Forrnal observations

I'11 say something more about peer obscrvation in the next section. For this
sectionJ we'11 now focus on 'formal, observattons.
All kinds ofobscrvation can lead to useful lcarning.'[-he chances ofthis are
significantly less if ther.e is no feedback discussitrn follorr ing the lesson (for
exarnplc, in an inspection), though even then, thc challenge ofprcparing and
delivering a high-quality lesson may spur I'ou to discover things about yor-rrself
and your students that,\:ou hadn't knou,n before
If an observation is to happen, both parties usuall,v neecl to know and agree as
many of the follol'ing things as possible:
. All the logistical details (r,hen, r.rherc, hor,v long).
. Information about the class (1evt'1. rr har thc sruJ(,nts are like, recent studyr

current issues, ctc).
. Information about the intended t1'pe oflcsson (a ,bl the-book' lesson? a'wing-it' lesson ? an experiment? a'driving test,- attempting to show offthe

best thar tlte teacher can do?) In othcr rvords, to rvhat exteni is the observer
going to see a representative lesson?

. The t1'pe ofobservation (training, developmental, assessment, data, peer)
see below

. !(/ho sets the agcnda, ie rvho decides the specific aims ofthe observation? It
could be ( 1) tlre observerl (2) the tcacher being obscrr.ed; or (3) some external
source (eg a school codc or a teacher-training course svllabus

. Specific aims of the obscrr.ation, ie rvhat the obscn-er riill look out tbr ancl
comment on afterrvards (r,vhich rvill dcpend on rvho sct the agenda).

. How you rvould like the observer to be (,invisible,? participaring in the lesson?
taking lots ofnotes? videoing? etc).

Five tlpes of observation

It is worth clearl-v distinguishing fir.e t-vpes of obsen ation (although a single
observation could incorporate more than one ofthesc)
Observation ma-v be:
. Training As part of a training programme to hclp traincrs identify l our

current le\rel ofskills and your needs.Training observations arc tvpically on'somcone else's agenda', ie you are being observed and asscssed as part ofa
programme or s_\'llabus to achievc a certain set of specified eoals

. Developmental '-fhis contrasts \\'ith rraining. in tlr"t.de ,...Ll.,merrt, suggests
-\/our own agenda ts paramount (rather than thaL of a cour se requirement or a
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trainer). In a developmental observation, you would typically specify yourself
what would be mostuseful to have feedback on.

. Assessment To assess you and your teaching against criteria of quality,
acceptability, appropriacy, etc. An assessment may be part of a course (with
grades,levels, points, etc) or it may be an internal or external inspection, for
example by a national association ofschool recognition.

. Data collection Sometimes schools or teachers or others may want to
objectively investigate some aspect of classroom life (such as'comparing
participation levels of male and female students' or 'varieties ofteacher
questions'). Often such observations will be based on making quandtative
studies (ie how often, how much, etc) ofwhat goes on. Such observadons are
often by peers rat-her than by trainers or members ofthe school hierarchy.

. Peer observation Peer observation is when a colleague comes in to watch
your lesson (or part ofa lesson).The aim is for both participants to learn
something.You are not expecting your colleague to give you 'trainer-type'

feedback, but there can probably be an exciting exchange ofideas, discussion
about different ways ofworking, comparison ofviews, etc.

Studying your own teaching: feedback, reflection
and action reseafch

Teaching English can be very exciting, but at 3.30 on a Monday afternoon, with a
whole term ahead of you, it can seem a lot of other things, too.

For the first two years or so in the profession, the demands ofgetting to grips with
subtect matter, technique, organisation, school politics, not to mention students,
can be very stressful and tiring, and it may often feel as ifyou stand no chance at
all of winning through. Ideals and enthusiasm that you started with may fade away
as it becomes clear that you can't make every lesson perfect, that some students,
some classes simply won't like what you do. And there are the days when you may
have to struggle just to get through.

As time goes on, you will probably find that you have more experience to lean or5
more tried-and-tested lessons in the bag to recycle endlessly-Then boredom and
staleness are the dangers, once the challenge of becoming competent has faded.
Twenty years ofteaching experience can become no more than two years'
experience repeated ten times over. Repeated venturing down well-travelled roads
leads sooner or later to boredom, to fossilisation ofroutines, to increasing
defensiveness and fear ofchange.The question becomes not'How can I survive?'
but'How can I keep moving forward?' or 'How can I become t-l1e best teacher that
I can be?' The more established and safer you are in your job, the harder it can
become to take risks, to try somedring completely different.

The first important steps towards becoming a better teacher involve an increased
awareness about what you do now and an openness to the possibility ofchange.

Ifyou want to move forward, you have to be clear aboutwhat it is that you do now.
Do you actually know what you are doing in class? Do you ever stop and examine
your actions, your intentions, your motives, your aftitudes?You keep planning for
the nextlesson, the next day, but to look back, to recall what happened, to reflect
on it: this seems harder to do. \fhat did happen in that clas s ? rJThat were you like as
a teacher? Did you enable learning or prevent it?\(rhy did you do the things you
did?\fhat were the other options, the ones that you didn't take?
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We can teach and teach. Or rve can teach and learn.This kind ofteaching, a'learning teaching', is a refusal to say'I knotv it all. I can relax for the rest of m1'
career.' Learning teaching is a desire to move forward, to keep learning from what
happens. It involves feedback from others and from ourselves about what
happened. It involves reflection on u'hat happened, together with an excitement
about trying a slightly different option next time. Learning teaching rs an aware
and active use of the experiential learning cycle in one's orvn life and work.
Learning teaching is a belicfthat creativity, understanding, experience and
character continue growing throughout one's life.

Getting feedback on teaching

Feedback frorn colleagues

Ask odrer teachers to come in and observe some ofyour lessons, and do an
exchange observation with them, not to judge each other or score points but to
learn from each other.The growth in trust and respect that comes from sharing
ideas and skills in this way can really help all involved move forward, as well as
having a markedlv positive e1I'ect on the whole atmosphere ofa school.

Even if a colleague cannot come in and observe a lesson, then you could still set
aside some uninterrupted time (perhaps fifteen minutes or so) r.vhen they rvill sit
and listen to you talk through -vour thoughts about the lesson.Your colleague could
make a 'contract' u'ith 1'ou that he or she $'ill not offer suggestions or advice or
help or opinions, but will simply listen and support you.This kind of helping is
very simple to describe, but extremely porverful in action. It can be surprisingly
beneficial to talk through one's or,vn experience with another person who is
really listening.

Feedback from you
\When you have taught a lesson, it can be tempting to see it completely uncritically
in broad shades ofextremes either as a huge success or as a complete failure.
Teachers sometimes find themseh'es diving from one extreme to the other in the
space ofa few minutes.

You ma-v equally be tempted not to think about the lesson at all, to pur rr away rn
the back ofyour mind and forget it, or alternatively to brood over it, picking away
at it for hours afterwards, regretling $'hat happened and seeing every possible
alternative way ofdoing things as an improvement on rvhat actually happened.

The alternative (and more difficult option) is to tr_v and take an objective, more
balanced vieu' ofwhat happened: hrst to recall what happened, then to reflect on
that and look for u,hat was successful and for u.hat could be improved. Whatever
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the lesson was like, there will have been good points in it and things that could be
worked on.This is true for the most experienced teacher as much as for a beginner.
If you are taking an initial training course, then your tutors may be just as interested
rn encouraging your own self-awareness as in pointing out successes and problems
themselves.They could spend the whole time praising what you di4 or tearing
your lesson into litde pieces, but the only thing that is going to move you forward as
a teacheris if you yourselfbecome aware of what works and what doesn't.
'Hot and cold feedback' is one way of becoming more aware ofwhat you are
doing. It works like this:

Hot feedback

As soon as you sit down after teaching (and as soon as you have got your breath
backl), write down a description of some of the things that happened and / or
your first reactions and feelings about what happened. None of this needs to be
more than a sentence or two; you may find that the simple act of trying to get your
thoughts together in writing will help you to clarify exactly what it is thar you are
thinking. For example:

The oral practice seemed to worh welLThe students got reallg inaolaed q.nd didn't u)qnt
to stop. I noticed that I wqs concentrqting on students to my right; I rather I{t out thefiae
sitting near the door. Checking the homework with the whoh class was z;ery dull.There
must be a better ua! to go through all the answer'

Cold feedback
rJThen the lesson has become a bit clearer in your head - maybe an hour or so later,
or perhaps the next day (or, if the lesson was observed, after the observer has
talked over the lesson with you) - add a few more sentences, remembering to look
for the positive things as well as things that need work. For example;

lVhat was successful: the lexical game -;fast and fun - theg practised a lnt of words.
I felt more confident; I'm beginning to get used to the way this class worhs.
To work on: I could be clearer with instuctions.Thql were definitely conJused at
the stqrt of the game.I talked rather a lot. I noticed myself talking oaer some of
their answers zDhen I got impatient - I'll try to watch for that in future. I don't
think Joanna said angthing all lesson. I must have a chat with her andfind out if
eoerything\ OK. Perhaps I could ask questions direct to named indiaiduak, rather
than general questions to the whole class.Thqt would stop the two strong ones always
coming in f.rst.
The 'feedback' sheet will now represent your views at two differenr stages of
considering the lesson.You may well find that your reaction is rather different at
these two points. Finding which view of these two is the most objective, realistic
and supportive to yourself may improve your ability to analyse your own lessons
in the future, and thus help your development as a teacher.

Your own approach to this kind ofself-feedback will reflect your own style and
your own perceptions, but ifyou find it hard to get going, try using rhe self-
assessment model described below.



Chapter 16 Next steps

Lesson self-assessment

Ifit's not possible for a colleague to observe here is an idea you can try on your
own. For each lesson you teach, choose one question from partA below, one from
part B and one from part C. rX/rite your answers. Ifpossible, talk through your
answers rvrth another person who has agreed simpll' to listen (rathcr ttran take
part in a conversation).

Roughly speaking:
. A focuses you on recalling u'hat happened in the lesson.
. B focuses on reflecting on the lesson, particularly looking for what was

successful.
. C focuses on drar'ving conclusions from the experience and hnding ways to

move forward in ,vour future teaching.

A Recalling the lesson

1 List a number of things that you did during the lesson.
2 List a number of things that the students did during d.re lesson.
3 Note down any commcnts or feedback that a snrdent gave you during the lesson.
4 Note any important personal interaction between you and a student during

the lesson.
5 Summarise the main stages of the lesson as you remember it.
6 What was the balance of 'teacher doing things'compared with'students doing

things' in the lesson?
7 List some things that happened approximatell' as you planned them.
8 List some things that happened differently from your plan.
9 Recall one moment in the lesson when 1,'ou had a clear decision to make between

one option and another.rWhat rvere the options you chose and rejected?

B Reflecting on the lesson
1 Note several tl.rings that you are proud of about the lesson.
2 lfhat was tl.re high point of the lesson for you? Why did it feel good?
3 Can you ansu'er that same question from the students' point of view?
4 Name several specific points in the lesson where you feel the students were

learning something.
5 At what points could you have been clearer?
6 Which part of the lesson invoh'ed the students most completely?- 

\ here rvere re main challenges for tl.re srudent.?
8 Where was time not used elficiently?
9 At what point did you feel most awkward or uncomfortable?

10 Did you achieve what you $ranted to achieve?
1 1 Did the students achieve what you hoped they would achieve?

C Drawing conclusionsl making plans

1 If you taught the lesson again, rvhat would you do the same?
2 Ifyou taught the lesson again, r.vhat would you do differentll'?
3 N hat have you learned about your planning?
4 \(/hat have you learned about your teaching procedures and techniques?
5 What have you learned about your studcnts?
6 \What have -vou learned about _vourself.)
7 rX/hat have you learned about learning?
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Choose a general area
for the experiment

Do background reading and research

Decide the specific focus of
the experiment

Decide how you can assess the results

Analyse and reflect on the outcomes

3 Studying your own teaching: feedback, reflection and action research

8 List some intentions or 'action plans' for your future teaching.
9 Write a brief description of yourself as a teacher seen from a student's

viewpoint. Vhat is it like to be taught by you?

Action research

Action research is a teacher's personal study ofhis / her own teaching or of the
students' Ieaming. It contrasts widr a more common image of research as
something done by academics in distant universities. Action research has the
advantage that it can be very small-scale. Anything you do in your work that is
actively seeking to help you learn and progress is a kind ofaction research. A more
systematic route (eg when you want to experiment with a new classroom
technique) might follow the route shown in Figure 1 6 . 1 .

What you
rearn can
feed into
your  chorce
of the next
expeflment

Experiment

Ficure 16,1 Action research

Action research
Fiona is  ta lk ing about  her  own smal l -scale act ion research.  Match par ts  of  her
description to the diagram in Figure 16.1.

I began to worry that I was talking too much in class and that it was gettinE in the
way of students' Iearning. I found a book on the school bookshelf with a very short
mention ofthe SilentWay method that sounded interesting. I researched Silent Way
on the lntetnet and found some sample lesson plans. I thought there was no way I
could do a full Silent Way lesson, but I decided I could try something from one of
the plans. I planned a normal lesson but with a ten-minute stage when l would try
out a student activity where I would say very much less than usual. I decided to
rccord the whole so-minute lesson and listen back to it afterwards. When listeninE,
I would make a rcugh assessment of how much I talked every three minutes. So I
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Chapter 16 Next steps

did the lesson, and the activity sort of worked, but the most interesting revelation
was how much I talked in the other parts of the lesson even more than I'd
thought. This led me to design my next experiment in which I ...

4 The pack ofcards

'When 
observing nerv teachers in class,I usually keep a note ofissues we talk about

after the lesson. I've noticed that many of the same comments and advice tend to
come up again and again. Here, I't'c selected some of dte most frequent or more
interesting thoughts and presented them as a random list.Think of it as a pack of
cards - if you're feeling bored or in need ofa nudge to move you forward a little,
try picking one of these 'cards' at random, think about it, check ifit applies to vou
and see ifyou can make any use of the suggestions.

1 Don't correct good, natural sentences because you want them to use 'full

sentences', eg in anstver to 'Are you going to visit Greece next year?', 'No,

I'm not'is actuall.v a befter answer tl.ran'No,I'm not going to visit Greece
next -vear'.

2 Getting students to repeat single words is less useful than real-u'orld phrases,
eg 'marry' is less useful than 'He's married' or 'She's going to get married'.

3 Don't just aim for students to 'understand'. Plan for students to be better able
to use ltems.

4 Don't teach and tcach.Teach and check. Check againl Check the quiet ones!
(Try: input 5%, checking 95%.)

5 Don't over-rely on the stronger students. Don't assume ever.vone has got
sometling because one has 'got it' Don't say 'Excellentl', pouncing on the first
answer, and rush on. Did all the learners agree? Find out!Throw language and
answers around.

6 Teachers often rvorry that students'are too good'and maybe'know it all'!
Don't let this get in _vour \,vay or put you off. It can lead you to rush because
you're a litde embarrassed at the possibility of boring them.

7 Do you need to keep organising all the time? Do you typically take quite an
over-active, motivating role? Can you lear,e it up to tltem a bit more?

8 You ask'All agree?' (there is silence from srudents).You say 'OI{ ...' and
continue to the next item. Is it urorth waiting until you get some real ans\l'ers?
Watch out for a tendency to 'fill all the silences'.

9 Be careful that games don't become more important than the language work
itself. If -vou get too focused on rvho's first, winners, points, etc, it can obscure
the real aim.
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4 The pack ofcards

10 Check out different individual students. Don't rely on the general mumble
from the room as a whole. Pick random victims, rather than'round the circle'.

1 1 To stop one student dominating, name students to answer. Don't'hear' the
loud studentwhen he shouts out over the top.

12 Try using'traffic cop' gestures to control interaction (eg'Stop talking', 'You

can speak'). Nominate students with hand gestures to show who's to speak.
Postpone giving your'rubber stamp' ofteacher acknowledgement to students'
answers. Let them discuss a little.Try the 'blank face' technique when students
give a response (ie look around without immediately smiling and nodding).
Once you 'rubber-stamp' an answer, all discussion is ended.

13 'Feedback after an activity wi*r correction' is a key lesson stage, but tends to be
underplanned. Exactly how will you get the answers and do the correction?

14 Is your plan just: ( 1) students do lots ofexercises; (2) you go through them
validating correct answers? How can you get more variety into that?

1 5 When students ask a question or try to explain something to you, don't talk
over theml Listen! Separate your talk from theirs (it's not a 'caf6 chat').

16 Are you getting real feedback from the learners? More than just an'it's all OK'
or a bland pat on the back? Give yourselfspace to listen and frnd out how they
are really doing.

17 Are you really finding out if they all know the items ... or is it just the hrst
person to call out? One person gave an answer.lfhat about the others? Are you
steamrollering answers? One person half-catching something doesn't equal
'Everyone got it and there were no problems'.

18 It can be useful to 'disappear' sometimes.There are tasks you can just let them
get on with.Your visible presence can be an interference.

19 Are students only telling you, the teacher? Does all communication go through
you? Ifyou set up an activity well, they should often be able to do it on their
own. Constant micro-management will drain the task of any pace or fun and
you can end up doing the task more than students. Find ways to encourage
them to tell each other more.

20 Don't start speaking into a general classroom hubbub. Get their attention first.
21 You can only elicit things they know / half-know. Otherwise you need to input.

If you anticipate words will be 'new', plan to teach more than elicir.
22 Do you sometimes work with a stronger student to clarify a word's meaning .. .

but with relatively litde evidence that others have got it?
23 \fhen students ask'Can I say ...?' (ie they want to check with you if they have

the right meaning for a word), try to avoid artifrcial encouragement like
'Maybe' or 'We could say that' if it's not true.

24 Do you tend to make eye contact mainly with the centre of the room? Could
you spread it around more?

25 Remember that it's always much, much harder for students to listen than most
teachers ever believe!

26 '\7ere there any words that you found difficult?' (!Zell, almost certainly yes! It's
not a very useful question.)

27 Are you more concerned with collecting right answers than with helping
students listen? Listening should not primarily be a 'test'; rather your aim is to
help them get bener at listening. (How can you do this?)

28 If you tell students what was on the recording, then you end up doing the
difficult listening work, not them.
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29 Does this classroom moment ring any bells:Dzd l/z 4) meet tlrc Imnol: person? AII
students say n o. You start rapidl5,- nodding j,'es. A student salrs Jes. you say ,So
the answer's "ves" becausc on the recording she said ...'

30 A centimetre ofinput; a mctre ofpractice!
31 lfhen teachers make requests like'Can 1'ou sa.v that for me?',I keep thinking'Why 

for mei'' To please the teacher? Wlrose benefit is the practice for?Thcre
are a lot ofunderlying assumptions in the language that teachers use, and it is
sometimes $'orth challenging them b_v looking at everyda_v language use and
seeing what lies behind it. If u'e believe that a teacher,s job is to help students
learn - and that learners are not doing things to please us, but from their orvn
motivation - then maybe thc reflection of attitudes in small,inconse quential,
phrases and litde acdons may be worth noting

32 To get some things to realll''take off ', 1'ou may need to scnd out a slightly more
argumentativeJ playlul or'devil's advocate' tone.

33 Don't get stuck in 'large-class teacher' mode all the time.
34 \ifith mumbling students) be careful not to gct locked into inaudible

one-to-one loops.rfi/alk further arvav rather than closer.
35 Don't keep apologising, telling them horv hard, fasr or tedious it u,as /,"r,ill be. If

you really r.vant to raise this, ask for their ideas in a $'a], thar doesn't apologise.
36 Don't put embarrasscd individuals in trc spotlight to rdmit rheir failures! It

can be excruciating.
37 Don't ask big questions like 'Did you understand anvthing on the recording?'
38 ! hile students listen, sit stilll Don,t fuss around; it's distracting.
39 When listening, don't just automatically replay. Lcr them check if they could

do the task.
40 If timing is a worry, try planning a lesson backu,ards, ie ifyou reall.v want them

to have time to do presenrations ar rhe end (and discuss them), plan your
timing backwards from that and calculate back to tl.re lesson starr.

41 Be careful ofinterruplng too much once -vou have set students to do a task.
Basic guideline is'Set it up, then get outl,Consider \yhen certain thinss need to
be donc and p lan ahead.

42 Is your lesson a littlc on the eas-v side? Are -vou holding their hands a bit too
much? Do you back off a linle from realll'grabbing some bulls by the horns?
Do you sidestep to avoid the tricky, interesting, challenging bits ofa lesson
(maybe because it might put you on the spot) ?

43 With grammar, the theoretical understanding is the smallest part of rhc
problem. It's actually making use of that kno\a,ledge to make ,live, decisions
when communicating tl.rat is difficult.

44 Are some ofl'our lessons good but a little,mechanical,, as if you are doing the
lesson'to'the students more than \\'orking $,ith them? Make sure that, in
execution, you leave space for students to influence the florv (at least a little).
Horv much are -vou really listening to them and altering the lesson in subtle
ways to respond?The students need to inhabitmore space than justgiving
one-word answers or repcating sentences.

45 Lots of oral practicel
46 Could you 'demand' better, more natural-sounding studcnt sentences?
47 Don't over-help.-fhe learning is olten in thc struggle. Don't fecl you have to'save'them from every difficulty.
48 If the main aim of a task is 'reading', maybe one of the skills the_v are working

on is understanding text even when they don,t knorv every rvord. So ma_vbe
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5 A closing comment: language and people

lexis work could come after the task rather than interrupting the reading? Let

them struggle and try to'read'flrst.
49 \Jghen you teach or check a word, make sure your definition is as precise as

possible rather than just in the general area lf a student didn't understand the

meaning of craslz, would someone hitling their hand on the board help? Or

could they equally totally misunderstand? Ifit's not precise, what is the
purpose of the mime activity?

50 Don't let'into' stufftake too long.\7ork on 'getting to the meat' quicker.

51 Students' writing on the board can be very hard to read. Don't avoid it, but

remember that they may need encouragementto write more clearly if it's for
'public'reading.

52 Ifyou want a 'learner-centred' lesson but your internal image ofa'teacher'is
someone who sits at the front, talking, helping, questioning, etc, tiere may

be a clash. Ifyou ask the students to 'tell each other'but then still sit very

visibly up front looking at them, frequently interrupting, helping, guiding,

questioning, etc, you'll probably get a largely silent room, waiting for your

next response rather than a lively discussron

Joker Heyl Slow down!

A closing comrnent: language and people

As language teachers, we are privileged to work with a vital and fascinating subject

matter. Language is the way we express our very being. It is the way we come to

terms with the world. It is the way we make our understanding of life concrete lt is

the way we make contact with other human beings.

As a teacher) you will often find yourselftied up in the nitty-gritty atomistic side of

language: the verb endings and the prepositions, the schwas and the falling intonation
putt -i. B.tt tty to keep hold of the 'whole' as well. Don't lose touch with the fact that
people need language to cormunicate with other people. Remember this in class'

andlet it sound an occasional waming bell in your head Don't only hear the mistakes

and the verb tenses and the adverbs; ly to hear the people using the language'

Education is too important to be lost amid a constant focus on smaller problems'

At its widest, I *rink all education is an answer to a single basic question: '\rhat are

humans for?' Clearly everyone has their own different, individual answers, or will

be searching to find them. As teachers, our major contribution to life and to

education is to help others find their own way towards their own solutions within

their own lives.

As a teacher, you are also a learner- Iearning about language, methodology,
people, yourself, life. . . I suspect that the moment you stop learning, you also stop

being involved in education. So, rather than being a teacher, be a learner'There's
no need to role play someone with all the answers; be honest with yourself and

actively hnd ways to learn alongside your students.

In this boo( I have tried to deal with methodology not as a series ofrules and

truths that already and permanently exist, but as options available to us all, to use

or not to use as we wrsh. Izarning Tbachlng is about our personal search for our

own answers, rather than merely re-enacting other people's solutions ln looking
for ways to move forward as a teacher, you will also find ways to grow as a person'

Good luck. I hope you enioy it all.
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Answers to tasks

Ghapter 11 Phonofogl!: the sound
of English

(page274l

Vowels

/i:/ tcachers

/\/ tn

/u/ g99d

/u:/ schools

/e/ It'e

/3:/ learners

/c:/ A.Utonomy

lel ualuing

/^,/ trust

/q:/ patticipation

/D/ coqperation

Consonants

,/b/ beans

/t tomatoes

/dl bread

/k/ cake

/a/ epas

/t"V ebeese

/d3/ jam

/fl friendlrness

/v/ sensitiyity

/0/ empalby

/d/ brotherliness

/s/ foresight

/z/ wisdom

{/ compassion

/3/ vision

/h,/ herbs

/m/ food mixer

/n/ knives

/!/ sitk

/w/ y[ash ing machine

/l/ kettle

h/ tLidge

/j/ ye a st

Dlphthongs

/re/ ctear

/ue/ pUIe

/ea/ air

/er/ lreal

/crl jq

/arl brtEhI

/eu/ hqpeful

/aul sounds
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(page277l

(page 278)
photograph photographer telescope telescopic chemical computer forest
dlctionary comfortable reception

(page 278)

nnr n Er
interview
innocent
sui tab le
universe
opposi te

computer
rev ts ton
completely
impor tan t
example
recorder

(pa$e279)

The following pattern seems most l ikely (though other answers are possible).

Caroline was g:oing to leave for Alrica on Tuesday.

2

3
4
5

(paee279)
not steal it / borrow it, etc.
not Jun / lvlaria / Li, etc.
not the green one / blue one, etc.
but  he d idn ' t .

(page 284)

t

t U

2

k

3

t ci k

5

OI m OU

6

K EI m

7

K m

l  fa l l  2  r ise 3 fa l l



Ghapter 12 Focusing on language
W (page3oe)

D(

a o o k e A -
e leep ing

a

cook inq - -
eleepin1--

o

10

I I
h iaden came in

I
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Some keyterminologli

activity

arrns

as sirnilation

authentic exposure

authentic ouq)ut

backchaining

blendedlearning

CLIL

CLL

CLT

A single- taslg exercise or game for students to work on, usually set by
the teacher.

Things that you hope w.ill be achieved during a lesson or sequence of
lessons. NB Some teachers now use th e term objectiztes tor.i". to ,...oo
goals and reserve the term azzs for the long-term goals ofa language
course or programme.

!7hen phonemes change their sound in connected speech. For example
the sound /d,/ in the word red often assimilates to,6/ when the word
paint follows: red paint lrebl .

Exposure to language when it is being used fairly naturally.

Students speaking or writing using the full range oflanguage at their
disposal.The language used has not been restricted in any way leg.rorby your insuuctions, by the coursebook writer, etc).

A course made up ofa combination ofboth face_to_face and online
elements.

Content and Language Integrated Learning.The teaching ofsubject
content through a language that is not the fllst language of the learners
(egThai children studying physics at school, with all lessons and
materials in English).The hope is that the language will be learnt
through engagement with the sutr;ect mafter and that both content and
language will be learnt equally well.

Community Language Learning. A method that employs use of LI and
L2 to allow students to cornmunicate real messages to each other.

Communicative LanguageTeaching. A broad description of current
language teaching in which the need to use language in successful
communication is seen as more important than having a purely
theoretical knowledge ofhow language works.

HP
Typewriter
 книга выложена группой vk.com/create_your_english

HP
Typewriter



can-do statements

the chain

c}rant I jazz chant

chunk

citation form

clarification

crassfooIrr management

cloze procedure

collocation

Comrnon European
Framework of
Reference for
languages (CEFR)

Criteria concerning what a learner can successfully do with languagc
in the real world, against which the1, can be assessed or self-assess
themselves eg lcan ask for information about cooch departure times at an
enquiry desh.

An error correction technique that involves students passing
corrections to each other across the classroom.

A funny or memorable poem-like monologue or dialogue intended for
reading aloud or performance, often characterised by stong rhlthms
and opportunities to use emotional intonation (eg surprise, anger).

A piece oflanguage containing more than one lvord that, thanks tLr
familiarity and much-repeated use, seems to behave as ifit u,ere a
pre-fabricated unit (even though the separate grammatical and lexical
pieces within the chunk can be distinguished) eg I'l/ /el jtou knou;h\
about time too!

The way that a word is pronounced if you say it on its own.This is
often different from the typical in-sentence pronunciation in fluent
connected speech.

A part ofa lesson in which students become clearer about language
system items, especialll' concerning hou'they are formed, what they
mean, how they are pronounced and how they are used.

The moment-by-moment decisions and actions concerning
organisation ofthe classroom and activities, eg seating and grouping
arrangementsr starting and stopping activities, dealing with unexpected
problems, etc.

A gap-fill exercise with regularly spaced gaps (eg every seventh word).
A modified cloze has gaps for selected items of grammar or lexis.

The going-together relationships ofwords with other words, eg clothes
collocates with pat on,Jashionable and well-ftting but not normally with
put off, handsome or well-dressed.

The Council ofEurope's scheme to set comparable international
language standards in order to recognise and describe the
achievements and qualifications oflearners at different levels. The
CEFR includes many can-do crireria statements.
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comrnunicative activitv

concept questions

concordance

connected speech

An activity thathas communication as its main aim (as opposed tr,
practice of particular language items) . A communication activity will
normally involve an'information gap'.

Questions that focus on the meaning of a language item.

A list of words from a text (or texts), sometimes showing the ways they
are used (ie sentences that they appear in).

Fluent speech in which words are not pronounced separately. A
number ofrecognisable pronunciation changes occur, including weak
forms and elision.

A sound made by restricting or closing the flow of air, which may result
in friction.

Language items do not exist indep endently. They might be found irr a
text, a piece ofclassroom conversation, a tape recording, etc.These are
the contexts.To help clarify the meaning or use of an item, we can also
create imaginary contexts or example 'situations', perhaps using board
pictures, in order to provide a context for a language item and give the
students an illustation ofa way that it would typically be used.

An analysable computer database ofreal language use, drawn from a
range oftexts (plual : corpora).

The language that you can find before and after a Ianguage item.

Small coloured rods ofwood or plastic often used in language teaching.

A phoneme containing two vowel sounds, one gliding into the second.

An approach to teaching that aims to minimise use of technology,
teaching aids and other excesses and instead emphasise the importance
of the learner-teacher relationship and interaction.

A common restricted production activity, involving students in
repetition or very controlled oral practice.

Repetition of what a student has just said.This may be 'aware' echo,
with a purpose (eg indicating that an error has been made), or
'unaware'echo (eg you are feeling the need to fill silences).

consonant

context

corpus

co-text

Cuisenaire rods

diphthong

Dogrne

echo

drill



EAP

EIL

English forAcademic Purposes. Engl.ish for learners u.ho need to read
texts) aftend lectures, u'rite exams etc.

English as an International Language ie English as the language
of a u.orld communiry rather than being or.vned by just a fe!r,
natrve-speaking countries.

English as a Lingua Franca ie English used as a common language of
communication between people who speak different first languages.

English Language Teaching.

English for Speakers of Other Languages (or English as a Second or
Other Language).

English for Specific Purposes. English for people rvho have very clear
language requirements (eg English for nurses, English for larvyers).

A much-used technique for involving students more in Iessons.
Eliciting involves drawing language from the students (rather than
giving it to them).

The loss of some sounds in connecteil speech. For example, in Good
morning someimes the /d/ sound is completely lost and the greeting
sounds more like G'moming.

An item that is an example of a particular function. For example, Cozrld
jtou mahe me a utp of tea, please? is an exponent of the function of'making polite requests'.

Reading or listening to longer pieces oftext u,ithout pausing and
worrying too much about details, usually for pleasure.

Someone who has studied the language before, but appears to have
forgotten most ofit. Progress can be fast, as the ,lost' language may
return relatively quicldy. A true beginner, by contrast, has none of this
deep-stored knowledge, and progress will likely be much slower.

A word that reminds you ofone in your own language and misleacis vou
into guessing that it has the same or a similar meaning in the ncw
language (eg roparz Spanish rneans clothes notrope).

Speaking naturally without rvorr-ving too much about being 100%
correct.

ELF

ELT

ESOL

ESP

eliciting

elision

exponent

extensive reading /
listening

false beginner

false friend

fluency
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The purpose for which language is used in particular situations.

Activities to help students and teacher get to know each other at the
beginning ofa course (sometimes called ice_breakers).

Students working together with a number ofother students (rather
tha  n  in  pa i rs  o r  as  a  u  ho le  c lass) .

One person knows something that the other doesn,t. Such gaps of
information between people give us a need and desire to communlcare
with each other.

Careful and detailed reading of (or listening to) sections oftext or
speech in order to interpret the full meaning.

The musical patterns ofspeech.

Extra sounds that appear in fluent, connected speech to help link two
'vords, eg rvhen saying sea ar, speakers might add a /j/ .orrrri b.,_...,
the words.

jigsaw reading / listening A jigsaw activity involves different groups of srudents (or individuals)
reading or Iistening to different content.! .hen 

they co_. br.k tog.th..
they can report back and compare what they have learnt.

function

getting to know you
activities

groupwork

information gap

intensive reading/
listening

intonation

intrusive sounds

keywords

language skills

language systerns

lexical item

lexical set

The most important content-carrying words in a text. From a whole
article, we might be able to pick out a small number of key words that
represent the main subject matter and message.

Teachers commonly talk about four language skills: listening, speakrng,
reading,writing. Listening and reading are receptive sk s; freuklrrgand writing are productive skills.

Teachers commonly refer to the following as Ianguage systems:
grammar,lexis (vocabulary), phonology, function, discourse.

A word or a number ofwords that could be considered to be a single
item ofvocabulary, eg house,fi.rst aitl kit, solar sjsten.t, pu, up .iri."

A set  ofuords that  are connected in  somc wa1 (eg i temr lound on
a farm; words starting with ftead or words that describe human
qualities).
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lexis

metalanguage

minimal pairs

monitoring

NLP

Needs Analysis

observation task

PPP

pair"work

phoneme

phonology

practlce
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Vocabulary.

The language used to describe language items (eg present simple
tense) or used in class to give instructions, get things done or explain
things. Metalanguage usually needs to be clear and concise and avoid
complexity.

Two words that contain all the same sounds except for one eg pet I pat,.
bun I pun.These can be difhcult for learners from some language
groups to hear, distinguish or produce.

\X/hen the students are working on an activity where you do not have an
active role, you can keep an active eye over what is going on, perhaps
with a view to checking that instructions are being followed, being
ready to help ifneeded, collecting a list oflanguage used for use later in
the lessonr etc.

Neuro-linguistic programming.A quasi-scientific set of suppositions
and procedures with aims that include understanding people better and
relating to them more clearly and accurately.

'Ways 
offinding out (eg using questionnaires or interviews) what

srudents need (or wanl r lo stud) on a language cour:e.

A specific task to be done while an observer is watching a teacher
in class.

Presentation, Practice, Production. An approach to grammar lessons
based on ttre idea ofgiving (presenting) small items oflanguage to
students, providing them with opportunities to use it in controlled ways
(practice) and finally integrating it with other known language in order
to communicate (production).

Students working with one other student.This may be to discuss
something, to check answers or to do a communicative activiry

The basic unit ofsound from rvhich we build up words and sentences.
For example, the word caagftr has six letters but only three phonemes:
lW. /c:/ and ltl .

The study ofphonemes, intonation, word stress, sentence stress)
rhythm and aspects ofconnected speech.

Giving the students chances to use tl.re language being studied.



pre-teaching (of lexis)

pfesentation

productive skills

prorninence

RP

ranking task

rapport

reading for detail

real play

receptive skills

restricted exposure

restricted output

role play

STT

Teaching about the form, meaning or use of some key items of
vocabulary that the teacher feels they are likely to need in subsequent
reading or listening work.

The 'giving' or 'input' of (probably new) language to srudenrs.

I7riting and speaking

The rnain syllables emphasised in a tone group.

Received Pronunciation. A UK pronunciation variety, originally from
south-east England, once seen as a kind ofstandard educated
pronunciation.

A task in which students must put things into an order, usually by
discussing, eg'List in order the frve mostimportant things to consider
when choosing a new flat'.

The quality of relationship within the classroom.

See intensive readircg .

A variety of role play in which students play themselves in familiar
contexts, perhaps to help study and resolve problems they have had in
these situations.

Reading and listening.

Students read or listen to texts specifically designed to draw attenton
to language points.The language available for the students to hear or
read has in some way been resuicted (eg a coursebook text containing
multiple examples of used to).

Speaking or writing when students use less than the full quantity of
language they know. Practice that uses language in ways that are
controlled or deliberately simplified (maybe by an instruction or by the
nature ofa particular task) in a way that makes the load on the students
less demanding.

An activity in which students take on a character or make use ofgiven
information or ideas in order to get speaking practice.

StudentTalkingTime. The amount of time that students get to talk
within a lesson.



scannlng

schwa

sentence stress

skimming

stage

stress

structufe

substitution tables

syllabus

TBL

TTT

task

Test-teach-test

tone unit
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A fast reading technique that involves moving the eyes quicldy over a
whole text in order to locate certain information eg finding where
someone's telephone number is on ttre page.

The phoneme /e/. (The only one with a name!)

A common shorthand way of referring to prominence. Not strictly
accurate as the stress applies to tone units rather than to sentences.

Reading, usually done quickly, with the aim ofunderstanding the
general meaning or'gist'ofa piece oftext.

One distinct part of a lesson, usually a single activity. Stages may link
together to help make a complete lesson.

See word stress, prominence.

- lbrm.

A way of writing out grammar information as patterns that can be used
for generation of further sentences.

A list ofcourse contents.

Task-Based Learning. Classroom work centred around the doing of
tasks more than, say, the presentation and practice of selected items of
language.

TeacherThlkingTime. The amount of time you talk within a lesson.

Something students are asked to do. Many tasks are in the form of
questons requrlng answers, but a task may require students to do
things like draw a picture, choose an object from the table, etc. A srrcrer
definition oftask would restrict the term to activities that replicate ,real_
world' ones.

A shorthand description ofone way ofsequencing stages in a systems_
based lesson. First you find out what the learners know or don,t knor.r,,
perhaps by use ofa practice activity (test).you then offer some input on
some things that t1.rey need to know (teach).you then check whether
they understand and can use the new items you have taught (test).

The basic unit ofspoken language, similar to a clause or sentence 1or
written Ianguage. A sentence could have one or more than one tone



tonic syllable

VLE

VAI(

units. A tone unit can be one or more syllables long and must contain a
nucleus at which there is a movement of pitch.

(=nucleus) The most prominent (ie suong-sounding) syllable in a tone
unit.The main shess of that tone unit.

Virtual Learmng Environment. A computer-based system for
managing lessons and courses.Typically aVLE will allow teachers and
students to upload and download documents) to set and use exercrses,
to share files, to interact (eg using forums) and to set, hand in, mark
and record results ofassignments.

Visual Auditory I(inaesthetic. The three main channels via which we
receive input from the outside world. NLP suggests that we have a
'sensory preference' for one channel over others. Some educators argue
that our lessons should match the sensory preferences ofour learners.

A voiced sound made without any closure, friction or restdction to the
flow of air from the lungs.

Vowel sounds in ulstressed syllables tend to have a weak pronunciation.
Compare/orwhen you say it on its own (strong form) and when it
comes in the rniddle ofa sentence, eg I came back for mg 6ooAs. The vowel
soundhas changed from /c:/to /e/ (the schwa, the most common weak
form vowel).

The emphasised syllabte(s) in a word.

AIso timetable. The plan of work showing lessons as units and
identifying what goes on in each one.

The many varieties of English used in different places around the
world.

vowel

weak forrn

wofd stress

work plan

world Englishes
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Further reading

There are hundreds ofELT books around.This is a short list ofjust a few books
you rnight frnd helpful, inspiring, time-saving or life-saving during your fust years
ofteaching.

The English Language

Lewis, M. (1986) The English Verb (Hove:IJfP/Heinle).
A must-read. An exciting inaestigation into language mlths and realities.

Parrott, M. (2000) Grammar for English Innguage Teachers (Cambridge:
Cambridge Universiry Press).
A comprehensiae and informed aiezu of grammar from the teacher's perspectiae.

Swan, M. (2005) Pracical English Usage (Oxfotd: Oxford Universiry Press;.
For generations of teachers, an essential, eas!-to-use reference, especialllt on points
that often trb students up .

Swan, M. and Smith,B. (2001,) Izamer English (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press).
Compares mang languages uith English to help Leachers predict student problems
and, understand cquses of enors .

Thornbury, S. (1997) About Langzage (Cambridge: Cambridge University press).
An enlightening language self-studjt course ;for teachers,

Thornbury, S. (2005) Beyond the Sentence (.Oxford: Macmillan).
A readable introductbn to the complex field of discourse anal2sis.

Teaching Grarnrnar

Aitken, R. (2002) Teaching Tezses (Brighton: ELB).
Much-haed resource book of information and ideas .for teaching verbs .

Batstone, R. (1994) Grammar (Oxford: Oxford University Press).
Thoughtful reJlectnn on what grammar is and how to worh with it.

Hall, N. and Shepheard,J. (2008) The Anri-Gramwar Gramwar Book (Brighton:
ELB).
Some loaelt practiral ideas for working with grammar.
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Rinvolucri, M. (1985) Grammar Gazzes (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press).
The book that inspired thousands oJ teachers to see that grantmar teaching could be
personaL creative, exciting and jrct plain weird.

Scrivener, J. (2003) Basics: Teaching Gramrnar (oxford: oxford University press).
Tuentg Jiae readg-ntade grammar lessons Jbr neu Leachers .

Scrivener,J. (2010) Teaching English Graruntar (Oxforcl: Macmillan).
Combination oJ grammar reference booh with instantll-usable teaching irleas for
each grammatical item .

Thornbury, S. (200I) Uncoztering Grammar (Oxford: Macmillan).
Very thought-prouoking booh. It witt question yoLu. uhole approach to gratnmar
and how 1ou teach it.

Ur, P (1988) Gru,mnar Practj.ce Actiaities (Cambridge: Cambridge University press).
Time-sauing collection o.f photocopiable prtutice activities .

Lexis

Lewis, M. (1993) The Izxical Approach (Hove:Llp/Heinle).
The profession-shaking booh that completely changed man3t teachers, id.eas about
vocabulary and grarumar.
See also: Impleruenting the Lexicql Appro(jch and. Teaching Collocatioz also from
Lewis.

Lindstromberg, S. and Boers,F (2008) Teaching Chtu.tks of Language (London:
Helbling Languages).
A useJul collection of recipes and materiak for ztorhing with rexicar chttnhs (ie murti-
word sequences that seeru to go together) .

McCarthy, M (1992) Vocabutarlt (Oxford: Oxford University press).
lVell- s tructured teachers' self- s tutly on understanding aocabulary.

Morgan-, J. and Rinvolucri, M. (20O1) Vocabulary: Resotrce Bookfor Teachers
(Oxford: Oxford University Fress;.
Cleuer, atnusing, crazy and inspirational teaching ideas in eqtnl rneasure.

Pronunciation

Bowen,T. and Marks,J. (1992) T'he pronunciation BooA (Harlow; I,earson
Longman).
Excellent collection o.f wq)s for starting to work with pronttnciation in clds s.
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Hancock, M. (1995) Pronunciation Games (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press).
Enjoyable, ready-made actixities.

Underhill,A. (1994) Sound Foundations (Oxford:Macmillan).
The essential introduction to teaching pronunciation. Demystifies and makes you
eager to go in and trg stuff out.

Skills

Grellet, F (198I) Deueloping Reading Shills (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press).
Sensible collection of ideas for working on specific reading skills - plus a particula y
useful intoduction.

Hedge,T. (1988) lYriing (Oxford: Oxford University Press).
Helpful ideas and background information.

Klippel, E (1984) Keep Talhing (Cambridge: Cambridge University press).
Collection of classic, if datetl, actiuities for teachers who want to get students
speaking in pairs or groups .

Nuttall, C. (1996) Teaching Reading Shilk in a Foreign l^tnguage (Oxford,:
Macmillan).
Comprehensiae introduction to all aspects ofread)ng.

Underwood, M. (1989) Teaching I:istening (HarIow:Pearson Longman).
Good basic tExt on listening.

Ur, P (1981) Discussions that WorA (Cambridge: Cambridge University press).
Idetls to get studants speaking in pairs and groups.

lfhite, R. andArdt,Y. (199I) Process Witing (Harlow: Pearson Longman.).
Exciting ways n help students improae their writing bg focussing on hoza
they do it.

Technology

Dudeney, G. and Hocklg N. (2007) I1ow to Teach English with Technologjt
(Harlow: Pearson Longman).
An oueroiew of technology in language teaching by two keen, actiaelt iw.)olaed
teachers,
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Hockll', N. and Clandfield, L. (2010) Teaching Orulize (Peaslake: Delta

Publishing).
Practical help for this importdllt new area.

Sharma, P and Barrel'B. (2007) Blended Izaming (Oxford: Macmillan).
A comprehensiae introduction together with wanjt inspinng suggest?ons

Teaching in General (not specifically ELT)

Ginnis, P (2001) Teacher's Toolkit (Bancyfelin: Crown House Publishing).
A wonderful collection of approaches and ttctittities, introduced by a thoughtful and

inspiing author.

Petty, G. (2009) Teaching Today (Cheltenham: NelsonThornes)
A bilbant and well-inforrued introduction to the art of tedching

Other topics

Coyle, D, Hood, P and Marsh, D. (2010) CLIL Content and I'angu(lge Integr.tted
Izarning (Carnbridge, Cambridge University Press).
A clear,focussed, accessible introduction to the theorJ) Ltnd prcrctice of CLIL.

Davis, P and Rinvolucri, M. (1988) Dictation: New Methods, New Possibilities
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press).
The book that single-handeclly revived this presumed-dead tecltnique. HtLgely

rnsplnng.

Harmer,J. (2001) Practice oJ English Lnnguage Teaching (Hatlow:Pearson
Longman) .
The classic comprehensiae wethodology book, cooeing siruilat tetrinry n Izaming

Teaching. Excellent.

Lightbown, P and Spada, N. (2006) How Languages are lxarned (Oxford, Oxford

University Press).
If you'zte exer wondered about hou people leqrn or what theories underlie your

teaching qpproaches and techntques.

Moon,J. (2005) Children lzarning English (Oxfotd: Macmillan)
Great inh'odttcion to working with Young ltarners

Morgan,J. and Rinvolucri, M. (1983) Once Llpon a Time (Cambtidge: Cambridge
University Press).
Another magical book. h shows you how to bing storytelling into class. Grcat ideas

thqt encourage yoLL to take risks and open up your methodoloEy.
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Rogers, C. and Frelberg, H. J. (1994) Freedom to Izam (Harlow..prentrce Hall).
A conoincing argument for humanistic, person-centred teaching . Capable of nming
all gour ideas about education on their head.

Thornbury, S. (2006) An A-Z ofEZZ (Oxford:Macmillan).
Valuable dictionary oJ the jargon of our profession. IJ gou tahe qn MA or Deha
tou'll ?robabb) end u? sleeping uith th^!

STilberg, P (1987) One to One (Hoae:IJtplHeirie).
Wags of making one-to-one teaching exciting anrl, ueatiae-and gets you thinking
about educaion more widelg too .

Vright, A. (1995) 1000+ Pictures for Teqchers to Copy (Harlow: pearson
Longman).
If you find it hard to draw recognisable pictures this wond,erful collecnbn of simple,
coptable images will be aery helpful.
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100% exposure, 184
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actron research, 389
activities, classroom

pairwork, 45 51
pLannngr J /-9
route map, 40-42
sample analysis, 43-5
small group work, 51-3

adjectives, 105
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analysis, language
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grammar,99-107
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defined, 185-5
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word pages and, 202
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definedj 186
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D
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determiners, 105 6
dialogues
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dictadonJ 362-6
dictionaries,304-7
dictogloss,364
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defined,24
examples of, 25
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Purposes), 315-17
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English language teaching (ELI)

subject mafter, 24_31
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'entertainer' teaching, 14
errors, correcting,285 90
ESP (English for Specific Purposes),

310 -12
exam classes,3l7-21
exams
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exercises

grammar teaching andr 174-7
experiential iearning cyciej l9_20
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explanations, 23
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exposure
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extenslve reading) 268-70
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fluenc!', speaking, 224-8
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formal lesson plannmg

alternatives toj 142-46
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function
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examples ofj 25
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grllery exercise, 262
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Gattegno, Caleb, 32, 300
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Graddol, Davi4 119
grafitmat

amlysingJ 99 107
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defLned'24, I56-7
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games, 169-79
examples ol 25
miscellaneous teaching
methods, 180-84
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teaching emphasis oq 28
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vs.lexis, 185-7

gramlnat-translation
method, 31,33

grammatical meaning, 1 1 1-14
group characteristicsJ 83
group planning rasks, 2 I 8
group worls 51-3
GTKY ('gefting to know you')
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guest stars, 263
guided discovery, 166-8

H
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I
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335-7
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Kachru, Braj,  118, 119
keJ.vords dictation, 362-3
r\rm s gafirer J) /
knowledge-in-use, 163
Krashen, Srephen, 32, 127
Krishnamurti, 383

L
L1, using, 297-300
labelli4g, 201
language skills, 26-30
language systems) 24-8, 28-30
large classes, 331-3
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individual and group
characteristics,82-7
levelsJ 87-9
needs oi 89 94
training o! 97-8

'learning teaching,' 380-3
leaming theory, 125-9
learning vs. acquisition, 127
lesson images) 144
levels, 87-9
Lewis, Michael, 32
lexical approaches, 32
lexical games,358-62
lexical items

collocations and chunks as) 186
defined, 185
knowing, 205-10
lexical item pages, 202-3
lists of, 199

lexis
box file, 319
in classroom, 187-8
defined, 24, 185-7
examples of 25
practice activities and games,
191-93
presenting, 1 89-9 1
remembering, 198-205
skills work andr 194-8
teaching emphasis on, 28

lingua franca, English as, 118-22,
2734

listening
apprcaches tq 249-53
as basic skjll, 26
rdeas for activities, 261-63
to message as well as
language, 78
task-feedback cycle, 253-7
top-down and bottom rtp,257-60

live listening, 263
Jiving tape recorder, 364

M
macro skills) 26
management, classtoom

basic elements, 5z[-€
board use, 70-73
eliciting, 73-4
gestures, 69-70
giving instucrions, 64-7
mteraction, 58-6 1
intuition, 78-8 1
moDrtonng,6T-9
seating,6l-4
snapshotsJ 1-12
tips for preventing learning 75-3

marking,245-6,317
meanings of words, 107-11
mediatioq 299
m e m ^  ,  t F a r  c ' m p  I  ? a

methods,31 3
micro skills, 26
mirning, 178
minimal pairs, 276
monitoring, 67-9
mood) class) 83
modvation, 84
multiple choice testsj 293
multiple intelligences, 85
multiword items (see chunks)
music,3545

N
names, leatning students', 35
Datural approach, 32
Needs Analyses, 90-94, 310
Neuro-Lnguistic Programming

(NLP), 85
news headlines,261
notebooks, 203-5
nouns and noun phrases, 103 4
nucleus,278

o
observed lessons, 383-5
online learni[g, 343-6
orderlng game, 357
over-helping and over-organising, 77
over-politeness, 76
own language, using, 297-300

P
'pack ofcards,'390-3
paintbox,358
pairwork, 45-51
partrciples, 102
people bingo, 375
personal learning networks

(PLNS), 344
person-centred apProaches) 32
phonemes, 274-7
phonology (see.r/so pronunciation)

defined, 24
examples of, 25

picture dictation, 178
picture difference tasks, 218
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plagiarism, 316-17
planning

altematives to formal lesson
planning,14246
courses) 146-54
fomal, 132-35
learning theory and, 125-9
lesson aims, 135 42
overview, 123-25
sequencing, 129 3l
unrealistic requirements, 154 5
world Englishes, 1 18-22

PLNS (personal learning nerworks),
344

poetry,366 8
posters, 319
placcice, in present-pm ctice cycle,

159-63
prepositions, 104-5
presentation (see clarifica tion)
presentation software, 337 40
present-practice cycle, 1 29-3 1,

159-63
procedure aimsr 135-6
production, define4 159
productive skills, 26 (see abo

rpcaNIEr wrrurrts./

projects,370-71
prominence, l l7,278-9
pronouns, 103-4
pronunclaoon

connected speech, 279-84
intonatron, 283-4
prominence, 278-9
sounds, 274-7
starting points, 271-4
word sress) 277-8

pvzzles,2l9
pyramid discussions, 218-19

a
questionnaires, 179

R
ranl<ing tasks, 218
rapporr) 15-16,78
rcading

approaches to, 263-8
as basic skill, 26
extensive, 267-70

rcaI play,2224
receptive skills, 26 (see a/so listening;

speaking)
reconstruction, sentence, 294
relative clauses, 106

respect, 16 17
restricted exposure, 1 27-8
restricted output

grammar teaching and, 169-79
planning and, 128

revision dictation, 356
Rogers, Carl, 16

rcle cards,215,220-22
RP (.eceived pronunciation), 273-4
running commentaryJ 77
running orders, 142-3

S
scarroromgj z/ /-6
scanning,265
schemes of work, 148
schwa,280-81
seating,6l-4
secondary stesses, 278
Second Life,346-7
self-directed discovery, 1 69
e a n e ^ r w  n r e f c r c n . c c  C <

sentence completion, 75
sentence drills, 174
sentence stessr 117, 278-9
sequencing, 129-31
shadow reading, 272
show and tell, 323
Silent\fay, 32,300
simulation,224
situational presentations, 161 2
skeleton work plans, 148j 149
skills) Ianguage, 26-30
skills work

lexis andJ 194-8
technology and, 340-43

skimming, 265
slowing down,36
small difference game, 375
small group wor\ 51-3
snapshots, classroom, 1-12
songs,354-6
sound effects recordings, 365-6
speaking

approaches to) 211-16
as basic skill, 26
connunicative activities, 217 -19
fluency, accuracy and
communication, 224 8
gemes, 228-34
role play, real play, and
srmulation, 220-24

split se4tences, 177
spy game, 375
story-building activities, 1 79
storltelling,353-4
stress

sentence, 117) 278-9
wordj 277 8

c h , r { p h r s  r . , ,  l c o ' n P r s 1

Student Tirlking Time (STT), 58-61
subslitution drills, 1 73
substitution tables, 101
sylabi, 147

T
Thoism,382-3
task-based leaming (TBL),32, 183
task-based plans, 150-1
task-feedback cycle, 253-7
teacher development, 38 1-2

teachers
characteristics of, 13-17
types ol 17-19

teacher talking time (TTT)
classroom management
and, 58-9
preventing learning by, 75
unnecessaryr 35

teaching and learning, 19-23
reaching points, 144
technology

Intemctive Vhiteboards
(l lJrBt,33s-7
overview,33zl 5
presentation software) 337-40
skills work and, 340 43
Vrrtual Learmng Environments
(wEt, 343-6
virtual worlds, 346-8
word processing, 242

teenage classesr 325-7
television,3T6-9
terminology) grammatrcal) 1 02-7
testing,29o 97
test-teach-test method, 1 80-82
text startsr 183, 240
Thornbury, Scon, 33
timelines,307-9
timetables, 148
TOEFL, 317, 318
tone units, 278
top-down and bottom-up listening,

257-60
top-down reading, 266-8
topic, teaching around a, 323
topic-based work plans, 154
topic webs,201-202
total physical response (TPR),

32 ,1a2 ,3234
traditional teaching, 14-1 5
training, learner, 97-8
tra nsformation, sentence, 294
tansformation drillsj 173
translation role plays, 300
treasure hunts) 342
truefalse exercises, 294 5
TTT (se? teacher talking time)
two-option exelcisesr 294-5

U
Underhill, Adrian, 17
unrealistic rcquirements, 154 55
up-here knowledge, 163

V
verbs, 102 3
video,376-9
Virtual Learning Environments

(\T-Es),343-6
vifiual worlds,346-8
visual dictionaries, 346
vocabulary, 185-7 (see aAo lexis)
voice settlngs, 272-3
vowels, 27,1-5
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w
wall dictatiorL 363
weak forms, 279-80
web puzzles, 342
wild dictationr 364
word clouds, 345-6
word dominoes, 360
word jumbles, 360-1
word listsJ 199
word pagesJ 202
word processing, 242

word seeds,359
word thieves,360
word webs) 201-2
work plans, 1 48
worldEDglishes, 118-22
wnung

approaches tq 234-9
as basic skill, 26
ln class,239-42
respodses to) 243,6

I

,eJ and /ro questionsJ 357
young learners, 321-4

414
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